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I
*

goes without saying that the following pages do not contain
everything that might well be said about Dr. Kuvper. What

[We

depart from our ordinary custom of publishing only fresh articles written

expressly for the

Review,

in order to give our readers a translation of this,

no

doubt somewhat inadequate, account of Dr. KuypeFs life up to 1888 by Jbr. Mr.
Witsius H. de Savornin Lohman. In Dutch it forms one of the issues of a series
of booklets published by H. D. Tjeenk Willink at Haarlem, under the editorship of Dr. E. D Pijzel, and designed to describe the Mannen van Beteekenis in Onze
Dagen ; and it appeared as long ago as 1889. This early date, of course, detracts
for so far from Dr. Kuyper having
seriously from the completeness of the sketch
been idle during the last decade, this is precisely the period of his greatest
activity and of hisgn atest achievements in Church and State
including his breach
with the State Church and his successful leading of a large body of “ Doleerenden”
(as his followers were suggestively called) out of its bondage and finally into union
with the “ Christian Reformed Churches,” so forming the strong existing body of
free churches known as the
Gereformeerde Kerken.” Mr. Witsius Lohman has,
however, given a fair account of Dr. Kuyper’s teachings during the earlier years of
his public activity, and the facts that the stress of the sketch is laid rather on Dr.
Kuyper’s political program than on his theological work and that it is written distinctly for a Dutch audience, we are persuaded, constitute an apparent rather than
real drawback to its usefulness. For Dr. Kuyper is about to make himself known to
the American public in his work as a theologian not only in the course of “Stone
Lectures” on Calvinism which he will deliver before the Theological Seminary at
Princeton this autumn, but in the translation of a portion of his Encyclopaedia of
Sacred Theology just now appearing from the press of Charles Scribner’s Sons
and there may be some danger that we should not realize that he has long been as
significant a figure in the political life of present-day Holland as in its theological
thought. This essay may be taken, therefore, as supplying in some sort a preliminary preparation for the knowledge of the man which we shall derive from his
:

—

‘

1

—

:
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Potgieter** remarked when speaking of
who
how

expects a complete biography

Loots, applies here too

may

:

he

learn from this Preface

—

paper will meet his hopes may learn from the
start, if we do not deceive ourselves, how little right he has to ask
such a thing from us, though several ot the questions which we
this

little

leave unanswered will emphasize

desirableness.

its

Abraham Kuyper was bom

Maasluisf on the 29th OctoHis parents were Jan Hendrik Kuyper and Henriette
Huber, a scion of a Swiss family.
He obtained his primary
schooling at Maasluis and at Middelburg,^; whither his father was
called in 1810
later, he attended the gymnasium at Leiden (from
1819 to 1855), leaving it on the 16th of July, 1855, to enter upon
Dr.

at

ber, 1837.

;

theological

work now to be brought before

For the

us.

rest,

words, descriptive of Dr. Kuyper’s position in the religious
Preface (by the translator, AY. Kolfhaus) to the

appeared, of his Rectoral Address of 1892

:

German

“The

we quote

life

edition,

which has

,

is

so

well-known to-day

twelve years, this statement

in Holland, as the

still

retains

its

lately

late Dr. Gloel of Erlangen, in

1885, in his notice of Holland's Ecclesiastical Life wrote as follows
tainly

the following

of Holland, from the

name

of Dr.

:

‘

No name

Kuyper.’

No doubt

truth to-day.

Dr.

cer-

After

Kuyper

has lost influence in some quarters since he broke with the National Church in

1886 and was forced to establish a Church free from the State. But in the conflict
with unbelief and indifferentism, with materialism and pessimism, in brief with
the elements that are undermining the health of the individual or of the people,
he has still remained the leader whose forceful words strengthen the hearts of the
Christians of Holland, no matter to what ecclesiastical tendency they may adhere.
all

lies above all in this, that he does not content himself
with protests, or lose himself in resultless apologetics, but confronts the science of
unbelief with a science of faith.
He does not attack the wisdom of this world’

Dr. Kuyper’s significance

‘

but exposes it in its roots it is his life-aim to create a science on a
different foundation
on the foundation of the palingenesis, and this aim he prosecutes with all his energy and talents, no less as Professor in the Free University at
Amsterdam, than as a journalist and politician. He vigilantly guards against every
attempt to destroy the boundaries between God and the world, between truth and
in

its fruits,

;

—

falsehood, because a victorious battle

is

impossible so long as

men

feel

themselves

doubt as to the boundary line that separates the kingdom of God from the
kingdom of the world’’ (Die Verwischung der Grenzen, Leipzig, 189?). If one desires to know how Dr. Kuyper is really esteemed in Holland to-day, he should
in

consult the Gedenkboek published last year, commemorating his quarter-centen,

nial of editorship of

to do

him

De

On

Standaurd.

this occasion

men

the honor they all felt he had most richly earned.

of all parties united

Editors.]

* [Potgieter, a famous Dutch Romanticist of the present century, founder of the

De Gids. Cornelis Loots was a poet of the first portion
Their place in Dutch literature may be seen indicated in the Encyclopedia Brilannica, xii, pp. 97, 98 while a brief account of Potgieter may be
best of the Dutch reviews,
of the century.

;

found

in

Johnson’s Universal Cyclopedia,

f [A town on
Brielle.]
J

[The capital of the Province

of AA’a’cberen, a

inhabit ints.]

vi, 7119.]

the north bank of the

little

Maas near

of Zeeland, situated

north of Flushing.

It

its

mouth, nearly opposite

about the centre of the island

contains about sixteen thousand

—
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the study of literature aud theology at the university.
As yet
he had felt no call to the work of the ministry. The blame for

upon what he had seen of ecclesiastical life in his boyhood and later at Leiden. The well-known controversy over the
“ Orphanage” (Huiszettenhuis), which was then in full swing,
“ made it perfectly evident to him that for neither side was there

this falls

even remotely

stake

at

any high

any noble

principle,

spiritual

The Church was no longer a Church, and his heart could
no longer feel sympathy for a Church which so coarsely trod its
own honor under foot, or for a religion which was represented by
such a Church.” Giving his attention accordingly more to literature than to theology, he came into touch especially with Prof,
de Tries: of this professor alone do we find grateful mention
made in the Confidentie of many years later. Meanwhile, howinterest.

ever, the study of theology

The

was not entirely neglected.

theological faculty of the University of Groningen

had an-

on the problem of the Church in the period
of Calvin and a Lasco, and, on the advice of Prof, de Tries, Dr.
Kuyper determined to compete. Great difficulties stood in the way:

nounced

a prize topic

the writings of a Lasco seemed nowhere to be found

;

the libraries

Utrecht and Groningen, as well as the greatest foreign
•collections, appeared to possess as good as nothing of the works of
at Leiden,

the Polish Reformer.

The plan
when

of competing for the prize

was

de Tries intervened. He
advised his pupil to apply personally to his father, then minister
at Haarlem, who had done a great deal of work in the sphere of
Church history and possessed an extensive library.

therefore already given up,

“His urging,”
went

to

Haarlem

writes Dr. Kuyper,
;

Prof,

“was

too kindly to be withstood,

there I found the venerable man,

who has

and

I

since gone to his

marked kindness and heartiest symbut .... he must not conceal it from me, there
was in his library of what I was looking for nothing. Yes, there was a little
hook of Menno Simons’ about a Lasco but by a Lasco himself, no, he did not
remember that he had anything of the kind. This outcome did not disappoint
me. I had not expected anything else, and 'more to enjoy another beautiful
afternoon in the Haarlem Woodland* than in the hope of a good find, I returned
grave, entirely ready to help, with the most

pathy

for

my

....

plans,

—

;

eight days later to learn the result of

“ But how can

I

convey to you

my

my

inquiry.

when, admitted to the presence of

feelings,

the venerable minister and received in the most cordial way, I heard him say as
That is what I have found !
and
if it were the simplest thing in the world
:

saw him point

*

’

—

duodecimos lying ranged on the table? In
How was this? To have searched
truth, I could scarcely believe my eyes.
through all the libraries of our land, to have gone through the catalogues of
*

to a rich collection of

The Hout (i.

e.,

wood) or Park of Haarlem, on the south side of the town,

beautiful and extensive plantation of fine old beeches,

enlivened by tame deer, and
resort.”

Bxdeker. ]

intersected

is

a

by walks,

provided with cafes and other places of holiday
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Europe’s greatest collections, and nowhere, nowhere, in any corner whatever —
is true now
to have been able to discover even a
tolerable collection of Lasciana
to have read in all Florilegia, in all handbooks of

—

and what was true then,

:

rare books, in all

literary

compendiums, only one and the same thing

a Lasco’s works were recorded only by

— that

without being seen, that his works
that the most of them were certainly

title

belonged amoDg the most extreme rarities,
hopelessly lost, and that with the exception of two or three no one in the last two
hundred years had had them in his hand and then all at once as by a divine
miracle to see a collection of Lasciana before you, richer than any library in the
:

whole

me

of

Europe could boast

or can boast of yet

of,

the most important point, relatively to

my

!

To

find this treasure (for

man,
had been directed by a faithful friend, who knew nothing whatever of
the treasure hidden with him who himself only a week before had remembered
the name of a Lasco only cursorily, and could not say whether he had gathered
among his preciosa anything by this Polish Reformer. Surely to be met with such
a surprise in our experience must teach us what it is to encounter a miracle of
to

whom

prize-topic), in the hands of a

I

—

God in our path.
“I say it now with an immeasurably deeper

but
was the occasion of my renewing the long suspended habit of returning thanks to God, and I could no longer
conceal from myself that to speak of the ‘finger of God’ was no old wives’ tale or
even then

took hold upon

it

me

—so

feeling of grateful adoration,

forcibly that it

even a matter of opinion. An instrument is needed for your work. It lies hidden
in one place only in the world.
But no one, not even its owner, knows that it is
there, that he has it, that it exists and God brings you, almost against your

—

will, to the place

If

we may

where

it

must be discovered.

well that such a conviction

is

not conversion, but

ing of the living, working, directing

made on my

impression

Immediately

not call this providential direction, what

God

it is

in the

is

it?

it is

your hand.

in

Now

I

know

very

nevertheless an encounter-

pathway

of

our

life,

and the

heart by this almost incredible experience was so deep

and abiding that whenever I recall the seeking love of my God, I go back continually, by whatever road, to the remembrance of that marvelous providence of
the Lasciana.
Is there any need of further evidence that mv work on the prize
topic thus acquired a significance and sacredness which had before been lacking in
my studies? Need I still say that when the prize was won, even my selfrighteous heart ascribed a portion of the honor and thanks to another power than
that of my own spirit and is it not easy to understand how a year passed, under
such influences, in the exclusive study of the Church problem proposed, still
exerted an influence for good on my spirit even when the Groningen prize question
had long since been forgotten ? ”
:

On the same day on which the theological faculty at Groningen
awarded the prize to Dr. Kuvper’s paper, the faculty of jurisprudence there granted an accessit to his present associate,* Jonkheer
Mr. A. F. de Savornin Lohman. No one could then have foreseen
how frequently, in later years, these two names were to be named
together.
* [This

Lohman

is

said

from the standpoint

of 1889.

Jonkheer Mr. A. F. de .Savornin
and ceased
is pleasant to be able to add that

a few years ago severed his connection with the Free University

to cooperate politically with Dr.

Mr.

Lohman

nevertheless

Dr.

Kuyper’s

gifts

and

Kuyper. It
to speak some strong words

was able

the celebration of his quarter of a century of work as editor of
the Gedevkboek p. 89.]
,

of appreciation of

services to the Anti-revolutionary party, on the occasion of

De Standaard.

See

;
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About the same time Dr. Kuyperread Miss Yonge’s well-known
romance, The Heir of Reddyffe. The narrative made a powerful
impression on a spirit already deeply moved by the occurrence at
Haarlem. What Miss Yonge pictured as occurring in the case of
Philip de Morville, the chief character of the romance, he felt in

own

Every word of self-accusation which the author
placed on the lips of the broken-down Philip, he applied to himself, and pierced him to the soul as a sentence upon his own aspir“ Ah, what my soul lived through at that
ations and character.
time I have only later fully understood but yet in that hour,
from that very moment, I despised what 1 formerly admired,
sought what I formerly held in no esteem. Enough. You understand how permanent is the impression of such an experience,
how what the soul wrestles through in such a struggle belongs to that eternal element which is present to the soul after
long years as freshly and powerfully as if it had occurred only
his

heart.

;

yesterday.”

Under such

influences,

he was promoted to the doctorate of

theology on the 20tli of September, 1862, with a thesis on
“ Joannis Calvini et Joannis a Lasco de Ecclesia Sententiarum
inter se compositio

and being admitted that same year

as

a

candidate for the sacred ministry by the provincial consistory of

South Holland, he was installed as minister at Beesd, on the 7th of
August, 1863. The congregation which the new minister found
was composed of “ indifferentists, moralists and stubbornly orthodox folk or malcontents,’ who made trouble for every domine.”
For the last the new minister came to have the closest sympathy,
although they, however ready they were to recognize in him their
superior, rejected his dogmatic opinions with emphasis.
This,
however, did not exasperate or wound him on the contrary, what
they said seemed to him “ just what he had heard taught at the
university, by his talented teacher, Prof. Scholten, with only the
sympathy reversed.” He was soon mixing pleasantly with them
and exchanging thoughts with them, although the toleration with
which he met their opinions, which were in his view not always
tenable, was not responded to with the least consideration on their
part.
They knew nothing, no doubt, of arrangement and order
but their conversation became in the end necessary to him. “ The
Sabbath-day preaching went better after a conversation with the
malcontents
which were so ill-esteemed by me at first.”
1

;

‘

’

“ Their tenacious perseverance became
heart, the rising of the

morning

star of

to

me

my

the blessing of

life.

I

my

was no doubt

convicted, but I had not yet found the word of reconciliation.
That they brought me with their faulty speech, in the absolute
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my soul can find rest.”* So he came to CalThe new theologians from this time on left him unsatisfied.
In the Genevan reformer he found, only in philosophical form and

form in which alone
vin.

in other language, the conceptions of his simple parishioners

cold Latin of the Institutes taught just

much
it

— “ had

—now he

“ Calvin ”

in them.

the

;

what had attracted him so

for the first

time understood

knew how, by means of a
spread blessing and peace among

established a Church, and

strong church organization, to

simple souls throughout

town and

the nations of Europe and beyond the

all

down

to the poorest and least esteemed.”!
His residence at Beesd, however, did not last long. Called in 1867
T
to L trecht, he was installed therein the Cathedral (Domkerk) on
the 10th of November, delivering a discourse on “ The Incarnation
sea, in

of God,
his

village,

the Principle of the Church’s Life.”

coming

to Utrecht,

Immediately

Kuyper opened the

Dr.

the existing organization of the Reformed congregations.

occasion Avas the Adsitation of the churches.

after

struggle against

The

In the Reformed

Church of the Netherlands, by virtue of a commission from the
go\r ernment, there takes place evrnry three years in person,,

classical

and

in the interval

the

congregations,
crees,

by

letter,

an inquiry into the condition of the

orderly execution

of

the

de-

ecclesiastical

and the proper and Christian Avalk of the members of the

When

congregations.

the inquiry takes place

by

letter,

the rele-

vant questions are sent from the classical authorities to the consistory,

arranged in three separate tables.

to Utrecht on the 20th

of April,

1868.

They had been so sent
The consistory there,

however, determined to leave unansAvered these questions issued
“ in the name of a Synod AA’ith Avhose office-bearers (Avaardigheidsbekleeders)

it

had no communion of

faith in the Confession.”

The

* [In his address on the occasion of the celebration of the completion of his

first

“In

the

twenty-five years of editorial work on

De

Standaard, Dr. Kuyper says:

shade of that quiet village where I was minister of the Word, a beam of light fell
upon my soul, which came from higher than this world. From that time on,
everything was overturned by that higher light, even my political ideas, aud
through innumerable conversations with the simple, pious folk of that village and

my conversations with the head-teacher of the public school, a
.... I gradually came to see that my former views were wrong

especially through

lovely Christian,

and that on the contrary the names of Groen van
become my loadstar” ( Gedenkboek etc., p. 68).]

Prinsterer

and Keuchenius must

,

f [In the Preface to his Encyclopeedie der heilige Godgeleerdheid, Dr.
of himself

:

Kuyper says

“ Brought up under the teaching of Scholten and Kuenen, in an en-

tirely different circle of theological ideas,

and

later not less strongly influenced

by

the ‘Mediating Theology,’ he found rest neither for his heart nor for his mind,

and the beauty of the Reformed Confession, which has come out of the spiritually rich days when Calvinism
was still a world-power, not only in the theological but also in the social and pountil his eyes were opened to the depth, the correctness

litical

realms.”]
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authorities of Utrecht were not, however, satisfied with

classical

They continued

upon an answer, but received a
renewed refusal on June 8. Brought to desperation by this firmness, the classical authorities sent up the matter to the provincial
ecclesiastical authorities of Utrecht, who despatched two of
their members not merely to make inquiry into the condition of
that.

to

insist

the Utrecht congregation, but also to bring to trial those

The Utrecht

considered the leaders of the movement.

who were
consistory

on the 21st of September it decided not to receive the delegates, and it set forth its
reasons for so doing in an extended memoir, known to be from the
hand of Dr. Kuyper. The tension was naturally increased by this,
and many were awaiting the issue with concern, when the Synod
nevertheless continued to stand

determined to remove the

by

its act

little

of some of the questions submitted to
fession, the

it.

In the

out of the way.

difficulties

Utrecht consistory there was but

:

objection to the answering
With reference to the Con-

conduct and the performance of official duties on the part

of the consistory and ministers, it would not make
had no more desire to refuse to answer the remaining
The
questions than to oppose any other administrative measures.
Synod now determined that the inquiry as to Confession and conduct should be presented only when a desire for it had been
accordexpressed to it by one of the members of the consistory
ingly every consistory, and thus the Utrecht consistory also, had
opportunity to leave unanswered the questions which it did
not wish to answer.
It seems that thus there remained no further

of the

members

response

it

;

:

difficulties

Synod

for the

of 1869

at

Utrecht people.
least,

we

find

In the proceedings of the
merely a short account of this

we read

matter, at the end of which

:

“We

close,

then,

after

having added here that from the accounts received latehr from the
ecclesiastical authorities of Utrecht, it seems that at Utrecht the
questions issued by the personal or written Church visitation were
answered and we find the express declaration of the said ecclesi;

astical authorities that the consistory of

Utrecht had returned to

the path of obedience to the ecclesiastical ordinances, and that

now

it

considered that the occurrences of the oast year ought to be

overlooked.”

But very shortly after this there arose another dispute. To
commemorate the hospitality which our fathers had experienced
three centuries before at Wesel, Dr. van Toornenbergen and certain
other Dutch theologians determined to issue an invitation to
the

German theologians

1868.

were assembled

—

to

a

meeting to be held

at

Zeist in

commemoration of which they
the convention at Wesel was held on the 3d of

Mindful of the

fact for the

.
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—

November, 1868 Dr. Kuyper desired that the conference should
bear a Reformed character. To the fervent disciple of Calvin
the idea was unendurable that this meeting, called together to
commemorate how, three centuries ago, the Dutch Calvinists
came together at Wesel in order to take measures for their
churches, as they expressed it, “ that they might decently govern
themselves, both in matters necessary and in matters profitable,”

should

take an

anti-Calvinistic

Holland, however, the direction

and Groningen party.

character.

fell

From

the

side

of

into the hands of the Utrecht

This Dr. Kuyper strongly opposed

direction of the conference, he thought,

:

the

must either represent the

whole Church, in which case, along with the adherents of Utrecht
and Groningen, the Reformed and Moderns too should have a right
or else the standpoint of the Scriptures must be adopted
to seats
and then the adherents of Groningen must give way before the
Reformed. He defended this demand when the conference was
opened, and thus drew upon himself a flood of indignation.
He
was interrupted with hissing and stamping men called out that
“ that is from the Devil,” and quiet was restored only when ds.*
Fabri and Kogel proposed that the Committee on Rules should, in
conference with Dr. Kuyper, seek to remove the cause of con;

;

Matters so resting at Zeist, Dr. Kuyper untiringly prose-

troversy.

De Werkiny van

Artikel S3 he
sought to emphasize that, although improved, the system of representation in our Church was not perfected in De Kerkelijke Goederen he defended free administration and attacked the college of

cuted the struggle elsewhere.

In

;

,

inspection

;

and in De Vrijmakiny der Kerk,

finally,

he attacked

the present organization of the Dutch Reformed Church, already

be the duty of the Government
to give to the Reformed Churches the opportunity to decide for
themselves in what ecclesiastical communion they should live. At
Utrecht also acquaintance was made between Dr. Kuyper and Mr.
Groen van Prinsterer. Thus far he had stood on his own political
at

time declaring

that

platform.

it

to

In 1869 began the cooperation of the two men which

only came to an end with the death
Kuyper was called to Amsterdam.

of Groen.

On

Shortly after this Dr.

the 31st of July he took

leave of his congregation with a discourse on Conservatism and
Two happy years, according to their own testimony,
Orthodoxy

he had spent in their midst.
On the 10th of August following he was installed at Amsterdam. The greatest congregation in the country, where the contest

between Arminius and Gomarus broke out, where Plancius had
seen the burgomasters of Amsterdam, then the highest civil
* [That

is,

“ dominus,” (“ domine ”) the

official title of

the

Dutch

clergy.]

DR.
authorities,
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bow their heads, and where two hundred years later the
made for the freedom of the Church against King

stand was

William’s encroachments upon the old Church organization, seemed
an appropriate field of labor for the minister who had chosen the
restoration of the old ecclesiastical organization for his

The newly arrived

life

task.

minister did not delay in carrying out his ecclesi-

astical program.
Dr. Kuyper wished that the Church should
speak out her doctrine clearly and unmistakably
he could therefore have no comfort in the fact that in the congregation at
Amsterdam the orphanage and other institutions were in the hands
of regents who were committed to modern views.
In his opinion, it was becoming that there should be taught in the institu:

what the congregation confessed.
between the two parties was long and very bitter the
adherents of the modern tendency, being in the minority, were
overcome in the end, their regents and regentesses were replaced by
tions of the congregation only

The

strife

others,

:

and the conduct of worship was intrusted to ministers of
Dr. Kuyper seems already to have clearly

the opposite tendency.

perceived that his contest against the actual ecclesiastical organization must

lead ultimately to a

authorities.

Although the solution of questions of

law does

not, like

blood, yet Dr.

clash with

the great social questions,

Kuyper already knew

the

ecclesiastical
ecclesiastical

demand

iron and

perfectly well that the deep-

going modifications which he necessarily sought, would not be
obtained by means of simple deliberations. In order to promote

harmony and combined action
decided that

all

in the consistory,

it

w as
r

therefore

propositions, before they were introduced into the

announced and the opposing opinions be
In a society called “ Beraad,” those who were

consistory, should be

carefully defined.

like-minded came together for this purpose.

men

On

joining the society

placed their signatures under the declaration that they had

united together, under the bond of secrecy, to consult as to measures to be taken for the maintenance of their position in case of

an eventual clash with the ecclesiastical authorities, should these

come

and seek, by instruction from a higher hand,
members such as denied the fundamentals of

to the consistory

to enroll as church

an instruction which they declared they could not
conscientiously obey.*
On account of various circumstances,
although there was harmony as to the end, there reigned too great
a diversity of opinion as to the means for attaining it, and, above
Christianity

;

* [The meaning is that, as some of the ministers at Amsterdam belonged to the
“ Modern” party, while the majority of the consistory were orthodox, there was

danger lest the higher authorities should seek to compel the consistory to receive
into church membership young people trained by these “Modern” ministers into
their own views a thing the consistory could not conscientiously do.]

—
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all,

on account of Dr. Kuyper’ s absorption in other work

ing undertaken from April
daard, and been chosen at
of government

—

it is

to

1,

Gouda

member of

as a

be said that the

seen broke out only after

many

—he hav-

De StanLower House

1872, the editorship of

conflict

the

then already fore-

years.

With

his election at Gouda begins an entirely new period
Kuyper' s life. As early as 1871 Groen van Prinsterer,
discontented and discouraged by the attitude which the Antirevolutionary party had taken up since 1868 to the Heemskerk
ministry, had recommended him, along with Messrs. Keuchenius
and Van Otterloo, throughout the whole country, as the only

in Dr.

candidates to

whom

the restoration and defense

when De Standaard appeared on

later,

of the Anti-

And

revolutionary tendency could be safely committed.

one year

the 1st of April, this extra-

ordinarily far-sighted statesman declared that he “ could without

fear remain outside of the contest.”

Thus

that Groen should greet

with deep sympathy the candidature of his friend was to be fore“ Kuyper is and remains,” said he, “ the destined man if
seen.
;

any one should

in the face of the long chain of evidences of this
desire more, I

would point them

to the papers

Rome and De Ordonanlien

tegenover

on Onze Verhov ding

Gods, which have appeared

De Standaard. Whether, having been chosen, he may not after
but
consideration decline, is for him a question of conscience
gifted
the
his grateful fellow-workers must be zealous to put

in

rip*

;

‘

leader

in a position to exercise his

’

”

own

‘

decision in the mat-

And when,

on the 21st of January, 1874, Dr. Kuyper, in
the contest with Mr. Verniers v. d. Loeff, was elected by 1504 to
“ The result of the election is a notable
1252 votes, Groen wrote
evidence of a power which resides, not in numbers alone, but also
ter.’

:

and prudence and

in zeal

is

Dr. Kuyper will do is to me
competent to decide, and I at

the gifted leader,

who

What

therefore doubly remarkable.

unknown.

at least

least

shall

He

alone

is

trust the decision

to

nevertheless does not depend on his

own

wisdom.”

What
House

Dr.

Kuyper

did

is

well

known

did not, however, continue long.

:

his

membership

in the

Already, on the 21st of

February, 1875, he needed to go abroad for the recovery of his
health the labor of the last years had drawn too heavily on his
Since his “ promotion ” only thirteen years had passed,
strength.
;

and already some thirty-eight publications from his hand on all
had seen the light, already he was the recognized
leader of the ecclesiastical movement, and already Groen van
Prinsterer had indicated him as his successor in the political struggle, although this required a training wholly foreign to theology. In
sorts of subjects

DR.
the

summer

pastoral

Oosthem

to

he refused
a

of 1877 Dr.

office,

;
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In order to resume his

he resigned his membership in the House.

in Friesland,

and a twice repeated

call to

A

call

Amsterdam,

but after deciding to go to Ridderkerk, there came

An

sudden change.

idea which had at an earlier period occu-

now to require attention. Already, in
1875 Dr. Kuyper had maintained in the Second Chamber the desirability of free universities and the provision, made by the present
law on higher education, for the inspection of the teaching of thepied his mind seemed

;

ology brought the idea again upon the tapis this year.

For con-

sultation concerning the establishment of a free university, there

gathered in the latter part of that year at Amsterdam, Messrs.

Hovy, Hoedemaker, Van Ronkel,
Heyblom, Teding van Berkkout,

They determined

to call together a

Kiiller,

Van

Marie, Sanders,

Kuyper and Rutgers.
preliminary committee, to meet
Esser,

Utrecht on the 22d of October, 1878, in which in addition to
these already named (except Messrs. Van Marie, Heyblom and
at

Teding van Berkhout) were included also ds. J. W. Felix, Prof.
De Geer van Jutphaas, ds. Gewin, Dr. Van Goor, Dr. De Hartog,
and Messrs. Goosheide and A. F. De Savornin Lohman. A draft of

De
Kuyper and Rutgers, was determined upon in November,
and published in De Heraut while Reformed ministers and

the statutes for the proposed association, drawn up by Messrs.
Geer,
1878,

,

who were willing to lend their aid and support, were invited
make it known to the committee. There was a further meeting

elders,

to

held at Utrecht on the 5th of December at which

it was determined to form a society for Reformed higher education. On the
22d of February, 1879, the royal approval of the statutes followed.
On the 4th of June of the same year Messrs. Seefat and Hovy of
Amsterdam, Esser of the Hague, and Van Boetzelaer of De Bilt
were named as directors, while on the same day Messrs. Felix
and van Beek Calkoen of Utrecht, De Hartogh of Rotterdam and
Keuchenius of the Hague were chosen as curators. The institution
was opened on the 20th of October next. Along with Dr. Kuyper there appeared as professors, Dr. Rutgers, Dr. Hoedemaker,

Dr. Dilloo, Dr. van

Ronkel, and Mr. Fabius

;

as first rector Dr.

Kuyper delivered the opening address.
As is well known, the new institution met with fierce opposition.
In the issue of the periodical called Stemmen voor Waarheid en
Vrede for December, 1879, Dr. Bronsveld denied to individuals' the
right to establish universities

:

the higher education according to

him must proceed only from the State or the Church.

om

een dulbel Corrigendum, Dr.

historical

Kuyper endeavored

grounds the untenableness of this assertion.

In his B<^de
to

show on
Dr. Brons-

—
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veld seemed unconvinced.

In a brochure which appeared in July,

—

De Bede ora een dubbel Corrigendum Afgewezen he controverted what had been urged against him, according to the opinion
of many, in an irrefutable manner.
But already in September his
vigorous opponent was ready with a reply.
Dr. Kuyper answered
1880

How may a University be established?” jure conand jure constituendo. That by virtue of our positive law, the
association for Reformed higher education is a legal association, that
it may establish a school and call this preferably a “ university,” that

the question, “
stituto

it

may

appoint professors in the school, that,

finally, this is

accord-

ing to the sense of our national law a free university, and, acting

within Arts. 83 and 98 of the law of 28th of April, 1876, can hold
examinations and confer degrees, was shown without difficulty.
The Association for Higher Education on Reformed Principles * w as
recognized by the king on the 12th of February, 1879 (No. 23),
and standing before the law was granted it. Debate upon the

question whether the Association has legal standing
excluded.

Art. 99 of the law of 28th of April, 1876

by

this

Stbl .,

No.

is
(

102) gives to every Netherlander, to every existing association, to

every ecclesiastical communion, and thus also to the Association
for Higher Education on Reformed Principles, freedom to open a
special school for higher instruction.
That the instructors connected with such an institution may name themselves “profes-

sors” Dr. Kuyper shows next. All higher education is entirely
free
the government itself can undertake no inquiry into the
The king expressly relintalents or the conduct of the teachers.
;

quishes control in other than the State Universities of everything
their teachers

Men

thus are free to

name

what they choose, and accordingly the language

of the

that regards their regulation and

titles.

in Art. 105 speaks of “ pro”
the government
in relation to private higher instruction
fessors
constant^ entitles the teachers in the Seminaria, “professors;”

law regarding higher education

:

the association at Delft names its teachers in the Indian School
“ professors ” and certainly this gives the Association for Higher
;

Education on Reformed Principles a right to apply the name of
“professors” to its teachers.
So also with the name of
“ universit}'.” Dr. Bronsveld esteemed the use of that term, for
the school that had been established, pretentious and in conflict
with

the

law

concerning

higher

education.

Universities

,

in

his conception, only the State institutions for higher instruction

may

be

called, not those

Kuyper repudiated

this.

which are established by individuals. Dr.
Mr. Jonckbloet spoke in the Second

* [The official title of the Association
Gereformeerden Grondslag. ”]

is

“ Vereeniging voor Hooger Onderwys op
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without any one being

universities”

and the king
found no fault with the fact that in its statutes the aim of the
Dr. Bronsveld
Association was given as to found a “ university.”
had also denied that the school was “ free.” His opinion was
that only a university which stood on precisely the same footing
Dr.
with the universities founded by the State or a city is free.
Kuyper showed by an appeal to the history of the controversy on
education from 1830 to 1880 that nothing other has been meant in
Holland by “ freedom of instruction ” or “ free school ” but individual liberty to establish special schools, and thus freedom from
being compelled to make use of the instruction provided by the
offended by the expression; so also Mr. de Vries

;

State.

At

the close, Dr.

Kuyper

fully refuted Dr. Bronsveld’ s notion

With

that the Free University lacked the right to confer degrees.

reference

higher instruction

to

which need consideration:
instruction.

2.

The jus

1.

are four kinds

there

The jus

of

rights

docendi, the right to give

incorporandi, the right of an association
3. The jus promovendi the
The jus expostulandi sive artis excer-

to receive a status before the law.

right to grant degrees.
cendee

.

i.

down

not

in Art.

The jits

or

dature for influential
Earlier the

“ patent

It

may

—which the law does
be prejudiced either

by the
by the suspension of candioccupations on degrees conferred by a State

prohibition of higher

is a

right

sovereign did this

which the State alone

by

[“grant” or

octroi

”] as, for example, in 1573 the States of Holland did in the

case of Leiden’s academy.
nition of legal standing.

van de Coppello

Then it took place through the recogWith an appeal to what Mr. Kappeyne

in the session of 21st of

Kuyper showed

subject, Dr.

a jus

a primordial right, clearly

indirectly

:

The jus incorporandi

university.

is

Directly

indirectly.

instruction to individuals

has.

docendi

194 of our fundamental laws

but only recognizes.

confer,

directly

,

the connecting of candidateship for social relations

e.,

with certain degrees.
set

4.

summi

imperantis,

March, 1876, said on the
is in no sense

that the jus promovendi

which belongs only to the State, but is simtitle on scholars who have shown

ply the conferring of a scientific
a fitness to
title is

wear the doctor’s degree or the

like.

The value

not fixed by law, but by the great republic of

knows which academies deserve recognition and which do
that everywhere honors the doctor
fully.

one

is

Entirely different

made

is

who

has earned his

the jus artis exercendae.

of the

that

letters,

and

not,

title

law-

When

any
he

doctor by a European or American university,

writes “ Dr.” before his name, and there exists no law to forbid

him doing

so.

But

it

does not follow that any one

who has been
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admitted to

tlie

Amsterdam

also.

The

scientific

advantages connected with
State within

its

may

bar at Brussels

borders.

its

is

cosmopolitan

;

possession are determined

And

degrees- and the advantages

practice as au advocate iu

degree

it

is

only

when

the social

by every

the granting of

which accrue from the possession of
it is thought that the /us promovendi

the degrees are confused, that
is

The Free University

an attribute of the sovereign power.

thus sufficiently possesses the jus promovendi in the scientific and
international sense

;

but in order to obtain for

its

students the jus

expostulandi, these students must, just like the students of the

State universities, subject themselves to the examinations required

bv the

State.

And

the one difference which arises thence between

the students of the Free and those of the State universities

is

that

own profesThe question whether the time may not come when this jus
sors.
expostulandi, or right of promotion (as Dr. Kuyper expresses it),
the former are not and the latter are examined by their

may

not also in good policy be granted to the free institution, has

been already answered by the minister Heemskerk on March 21,
Treating of the question whether Amsterdam should not
1876.
“ Whenever this
at once receive the right of promotion he said
amendment is adopted and Amsterdam obtains by it the so muchdesired privilege, the jus promovendi then, sooner or later, it will
:

,

come about that others

also will

demand

like rights, and,

as a

matter of course, such a right will not be granted without securities.”

From
is

the point of view of public law, Dr.

Kuyper

insists,

there

therefore nothing to bring against the establishment of the Free
is devoted to the proof
from the point of view of
Dr. Bronsveld had asserted that the Church had steadily

University
that there
science.

;

is

the second part of his paper

as little to bring against

reserved to itself

the

right

to

it

establish universities, that the

and of Knox by virtue of
universities of five
founded
had

churches of the Huguenots, of Calvin,

given them by God,
He begins by setting
Dr. Kuyper proved the contrary.
aside three out of the eight universities which, according to Dr.
Bronsveld, the Huguenots had founded, viz., those of Ortheza

rio-ht

faculties.

Bearn, Orange and Sedan, which, according to an article in Liclitenberger's Encyclopsedie adduced

not

founded by the Synod

of

by Dr. Bronsveld

himself, were

by Jeanne
Marck. Next he

the Huguenots, but

Louis of Nassau and Robert de la
shows that of the five remaining ones, the schools at Montpellier,
Saumur and Die were never anything else than Seminaries, or
Ecoles de Theologie, something like the school at Kampen some of
them with at most six professors, during a very short time, but

d'Albret,

;

DR.

much
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At Montauban and

at Nimes, also,
which
Dr.
Bronsveld
had appealed,
the remaining two of those to
It would indeed have been
theology exclusively was taught.
impossible for the Huguenots, who could scarcely ever get
together their f. 8000 for these theological schools, to establish
eight universities of five faculties and to supply them with their
Geneva under Calvin and Leiden under
full quota of professors.

generally with

the States found

more would

fewer.

it difficult

to find suitable professors

:

how much

have been true of the Huguenots, living in constant persecution and poverty? To the same conclusion Dr. Kuyper
came regarding the Church of Knox. “ Wholly in the spirit
of Calvin,” had Dr. Bronsveld written, “ John Knox had ordered
that in every town of any importance a gymnasium should be
established, where instruction should be given in the ancient
tongues, logic, mathematics, physics and rhetoric, while the first
Scotch

this

Book

of Discipline already devoted a section to the univer-

Kuyper showed

that such an order never proceeded
doubt
Knox
on the 29th of April, 1560, was
from Knox. No
invited by the Scotch Parliament to draw up, along with certain
friends, a draft of regulations for instruction to which he gave the
name of Buke of discipline. This Buke of discipline was thus not comDr.

sities.”

posed by the Church, nor established by a Synod, but was nothing
else

than a piece of advice by

follow or not according to

its

Knox which
will.

the Parliament could

Lastly, Calvin.

Dr.

Kuy-

per shows from the Leyes academicae Genevensis and the archives

of the Church consistory there, that the Genevan University was

no institution of the Church, but of the State. The Church connamed only the theological professors and was charged only
with the matters that concerned the theological professors.
At the end of his treatise Dr. Kuyper still further set forth how
of old universities were established neither by the Church nor by

sistory

the State

:

Cambridge,

owed

their

how

the Universities of Bologna, Paris, Oxford and

after the

model of which

all later

origin to individual initiative.

widely gathered citations,

Dr.

ones were formed,

In a long series of

Kuyper showed how nearly

all

scholars have accorded on this point with what von Savign}r established as the result of his investigations.

the university idea
poration.

is

In Italy, in France, in England and in Spain, in the three
rise,

the universities sprang out of indi-

Germany

alone offers a partial exception to the

centuries of their

first

By virtue of its origin
way with the free cor-

connected in the closest

vidual initiative.

and even there the universities at

were never State
institutions in the sense in which at present the Dutch universities are.
Many a university owed its origin, no doubt, to
rule

;

first

—
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princely initiative

but

;

a free corporation.

it

After

did not on that account cease to be

its

establishment

received the liber-

it

and privileges which were possessed by the guilds and other
corporations, i.e., it had nothing to do with the State, it formed
its own. closed circle,
it enacted its own rules, and possessed
ties

a

as

chose

own

rule
its

own

its

own

and

police,

finances.

officers,
its

It

named

own

its

and sometimes possessed

own

prison.

its

professors,

own

The establishment

it

courts, its

of

these

schools by the princes of the land amounted thus to about this
that they entrusted a piece of the public land or of conventual

property to a free corporation, under more or less binding conditions, for its

institution

use for this purpose.

it is

In the charters and letters of

indeed almost always mentioned that the model of

Paris or Bologna

is

before the eye, and that these were institutions

The

entirely free from State interference there can be no doubt.

French Revolution made an end of the Academy. Since then the
University has become an organ of the State.
Gottingen gave
the signal, Berlin and Bonn followed, and since then even the already
existing universities have been reshaped and altered according
to the same model.
In the place of the old universities have
come institutions the life-movements of which are regulated by
royal decrees; which can never be sure for more than a year of the
amount of their subsidy from the State treasury the rector of which,
as well as the curators and the professors, are named by the king
and which therefore in every respect are born of the State, depend
on the State, and serve the opinions and interests of the party
dominant in the State. There is, however, in all lands a longing
;

;

existed.
In America there already exist 35-1
academic instruction, seventy-two of which are
universities; in England the medical faculty of the “University
of London” established in 1826 counts already 494 students, and
there have arisen under it not less than fifty-three institutions of
higher learning. In Belgium, Sweden and Norway and Switzerland the government, by the appointment of commissions to
examine both the students of their own universities and those of
the free schools, has met as far as possible the difficulties which the
new movement has brought. Only in Holland do the students of
the Free Universities stand on other than equal terms with those
The latter find at their examinations
of the State universities.

for

what formerly

institutions for

their

own

professors, the former

do

not.

Since the appearance of Strikt Genomen

may

,

the question whether

individuals

may

answered.

There has never since been an attempt

establish universities

standing of the Free University into doubt.

be held to have beeu

On

to bring the legal

the contrary

:

not

DR.
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truth could Dr. Kuyper,

on laying
“
down his rectorate on the 20th of October, 1881, say,
that the
fierce onslaught made at first on our right is now almost entirely
full

silenced.”

The establishment

of the Free

the only thing that kept Dr.

University, however,

Kuyper

at

was not

The

Amsterdam.

conse-

quences of the petition of the people in 1878, against the school
law accepted by the States-General in that year from the minister

Kappeyne, were of the greatest importance for the Anti-revolutionaries as a political party.
It had led to the union of their
elements scattered through the land, and Dr. Kuyper perceived
•clearly of how much importance it was to perpetuate this union.
This had been hitherto lacking.
To be sure, Groen van Prinsterer had been accustomed, at the periodical elections, to call
together, now at Utrecht, now at the Hague, certain of the likeminded, in order to consider together what could be done to
advance a desired end but a central bureau was lacking. The
Association for Christian National School-Instruction had sometimes assumed the leadership, but experience had not shown that
to be desirable.
Above all was this want of a guiding hand felt
very sharply in 1873. In May of that year some influential Antirevolutionaries had collected some funds for the approaching
election and had iuvited certain kindred spirits to charge themselves with the direction by forming a central bureau.
But
the incompleteness of this organization was very soon perceived.
In 1877 the members of this bureau were considering whether it
might not be desirable for them now to withdraw, when a request
;

made to one of them led them to execute this purpose. A program was requested, to serve at the ballot-box. Response was given
to this request, and that not only to the benefit of the inquirer, but
also of

many

other election associations.

It

seemed, therefore,

proper to organize the desired association on the basis of this
program. At first it was the wish to issue the matter through the

But when from various reasons that
appeared to be impossible, the committee of arrangements itself
took the matter in hand and sent, after consultation with Prof. De
Geer, Prof. Gratama and Mr. Lohman, and after advice with Dr.
Anti-revolutionary press.

Ds. Donner, Jhr. Elout, Mr. Teding van Berkhout,
and the editor of De Bazuin a draft of a program to all Anti-

Bronsveld,

,

revolutionary election associations, requesting them to appoint del-

egates to a meeting to be held at Utrecht, where

it

might be

Then the committee of
arrangements withdrew in order to make way for one chosen out
Of the
of the delegates of the election associations themselves.
amended and

37

definitely

determined on.

—
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new committee

Dr. Kuyper was made the chairman, and thus,
although no longer immediately entering into politics, he be-

came the leader

of the Anti-revolutionary party.

It goes without saying that from that time he needed to remain in immediate
touch with De Standaard which is published in Amsterdam.
II.

Churchly sympathies were very early formed by Dr. Kuyper.
While still at the university, the wish for a “ Church ” was
awakened in him by the reading of the Heir of Redclyffe. “ A
mother who from our youth up leads our steps, this was the homesickness, this was the thirst of his life.”
Dr. Kuyper esteemed the Church necessary, in the first place,
on account of the undeniable need of a legitimate authority. No
man can do without authority. There never was a man (he thinks)
who came by his own insight to a confident world-conception
the “ modern ” and the positivist as
tic or

last

the believing orthodox.

named reverences

The

as the completest skep-

little

in Israel, the first replaces

mankind

which the

spiritual process

by the mental

but no one of them, not even
a single one of their coryphaeuses, has seen with his own eyes all

process in the history of

the documents of

all

;

the peoples of antiquity, has independently

investigated them, has apart from the preparation or guidance of
others tried and valued them.

advantaged them.
far

On no

been expended a

And

even that would have

tithe of the labor that has

the religion of Israel and of the Bible

known

little

one of the other religions has there thus

;

been bestowed on

accordingly

still

less is

of the other religions than the Church fathers already

knew

of the religion of Israel. There can therefore be no talk of indepen-

dent insight into the great progress of the religious

life

of all the

No

one can have that without authority. There exists
only for some the opportunity to choose the authority to which
they will bow, while for the great majority of men there is
peoples.

already determined bv their birth, their breeding, their

them

the single authority which shall govern
will, it is

:

“Do

life-circle,

what men

the fruit of authority which they eat while they curse

the tree from which

it is

plucked.”

Opportunity for independent
is moreover enjoyed by

investigation, even were that possible,

very few. Those who are accustomed to thought and study, are
while a very great class
often hindered from it by business cares
of church members do not know what studying is, and, occupied
:

from early morning till late at night, in office or field, in factory
or shop, can never turn an undivided mind to spiritual things.
Add to these finallv the multitudes of artisans and servants. Are

—
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independent cosmological

investigation

?
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we

can talk of an

So far as they still
but “ as the authority

have convictions, they live by authority
which Jesus ordained falls away, they lay hold of the
:

first

lapels of the

or best they can find, a beloved minister, or an influential
or a noted writer, or a prattling neighbor, or

patron,

—

—what

not

seldom happens sadly confused by the hopeless Babel, they turn
back to some general notions and increase the group of the

who

discouraged
their heart.”

strive in dull indifference to still the unrest of

It

would be entirely

different if tbe

Church gave

It certainly is the legitimate organ,

effect to its authority.

which,

“ within the limits set by the Scriptures, watches over our lives,
punishes our sins, and can correct our errors even in the domain of
the truth.”
so

all

To

reject all

human

the Reformers teach

own

authority in matters of faith

—includes

certainly the rejection

of

and the unconditional recognition of the
Lord.
The authority of the Lord is, however, no
authority of the
longer revealed directly but mediately, through His congregation,
Thus the Church comes to the definition of that
the Church.
which now every one defines for himself. It should, making use
of its inherent power, restore its unity, and no longer, as heretofore
permit all kinds of confessions and all kinds of opinions to win
adherents among its members. The worship of God demands
above all harmony in confession and life. Now both are lacking,
and Dr. Kuyper looks to the Church for their restoration. Every
preacher now has his own doctrine and his own creed with his own
principles and methods, a tendency and an opinion of his own,
and the community is split into just as many parts as there are
This feeds faction, sows doubt, deprives the
pulpits in its midst.
preacher of his official character and destroys the unity of the
Church.
The family and national life, lastly, Dr. Kuyper sees, is seriously
menaced unless the Church is restored to honor. Preaching is
indispensable, but it is not enough.
As over against the powerone’s

authority,

;

?

power of the State there

fully organized rising

The

terpoise.

their

own

of the people is

life

personal

life,

in actual existence.

is

need of a coun-

never directed by the power of

but by the laws, customs, institutions, forms,

Let

men now

only come forward, over against

the State, in this strong, impressive form, and the family and social
life will

govern

itself

own usages and modes

by

its

institutions

and

Only

reflect its

image in

its

Church, in its turn
equally imposing, appearing in equally stable forms and equally
forcefully, can the power of the State be broken. Let the Christian
spirit

of existence.

as the

be perceived as equally rock-like as the humanitarian

spirit
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expressed in the laws of society, then, but not

till

then, shall perhaps,

between the two influences in the family and folklife,
the preference be given to the Christian type and thus a sacred
character be preserved. The power of the State bears down and
overwhelms the spirit, and the single burgher, or the narrow
life-circle, is not in a position to offer it spiritual opposition.
That
the Church alone can do. It ought to be a spiritual organism, a
breastworks for those who are not mature enough for the battle in
the open field; even in the child’s heart it should “form the
spiritual bond with the glorious city of God above, which makes
the smallest of the small invincible as over against all the power
of the State
and where the State, according to its legalistic
nature, forces the spirit to submit itself to the spirit of slavery, it

in the choice

;

must, with the love of a mother, lay

its

children to sleep with the

holy breath of personal freedom blowing over the couch
it

receives from above, and which will convey

is

the aim of the Church.

That

may be

it

attained, Dr.

Kuyper

them

—which
This

thither.”

considers a reformation

Reformed Church to its foundations indispensable.
A Church organized as ours is cannot fulfill its calling, as
“ For the wrecked ship in the midst of the
he conceives it.
waves, the best manning is powerless
even a Barends brings no
safety to the rudder.’’
The Church must become Reformed,
of our Dutch

:

democratic,

free,

independent, completely organized in doctrine,

worship and charity.

Now

unity.

persons.

all

Men

First of all

sorts of

Reformed

—in

groups are formed in

order to recover
it,

of all sorts of

are of Cephas, of Paul, or of Apollos, according to

whom

the university at which they studied, or the minister by

they were catechized. There is but one remedy for this. The old
Men must anew
escutcheon must be again brought into honor.
“ Reformed.”
give themselves the name which they bore of old
The memories of the past attach themselves to this name. “ Think
:

that

past

away,

and

with

our

little

flock

we make

a

poor

enough figure over against the spirit of the times. But lift the
age in which we stand and live out of its isolation and let the
stream that flows though all ages appear, and with a startling
clearness, with a singular spiritual power of faith and knowledge,
as transfused with the doctrine

of

God’s electing grace and

faith-

same Reformed Church stands out in the light of its
history.
Love for the past is no fickly sighing for reaction, fl’he
past must be valued.
Only self-deception leads us to think that
every generation begins anew. Generation is united to generation by
a thread of life which binds all generations together, and what the
Lord entrusts to any generation, to a limited era, has not come to

fulness, this
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be consumed and wasted, but must be
up in the treasure-chamber of the spiritual life to belong to
all eras.
Our people are even yet Reformed, even in their Modern,
Groningen, Lutheran and Roman circles.
What Luther could
never do, that Zwingli and Calvin did
they so powerfully poured
the Christian spirit into life that it has been penetrated to its
furthest circumference by this spirit.
Not Luther, but these men
have caused to spring spontaneously up a special nationality, a special State-life, a special life- force, out of the mighty impulse which
they gave the peoples. Thus, here in Holland, it is not merely
it

for its separate use, to

laid

:

the Church, but also the nation as nation which

Kuyper

by the

Reformed.”

is

Wormser, who,
already in 1849, demanded a return to the Reformed type in philanthropy and home and foreign missions. Reformed and Christian
are for Dr. Kuyper simply words of like meaning. Not as if the nonReformed were not Christians. “ But just as the merchant speaks
Dr.

stands in this matter

side of

of net weight, the mint-master of refined gold, the silversmith of

high standard, the Scriptures of pure nard, so we also could speak
of a

‘

net

’

of a

Christianity,

‘

refined

’

not unjustly of a Christianity of

Christianity,

but avoiding such strange terms,
usage and history, of

‘

of

Christianity,

we speak

‘

1

’

pure

high standard

rather, according to

Reformed,’ in order bv that term to distin-

guish sharply the counterfeit and the adulterated and the less

mature from the Christianity which is according to God’s Word.
To say simply Christian says nothing. Even the Romanist
The Christian
can be that. Even the Remonstrants were that.
name is alien to no single Modern. Has it not been even
seen that men who pride themselves on the denial of God’s existence have in the open States-General hung out the false flag of
Christian on the gable of an unchristian school?”
Still, not simply Reformed, but also democratic
would Dr.
Kuvper wish the Church to be. He finds his ideal of regulation
and Church order in the Free Church of Scotland. The Episcopal
Church form he esteems objectionable the Presbyterian, on the
Calvin cared little for the
other hand, has his fullest sympathy.
form of the Church, so only it was rooted in the members of the
Dr. Kuyper would see the democratic principle
congregation
recognized as far as possible even in the form of the Church. “A
Church which confesses that the elect are the cor ecclesise cannot
be clerical. It must find its strength in the electi,’ that is, in the
It was in order to realize that ideal that Dr.
church members.”
Kuyper, already in the first year of his ministry at Beesd, took
up the pen; that at Utrecht he came into conflict with the ecclesi‘

’

’

‘

‘

’

‘

’

;

:

‘

astical authorities

;

that, finally, seeing that along the

path of gen-
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by him were unattainable, he gave the
signal for the present conflict. Up to 1816, before King William I
introduced the present Synodical organization, the Reformed
Church of Holland existed in free, independent congregations.
The believers who had associated themselves in a special place, the
Nothing was above
congregation or church, were sovereign.
them: all was of them, by them. According to the Reformed
tleness the reforms desired

is no spiritual person, no intermediary
between God and the congregation, but merely one specially prepared by study and education to expound the Word. The congregation must, of course, be governed the conduct and teaching of the
minister must be watched over the poor must be provided for, and
the sick cared for and comforted: but all this is done by the elders
and deacons chosen from the congregation, who derive their
Along with the minisauthority exclusivel}7 from their election.
ter, they compose the consistory, which governs the congregation
and preserves order, but only because it has been called to do
so by the congregation itself in no sense because any one coming

conception, the minister

;

;

;

The Netherfrom without has given it authority to do so.
November,
on
the
2d
of
who,
Calvinists,
1568, noted the
landish
points which later,

Church

order,

when

When

authorities.”

should come to the establishment of a

it

might serve

service, the elders

as

guides,

dreaded

“

ecclesiastical

they received their appointment to their

were to be reminded that they “ had no lordship

to exercise either over the ministers or over the congregation, for
it

was wholly foreign

to their calling to

make laws

or to exercise

lordship over the ministers, or over their colleagues, or over the

congregation.”

was equally true
“ the Church.” It may be
debatable how close the bond was which held the several congrewas nothing other than
at least at first
that it
gations together

What was

true of the separate congregations

of the whole formed out of them,

:

—

common consent is certain.
when those who confessed

—

How
“new

otherwise, indeed, in the days

doctrine” were punished
with death, should the Reformed congregations have been joined
together ? What else could have united them except the knowledge
All external powers were
that they confessed the same doctrine ?
the

engaged, not in uniting, but in scattering the young churches.
This was thoroughly felt by the first Reformed. They very clearly
asserted that no one could forbid a congregation to withdraw from
association with the others.

of

Wesel

church.

left

the ordering of

“Nothing

that

is

Already the provisional Church order

many

things to the pleasure of the local

established in the

Word

of God, in

the Gospel of the apostles, or in the settled custom of the churches,
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But with respect

of the Church
mulas, so that

occasion of

When

no

to all that has

freedom

basis in the teaching of the Gospel of the apostles, the

not to be limited by any prescriptions or forcompulsion of consciences may be avoided and all
be cut off” (Hooyer, Oude Kerkordeningen p. 29).

is

all

strife

,

questions arose which concerned contiguous congregations,

assembly to handle when they
perhaps all congreconcerned
gations, then the provincial or general Synods would assemble.
Rulers over the congregations, these assemblies were not. Men
it

was a matter

for the classical

;

the congregations in a province, or

came together for a specified thing when that was accomplished,
With the
the members returned to their ordinary occupations.
stroke of the gavel by which Bogerman dissolved the Synod of
:

Dort, he ceased to be the “ Synodi praeses,” and stood again on

the

level

Perpetual governing colleges

other ministers.

of all

such as we know in the Netherlands since 1816, the Reformed
Churches did not of old time possess. In the Church there was
only one authority, the Word
only one Lord known, Jesus Christ
:

-of

Had men demanded

God.

For only

looked on as usurpation.

Christ, the

would have been
King of the Church,

With

the principles, held

obedience,

could exercise power in the Church.

it

sacred in our Church unbrokenly from the Convention of

Wesel

to

the beginning of this century, the present organization of the

Church

Dutch
I

himself

name

did

to the

Repelaer

is

in

direct

not perceive

Classis of

van

Drill,

Possibly

conflict.

this

:

the

King William

answer given

Amsterdam by the Counsellor

would otherwise be

Nevertheless the difference

is

no small one.

difficult

to

in

his

of State,

explain.

Before this date there

existed no permanent ecclesiastical government except the

con-

and the classes and Synods had authority only ad hoc: at
that time there came into existence a permanent upper government, the Synod, with provincial and classical governments following it in due rank, to which the congregations, formerly sovereign,
were now wholly subjected.
With the day of the entrance of this Church-form, Dr. Kuyper
he considers the revival
thinks, begins the decay of our Church

sistory,

:

of the Church possible only after

—

-

so he thinks

—can

like-minded men.

its

disappearance.

The Church

exist only through voluntary association of

When

not resolved into free congregations,

it

Whenever, of old, a congregation, for conscience’s sake, felt bound to break away from communion with the others, it was free to do so. This was looked
upon as an act, which, when frivolously performed, was a great
Now, however, the
sin in God’s sight; still, it was not forbidden.
passes unavoidably into despotism.

s
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congregations are compelled to remain in communion.

Out of the
King William I once for all united them,
they can no more withdraw. This makes them helpless. The
organization into which

most varied opinions find place in it and one preaches just the contrary of what another teaches, and so nothing is accomplished.

What
royal

What

builds up, another tears dowti.

one

another does not wish, and the end
decree which instituted the

that nothing

is

present

one wishes,

is

done.

The

organization of the

Reformed Church, Dr. Kuyper would therefore wish to see repealed.
The Reformed congregations must be placed in a position to
decide for themselves how and in what ecclesiastical communion
they wish to live. Only then will revival of ecclesiastical influ-

Then all that wish to be together can come
on the other hand, those who do not wish to
abide will be free to go away. Then only will it become possible
Now,
for the Church to become again a “ confessing ” Church.
the
compelled
to
endure
most
contradictory
opinions
while it is
in its midst, it must be satisfied with cherishing ordinary virtue
So “ freedom of teaching,” in Dr. Kuyper’
and religion.
The Church may
opinion, must not be permitted in the Church.
it must recognize as its
not shove to one side its Confession
members only those who honor it. “ A Church without a Confession is a knight without blazonry, a fleet without pennant, an
impotent association which does not know or does not dare to say
what it wishes.” State and Church in this respect do not stand
Of the State is true what is not true of any other
alike.
association it embraces all, and there must be room for all in its
ence be possible.

together,

but,

:

:

Freedom of conscience in its absolute sense is the
in the Church not
indispensable demand in the political sphere
the
excluded
nature
of
the
Church as an
by
It is already
so.
Association presupposes cooperation toward some
association.
common end and agreement in the means necessary to attain it.
patrimony.

:

He who does not desire that end, or who does not agree with the
means, has no proper place in the association. Freedom, in the
sense of unlimited right to confess and advocate all conceivable
opinions, is not compatible with an association, of any kind or
composition whatever,

Exclusivism
ing to

its

Church.

is

own

if

the end of the association

is

considered.

therefore indispensable to every association accord-

nature and essence, and

Within

its

walls belong

all

is

also the hall-mark of the

who

accept

its

Confession;

Dr.
those who reject its Confession do not belong within them.
one
going
outside
forbid
any
of
these
wish
to
no
Kuyper has
The Church must not hinder the exit of those who can
walls.
Of those who desire to remain in
find nothing further within it.

;

I)R.

membership,

its

not merely
go.

On

He

it is

to
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faithfulness to its statutes

Further, however,

duty.

must not be compelled

Kuyper

it

:

this is

does not

to stay.

contended, in the Second

Cham-

ber, that the “ Christian Reformed Churches” should receive State
The members of the Christian
subsidy, as well as the Reformed.
Reformed Church are, to be sure, scarcely members of the Dutch
Reformed Church considering as they do its present organization
in conflict with the Word of God
they have forsaken the Dutch
Reformed Church. That they have done this has cost them what
they would enjoy out of the State treasury up to this time. After
they left the Dutch Reformed Church, they received nothing further.
Thus their leaving the Dutch Reformed Church is made difficult to
them the material support from the State operates as a dissuasion of departure and curtails their freedom of action. And it is
just this last that Dr. Kuyper considers insufferable in the Church.
Therefore he desires, in the first place, that the Church should be
independent over against the State. “ A Church, no matter how
boastingly declared to be free, remains in a state of dependence, so
long as she has to thank a power outside of herself for the bread
Not from a desire to discharge the Church, but
that she eats.”
on the contrary out of the conviction that the well-being of the
Church and the prosperity of Christianity demand it, the State
must allow the Church to have her free and independent position.
On these grounds also, Dr. Kuyper demands the repeal of the
royal decree of 23d of January, 1816, which regulates the present
government of the Dutch Reformed Church.
On the same
grounds he would make an end of the present financial relations
between the Church and State. Nevertheless he would be content
to have the present teachers pensioned ad vitam from the public
treasury and the State subsequently withdraw, and would think it
not unacceptable that what is now disbursed should be capitalized.
Independence only can give back the Church her bloom and
Men love what they obtain by their own effort and by
strength.
severe effort toward what is cast into our lap we are indifferent
and lukewarm. Men have no love for aught but the fruit of their
own labor, the result of their own creation and a church which
depends on a power outside of itself is not such. It is not rooted
in the sacrifices and interests of its members, and these only are
Dr. Kuyper has no
the springs from which it can draw strength.
On the contrary, it
fear that the Church will ever come to want.
the
Church,
if
were
it
compelled to support itself
would profit
out of its own means and received no more subsidy from the
then only those who agree
State, as a whole, as an entire massa

—

:

:

:

:
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common end would bring their
would be no loss, but on the contrary, a gain.
Just because now the Church seeks to be for all, every one feels a
stranger within its walls. But in small congregations of 1300 to
1400 souls it will be entirely otherwise. Members who find themselves back together in the same place weekly, who have all been
baptized by the same minister, brought up in the same place,
taught in the same school, and received by the same consistory,
“ Think of each member
feel themselves bound to one another.
then every Sunday in his own seat to which he is accustomed,
while week after week he sees the same well-known countetogether for the attainment of the
gifts

and

;

this

nances about him

Giving his share of the offerings that his church
may be neatly and attractively fitted out, that from without it may
look w ell and within can compare with others
experiencing in
!

r

;

all

the occurrences of his family-life the love of the congregation

looking on the orphans of the small congregation as his

adopted children

the less poor of the flock as stewards, according

;

and every one having ‘our house,’ where

to their possessions;

he

known, and can never knock without good hope.

is

Self-help

the homeand rivalry with others
even for the unspiritual a motive to shake off the curse of

power, thrift produces the quiet breath of

creates

Even paying quickens

like.
is

;

own

interest,

inertia.”

Kuyper

Church a well-ordered service
church without service of
teaching.
The mightiest instrument with which to work upon
men is the word. The word, however, is expression of thought.
This must not be the fruit of one’s own discovery, but derived
from a well-ordered conception of the world and of life, the reflecLastly, Dr.

desires in the

of teaching, worship and charity.

tion of the true

life

that

is

No

in Christ.

What is

understood

by

that,

every church must determine for itself but when this is once determined, it behooves the Church simply to choose for itself as
:

leaders and to

nized

by

it.

pay

They

as such those

who

plead for the truth recog-

are ministers of the congregation,

thus only what the congregation confesses as truth.

and preach

Not

that they

must subscribe the -whole of the Confession, down to the smallest
“ A Confession contains nothing beyond that u hereof
particulars.
r

men

can bear witness before God, that

ness.”

Nothing more.

What

is

it

is

more than

profitable to godlithis is free.

Just as

does Dr. Kuyper hold that the Confession should be conceived as a document which, once completed, must needs remain
“ Law of faith and life is to him God’s Word alone.”
unaltered.
But in the Confession he distinguishes between form and content.
little

r

The

last is

unchangeable

to

him, the former not.

And

this

former

—
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changes “ in proportion as God gives the congregation insight
into and hold on the Word.”
Just as little as he would permit in the Church that every
preacher should teach what seems good to him, would he have
every leader hold religious service according to his own notion and
wav. There, too, would he have unity. There, too, he would have
men show themselves brothers of the same house. Our present
mode of divine service he would not wish to hold unaltered. Now
the sermon is too prominent and the preacher accordingly too
much the point of union of the assembly. “ It invites him to

whom

it

is

sometimes
able

by

not given to present a well-considered discourse two,

week, to seek to escape the unavoid-

three, times each

endless repetition or false plays of reason or the stringing

together of platitudes.

It

makes church-going

and

for children

the comparatively uneducated a tedious punishment, a mechanical

and an unpleasant duty of merely sitting still.”
Therefore,
like another form for the service of worship.
He would have the congregation take a larger part in the worship.
He would have them have a more active share in it and not, as at
“ Let there be ministers of the AYord
present, only hear and see.
ministers who take a couple of hours on Sunday and for the edification of the congregation minister to the needs of this life and to
the progress of the kingdom of God by means of thoroughly thoughtout discourses on the deep things of the AYord. But let not every
assembly of the congregation be given to this. Let there be also
short, simple, liturgical services, in which every member of the conact,

Dr.

Kuyper would

—

gregation can take part

down

to the child

in the Sunday-school

which God’s AVord is read, in which thanksgivings and
petitions are offered, songs and jubilations are heard, and a short
exhortation brings the whole to a close.
Above all, let there be
not every three months, but at every turn and continually, a sacramental service for believers, that the Lord may come through the
bread and wine to His people, to give His body for their food and
His blood for their drink, for the renewal of their life, for the seal-

services in

ing of their covenant, for the strengthening of their faith.”
III.

In the Church, Dr.
in

Kuyper embraces the

the State he does not do

so.

ideas of Calvin

Calvin was a republican

;

;

but
Dr.

Kuyper, on the contrary, defends the constitutional monarchy and
Calvin was of an
is a fervent adherent of the house of Orange.
aristocratic nature, and it is with delight that we hear him speak
of the eminent men with whom he had enjoyed intercourse.
Dr.
Kuyper is a democrat, and in his writings he willingly lets it
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appear that he does not belong to the great of the earth. As a
free land he appeals by preference to America.
In
giving a description of the freedom which he wishes, he ad-

model of a

duces what Winthrop said in 1650 before an American popular
“Not that corrupt freedom which debases man,

assembly:

demands

suffers no
and righteousness
but ours is the real manly freedom, which does not destroy, but
unites, seeks support in just authority, honors and preserves the
law in order that without fear heart and head may turn to what is
good and beautiful, to what is noble and righteous.” The form in
which that authority manifests itself is to him indifferent, so only
it be recognized that it is to be obeyed in accordance with the will
“ The magistracy does what it does, not because it seeks
of God.

order,

it

a free bridle for every soul,

and

is

nor because

bound

obeys no authority,

in unappeasable strife with truth

wills

it

to it of

it,

God.”

but because

He

it

;

is called,

appointed and

rejects popular sovereignty

:

“ of

it

among men who honor Christ as their
King, as church members and citizens alike.” But equally he
rejects absolute monarchy and State sovereignty.
In the last, he
there can be no question

sees a dangerous snare to our liberty.

He

considers

steadily

waxing

it

to be undeniable “ that the centralizing state is

which every
“ Do we not see giving way,”
independent institutions which are clothed with
into a gigantic bulk over against

citizen at the last stands helpless.”

he asks, “

all

sovereignty in their

own

circle,

the supports for defense against the

magic formula of the one, indivisible State? Once there was
autonomy of provinces and towns, autonomy of households and
classes, autonomy of legal process, autonomy for our universities,
autonomy for corporations and guilds. And now ? The State
has steadily annexed, one after the other,

independent rights

:

all

these provinces of

the State regulates our provinces, gives laws

to our towns, enters our housedoor, expropriates our patrimony,
justice, makes curators and professors its servants,
no corporation save as its dependents, and, in finding the
administrative sentence, is both party and judge, no matter how
Men have, and rightly,
often the citizen cries out against it.
ancien rdgime,’ but I beg you not to
cursed the tyrannies of the
forget that the part of the life of the people over which the State
then spread its net, stood to the domain of this administration
now as one to ten. Look merely at the budgets of Europe, then
counted by the hundred thousands, now by the milliards. To
leave anything uninterfered with, seems to the State a shortcoming
and failure in duty, and he is esteemed the best minister who with
Cherub’s eyes, omnipresent, leaves you no corner of your patriis

master of our

suffers

1

DR.
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the arm of his ministering functionaries, the arm of

and decrees, do not reach you. What shall we be when
this nothing-sparing, newly begun lust for centralization shall have
Where will be your power of defense,
completed its course ?
when the apotheosis of the State has branded beforehand every
defense as sacrilege ? What will remain of your personal freedom,
when at length the Cfesarism which has sprung up out of the
modern State and the modern imperialism, distributing its panes
his laws

‘

et circenses

’

in its economical regulation of material advantages,

permits everything to
stands

it

for the very

withstand

When

itself, because there is no man who withgood reason that there is no man who can

it.”

Dr.

because he

Kuyper

is set

calls

himself “Anti-revolutionary,”

it is

not

against every revolution, but because he ranges

himself over against the political and social system which em-

French revolution and out of which our modThe Dutch revolt against Spain,
England’s revolution under William III, America’s separation
from Great Britain, and the Dutch revolution of 1813 he considers
thoroughly justified. He agrees “ that there are times when the
bodied

em

itself in the

State has been built up.

natural heads of the people receive a call to

make an end

godless tyranny by which the people are oppressed.”

The

to a

origin

and the security of our constitutional freedom, we owe, in his
all to the French revolution.
England,
Holland, Switzerland and America possessed their freedom long
before that revolution broke out, while where the revolution, and

opinion, however, not at

not the Reformation, has worked, there

His well-known

treatise,

onzer constitutioneele

is

once for

all

lacking.

Vrijheden

,

is

devoted to the defense of this

Reformation and revolution both, no doubt, aim at the

position.
fruit

it

Het Calvmisme, oorsprony en waarhory

of freedom, but cultivate

it

on wholly dissimilar roots.

A

was the teaching of the
a liberty springing from faith, of the Reforma-

liberty springing from a philosophical idea

Encyclopaedists
tion.

In

;

actually

producing freedom

the

revolution

did not

“ In Spain, Austria and France,
the Reformation was rooted out and the revolution cherished, and
political freedom remains weak.
In Switzerland and Holland,
where the revolution has operated after the Reformation, the inner
power of freedom has rather waned than waxed. England, on the
other hand, where the leaven of the Reformation but not of the
revolution of 1789 has worked, remains ever the leader of the
European peoples in the conflict against religious persecution and

succeed, the Reformation did.

political

It is

tyranny.”

then shown

how

the founders of America, the spiritual
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children of the English Independents, were again in their turn the
followers of Calvin.
land, there at

first

Later,

it is

true, in the revolt against

Eng-

sprang up a sympathy toward France, but this

soon subsided and in the American Constitution of 1789 there is
nothing -to be found of the teachings of Rousseau, and America

up

to to-day, the land of

freedom by way of eminence, bears as

does no other nation the deeply imprinted Christian stamp.

Passing

over to England, he shows that the Independents, more than any
other party, advanced the liberty of England, that they sought the
separation of Church and State, and
of faith and worship,

autonomy

for

demanded unlimited freedom
every congregation, free asso-

ciation in Synods, suffrage of the church

of church meetings

;

members, and publicity
first and best for the

that Milton pleaded

freedom of the press, Godwin for publicity of the Parliamentary
sessions, and in the Acts of the Barebones Parliament for the first
time the civil marriage is proposed, yes, that there the first
advances were made toward State support of science, and the
modern idea was realized by it of one treasury for all revenues of
the State
the introduction of the burgher-estate dates from their
rise, the course of justice was simplified, sparing legislation was
He is
earnestly advocated, and capital punishment was lessened.
not ignorant that they suffered defeat in Great Britain they lacked
“ Cast
organization and power to reform the English economy.
as exiles on the shores of America, they bore with them to the
new world the spiritual fruit of their roots and branches/’
;

—

The

distinguishing

marks

of

the

Independents,

further,

found again in the Huguenots, the Calvinists of France.
Independents, the Huguenots
in their native land libertv to

are

Like the

when they could no longer find
God according to their conThe
lands and founded colonies.

also,

serve

went forth to foreign
Huguenots showed a strong family likeness to the
troopers of Cromwell, “ where there was no profanity, but worship
no cursing, but prayer,” and the political principles of the two were
so much the same that the ground-lines of the American Constitution are found again almost entire in the Huguenot Constitution of
That in spite of these points of agreement, Independents
1573.
and Huguenots do not occupy the same standpoint, Dr. Kuyper
He explains this by means of the differing phases of
recognizes.
the development through which Calvinism passed, and by the fact
that the Independents were more far-sighted than the followers
of Coligny and La None.
What was realized in America, England and France, was meanwhile already taught by Beza and Calvin. Beza, who forms the
transition between the Calvinism of Geneva and the Calvinism of
sciences,

army

of the

;
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the Huguenots, would not yet allow freedom of worship, but he

He

detested nevertheless legalized murder.

agreed that for the

and sword.
He is a constitutionalist he would have parliaments and orders,
popular offices sovereign in their own sphere.
He applauded the
Dutch revolt against Spain, obtained troops of horse for Condd and
kept the French Huguenots in treaty with the Reformed princes of
Germany. More sharply formulated but less-developed, the conceptions of Beza are found also in Calvin.
He would tolerate no
departure from the chief principles of the Christian religion, but
would suffer them in lesser matters. The form of the State is with
Calvin the product of history and as such is to be reverenced
but if he were free to choose its form, then he chooses the republic,
because, as he thought, authority entrusted to many tempts less
to ambition.
He denied that private persons were competent to
oppose the government
he made it, however, the duty of the
secondary officials, chosen from the people themselves, to preserve
the people’s freedom.
If they are negligent in this, they are
untrustworthy, yes, guilty of perjury.
Calvin was moreover
opposed to the polioy of non-intervention. Europe for him was
no aggregation of independent States, but a family of peoples.
matter of worship no one should be persecuted with

fire

:

:

:

The prince of a neighboring land he considered bound to intervene
when his neighbor fell upon the people. For this reason, he himself advanced the raising of money for the German troopers who
had entered France.

The

root of

all this

Dr.

Kuyper

finds in the

fundamental doctrine

of the Calvinists, in their confession of the absolute sovereignty of

“ Out of this confession

it follows that all authority and
power on earth is not inherent but derived, so that there can be
no talk of sovereignty by nature in either prince or people.
Sovereign is only God Almighty Himself all creatures, whether

God.

;

born in the princely palace or in the beggar’s hut, he esteems in
themselves as nothing.
Authority of one creature over another
arises onlv as God grants it, and is not to be abused, but to be
used for His glory.

whom He

will.

He

is

thus free to give that authority to

Sometimes He gives

it

to kings

and princes, some-

times to nobles and patricians, again to the whole people.
question

is

The

not whether the people or the king rules, but whether

both of them, when they

rule,

doit by His grace.”

passed on two things.

“

With

this,

on the sovereignty of the
people in the sense of Grotius and Mirabeau.
The notion that
every man, simply because he is born of a woman, has claim to a
share of political authority, and further, that the State comes into
being through the combination of these parts, limits God’s free-

sentence

is

First
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dom, places

in

man

man

as

arm

instead of in the strong

of

God

the fountain of sovereignty and must result in the abolition of

moral authority.

But equally

the

droit divin

‘

sentenced by

’

all
it,

sense of the Stuarts, the French legitimists, and of the

in the

What

Prussian nobility.
claimed, that

ment

is

‘

Charles I on the scaffold

that does not belong to

;

pro-

still

the people ought to have no part in the govern-

are altogether different persons

stamped princes as

sort

a

'

them

—that

a king and his servants

:

is

the old bad theory which

of higher beings,

with the confession of God’s tree sovereignty.

and cannot coexist

Even

for the prince

may

nor can be question of a regnum dei gratia of a
droit divin in any other sense than that in which each of us exerthere neither

,

wherewith he is clothed, and therefore must
with regard to the rights of others and answerably to God.
But equally inexorably as against prince-worship does this princi-

cises the authority

use

it

ple of God's sovereignty resist the supreme

which

is

now

Whether what

arising.

prince, or to a Parliament, or to a

The

State no less than the prince

is

whole
is

power

State,

has said in majesty,
is

‘

I shall not give

He

sovereign,

appoints

the

State

makes no difference.

a creature that

ence to Him, and can never break through the law

God

of the

God’s only be given to a

my

owes its existin which He

glory to another.’ ”

lot

of

men

If

according to

His good pleasure. “ He who believes in election, knows that
he is chosen to something, and thus has an ethical calling a calling to which, because it is divine, the most loving sacrifice must
but also a calling which, because God is
needs be brought
and so he
sovereign, shall prosper him wherein he is called
hesitates not, nor balances nor weighs, but puts his hand to the
task and carries it through.”
;

;

;

From

the sovereignty of God, finally, follows the sovereignty of

The study

His Word.

of the Old Testament has

more than any-

thing else advanced the development of our constitutional freedom.

“ All writers on Calvinistic political law, whether natives of
Geneva or Scotland, of the Dutch Union or France, of England
or America, have defended popular freedom, from the first to the
Not that
last, with a steady appeal to the political law of Israel.
Of
such
a demand
they would revive the Mosaic law in their day.
How perilous and monstrous this doctrine is, let
Calvin says
others show, mihi falsam esse ac stolidam demoustrasse satis
‘

:

erit.’

No

:

but there

lies in

the free apparition of the prophets,

in the laws of assemblies (the Haba), in the special laws of

heads

which the
must
which
freedom
of
political
principle
first king was chosen, a
it
There
banish with its fresh breath all political authority.
of tribes and families, but above

ail in

the

manner

in
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stands written of Saul that he was designated

and then by

lot,

first

by anointing

but also that after the deliverance of Jabez

all

Likewise
made
of David, that he was no doubt consecrated by Samuel, but nevertheless was anointed at Hebron by the elders of Juda, and did
not acquire the crown from the unfaithful stock through tender
from the heads of the stock. .Does it then not follow of itself,
that the Calvdnistic statesman, who took no single step without
consulting the Scriptures, saw in the light of the Divine approbathe people marched to Gilgal and there

tion the conception

Saul king.

of a folk-constitution

late the hereditary right of the throne,

the power of the throne

?

The

which did not annihi-

but nevertheless moderated

history of popular opinion as well as

the political treatises prove thoroughly, that the facts of Saul’s

and David’s crownings have hastened the development of our
constitutional conceptions much more than the most beautiful
theories.”

All this is much more fully brought out by Dr. Kuyper in Ons
Proyram, published in 1879. When he desires that the magistrate shall be looked upon as the servant of God, and denies that
any authority should exist on earth which is not instituted by
God, he by no means intends by this that the magistracy shall be
bound to the support of any one distinct Church doctrine, or
shall come forward in the capacity of a Church, as happens now
in Russia and Germany.
Dr. Kuyper only wishes that the magistrates shall not withhold themselves from the direct and indirect

Word of God. Under its direct influence, he
understands that the magistrates “ who stand on the highest step,

influence of the

shall,

with their own eyes, whether in the study or in the cabinet,

gather out of God's Word, what they shall afterwards uphold in the
chair or from the tribune as principles of government

under its inwhich is given forth through the Church or
through the press, through the public officers of the nation or of
Europe.” The task of the Church here he limits to bestowing very
special care on the magistrates who belong to its membership and to
the fostering of ethical and especially of theological study. To a
he does not wish the State to
State Church he has an aversion
conduct itself as if no Church and no religion existed what he
;

direct influence, that

;

;

desires concerning the magistracy

is

that they should be as they

are in America, where, on the one side, the magistrates as such

may

appoint days of prayer, honor the seventh day, and yet, on

the other side, the mutual relations of Church and State are more
neutral than in any country in Europe.

Interference of the State

in matters of faith leads always to tyranny and must therefore be

guarded against.
38

Conscience

is

sovereign,

and must erect an

594
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unsurmountable barrier
blind

to the secular power.

to the possibility of

men

Dr.

Kuyper

not

is

using scruples of conscience as

pretexts for declining their lawful duties, but he would “ rather

way ten times for a distorted conscience
than even once only bear down a good conscience.”
He thinks the magistrate bound to administer oaths “as a servant

needlessly go out of the

He

of God.’"

judges this necessary as a reminder that,

when

engagements to trustworthiness are received from the magistracy
or even when the king enters into the relation of constitutional prince
to his people, there shall not merely a contract be concluded,
“ but recognition be given to a bond which in the course of circumstances has been laid on them by God, so that they bind them
selves faithfully to perform the duties to which they are held by
God.” “ From this principle, now, that, in the court of justice
and

between the magistrate and
behind the relation between the two

in the establishment of obligation

the governed, there always

lies

persons a relation of both to the living God,
good, that

on both

it is

according to right, that

sides

men

should

it

is

it

follows that

mutually recognize

solemnly

they are obliging themselves not to one another merely,
over and above that to Him who knows the heart.
therefore not only permit the oath, but

cement of the State.”

The

it is

matter of duty, that

demand

its

that

but

We

use as the

preservation of the oath he insists

upon, accordingly, with great emphasis.

oath to few and important occasions, that

He
it

is

content to limit the

may

not lose

its

force

and seriousness by frequent use, but would release from the oath
only those who look upon swearing as not permitted to Christians.
Atheists who declare that they believe in no God, he would permit
to make only a declaration, but they must first show that they are
“ An atheist who nevertheless renot members of any church.
mains a member of a church of God certainly already exhibits
himself by that very act as an untrustworthy man.” Accordingly
they must declare in writing that they refuse to swear “ because
they do not believe in the living
tion

by

at least

three

known

God

;

” produce a suitable declara-

persons,

that they are

honorable and trustworthy men; promise that

if

known

as

they come to

another mind, the promise made by them shall stand to them as
an oath and, finally, have declaration made by an honorable person
;

Dr. Kuyper connumber of atheists will justify this excepOn our Dutch census registers, there appear, after

that they speak the truth in the matter in hand.
siders that the very small
tional treatment.

deduction of the Darbyists and other Christian groups, at most
two or three hundred persons who do not belong to some church
“ And should it be pointed out that there are neverfellowship.

DR.
theless

many

atheists
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lurk in the fellowship of the churches,

then our answer runs, It surely

is

dishonorable enough for an

atheist to preserve the appearance of worshiping

God

in a

church

and of the trustworthiness
of his word.
We do not believe that there is any considerable
number of these, and it remains most probable that atheists are
so few in number that it is not necessary to make an exception of
them. And in any event, doing rather too much than too little,
we have indicated for these exceptions among the citizens, too, the
to justify distrust of his love of truth

way

to bring,

so far as possible, the indisputable right of the

harmony with their peculiar situation.”
On the same ground on which he makes it the duty of the magistrate to administer oaths, Dr. Kuvper demands that the magisState into

trates

be charged with care for the Sabbath

rest,

lie does not wish

that they should themselves serve the people with spiritual meat,

but only that they should open to others the opportunity to do

so.

end that the magistrate must have in mind in the first
instance the promotion of bodily rest and family life must come in
only secondarily.
He does not wish that on this account all work
shall be forbidden, but that the magistrate himself should refrain
from all work, and, further, should close what only with his permission will be open and is in conflict with the object of the Sabbath
that no work should be done in places of industry and trade which
are opened under patents from the State and thus with its permission and that in the concessions for carriage, transportation on
Sunday should be limited. “ Building up in the fear of God
requires calmness, and calmness comes not, but is dissipated, if
the people precisely on Sunday more than any other day are
“ Then men
driven about to all four corners of the wind.”
It is this

;

;

;

Honda}7 mornings, but are more tired than ever.
their work on Monday, not sobered, but
than before. Then the people are not sanctified
Sunday, but secularized, made light of mind and

are not rested on

Then men

return to

more frivolous
through their

unwonted to discipline and order. That, to speak this out in our
program also, the present Sunday law with its departure from this
high standpoint should be repealed is self-evident. Just so it
scarcely needs to be noted that it is only by a circumspect and
methodical transition that the manners of the people can be thus
reformed.
And that with such a sanctification of the Sabbath,
the workman will need a half-day of the work- week also
for recreation, will appear later, in the discussion of the social question.”

Great

is

the influence which Dr.

people in the government.

Kuvper would give

Men must obey

:

but

to the

men must be
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no willless tools

in the

grievances which Dr.

rulers.

it holds all power in
which men formerly possessed

precisely that
securities

One of the chief
against the modern State is
its hand, and takes away the

hands of the

Kuyper has

to

themselves

protect

against the arbitrariness of the central authority.

In order to

•

recover them, Dr.
try

is

Kuyper demands

decentralization.

are pleased to call men, but

it

“

A

coun-

which men
is a system of life-circles which are
the course of history come under

not a section of the earth with living beings on

it

and have in
mutual engagements.” The men of 1798 thought they could
make of France what they would. For Robespierre and his compeers it was merely an undivided, unpartitioned, and cohering
piece of ground which could be parted equally well into ten or
into twenty pieces, without considering anything further than
“ So all sections
questions of size and number of inhabitants.
alike,
about
and
in
order
must fall out
to reach that end men
troubled themselves neither about tradition nor the custom of the
people, but clipped with the revolutionary shears just across and
athwart and through all joints. Doing this, meD got no province,
but a department that is, a block, a division, a section of the one
and indivisible patrimony which, without any appearance of indepeudence, simply had a right of existence as a means to commodi”
“In this system the partition of a
ousness of government.’
country has no other reason than that the country is too big to be
administered according to requirement as one, in its entirety, as it
If a race of officials could be found that had learned to
lies.
hold with gigantic talent the whole in order, then this would
have deserved the preference. But now that that kind of miracuthere jure suo

,

—

1

lous official does not exist,

we

must, according to the proverb,

Divide and conquer,’ cut up the land, in order to remain lord
of it, and split it thus into such large parts and such small fragments as can be cared for conveniently by one set of officials.”

‘

Dr. Ivuvper’s Anti-revolutionary principles stand directly opposed
to this.

Dr.

If

Kuyper

you except emigration, colonization and conquest,
asserts that there has never

been a people, among the

folks, that could in this way be cut into parts, but,
on the contrary, out of the smaller parts the whole people has
The household is thus the basis the house-father
later arisen.
the interpreter, the natural representative, from the “ smallest
It is because
cabins, on account of which a nation is a nation.”
head
of a family
would
give
to
every
Kuyper
Dr.
of this that
“
dreamers
in their
vote.
Not
by
the opportunity to cast his

non-nomadic

;

hired chambers, but by the people in their families are the living
thoughts always awakened which govern the spirit of the peo-

—
DR.

To make

pie.”

houses, of

Just

as,
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the suffrage dependent on a census of lodging-

capacity,

by

ABRAHAM KUTPER.

etc.,

ascribing

he

rejects as arbitral or superfluous.

to every

house-father the right of suf-

he would restore to the smallest bodies out of which the
State is composed their natural representation, so would he do the
same with communes and provinces. He demands for them,
in the first place, greater independence in government and legislaThe mode of
tion, and more freedom from the central authority.
appointing the provincial governors should also be modified.
The
burgomasters and the commissaries of the king, at present officials
of the realm, he would have appointed out of a couple of candidates laid before the king by the commune and the provincial
States.
Both should also be chosen exclusively from men of the
commune or province. “ At present the families of the nobles
frage,

and the well-to-do move to The Hague, to Rotterdam, to Amsterdam, if not to Brussels. They are constantly feeling themselves
more out of place in their province. They no longer have anything to do there. There is nothing to bind them to it.
There
This furthers the overcrowding of the
is no future for their sons.
great centres of population, pushes the style of living ever higher,
and gradually swallows up generation after generation in luxury.
But reverse the situation give back to your provinces a provin:

cial

importance

clothe the dignitaries of the province again with

;

power and influence
shall actually

how

;

give

them assurance

that these high posts

be conferred on the province

you

:

will at once see

families will recover a liking for their provinces

;

they will

enter again into the matters of their administration with avidity,

and will honorably once more

the places which are

fill

by nature

theirs.”

He would
province.

further desire that

commune

province or

What

be taken out of
the

federative

what begins within the

should be also ended in the

does not concern the realm in
its

hands.

condition.

Hr.

Kuyper

Foreign

is

circle of a

commune

its entirety,

or

should

averse to a return to

affairs,

war,

the

marine,

colonies, the ledgers of the national debt, the mail service, the

national roads and the great arteries of trade

land and are thus matters of State

;

—these

affect the

roads can very well be brought under the control of the

Under the

or the province.

whole

but tramways and neighborhood

control of the

commune

commune

there should

farther be placed small “ polders,” * ordinary canals and draiuage
* [“ Poldek

is

a term applied to a morass or lake, the bed of which has been
A great part of Holland and Flanders has been thus re-

reclaimed by draining.

claimed and rendered not only habitable, but extreme'y valuable for agricultural
purpose s.” Biedeker ]
.

—
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canals:* under the control of the province, the great “ polders,”
small dykes, small rivers, and canals

and under the control of

;

the realm the management of the great dykes, sea-defenses, chief

Under communal

canals and national marshes.

military companies and battalions

control the separate

under provincial control the
uniting of these battalions into corps
and under regal control
only the command of the soldiery as a whole in time of war.
Dr.
Kuyper would have the same arrangement with reference to
education.
Under communal control the lower education; under
provincial control the normal schools, the intermediate schools and
;

:

the gymnasia

He

;

and under regal control only the higher instruction.

denies that the notaryship needs be a national concern, that

may

the gathering of the direct taxes and excises
part by the

commune

not be done in

Church finances may

or province, that the

not be committed to the province, that the country-police cannot

be in great part provincial, that the prison system may not be
overseen by the commune and province, that associations whose

whole sphere of work is local cannot be satisfied with communal
In his judgment there may just as well be left to
lower governmental circles a part of the work which is done in the
maintenance of the law, the guarding of public safety, and the
accommodation of suits and disputes. It is well-known that in
the case of the more specially Reformed countries, Scotland, England, America and Switzerland, all this exists in this manner.
There is still much of it left in Germany and Austria and only

recognition.

;

among

the peoples of the Latin race there

is,

as a result partly of

the influence of Rome, but especially of that of the French Revolution, not

more

left

royal government.

than the initiative which proceeds from the
all branches of gov-

Finally he wishes that in

ernment the communal and provincial boundaries should be honored in the partitioning of the country, and the administrative

made independent and absolute.
Kuvper is not blind to the danger which

verdict be
Dr.

brings to the freedom of the individual.

He

centralization

desires therefore that

the rights of individuals should not be left undefended, even when
In the oversight of corporations
thet' are not expressly reserved.
into
is

which men voluntarily

verv simple.

If

it is

enter, the task of the

withdrawal from them be hindered,
*

[“Canals (‘Gracbten’)

government here

only strictly and inexorably forbidden that

....

its

duty

is

done.

It is entirely

intersect tbe country in every direction.

As a means of communication, with which
almost every town and village in the kingdom is furnished. 2. As drains by which
superfluous water is carried off from the cultivated land. 3. They form substiThey

serve a threefold purpose

1.

and walls, which are not mo'e common enclosures for houses,
and gardens in other countries than canals a-e in Hol'and.” Bxdeker .]

tutes for. hedges
fields

:
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otherwise, naturally, in the ease of corporations into which

not enter voluntarily

,

men do

and which they cannot withdraw from.

A

example, cannot desert his father’s house one cannot
live in the [Netherlands without holding abode in a province, or

child, for

;

residing in a

rounded

commune.

-with

In these matters freedom must be sur-

defenses

against

arbitrary

In

authority.

the

organic union of the people of the past, he thinks, our popular
representation was unsatisfactory.
contrary, he sees in part an

In our present system, on the

embodiment

of the conception of the

French Revolution, in part homage to the old tradition of organic
representation, through the separation of the nation into three
“ censusclasses, that of “ the highest-taxed,” that of the
paying ” and that of the “under-aged.” This is to disorganize
the nation.
In the system of representation also the organic union
of the people must come again to its rights, and, after removal of
the faults which cleaved to it before, advance in its natural and
orderly development.
in a people something

The Anti-revolutionary statesmanship sees
more than a heap of men it proceeds on
:

the assumption that there are such things as groups of persons,

who have

their

spheres.

Society

munities of

own
is

and political
and groups and com-

interests to defend in the social

made up out

persons.

of classes

Equality of individuals does not exist,

because there are differences in

position and birth,

in

educa-

and manner of life.
These groups are not arbitrarily
“ made,” but, through the circumstances and changes of life
and
itself, are “ born ” from the members and limbs of the people
tion

;

because

now

a

body never

exists in anything else than in its

mem-

bers, and cannot express itself through anything else but its
members, every representation is false and to be rejected, which
does not permit the nation to express itself regularly through
The States-general should,
these members, that is, organically.
therefore, in his opinion, be chosen by the States-provincial, the
States-provincial by the communal councils, and the communal
councils by the communal corporations.
Even this, however, would not be enough. With exclusive
attention to the organic union of the people, men would become
one-sided and would overlook the fact that there exists among the
people still another bond of union. The force which can drive
a people forward on the path of true development does not work
except through the systematic organism of corporations, communes and provinces. But the direction in which this force shall
carry the ship of State is determined more directly by the lifeprinciple and life-conception which is awakened in the home
circle.

Is there talk, for

example, of the introduction, extension
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or abolition of a patent-taxation, then

kinds

of

men

will see farmers of

tendencies and colors unite against

to protect agriculture

from the patent

sorts

all

all'

of citizens

while in the case of a

;

example, all class
works together with
the orthodox townsman for reaching the desired end. In the
sphere of government, therefore, there are two sorts of decisions
to take into account
decisions which concern the people in their
corporate union, and decisions which have respect to the political
political

question,

the

school -question,

for

distinctions are lost and the orthodox farmer

:

which the people shall be led by their magistracy.
Both the old and new statesmanship have neglected this. In
wishing to be merely corporate, men once based their legal existdirections in

ence solely on the spiritual unity of the nation

;

-while

now

in

holding exclusively to the political character of representation,
they have altogether disavowed the corporate. “ The result of
this has naturally

been that both in

politics

and among the nations

by a fault which
have
entered
unawares into a
we
road -which has no outlet, where our politics seems to be a lame
horse and the country’s interests both here and in India seem to
be lost through vacillation and bad management.”
the corporate interest has been neglected, and that,
lurks in the fundamental law7

To

itself,

Kuyper thinks a double representation
The one should be corporately, the other directly

correct this evil Dr.

necessary.

one, says Dr. Kuyper, “ can

elected.

No

that the

lines

deny that the nation, so
far as it is divided into Liberal, Calvinist and Roman Catholic
elements, is grouped in a manner very different from the partition
And just as little can anybody denv
into classes and corporations.
that separate the

three groups just

named

cut

athwart the lines that separate the classes and corporations. And
therefore no one can admit the possibility of finding a single sort of
representation -which will at the same time reflect the two groupings.

you

But

if this

be

so,

then one of two things must follow

create one popular representation

which

:

that

will bring its rights

two groupings only (either the political or the corand look upon the other as non-existent or else that you
give expression to the double grouping which exists among the
people in a double representation, and thus give your States-Gen-

to one of the
porate),

;

double character, by placing beside the corporate States, of
which -we spoke in the preceding article, a States-assembly of

eral a

If men will
chosen directly bv the people.”
then Dr. Kuyper sees an injustice in every limit put on

political character

not do

this,

the suffrage of the masses.

Well-known

opposed- to universal suffrage,

is

is

his utterance, so fre-

“ To be a Liberal and
needlessly to provoke the nation.”

quentl}7 repeated during the last election

:
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reject the old historical representation

and

install in

place the idea of the atomistic State, must find their ideal

its

realized in

what Napoleon did

“ a popular election by

:

all

French

individuals, undivided and unbroken, through the whole land, in

“Just

one day.”

German empire

:

von Bismarck has made it now in the
diet, to which all German individuals
these doctrinaires’ demand, should it be

as Prince

an imperial

elect— so, according to
everywhere.” That, now that the revolution has once
destroyed class distinctions, a corporate representation

the

On

difficulty important.

Chambers of Commerce and

in

already developing bodies which

for all

to be ob-

Kuyper does not deny.

tained only after a long time, Dr.

he does not consider this

is

workmen’s

Still

the contrary, in

associations he sees

the place of the old guilds,

fill

“ and should our Chambers of to-day in the Binnenhof only become kamers in ruste, and a code come into being which would
advance instead of hindering the work of developing these
’

‘

popular associations, there would be hope of our

And

ing in every respect their past power.

this the

cities recover-

more because

the changed position of the lords of the manors and knightly
properties

have

led

villages and boroughs also to enter
and the commune can thus, through this

the

into their development,

extremely important change,
it

ever possessed in

its

into

this

system.

to a far higher importance than

best days.”

It is self-evident that
fit

rise

our present manner of election would not

The

corporate

States

must naturally be

chosen in a wholly different manner from the political States.

Every
in its

guild, every corporation

own

circle,

must regulate the manner of voting

under the oversight of a higher college which

must guard against violation of the national

and protect the
They should, further, in case they are
rights of the minority.
distributed over different communes, have the power to bring
their influence to bear directly in the States-provincial, and to
remove or suspend their deputies from the exercise of their mandate,
if this should sometimes prove desirable, or supplant them by
others.

laws,

It should stand entirely differently with the political repre-

sentation.

Since in their case the primary end must be to reflect

as truly as possible the spiritual disposition of the nation,

its

life-

Kuyper would with reference to them prevent overruling of the minority by the majority
His main grievance against our
in the choice of their members.
present mode of election is that the majority twice in succession is
conception and world of thought,

pitted against the minority.

“

First, in

votes of the minority of electors are

Chamber

itself,

in its

turn, the

Dr.

every election

lost,

district the

and then again

in the

majority of the elected set them-
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Here therefore

selves again against the minority.”
desire a regulation

which would make

lie

would

possible for every group

it

of like-minded voters to delegate one or more of themselves.

example,

In

hundred thousand votes were cast, every one
who could unite five thousand votes on himself should be considered
as elected.
In proportion as the population grew, so would the
number of votes cast be also increased, and so the representation
become larger. For the number of the members of the Chamber
should depend on the number of votes cast, since those who do

case, for

five

not vote are naturally not represented.

Kuyper

This, Dr.

should be not merely exceptional, but the approved rule.
the interest of no one to

know beforehand

of

the States shall consist, but only to bring in

“

dred spirits as possible.
people

who do

And

if

there

thinks,
It is to

how many members
as many of his kinis

a portion

the

of

not care for political matters, and do not think

about them, and have no heart for them, how in the world can we
be asked not to reckon as a cipher these non-voting voters?”

The

communes of the
dozen votes to be
had united each a few dozens of votes

objection that out of the twelve hundred

Netherlands

it

would be easy

constantly cast for persons

who

for forty or fifty

on themselves, but too few to earn a mandate, Dr. Kuyper rejects as
merely specious. il If there are groups which wish to count, but
are not able to bring a candidate of their own to success, then they
ought to attach themselves under the name of their own man to
the party to which they stand nearest, and then their number of
So long as the fundamental law
votes will have their full effect.”
their
Dr. Kuyper would have
fulfillment
of
wishes,
permits the
them avail themselves of census- abatement and modification of
district lines.

The same thing which hinders

Dr.

Kuyper from

tion in the present regulations of the

disapprove also of
nature

of

the

persons, but

its

tax system.

Dutch people

the

nation

in

The

raising the taxation.

its

is

Dutch

finding satisfac-

State, leads

him

to

Here, too, in his judgment, the

overlooked.

national

union

Not the
is

several

charged with

nation remains a nation forever, and

the financial administration of the government touches not only
living

persons,

but

also

the

coming

generation.

For

this

reason he opposes a general national importation tax it looks
upon each one personally, and not on the nation as a nation as tax;

owing.

Dr.

Kuyper

further distinguishes with sharpness between

what the magistrate does “
ness ” for the citizens.

as magistrate ”

Postal

affairs,

and

as “

man

of busi-

telegraphing, pilotage, and

education are matters which do not directly belong to the nature
magistracy as such. The administration of justice, on the

of

DR.
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other hand, the care of streets and roads, the administration of

the navy and army, relations with foreign powers, cannot be lost

hold of

if

the magistrate

is

to

The

continue to be magistrate.

taxpayer should thus be chargeable only with the last-named
things
the others should come at the expense of the owners.
In
order now to make the expenses as little oppressive as possible,
;

Kuyper

on limitation of matters undertaken by the
from the organic property of the people,
and decentralization in administration and taxation.
To the
commune he would give most to administer, to the province a
notable part and to the realm itself as little as possible. “ Concerning the commune taxation, a burgher can judge best; concerning the provincial one still a good deal but concerning the realm
Dr.

insists

State, raising of the tax

;

taxation, certainly, the least of all.”

The kingdom has

taken,

however, nearly the whole administration in hand, and just on
that account, writes Dr. Kuyper, it has come about that, since
1850, the expenses of the realm have increased by more than nine

and forty millions of gulden. To meet debt and deficit, he would,
in the first place, have an abolition of all royal subsidies for the
communes, and the salaries of the members of the States-General
those of the cantonal judges and
cared for by their constituents
arrondissement benches by the communes and provinces, while
the entire cost of its government should be borne by each province.
The national militia and the lower education he would have
every commune itself pay for, while he finally would expect a
considerable decrease of the royal expenses from each province
itself undertaking its intermediate education, normal schools and
gymnasia, with the Church communities once for all counted out,
the cost of the colonies and what concerns the marine set to fheir
own account, and the raising of the tax as much as possible
made communal.
In order to do no wrong to the claims of the organic union of
the people, Dr. Kuyper thinks the magistrates must receive, of
their means, out of “ the increase of value which they themselves
bv their presence bring to the property of the nation ” in commune, province and realm, by receipts obtained in a manner con;

formable to the nature of their being.

He

explains the

first

by

an example. “ Compare,” he says, “ the best land in Venezuela
with our hungriest heath-land, and the latter will still be high in
price, simply because the national union and a magistracy pledge
order, afford transportation and put you in communication with
the outer world, and thus at the least triple the value of your
Similarly a house in Amsterdam of six rooms is worth
land.

more than

a house in

Purmerend of twelve.

A

shop in Rotterdam
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makes twice
And, not

as

much from

its

capital as a similar firm in Assen.

to say more, a store in the Kalverstraat of our capital is

valuable as a store of similar size in Culemborg or

five times as

As

he judges that to the realm belongs
every tax on every portion of the kingdom, besides the import
and export rights, the hypothecation, stamp, registration and sucTiell.

"

to the second,

and whatever is received through
branches of the public service from the royal domains, as tribute
from other peoples or otherwise. To the commune, on the other
hand, he would leave the disposal of the tax on dead capital,
cession

the excises

taxes,

houses, consumption, and luxury, letters of incorporation, patents,

and similar businesses. lie considers it a
“ Your house brings
you into connection not with the kingdom, but with your neighbors and thus with the inhabitants of your town. What is laid
upon it should be received then by the commune and not by the
national government.
Only then will the personal factor be able
to work equitably in accommodating itself to the great differences
of condition in cities and villages
will the silly taxing of chimand
rooms
cease
and
also
the
progressive character be so
neys
licenses for professions,

fault that there is a personal national tax.

;

;

arranged that

it

will really correspond to the reality in

the local

conditions.”

From

the

communal income

there should then a certain

quotum

be laid aside for the province and for meeting an eventual

The province

in the national budget.

is

deficit

lacking, as he thinks, in

media of taxation, since it does not come into relations with
Its expenses it must cover, thereeither persons or communes.
fore, by land improvement, drainage, etc., but what is lacking the
communes must meet proportionately from their budget. Not
otherwise is it finally with the nation. “ The national government

must possess an

elastic

means

to close its accounts with

each year.

This, now, in our organic system cannot be otherwise found than

upon the provinces, or, what comes to the
same thing, on the communes. A deficit of 3,000,000 would
thus cause a tax of about five additional cents per capita on
An additional advantage would be occasioned by
the communes.
this, that the whole nation would at once feel that there was a
deficit at The Hague, and those at The Hague would have precisely
in this an additional spur to avoid a shortcoming which would

by drawing pro

rata

be so undesirably public.”
In conclusion, Hr. Kuyper speaks at large of defense, the coloand cooperation with other parties. In

nies, the social question,

the matter of defense, he distinguishes two sorts, moral and military,

both of the highest importance.

The

defense of the country

ABRAHAM KUTPER.
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is,

program of Anti-revolutionary

in a

With

but a fundamental principle.

principles, patriotism is destroyed

no appendix,

principles,

the victory of revolutionary

and with

;
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the idea that there

it

such a thing as a “ righteousness of nations.” The national days
of fasting, thanksgiving, and prayer, formerly so highly in honor,
have latterly been no longer appointed the diplomacy which
must “ knit the tie which unites the international life of the
nations,” is adjudged a useless luxury, and reverence for treaties
“ as childish naivete, the chosen butt of ridicule.” “ To speak
is

:

of a Christian family-bond for the nations

still

political philosophers

in the eye.”

Dr.

and Jewish

Kuyper

is for

our unchristian

liberalistic authorities a thorn

certainly does not

deny that the law of

nations celebrates a beautiful triumph for the sentiment of

but he considers this dearly bought

ity,

human-

erected on the ruins

if it is

More and more are the boundaries
washed out, and the peculiarities of the peoples
Everywhere there is an effort observable to remodel

of the rights of the nations.
of the nations

destroyed.

the

of every people, of every village, of every station, accord-

life

Of

ing to one uniform pattern.
secure to each

attempt
ence

is

nation

made

men

old,

the law of nations sought to

existence

its

;

now on

the

contrary the

to sacrifice the rights of the nations to one exist-

European population
remove everything which
hinders the smelting together of the diverse peoples.
With:

yield up every right to bring the

into a universal conglomeration, and to
still

out a revival of the national consciousness, he thinks therefore

he deems knowledge of the
“ Precisely in the
the epic element which will inspirit to new

military defense useless.

For

this

history of the land in the

first

place needful.

history of the land lies

by

Thus

be reawakened the
“ In the hour of
“ Wise governdanger the government has need of the people.”
ments have always, therefore, striven for their favor.” “ Our
exploits

recalling the

past.”

consciousness of citizenship

now

will

so weakened.

government, on the other hand, seems to look upon this wisdom
“At least it has literally labored now for some
as antiquated.”
years to undermine all trust in the governmental authorities of our

by nearly

its every act to awaken
has remained deaf to the most pressing and just complaints which have come to it and it has sunk into
the worst into which a government can fall, i. e., into party

has

contributed

discontent and

murmuring

rulers

;

it

;

it

;

tyranny,

or, if

you

of
for

the misuse of the executive power
and must remain for all, for the destruction

will, into

of the nation which

is

what more than half the nation wishes.” High importance,
what he calls moral defense, is attributed by Dr. Kuyper, finally,

to diplomacy.

He

considers this far from a luxury

;

but rather on
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the contrary wholly indispensable.

That

it

may

serve

its

end

better than heretofore, he would connect a permanent college of

advice with the department of foreign

affairs, for

the purpose of

lessening the influence of cabinet changes on the course of affairs,

and would salary the foreign ministers sufficiently
man without private means to accept such a post.

Of an

to permit a

Although
more than 40,000,000, he would
not wish to advise laying the head in the bosom and letting defense
languish.
Xo people of character can yield up their national
The
existence.
If they must fall, let it at least be with honor.
“
meanpresent means of defense in the Xetherlands, he considers,
while, to speak briefly, a disgrace to the government, and disentirely different nature is the military defense.

he supposes

it

must

cost annually

Improvement, he expects, in the first
Further,
through a higher valuation of the soldier.
through abolition of substitutes, discrimination between conscripts and volunteers, provincial armies, and harmony between
people, army and militia.
But here he would pass over to a
high standard.
For six months he would have all works
undertaken in army and navy suspended, the departments themcreditable to the nation.”

place,

selves definitelv organized, the general staff brought into order,

and a well-considered and really consistent plan of general defense
may be stopped which the
system of defense undergoes with every change of cabinet. “And
when this has been accomplished, then there must be immediately
prepared a complete plan of defense for the three most likely
elaborated, in*order that the vacillation

may be anticipated, down to the smallest detail, to the
duty of every army division and the execution of each plan,
and the whole be communicated to the commanders and further
all be put in such order that a sudden surprise either on the
eastern boundary or on the seacoast shall be made impossible.”
That these
Equally radical is Dr. Kuyper in colonial matters.
attacks that

:

should be integral portions of the kingdom he denies. The colothey form an organism of
nies are the property of the kingdom
;

and are separated from it by origin and history. He
In the colonies
smelt the two families together.
then,
would not,
name
of the kingin
the
law may be given and justice executed
dom, but their internal affairs must as far as possible be decided at
Exploitation and colonization he meanBatavia and Parimaribo.
while would have none of. “ One people may exploit another
their

own

;

just as little as I

may

live off of the field of

for colonization he thinks the time notripe.

my

neighbor.”

The

And

sole lawful prin-

he thinks that of guardianship. The people conquered by
the Netherlands he would have trained, their property made to

ciple

DR.
yield

them the most
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and they themselves put in the

The conservahim therefore an
the demand which

future in the most independent position possible.
tive as well as the liberal colonial policy finds in

Over against both systems he erects
been spoken of in India, that the farming

opponent.

has

now

for a long time

system shall cease.

of his program.

this is scarcely a part

Still

Ethical training he considers unimaginable for India,
point

is

not to be “ Christianizing India.”

however

From

if its starting-

the government

—

— this

he puts in the foreground there must pro“ The government knows,
ceed no efforts toward conversion.
indeed, that India must be Christianized, but is itself incapable of
doing the Christianizing, and meanwhile it finds over against itself,
as its desired ally, the Church with its members which only waits
until permission is given to bring the Gospel to these nations.”
Nevertheless, what he desires is not that the native idolatries of
India should be let alone, out of esteem for them, or out of
fear of fanatical outbreaks, but that the Christian principle shall
triumph only by way of conviction.
The Protestant Church

itself,

must receive

in

India

the

same

freedom

as

the

Romish

;

missions must no longer be suffered as a necessary evil, but wel-

comed as a blessing while in the schools the Christian- European
form of society shall be free to labor for the blessing of the
Mohammedan form of society. “ Thus Christianity of itself may
;

become

a

power which

will gradually secure the

education of the

Javanese nobility, and, doing this, even if only by degrees, will
open the way for what Java should have already possessed now for
fifty years
a free university.”
Just as he demands a complete al-

—

change
form of government. In the first place, he desires that
the officials shall no longer be engaged in industrial undertakings
or governmental agriculture, and shall not be, as is now tolerably
frequent, at the same time both governor and judge.
Further that
Nothing
is
more
the question of quality be considered.
dubious
than the feeling that India can 11 get along with an inferior article.”
lie would station Europeans at the head only of the
bureaus of administration. For Hr. Kuyper considers it an illusion
to suppose that the Netherlands can provide a sufficient number
Great diffiof persons to man the whole Indian administration.
teration in the conduct of the government, so he wishes a
also in the

culty

is

created in his system, however,

inasmuch

management
do not

:

seem

farming,

by the

financial question,

means of

raising funds under our present

land rent,

vassalage and opium-raising,

as the four best

allowable to

him.

He would

wish that by a

gradual change the whole domain should be distributed into holdings, to

be worked by the Javanese on uncurtailed Avages, and
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then that the farmer should pay for the farm, ground burden,
patent and exportation right.
His West Indian program is naturally entirely ditferent.
There he would have the governor
restored to an independent position over against the colonial States,
aid given anticipatorily to the native society, and the necessity for
foreign capital and foreign enterprise removed.
In regard to the social question, meanwhile to close here his
earliest developed ideas appear, at least to some extent, to have

—

—

been modified.
The legislation on labor which Dr. Kuyper as
early as 1876 desired seems to be coming.
With the same argument as that by which he then in the Chamber pressed it upon the
For
Minister of Justice, he demands it again in Ons Proyram.
imagine
Dr. Kuyper does not belong to the number of those who
that there is power in a soup-cart, or in friendly visiting, or in
1 ‘

Bible reading, to abolish the

evil.

The

social question concerns

not the poor, but the employer, the clerk and the small bureau

Yet Dr. Kuyper does not expect it from legislation or
Along with a “ change in the law ” he considers it neces-

employe.”
labor.

sarv to “ return to godly conduct.”
That inequality in property
can be removed, he dismisses as a chimera and a deception of the
people his only effort would be the regulation and alleviation of
the inequality which has arisen from sin and of the conflict which
;

will persist as long as sin remains.

Any

degree of realization of

through a return to God's Word.
the usurer, and curses the hardhearted master, says at the same time that vengeance is the Lord’s
and that “ it does not appertain to men to take vengeance out of
God’s hands and to extort with the fist what was not given them

this he considers possible only

For that

Word which condemns

from the Father’s hand.”

But along with

this

he makes the

demand that political equality be restored not in order to rule
bv means of laws, but in order to protect. The protection of the
weak is the especial task of the Government, and we are falling
:

In this he has his eye especially on
it in our legislation.
our gratis legal processes, on the registration, military, poor and
education laws, but not less on the “ existing regulations and
decrees which have by degrees embraced the whole body of our
short of

relations.”

In these matters he agrees that the Protestant Churches are
powerless to do anything for the moral reformation of the lower
classes, that trade and navigation have languished ever since King
eye exclusively on India, that our sugarindustry has been destroyed by regulations and import and export
duties, and the stock markets have crowded out the markets of

William

I

cast

commodities.

his

Onlv

in case the elements

which are now excluded

DR.
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be embraced again in the representation of tbe nation, does Dr.
“ Only afford
a revival of these relations possible.

Kuyper think

the opportunity to the elements which are

held
the

down to come forward for their
wound which is sapping their

now

apparently or really

rights, to lay their finger

on

and to offer in the
council-chamber defense against the amputation of their indispensable sphere of life
and gradually all that is sick will of itself
welfare,

;

grow

well.”

I have sought in what I have said above to set forth objectively
what Dr. Kuyper has in view in Church and State. I shall not be
expected to pass judgment upon it.
To say nothing more, this is

certainly not the time to do that.

how

We

the wise Bele admonished his sons
“ Praise not the day

The mead

Amsterdam.

39

is all

till

read in the Frithiofsaga
:

set is the sun,

drunk, the counciling done.”

WlTSIUS H. PE SaVORNIN LOHMAN.

II.

THE MODERN HYPOTHESIS AND RECENT
CRITICISM OF THE EARLY PROPHETS.
III.

C

HAPS. XIX.

ISATAH (Continued*).

16-25 and

xxiii.

15-18 are assigned to a post-

somewhere between 275 (Clieyne) and 150 B.C.
(Duhm) for reasons drawn from the development hypothesis, such
as the bold universalism expressed in the hope of the conversion of
Egypt and Assyria, the high respect with which the altar, the
exilic date

mazzebah, the sacrifice and oblation are mentioned in xix. 19,
and the servants of the sanctuary in xxiii. 18, all of which is
deemed inconsistent with the prophetic attitude toward the cult.
Inasmuch, however, as both sections are obviously appendices to
the preceding oracles on Egypt and Tyre, and the latter have long
been attacked by modern critics on historical grounds,! it cannot

be claimed that the denial of Isaiah’s authorship is in this case
It is
primarily due to the exigencies of the evolutionary scheme.
interesting to observe

how

the critical interpretation of chap. xix.

19 has veered around in response to the change of opinion regard-

ing

the

date

of

the prophecy.

believed to be Isaianic, ver. 19 was
for the non-existence of the

had

It

As long as
made much

the

chapter was

of as aa argument

Deuteronomic law in Isaiah’s time.

to render service also to discredit the historical character

When

the apologetes answered that the
and the mazzebah were iutended by the
prophet as mere symbols, this was waived aside as a shallow subterfuge. Now that vers. 16-25 are declared to be late, it devolves upon
of Ilezekiah’s reform.

altar in the strange land

the critics themselves to explain

how

the late writer reconciled

this statement with the plain prohibition of the law, and behold
Cheyne’s
the reasoning of the apologetes leaps at once into favor.
*

From The Presbyterian and Reformed Review

paper was begun in the number
f

Kuenen and

whole-

Cornill

still

for

July

last, r. 437.

The

for April.

maintain the Isaianic authorship of ch

ip,

xix as a
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they came from one

of the old defenders of the Mosaic authorship of Deuteronomy.*

The

case of chaps, xxiv-xxvii

is

similar to that of the sections

The genuineness of this prophecy also had been
long denied before the modern reconstruction of the history of
doctrine created a new necessity for such denial, and even at
just quoted.

present the arguments adduced against the Isaianic authorship
are to

some extent of

although the

and

a historical

literary character.

Besides,

critical analysis is applied to these chapters, it is

not

for the pupose of separating Isaianic material from later accretions,

but to disentangle two elements both alleged to be postexijic.
these reasons the subject does not
present discussion.

Nevertheless

it

fall

Avithin

may

For

the scope of our

be remarked in passing

that these chapters possess great interest from a Biblico-theological
point of view.

Those who are persuaded with us that no valid

reasons have been brought forward against their genuineness will

much

find

Duhm

material here for refutation of the critical hypothesis.

says of

what he

calls

“the apocalypse” contained in
1, 12, 13, that it makes use

chaps, xxiv, xxv. 6-8, xxvi. 20-xxvii.

Priest Code after a fully-developed dogmatic fashion.
and people appear in xxiv. 12 as distinct social categories.
In the same chapter pver. 5), “ the laws,” “ the ordinance,”
“ the everlasting covenant,” refer to Gen. ix. 1-7, a section
“ The righteous ” for Avhom glory is destined in
assigned to P.
“ The windows on high ”
ver. 16 are the people of the Thorah.
of ver. 18 point back to Gen. vii. 11, viii. 2 (both in P.). “ The

of

the

Priests

righteous nation which keepeth truth ” of xxvi. 2 are the people

“ The name” and “ the
in observance of the law.
memorial of Jehovah ” in ver. 8 refer to the temple cult cf. also
“ Righteousness” in vers. 9 and 10 means conformity
xxvii. 13.
“ the land of uprightness ” is the land where the Thoto the law

faithful

;

;

Chap, xxvii. 9 presupposes the law enjoining unity of
Hammanim. In a word,
no Old Testament Scripture exhibits more fully the vital connection between Messianic prophecy (in the wider sense) and the legal
rah

rules.

sanctuary and prohibiting Asherim and

*

The

adduced in proof of the late origin of these sections has
hapax legomena, partly of words occurring
only once in Isaiah but vouched for by other ancient writings, partly of forms declared late on the ground of other disputed passages, one contingency being suspended on another. JD1T, xxiii. 18, is a hapax legomenon; so is p'HJt, ib.; rDi'O in
xix. 19 is the only example of the word in Isaiah, but it occurs twice in Ho-ea; the
late character of T qjn in xix. 16 is supported by the late origin of xi. 15, and
vice versa.
Similar lists might be gathered without difficulty from the undoubtedly genuine sections. There was nothing in Isaiah’s style which forbade him the
use of hapax legomena.
little

literary evidence

weight.

It consists partly of
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basis of Israel’s

The Messianic judgment

life.

is

here throughout

represented as resulting from transgression of the Thorali, and as ushwill

new

which observance of the Thorah
no wonder then that recent
have placed the component parts of Isa. xxiv-xxvii at a

ering in a

state of things, of

be the chief characteristic.

critics

It is

sufficiently late date to account for this lively interest in the

Thorah.

Duhm

dates “the apocalypse” from about 130 B.C., and makes
most of the other fragments still later. Ckeyne thinks “ the apocalypse ” as well as the remainder belong to the time of Alexander
the Great. And both freely confess that in going down to so late a
period they are determined by the features mentioned above,
together with some other advanced doctrines concerning angels and
the resurrection, and in general the apocalyptic character of the
entire prophecy.

But, although the trend of critical opinion to-

ward these extreme dates is clearly^ due to the prevailing theory
of development, it might be said that, inasmuch as apart from and
prior to the influence of this theory similar conclusions had already
been reached, the argument from the doctrinal phenomena simply
lends confirmation to these and is not d priori.

No

such excuse, however, can be offered for the rejection of the
One of
7, for wholly theological reasons.

single verse, chap, xviii.

been noticed already. Another
derived from the phrase, “ the place of the name of Jehovah of

these, the implied universalism, has
is

Hosts,” used as an equivalent to “ Mount Zion.”

reminds of Deut.
specific

xii. 5, 11,

and, as in xxvi.

presence of Jehovah

in the temple,

points out, in connection with ike ark.
tant for three reasons

:

first,

ment with the Deuteronomic
ondly, because

it

8,

“

because

it

Its use

The expression

name”

signifies the

perhaps, as Guthe

by Isaiah

is

impor-

reveals ihe prophet’s agree-

principle of unity of sanctuary; sec-

proves his attitude toward the temple cult in the

abstract to have been one of appreciation and not of hostility; and,

with similar utterances* it furnishes the
basis for the subsequent enunciation by the prophet of the sacrosanct character of Zion, and in so far shows what little right the
thirdlv, because together

critics

have

to eliminate the latter

on the ground of

with Isaiah’s general teaching.f
The material next requiring our attention

its

incompati-

bility

*Cf. chap.

viii.

fThat

“a

'!?,

18,

consists of chaps.

and Guthe, Das Zukunftsbild des Jesaia,

24, 25.

present,” must be late, because elsewhere occurring only in two

Psalms alleged to be la‘e, is certainly a r.isli inference. Nor is Cheyne justified in
describing the rule of Jehovah whicli the .Ethiopians will acknowledge by tribute
as “a Messiahless, Israeliti-h empire;” even if this were correct it should not be
counted as bearing against the Isaianic authorship, since Cheyne himself elsewhere
makes the prominence of the kingship of Jehovah an instance against the genuineness of the Messianic prophecies in chaps, is and si.
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Modern doubt concerning the genuineness of this
book first fastened on chap, xxxiii, which Ewald
assigned to a disciple of the prophet, a view defended since by
Dillmann.
Ewald’s criticism, however, was not founded on the
religious tone and ideas of the prophecy, but entirely on its literary
xxviii-xxxiii.
part of the

Stade, attaching himself to Ewald, included within the

character.

and boldly placed the doctrinal arguments suggested by the development theory in the foreground.*
line of attack chap, xxxii,

It

should be noticed that his discussion not only left the genuinepreceding chaps, xxviii-xxxi intact, but made the

ness of the

assumption of their Isaianic origin a vantage-ground for denying
that of chaps, xxxii-xxxiii.
And, inasmuch as Stade accepted
the one group of discourses and rejected the other, both in their
entirety,

divisive

his treatment

method which

of

the subject was

free

still

from the

plays so prominent a role in the present

phase of the criticism of these chapters. Nevertheless the similarity of ideas between chaps, xxxii and xxxiii on the one hand,

and certain sections of chaps, xxviii-xxxi on the other hand, is so
was equivalent to the insertion of the analytical wedge into the latter. Sorensen first intimated
that chaps, xxviii-xxxi might be composite. He called attention
close that the rejection of the former

by vers. 5 and 6
between 4 and 7, by 16 b 17 a between 16 a and 17 b in chap, xxix
by vers. 5-8 between 4 and 9, and vers. 17-24 after ver. 16 in
chap, xxx by the peculiar transition in ver. 18 in chap, xxxi by
to the strange effect produced in chap, xxviii

;

,

;

;

the almost unintelligible ver. 5 especially in chap, xxxii by the
open contradiction between vers. 14 and 15. f From the lastmentioned passage Sorensen draws the conclusion that shortly be;

fore the crisis of the Sennacherib-campaign Isaiah predicted the

impending conquest and destruction of Jerusalem by the Assyrians,

but that possibly after the fearful

affliction

of his people

blasphemous attitude of the invader had
changed the prophet’s mood and the issue of events had failed to
verify his original forecast, he may have subjected the discourses
previously uttered to a revision introducing the element of hope
together with

the

into a once purely threatening context.

sen himself

Messianic hope.j;

701, as Soren-

Here, then, the theory of the composite char-

acter of chaps, xxviii-xxxi

ences are drawn from
*Z. A. W.,
f Juda und

The year

remarks, would thus become the birth -year of the

iv,

it

is

tentatively proposed, but no infer-

detrimental to the genuineness of any part

256-271.

die Assyrische

Weltmacht in Programm der technischen Staats-

lehranstalten zu Chemnitz, 1885, p. 13.
j The same has been sugges'ed by the late Prof. Rosters in Theol. Tijdschrift

May,

1898, p. 313.

,

f
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A further

ol the material.*

step in the disintegration process

marked by Duhm’s commentary

Duhm

(1892).

is

in chaps,

finds

xxviii-xxxi considerable sections of postexilic origin clumsily interwoven with the original Isaianic discourse. The characteristic
feature of these interpolated pieces he recognizes in their promis-

But even he

sory eschatological import.
old view to assume

that in

retains

enough of the

the genuine prophecies themselves

there must have been a definite promise of Jerusalem’s deliverance

from the Assyrians, to which

ment could

attach

itself.

more luxuriant develop-

this later

Plainly this was a mediating position

such as could only partly satisfy the critical instinct, now feeling its
way toward elimination of the element of promise on principle
and not merely in its most pronounced form. Hackmann is the
critic

who

has done away with this

He

pretation of Isaiah.

remnant of the old

last

inter-

claims to have established on the basis of

thorough analysis of chaps, xxviii-xxxi, that the real message
the prophet during the Sennacherib-crisis was not one of
encouragement and hope mixed with threatening, as is traditionally
assumed, but a message of judgment pure and simple.
Hacka

of

mann’ s

the conclusion based on
ture,

some

partition of the text, with
it

have been adopted by Chevne

The

of Isaiah (1895).

modifications, as well as

regarding Isaiah’s attitude at this juncin his introduction to the

latest discussion of the

standpoint is by Bruckner, who in some
Cheyne where the latter goes beyond his
Hackmann.

advanced

critical

coincides with
sor

It is safe to

Booh

subject from the
instances
predeces-

say that these operations bring us face to face with

a question second in importance to

none within the whole range of

prophetic criticism, the question whether Isaiah predicted the

miraculous deliverance of Jerusalem from the Assyrians.
question, the fundamental principles
in the

now

In this

struggling for supremacy

interpretation of the Old Testament in general,

and of

prophetism in particular, are focussed and brought to a sharply

The modern hypothesis

defined issue.

is

bound

negative answer of this question along three of

thought.

The

first

works and grace.

of these

It is

may

to
its

move toward

a

basal lines of

be indicated by the antithesis of

easy to perceive

how

the excision of the

promissory parts of chaps, xxviii-xxxiii strikes at those very elements in which the Church from ancient times has recognized the

most precious part of Isaiah’s message, and which have won for

him the name

of the evangelist

among

the prophets.

The unde-

* Sorensen even upholds against Stade the genuineness of the larger part of chaps,
xxxii and xxxiii.
f

M. Briickner, Die Komposition des Buches Jesaia, Kap. 28-33, 1897.
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served salvation of the city accomplished by Jehovah, in spite of

her

own

sinfulness, for the

purpose of manifesting His free love for

Zion,* forms one of the three great historic embodiments of the

gospel of grace in the Old Testament; and
tion

by the

spondingly.

ward

its

inspired interpreta-

prince of the prophets has been ever valued

In more than one Isaianic passage

corre-

linked back-

it is

exodus it furnishes the prelude to
the hymn wherewith tiie prophet in the second part of his book celebrates in advance the return from exile, and so occupies a central
place in the history of the Old Testament doctrine of redemption.
The unfolding of the idea of faith also is inseparably connected
with it. On the other hand, it will be as readily perceived that
the prediction of such a sovereign gracious deliverance fits badly
into the critical construction of the prophetic consciousness.
For
new
prophecy
had
its
according to the latter the
very root in the
discovery that Jehovah does not and cannot deal 'with Israel
according to grace, but exclusively according to works; and it is
impossible to charge Isaiah, the foremost of its representatives,
with a fall from the height of this idea. It is in entire fidelity to
to the deliverance of the

its principle,

:

when the modern hypothesis,
now more and more confidently

therefore,

of hesitation, begins

only that Isaiah did not expect or

foretell,

after a period

to assert not

but also that he could

Wherever

not have expected or foretold the event in question.

such a prediction appears in the genuine parts of his book,

it

must

be construed in the sense of a conditional promise made dependent
for its fulfillment on the people’s conversion, instead of being intended by

its

fulfillment to produce such conversion, as

implication of the rejected passages.

With

is

clearly the

the elimination of the

idea of grace the conception of faith must undergo considerable
modification.

It is interesting to observe

how with

several writers

the centre of gravity in this characteristic Isaianic idea
shifted

from the element of

trust to that of obedience

is

being

or con-

formity to the prophetic standard of righteousness. Says Hackmann, in paraphrase of the classical passage chap, xxviii. 15
:

“

You have made

the Egyptian alliance your refuge in which you

Jahve, on the contrary, makes the
think yourselves secure
foundation reliance on himself to be exercised in righteousness aud

judgment, honest adherence to your obligations (as tributary to
Assyria) until Jahve’s providence brings deliverance. ”f Similarly
“ Trust the
Cheyne, commenting on chap. vii. 9, remarks
:

prophetic word, and ye shall never have to give
* As chap, xxxvii. 35 expresses it, “ For I will defend
mine own sake, and for my servant David’s sake.”
f Die Zukunftserwartung dee Jesaia, 101.

way

(xxviii. 16).

this city to save

it,

for

;
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Of

mean merely

course, Isaiah does not

implies

all

Now

ii-v.”*

the word of promise

;

he

those moral conditions which he has expressed in chaps,

may

it

certainly be said that the proposed analysis

does not result in the removal of these important elements from
the

body of

Scripture, but simply in their transfer to a later period

of Jewish history; and that a truth valuable in itself ought to

claim

when

our acceptance equally

btean age as
soning,

when emerging

whatever

may

be

its

tic

But

force in other instances,

unsatisfactory in the present case.
tinction

of the Macca-

the product

in the time of Isaiah.

For, in the

first

this rea-

entirely

is

place, the dis-

between the preexilic prophetic and the postexilic Judaisis from the critical standpoint itself far more than a

periods

mere matter of chronology.

It

has connected with

it

a certain

estimate of the religious character and value of these two periods

and though the

can of course no longer subscribe the once
current opinion about the spiritual barrenness and unproductivecritics

them the judgment stands
compared with the era of the great prophets, its piety is of a
lower, less healthy type.f
Consequently it makes an immense
difference whether the doctrine of Zion’s gracious deliverance is
ness of the postexilic age, yet even with
that,

to pass under the

name

of Isaiah or to be relegated with so

other material to the time of Judaism.

much

But even apart from this
it must be remembered

inevitably resulting difference in valuation,

in the second place that the intrinsic character of the doctrine is

completely changed by

its

detachment from the

historical basis of

The view hitherto taken was that
inspiration knew and foretold the event, and that
The modern view is that
according to his word.
Isaiah’s day.

the prophet by
it

came

Isaiah did not

did not occur in the form in which in his

predict the event, that

it

book the prediction

put in his mouth, but in a quite

much

less

rise to a

is

to pass

different,

supernatural form; that this slight basis of fact gave

legend in which the true proportion of things was

alto-

gether lost; that finally out of this mixture of legend and history,

with the former preponderating, grew the prophecies of promise
now contained in chaps, xxviii-xxxiii with their far-reaching eschatological implications.

Granting, therefore, that the evangelical

* “ The Book of the Prophet Isaiah,” in The Sacred Books of the Old and New
Testaments (“Polychrome edition”), 141. Cf. also F. C. Porter in Journal of
“ If he (Ahaz) believed in the prophetic word
Biblical Literature, Yol. xiv, p. 29
against Israel, he would not do what Israel did, play at politics aud war, and he
would fear, not an outward foe, but the God who judges righteously.”
t It is, e. g., impossible that the comparative estimate of the religious value of
:

the so-called Deutero-Isaiah and Trito-Isaiah should notjbe affected by the former
being assigned to the exilic, the latter to the postexilic period. Trito-Isaiah can
never quite recover the reputation he had so long as his work was connected with
chaps, xl-lv.
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preserved in a shape which renders
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truth

of

preached

salvation

it

by an

with supernatural facts—
what the healthy realism of the Church has always believed
in and judged essential to its faith
to cease insisting upon this
and deem the bare idea of salvation, as developed in the fancy of
some postexilic writer, and lacking all adequate historical basis,
accredited prophet in close connection

this is

;

sufficient, is

nothing else than Rationalism and Pelagianism in

principle.*

The second reason which has made the

denial of the genuine-

ness of our prophecies attractive to the critics

the view taken by them of the prophetic

temple

cult.

is

connected with

attitude

toward the

In several passages of the disputed sections the

promised preservation of Jerusalem is associated with the fact of
Mount Zion being Jehovah’s dwelling-place, where He is acceptably
worshiped, whose conquest by the Assyrians might therefore be
construed as evidence of the impotence of Israel’s God, while for
the same reason an act of salvation proceeding from that centre

could not but be interpreted as in an eminent sense the work of

Jehovah

alone.

By

themselves, of course, these utterances of

Jehovah was reguby law, and this law recognized by the prophets. The regard
here shown for the temple and its ceremonies might be explained
in other ways than by supposing that the writer found it invested
with the rank of the only legitimate sanctuary in a Mosaic law
code.
On that score no suspicion need have attached to the statements in question. At the same time there is something in their
tone and spirit which, while on the one hand it betrays a certain
affinity with the uomistic views, seems on the other hand posiIsaiah do not prove that the public service of

lated

tively inconsistent with the critical hypothesis.

For according

to

the latter the early prophets were not merely indifferent but actually

hostile

to

the sacrificial cult in which they rightly recog-

nized the pagan, anti -ethical element in Israel’s religion, and over
against which they placed the
of

Jehovah consisting

demand of a purely spiritual service
Thus the popular religion of

in obedience.

the cult and the pfophetic religion of righteousness are said to
have formed an absolute antithesis; and it becomes exceedingly
* Cf.

what Cheyne says

in reference to the la'e version of the history of the Sen-

nacherib-crisis contained in chaps, xxxvi-xxxvii

:

“ The alteration introduced ioto

for the historian, the most unBut who that rightly appreciates the spirit of the
later Jews can seriously blame them ?
The cultivation of a frame of mind out of
which in due time evangelical religion might spring was of more consequence to
them than historical exactness,” (the italics are mine) ( Introduction to the Book

the portrait of Sennacherib by the Jewish writers
fortunate of .their inaccuracies.

of Isaiah, 237).

is,
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how

difficult to

explain

have been

sufficiently abated to

in Isaiah

reverence for the temple.

the demands of the latter can

permit his cherishing this extreme

It is true, the

compromise between the two principles

critics

do not think a

in the abstract impossible,

later, in the time of King Josiah, one was
upon by the formation of the Deuteronomic law
But how antagonistic the two tendencies in reality were is

and even. believe that
actually entered

book.
proven by the very fact that
ent in

proved fatal
broke the strength inher-

in their opinion this step

to the true life of prophetism, because

it

previous uncompromising attitude.*

its

almost a

full

prophetic

Besides, this

was

century later than the time of Isaiah and after the

movement had passed

the zenith of

totally different thing to find Isaiah, in

whom

its

power.

It is a

the prophetic spirit

supposed to have attained

its purest and most vigorous expresassuming an attitude toward the temple in which not only
there is absolutely no trace of antagonism, but which approaches
very closely to the reverence for Zion usually deemed in critical
is

sion,

characteristic

circles

the later ritualistic period.

of

modern theory was reduced
having

opposed to what in

and furnace are

in

those appealed

its

view was the

Isaiah

lem’s inviolability, and was in

whom

prophets the father of

by proclaiming
Zion became sponsor for the

principle of prophetism.

who

all

Thus the

uncomfortable position of

the

to recognize in the greatest of the

a principle diametrically

fire

to

likelihood

vital

that Jehovah’s
idea of Jerusa-

the

authority to

attacked Jeremiah because he dared to

predict the destruction of the holy city.
as the one legal sanctuary in its

first

The conception of Zion

beginnings had to be dated

seemed to be almost as much
head of the subsequent development in which the essential truth of prophecy was obscured, as for
considering him the highest exponent of this truth. In a word the
most fundamental antithesis by the aid of which the modern
theory explains the evolution of Old Testament religion threatened
Now it has begun to be realized that
to elude the critics’ grasp.
this whole difficulty may be swept away at one stroke if it should
from him.

Considering

all this,

there

justification for placing Isaiah at the

* In accepting a fixed law as the expression of Jehovah’s demands of

Israel,

thought to have sacrificed the freedom which once had been the chief
source of its power.
By condescending to regulate the cult it succeeded, in part
at least, in uprooting it from its original soil of naturalism and making it subservient to higher ethical aims but the cult, however much purified, remained something external, in approving which the prophets relaxed their absolute insistence
righteousness alone. If not yet in Jeremiah, in Ezekiel the new legal leaven
up
prophetism

is

;

m

so vigorously asserted itself as to modify essentially the prophetic spirit.

Deuteronomic reform laid the
Israelitische

first

foundation of Judaism.

Of.

The

Wellhausen,

und Judische Geschichte, 94-97; Smend, Alttestamentliche Religions-

geschichte, 279-291.
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appear possible to deny to Isaiah the sections in which this
peculiar favoritism for Zion and the temple crops out, and to assign

them

Our prophet could then take

to a postexilic date.

his place

Amos

and Hosea in the ascending line of the development of
the ethical idea, and the excised passages can take theirs with the
other nomistic portions of the Old Testament to which they bear
such a marked similarity in tone and spirit.
e believe, however, that there is still a third and even more
powerful motive at work in the present attempts to divide these
The prediction of the sudden deliverance of Jerusalem
chapters.
in a crisis fraught with the gravest danger is one of the most
with

W

signal instances of supernatural disclosure

of the future in the

whole Old Testament.

Its elimination as a factor to

ered undoubtedly would

make

facts of Isaiah’s career a far

wise.

not so

Still it is

fact that

much

be consid-

the naturalistic explanation of the

more solvable problem than

other-

the desire to evade this one stubborn

prompts the critical analysis. As we shall have occasion
even if the prediction be wiped out from chaps,

to see later,

xxviii-xxxiii, there are other unassailable passages which will

continue to bear witness to

its

historicity.

Besides, the

modern

view takes no serious offense at the presence of a certain naive
if this on

supernaturalism in the prophetic consciousness, not even

a single occasion should rise to the anticipation of a specific event

and thus gain

a

semblance of objectivity.*

in these chapters a

But there

is

reflected

supernaturalism of a more conscious and com-

prehensive type, such as the

critics are

wont

to call eschatological

and for which they have no place in their construction until after
Ezekiel.
Here speaks a prophet who knows himself the herald

and interpreter of a divine plan carried out in Israel’s history, who
above the immediate present and boldly projects his interest
The Messianic outlook, though lacking the perinto the future.
sonal definiteness of chaps, ix and xi, is of the widest and farthest:
rises

includes the transformation of nature, the reversal of

it

ent conditions, and this to be effected

from on high.f
given and from which

A

Spirit

And

all

all pres-

by the pouring cut

perfect society in

which

all

of the

sin is for-

sickness has been banished stands at the

mere by-play; they evidently
engage the writer’s enthusiasm by reason of their inherent importNow it is plain that such a frame of mind, call it eschatoance.
goal. j:

*

Cf.

these things are no

Hackmann, who remarks

political

discernment

suffice to

against Sorensen that Isaiah's energy of faith and
account for the prophecy of chap, xviii, and that it

is not nece-snry to explain the prophet's confidence by his having heard of the approach of an army marching against the Assyrians ( Die Zukunftserwartung des

Jenaia. 99).
f

Chap. xxix. 17; xxxii.

15.

t

Chap, xxx iii.

14.

;
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logical or

by any other name,

is

...

too remote from what the modern

theory has learned to consider the central prophetic consciousness,
for

admit of natural psychological combination with the
detached from the issues of the immediate present,
horizon extends beyond the limitations within which the sober,
it

latter.
its

to

It is

stem moral sense of the early prophets must have confined their
hopes, and it peoples this new world with images connected only
by the slightest thread with the high ethical interests these
teachers had supremely at heart.
Some individual doctrinal features, which by their weight help
these more general considerations to turn the scale in favor of the
partition of our chapters, will meet us in the discussion later on.
We must now inquire what are the objective arguments used by the
critics to justify what the postulates of their hypothesis thus a
priori

commend

The

to them.

proposition to be established

is

that chaps, xxviii-xxxiii, or more strictly speaking chaps, xxviii-

xxxi, reveal to the

critical

eye two strata
one of a denunciatory
traits of genuine Isaianic prophecy
:

character, possessing all the

showing all the
first argument
this
is a chronological one.
adduced in support of
Chap, xxviii.
1-6 date from before the conquest of Samaria by the Assyrians,*
whereas the subsequent sections clearly reveal their connection
with the Sennacherib-crisis, the remainder of chap, xxviii included,
which latter has so many points in contact with chaps: xxix and
xxx that it cannot possibly be separated from these. At the same
time chap, xxviii. 1-6 have obvious connection with ver. 7 seq„,
But, Hackmann
the words HT’N'DJV forming the connecting link.
reasons further, no plausible explanation has been given, nor can
be given, of this combination of two prophecies of different dates
on the view that it was made by Isaiah himself. Consequently it
is to be regarded as one of the symptoms pointing toward the
activity of a redactor who hardly confined himself to the mere
arrangement of Isaianic material, but must have added from the
later work of others or from his own.f
It may be rightly questioned whether this difficulty is as insurmountable as Hackmann represents it. To be sure, we may agree
with him in the opinion that Giesebrecht has not satisfactorily
solved the problem. According to this critic, the oracle against
another, promising and consolatory in

marks of

a

later

its

supplementary deposit.

tone,

The

* Wellhausems view, that vers. 1-4 do not relate to the real Samaria at all, but
simply to Jerusalem ominously so called, and therefore date from the same period
as the following sections, besides being too bold, does not account for HTN Dll in
for these words referring to the Jerusalemites show that the prophet disver 7
;

tinguished between them and the inhabitants of Samaria.
t Die Zukunftserwartung des Jesaia, 27-29.
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Those designated in it as “ the
residue ” of Jehovah’s people, were at that time in the prophet’s

Sahiaria dates from about 724.

whole Judean kingdom.

iritehtion the

would have the salutary

The

effect of radically

destruction of Samaria

converting the Judeans,

thus ushering in the fulfillment of Isaiah’s optimistic expectations

:

“ In that day shall Jehovah of hosts be for a crown of glory, and
foi a diadem of beauty unto the residue of his people
and for a
1

:

spirit

of

judgment

strength to

to

him that

sitteth

judgment, and for

Now,

at

Sennacherib-period, having been compelled

by

them that turn back the

a later date in the

in

battle to the gate.”

the prevailing moral corruption to modify this favorable forecast

of Judah’s destiny, the prophet takes up again, Giesebrecht thinks,
this original

the promise

prophecy
it

for the

double purpose of publicly revoking

contained and of holding up to the Jerusalemites

the fate of Samaria, meanwhile realized, as a fearful warning of the
catastrophe which was on the point of overtaking them.*

Hackmann

justly objects that the prophet cannot

To

this

have taken so

promising a view of Judah’s prospects at the late date of 724,
because the discourses belonging to the crisis of 734 prove him to

have expected at that time already the judgment on the southern
Isaiah’s intention cannot have been, therefore, to
kingdom. f
revoke a promise once given to the Judeans in their collective
capacity.
But, granting this, an exposition remains which will
account in a perfectly natural way for Isaiah’s repetition of this
earlier oracle

prophecies.
Israel

by way

We

may

of preface to the following Sennacherib
understand “ the residue ” of the purified

which the prophet everywhere places

at the

end of the era

of judgment, including remnants of both the northern and south-

ern kingdoms, and to which as the final result of the whole process
appropriate reference could be
course.;};

made

at

each important

crisis

In this case the oracle against Samaria serves as

duction to these later prophecies because

it

of

its

intro-

enunciates the basal

mass and restoration of a remnant,
according to which Jehovah conducts his dealings with the two
houses of Israel, and as it were furnishes the text for what Isaiah
had to say during the campaign of Sennacherib both in its threatprinciple of destruction of the

* Beitrage zur Jesaiakritik, 53-69.
t We should go farther than this and say that not merely is there no place for
such expectation as late as 724, but urge against Hackmann’s own view that
there is no place for it at any point of Isaiah’s ministry, not even in the
earliest period.

The proof

for this is

chap.

vi.

So Dillmann, who, however, would confine “the residue” to those that will
he left of the northern kingdom. But although Isaiah in his earlier prophecies
clearly distinguishes between the judgment of Israel and that of Judah, he
frequently represents the remnant as an organic unity proceeding from both. Cf.
t

viii. 23, ix. 6,

x. 20, xi. 11-16, xvii. 6-8.
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ening and in

promissory aspect.*

its

need not be pressed
but

may

The phrase “

as strictly coinciding

with the

in that

fall

of Samaria,

denote the period of the restoration in general.

later writers can

day ”
If the

be credited with the loosest possible use of this
more general reference of it be denied to

phrase, -why should a

And the persons designated by rtpN DJI are not identical
?
with “ the residue” of ver. 5, but stand in parallelism with the
drunkards of Ephraim in ver. 1, as well as in contrast with the
wise counselors and brave warriors promised “the residue ” in

Isaiah

the future (ver.
revelry

They

6).

are

the leaders at Jerusalem,

whose

described in vers. 7-22, the priests, prophets and poli-

is

ticians. f

A

second argument relied upon to show the composite character

of these chapters consists in the remarkable dualism of the contents and the abrupt transition

ising sections.

A number

from the denunciatory to the prom-

phenomena are pointed out
The threats and the
this fact.

of cognate

as lending special significance to

promises are intermingled

;

those

who hear

the one hear the other

must have robbed the former of all
force.
And not only is there no indication that the widely different messages are intended for two different circles, but the contents
of both are simply irreconcilable, inasmuch as in the one the
likewise, so that the latter

destruction, in the other the deliverance of Jerusalem
It

must be granted

is

predicted.

at the outset that these observations

less accurately describe the surface

more or

appearance of this part of the

Isaiah.
The difficulties suggested are not entirely of the
own making, but represent a real problem inherent in the
The only question is whether the hypothdiscourses themselves.

book of
critics’

composite character of these chapters is the most natural
of explaining the peculiarities, and whether it does actually

esis of the

way

explain them.

We

have no right

to resort to this hypothesis so

long as the possibility remains open that the extraordinary phe-

nomena of the prophecy reflect an uncommon historical situation.
Let us remember how apparently conflicting elements entered into
the divine procedure with which the prophet was confronted and
the confusing scenes of which were prefigured in the discourses.

Jehovah’s plan involved the defeat of Judah, the Egyptians and
* Cf. Meinhold in Studien

und

Kritiken, 1893, 7-46,

who

thinks that not only

but chap, xxviii as a whole dates from 724 and was prefixed by Isaiah to
the later discourses of chaps, xxix-xxxi as introduction.
f The figure of the hailstorm and tempest of xxviii. 2 recurs more than once in
chaps, xxviii-xxxi. Cf. xxviii. 17, xxx. 6, xxx. 30. This would seem to be an
indication that Isaiah, in pronouncing or penning the Sennacherib-discourses, had
in mind the oracle against Samaria delivered twenty years before, and furnishes an
additional reason for believing that the prophet himself placed xxviii. 1-6 at the
vers. 1-6

head of the

collection.
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deliverance of

Jerusalem, yet again so that the corrupt leaders residing in the
capital should fall and the remnant survive.
Now it is to be
expected a priori that in a prophetic forecast of this necessarily
complicated process the various factors entering into its solution

should likewise appear with a certain bewildering

Assum-

effect.

ing that Sennacherib’s campaign actually followed the course and

had the issue which the Biblical records require us
did, it

to believe

cannot be denied that divine providence worked here

mysterious

way and brought

it

in a

into play for the achievement of its

purpose the strangest possible contrasts.
Why should not something of this mystery pertaining to the real drama that ensued,

have clung to the shadow it threw before itself in the mind and
words of Isaiah ?* To this must be added as a second consideration that some of the discourses in question are of a highly imaginative cast
indeed, show internal evidence of having been conceived by the prophet in the form of visions.
Although nobody
at the present day will be inclined to revive the theory of Hengstenberg, who found in the visionary state of the organ of revelation
;

the key to the solution of

all

the riddles of prophecy, yet

inclined to believe that the

much

in the opposite extreme,

modern tendency is to
by entirely neglecting

we

are

err equally
this element

and making the prophet altogether a man of calm reasoning and
sober reflection.f If this element had any' share in the shaping
of the prophecies before us, this would result in making them a
more than ordinarily exact counterpart of the impending crisis
itself

As

with

all its

paradoxical mystifying

features.:}:

regards more particularly the sudden transition from threat-

*

To a minor degree the same complexness of situation is already prefigured in
crisis of the Syro-Ephraimitic war (chap. vii).
The deliverance of Judah is
foretold and King Ahaz invited to exercise faith in it.
He is rejected for his
unbelief.
Nevertheless the promise stands, and it is precisely the course dethe

termined upon by the unbelieving king which Jehovah uses to make true the
predicted deliverance.
But the deliverance itself again is double faced while
giving temporary relief it opens the door for the interposition of the Assyrians who
will ultimately overwhelm Judah.
;

fCf. Giesebrecht

(

Beitrage zur Jesniakritik 188),
,

who

thinks that the admission

of abruptness and unintelligibleness in the prophetic discourse

lingering influence of the Hengstenbergian view,

character of prophecy.

thrown upon the
is

We

and

still

shows the

directly contradicts the true

on our part suspect that the one sided emphasis
and the modern form in which this

ethical mission of prophetism

conceived of has more or

Hence the

seer is obscured

Isaiah

xxix.

less

affected the psychology of prophetic revelation.

by the preacher and popular orator. Of course the
naturalistic tendency of the modern view works to the same effect, inasmuch as the
visionary element in the prophetic experience marks most distinctly the direct
contact with the supernatural.
t The suddenness in the succession of the events themselves is emphasize! by
(cf.

5, 6).
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ening to promise, Giesebrecht has taken pains to show that this is
not a characteristic of genuine preexilic prophecy, but a sign of

He admits, however, that in the application of
canon to the prophetic writings two exceptions should be
allowed.
It does not apply to the promissory conclusion a prophet
may have appended to his book as a whole because in this case
later redaction.*

this

:

was evidently no danger of breaking the force of the previous announcement of calamity, which spoke strongly enough for
itself; and because it was self-evident that the promise referred
to a future generation.
Giesebrecht himself makes this exception
cover, among others, such passages as Amos ix. 8, seq., Hosea
xiv. 2, seq., which, as shown above, are excised by more radical
critics.f
The consideration is obviously an important one to keep
in mind in discussing the entire subject, and its bearing need perhaps not be restricted to the formal conclusion of a book or
there

collection of prophecies.

have to be admitted that, whereas
unmediated transition from rebuke to

It will

in oral discourse a frequent

promise might easily have destroyed the

effect

of the prophetic

preaching, the situation became essentially different as soon as the

prophet sat down to commit his message to writing. For this
very act signified that no longer his contemporaries alone were
addressed, but later readers likewise and the danger that the pres;

ent generation might take refuge

from the threatening in the

promise was comparatively remote.

Still, so far

xxxi are concerned, no mere appeal

to a literary

the prophet in writing

down

his

Isa. xxviii-

arrangement by

discourses will fully explain the

More perhaps than

phenomena.:}:

as

in

any other section of Isaiah’s

* Beitr 'uge zur Jesaiakritik 187-220.
,

He

Hosea ii. 1-3, but joins with other critics in declaring
this passage an interpolation, on which see above.
t Hackmann suggests that Ewald would probably have explained the intermingling of the two opposite elements from the literary revision and rearrangement to which Isaiah subjected his prophecies. He thinks, however, that such
explanation is not only insufficient in this particular instance, but inadmissible in
t

does not apply

it

to

every case in the present state of Isaiah-criticism, because
Isaiah

was a

literary prophet at all.

The

it is

far from certain that

traditional conception of

him

as a writer

has been thoroughly discredited by the latest results of the analysis of the book
bearing his name. One might well ask whether this consequence of the critical
operations should not of itself suffice to compromise the latter in the eyes of all
sober-minded people. Amos and Hosea, who were both plain men, are admitted
to

have written

;

how then can we

circles of the capital, could

this

believe that Isaiah,

means a wider hearing and longer

life for

his prophecies?

the problem of accounting for the transmission of so

prophecies in so pure and perfect a form.
for their preservation
is

we

who moved

in the highest

have neglected the opportunity offered him to secure by

many

Then

there

is

also

confessedly genuine

If Isaiah did not write himself,

and

are indebted to his disciples, the character of their

if

work

such that we shall have to assume some sort of supervision by the prophet himand this brings us back again to a point not so very far removed from the old

self

conception of the literary prophet.

-
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read in these chapters impresses us not as a literary

composition, but as a faithful reproduction of oral discourse deliv-

ered in the heat of the

moment and

still

retaining all the vivid-

ness and directness that are apt to characterize oral speech.

applicable to the present case

Giesebrecht.

More
by

a second restriction allowed

is

passages in which the change from a

It relates to

tone of denunciation to one of promise

is obviously intended to
produce a specific rhetorical effect. Although the sudden contrasts
of shade and light are undoubtedly due to the inward commotion,
with its rapid alternation of opposite feelings, into which the

work threw the prophet’s mind,
yet this does not exclude that at the same time a distinct purpose
embodied itself in the form thus assumed by his discourses. That
such was actually the case seems to be implied by chap. xxix.
9-12. The opening words, “ Be ye amazed and wonder,” are most
naturally understood of the effect produced by the preceding Ariel
discourse with its paradoxical contents.
The critics who eliminate
vision of Jehovah’s mysterious

from this Ariel-prophecv and from the surrounding discourses

all

references to the deliverance of Jerusalem, deprive themselves of

the possibility of explaining

how

Isaiah’s message, in such recon-

structed form, could call forth the
his hearers.

the promise of escape
for

amazement here attributed

Neither the announcement of calamity by

both were

by

itself,

was calculated

sufficiently familiar, the

itself,

to

nor

to excite wonder,

former from Isaiah’s

own

repeated declarations, the latter from their optimistic views of the

which the secret alliance with Egypt had confirmed
But both elements combined and intermingled and submitted to them in bold antithesis this could not fail to make them
wonder and stare at the mysterious message.* “ The vision of
future, in

them.

—

the whole,” the prophet significantly says with a fine allusion to
the complex bewildering character of the scenes just depicted,
“ the vision of the whole has become unto you as the words of a
*

Duhm

and Cheyne both

insist that vers.

9-12 lack

all

connection with the pre-

But neither of them is successful in his interpretation of the imperatives in ver. 9. Cheyne makes the verse mean “ that the rulers
are culpably insensible to the divine teaching in prophecy and history.”
Insensibility, however, is not synonymous with amazement.
Cheyne’s translation is
‘‘Feign astonishment, and ye shall be astonished indeed feign blindness, and ye
ceding oracle concerning Ariel.

:

;

shall be blind indeed

this takes the second imperative in each pair as consecu-

and understands the second of amazement and blindness produced
by the events of the judgment when these come. Still the question remains why
a prophecy of disaster from Isaiah should have made the rulers feign astonishment.
And the thought that the reality of the judgment will blind the sinners is far from
natural.
The latter remark bears against Duhm also, who refers all four imperatives to the future effect of the judgment and speaks of a blindness resulting from
contact with the supernatural.
tive to the

40

first,
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book that is sealed.” And to indicate that the judicial darkening
of their minds cooperated with the inherent strangeness of the
prophecy in mystifying them, the figure receives a new turn in ver.
12, where the vision is compared to a book that is delivered to
him “ that is not learned, saying, Bead this, I pray thee and he
:

saith, I

am

not learned,”

i.

e.,

unable to read.*

IV hat has been said has perhaps in a measure prepared us
uneven character of the discourses in

to view the dualistic and

question without prejudice to their possible unity.

The

critics,

however, contend that the text as now constituted presents not
merely bold contrasts and sudden transitions, but absolute contra-

As

dictions.
*

this is a question of exegesis, it

A

can only be deter-

book from the one mentioned in ver. 11, not sealed but open, is meant. The above explanation seems to
me more plausible than the application of the twofold form of the figure to the
two classes of the educated leaders and the uneducated mass.
There will be still another reference to the strange character of the prophet’s
in ver. 12 has the generic article.

discourses

if

we may

follow

tation of chap, xxviii.

a suggestion of

Meinhold

in regard to the interpre-

Studien und Kritiken 1893, 26-30). Meinhold
Jehovah ” (ver. 13) characterized by the syllables Zaw

9-13

thinks that “ the word of

Lazaw Zaw Lazaw,

up

different

(

,

Kaw Lakaw Kaw Lakaw

cannot, as the usual exposition takes

sermo realis of the invading Assyrians with their strange tongue,
because the construction with J> ’p 7 shows that the speech referred to is to render
“ The
ripe for judgment and consequently not identical with the judgment itself
word of Jehovah has become unto them Zaw Lazaw, etc., in order that they might
go and fall backward, etc.” It must, therefore, be the speech of Jehovah through
But Isaiah intimates that this speech now assumes a mysterious
the prophet.
form for the purpose of hardening and blinding the unbelievers. Interrupted in
their debauch, they had mockingly described Isaiah’s words of ver. 7 as Zaw Lazaw
Zaw Lazaw. Kaw Lakaw Kaw Lakaw, i. e., as meaningless, stammering sounds
3uch as are used to teach children, just weaned from the milk aud drawn from the
The
breasts, the first rudiments of speech (cf. the form of ver. 7 in the original).
prophet accepts this charge of the mockers, but adds that the dark, oracular
sounds issuing from his mouth are intended to lead them on to destruction.
There is much in favor of this interpretation. It is possible that expositors have
1
been too hasty in inferring that ver. 13 must express the same thought as ver. 11.
it.

consist in the

i

:

Isaiah

may

well have replied to the charge of the revelers in a twofold way (1)
is but the preface to a more fearful strange tongue they
:

that his childish language

(2) that
will hear from Jehovah in the accents of the Assyrian conqueror (ver. 11)
the very form of the prophetic address serves the purpose of judicially confirming
them in their culpable inability to understand the truth (ver. 13). The common
view according to which Zaw Lazaw Kaw Lakaw signifies “ precept upon precept,
;

line

upon line,” or “

level

upon

level,

plumb-line upon plumb-line,” and is intended
word with its everlasting admon-

to ridicule the censoriousness of the prophet’s

without difficulties. The appeal to ver. 17 in favor of it is not conTrue, IP occurs here in the sense of “ measuring-line,” but if an allusion
to vers. 10 and 13 had been in the prophet’s mind, he would have used IV in parIf Meinhold’s exegesis were to be
allelism and not the different term of nSptsfa.
adopted it.might be perhaps slightly modified by understanding DTP in ver. 13 as

itions, is not

clusive.

a consecutive perfect “ The word of Jehovah shall become,” referring not merely
The
to what precedes, but also to the character of the following discourses.
it in the disuse
of
not
made
have
I
uncertain,
so
that
is
however,
matter,
whole
:

cussion above.
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mined by examining the passages somewhat in detail. The points
where the prophecy suddenly leaps from threat into promise and
where the critics accordingly locate the editorial seams, are, apart
from chap, xxviii. 5, already discussed, chap. xxix. 7 or 8, 16,
xxx. 18, xxxi. 5, whilst chaps, xxxii and xxxiii present features
assigning them a position by themselves.
We propose to inquire
with reference to each of these passages what verdict a cautious
exegesis leads one to pronounce on the alleged composite character
of their environment.
is made by Hackmann and Chevne, in its
prophecy of judgment, pure and simple,
without the least gleam of hope of a final deliverance. As will
be seen in the table appended below, Duhm’s analysis leads to a
different result, in which the element of promise is retained.*
When a critic of Duhm’s boldness refrains from applying a prin-

Chap. xxix. 1-8, then,

original Isaianic form, a

by himself, the protest raised against
must be more than ordinarily emphatic. An insu-

ciple recognized elsewhere
it

by the

text

perable obstacle in the

“It

way

of

Hackmann’ s and Cheyne’s

division

an instant suddenly she shall be
visited of Jehovah of hosts with thunder and with earthquake
and great noise, with whirlwind and tempest and the flame of a
lies in ver. 6,

shall be at

This verse, it should be observed, is thoroughly
fire.”f
both in its general tone and in its single expressions, so
that there can be no question about its belonging to the original
Hackmann and Cheyne recognize this and leave it
discourse.^;
But it is equally certain, though perhaps not so immeintact.
diately apparent, that this verse will not bear any other than a

devouring
Isaianic,

*

The following table shows which
by the various recent critics

Isaianic

sections of chaps, xxviii-xxxiii are retained as
:

Hackmann.

Duhm.
xxviii. 1-4,

_

xxviii. 1-4,

7-22,

7-22,

23-29.

23-29

xxix. 1-4*, 5 c -7,

7-13,
(?).

14-22.

xxix. 1-4%

xxix. 1-7,

9-10,

Cheyne.
xxviii. 1-4,

6,

9-12 (9-

9-12,

13-14,

13-14,

13-14,

15.

15.

15.

xxx. 1-5,

xxx. 1-5,

xxx. 1-5,

6-7,

6-7,

6-7,

8-17,

8-17.

8-17.

27-33.
xxxi. 1-4% 5 b % 8%
xxxii. 1-5,

9-14,

9%

xxxi. 1-5 1 .

xxxi. 1-4.
xxxii. 9-14 (?),

15-20

(?).

15-18% 20.
“ it shall be at an instant suddenly,” ought to be
t The words DNjps praj> IT TP,
read at the beginning of the sixth verse. So Duhm and Cheyne.
% a. v. 28, ix. 18, x. 17, xvii. 13, xxx. 13, 27, 30.
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The attempt to turn it in malam parwords.
The phrase, “ in an instant sud-

promissory interpretation.

tem does violence to the
denl}r ,” can only serve to introduce a mysterious, supernatural
interposition of Jehovah, something unexpected and unprepared
for.
How lame to apply this to the capture of the city and to

make

it characterize the latter as sudden, after all the concomiof
tants
a lengthy siege have just been elaborately depicted *
!

On
if

the other hand,

how

striking

and appropriate

this

same phrase,

intended to express the sudden miraculous reversal of Jehovah’s

attitude toward the city,

first

reducing her to that extremity of

humiliation in which she shall speak out of the ground and her

speech be low out of the dust, and then at once turning against
his own instruments, her enemies, to make them as passing chaff,
But not
a vanishing dream and vision of the night (vers. 5, 7)
!

unambiguous, the preceding context also contains
intimations that the siege of Jerusalem tends to a crisis not of
Not much weight can
destruction, but of wonderful deliverance.
be attached, to be sure, to the interpretation of Ariel as “ lion of
only

is

ver. 6

God,” on the basis of which many
implied prediction

that the

find

will,

escape from her danger, approve herself God’s
tion to this

is

share to the

and 2 the
by triumphant

even in vers.

besieged city

1

lion.

The

objec-

that the figure of the lion would assign an active

Jerusalemites themselves in the repulsion of the

enemy, whereas the whole context emphasizes the exclusive
agency of Jehovah in saving the city.f Much more to the point
for our purpose is the fact that Jehovah compares the siege He is
planning against Jerusalem to that once laid by David to the
For, inasmuch as the latter did not
fortress of the Jebusites.;};
result in the destruction of the city, but in her elevation to the

seat of God’s sanctuary

and the capital of David’s kingdom, so

likewise the warfare of Jehovah against her will ultimately issue
in the purification

and glorification of Zion.

The whole compari-

* The case of chap. xxx. 13, where the similar words JTph DXi“i3 refer to the
coming catastrophe, is totally different, because here no description of the instrumentality of the judgment precedes.
t The other explanation of Ariel, which at present finds most favor, is likewise
beset with difficulties. The use of the article in Ezek. xliii. 15 seems to exclude
the view that it is a compound with El, “ the altar-hearth of God.” To take it as
There must be
altar-hearth simply, yields no sufficiently transparent symbolism.
some connection between the meaning of Ariel and the fact of David’s encamping
The Septuagint rendering makes it probable that some words of ver. 1
there.
have been lost, and it may be owing to this that the problem has become
insoluble.
j

“I will encamp like
In ver. 3 read with the Septuagint ”1VU instead of
From the obvious connection between these words and

David against thee.”

ver. 1 it follows that the Septuagint is right in translating

Jauid “the city against which David fought.”
,

:

wD.t?

5jv

fauXi/iyes
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God must conquer Jerusalem anew because she has become His enemy
only this time
His campaign is a more complicated one than, that of David.
son rests on the profound thought that

:

Something higher than physical possession is aimed at and this
explains why Jehovah’s method involves the paradox of two
apparently contradictory movements, of first bringing the Assyrian
army before her walls, and then suddenly undoing His own work
by the destruction of its instruments and the salvation of the city.
A further instance against the critical division of this prophecy
is found in the discrepancy of the concrete results obtained bv
the various critics.
Four partitions at least have been proposed.
Leaving those of Duhm and Stade, who both adhere to the promissory interpretation of the section, out of account,* we still have
Hackmann and Cheyne, who, while agreeing in the opinion that
the passage bears the evidence of composite character on its very
face by the presence of mutually destructive threatenings and
promises, yet differ in important details as to which words belong
to either category.

It is in

regard to vers. 6 and 8 only that these

both regarding the former as a prediction of judgment, the latter as an editorial accretion of promissory import.

critics coincide,

In regard to vers. 5 and

Hackmann

thinking

these verses

it

7,

they take directly opposite ground,

possible to save the Isaianic authorship of

by understanding them

in an unfavorable sense

as

Cheyne
point on which

descriptive of the multitude of the besieging enemies,

judging this a forced and untenable exegesis (a
most will agree with him f), and on this ground assigning both to
the postexilic writer.

Where

the judgment as to the most general

meaning of the component parts

of a

verdict of irreconcilable dualism

is

prophecy

is

so uncertain, the

scarcely calculated to inspire

confidence.

We

pass on to chap. xxix. 15-24.

sents itself

Here the peculiar case

pre-

that one single verse only of the original Isaianic

prophecy has been permitted to stand by the supplementer. Everything after the words, “Woe unto them that seek deep to hide their
counsel from Jehovah, and their works are in the dark, and they
say, Who seeth us ? and who knoweth us ?” must be denied to the
*

Duhm

ment

considers ver. 4 b as a gloss,

of ver.

6,

and

rejects 5 ab

and 8

as editorial enlarge-

reproducing with substantial correctness Isaiah’s meaning in the

Stade, on the other hand, would omit ver. 7 and retain
thinking that the former arose from a misunderstanding of the figure in

last-mentioned verse.
ver. 8,
ver. 8.

fEven if it could be admitted that “a dream,” “a vision of the night” (ver. 7)
were suitable figures for expressing the multitudinousness of the enemies, the
words, “ the multitude of the terrible ones shall he as chaff that passeth away”
(v. 5), admit of but one meaning, viz., that the besiegers will be suddenly swept
off

the scene.
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the coming regeneration of
no imaginable reason can be discovered why the
later writer, who elsewhere is supposed to have dealt quite fairly
with Isaiah’s material, sometimes to the extent of adopting it
entirely and only adding an equal quantum of his own, and who
carried through this method of saving as much as possible even at
prophet, because

it

plainly implies

Now

things.

the cost of joining together palpable contradictions, should in this

have cut short the original so as to leave
its opening words.
What followed in the
genuine discourse, if this was a pure prediction of judgment, must
have been equally suitable for preservation as xxix. 6 or xxx. 14,
And why, we may further ask, did the later writer, after first
17.
amputating well-nigh the whole body of this ominous message to
substitute a more favorable one, mar the latter, contrary to his
It
usual method, with new threatenings conceived by himself?
will be observed that vers. 21, 22, introduce a note entirely
lacking in the other alleged appendices which are throughout
of an exclusively consoling character.
Hackmann seems to have
felt this, for he maintains that the context requires the identification of “ the tyrant” and “ thescomer” with the foreign enemies
of Israel, as also the identification of “ the meek ” and “ the poor
among men ” with Israel as a whole.* A single glance at ver. 21
shows the impossibility of this, for those “ that cause a man to sin
in a cause, and lay a snare for him that reproveth in the gate, and
turn aside the just with a thing of nought ” are undoubtedly
transgressors within the circle of Israel. f That immediately afterwards Jacob as a whole is spoken of as sharing in the promise
proves nothing to the contrary, for this is precisely the Israel from
whose midst the scorner had ceased and all they that watch for
iniquity have been cut off, the Israel of the remnant (cf. chap. i.
particular instance

scarcely

more than

21-26).

But,

it is said,

everything from ver. 16 onward betrays

dary character in that

it

does not

fulfill

its

secon-

the expectation of a severe

arraignment of the Egyptophile politicians awakened by the preexpect to hear how Yah we will bring to

ceding verse.

“We

nought their counsel, and before all the world subject them to the
But no it is of Israel’s approaching regendeepest contumely.
eration that we are told, and this is apparently intended for an
!

* Die Zukunftsencartung des Jesaia, p. 36, Note 1.
is, to be sure, most naturally understood of the foreign tyrant, although
t

even

it

does not bear that meaning exclusively.

Cf. Jer. xv. 21.

altogether different with y? and the other terms used.

yny

But the case

As Cheyne

is

well puts it:

Nevertheless, a few lines later,
is the external,
j the internal foe of Israel.
he himself again confuses the matter by saying that the DA’S are described as
D'V'IJ’ ( Introduction to the Book of Isaiah, 195).
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entirely different class of persons, viz., the oppressed and miser-

able ” (Cheyne, p. 193).
justice to the

somewhat

This representation, however,

fails to

do

subtle but none the less real and profound

The

connection of the prophet’s thought.

foolish perversity of

who endeavored

to hide their intriguing with Egypt from
from Isaiah) finds a fitting rebuke in the figure of
the clay denying understanding to the potter.
The very ingenuity wherewith they try to deceive Jehovah is derived from
Him, the Creator, who must therefore be all-knowing and all-

those

Jehovah

(i. e.,

wise Himself.
as

a

At

all

ine,

So far the thought is characteristically Isaianic,
comparison with chap. xxxi. 1, 2, convincingly shows.*
have

events, then, ver. 16 will

and

to be recognized as genu-

given what follows in the subsequent verses

this once

manner.
What Isaiah
merely the preposterous
attempt to keep their secret scheming from the knowledge of
Jehovah, but, as Ewald has strikingly observed, even more than
this he condemns their pusillanimity and suspicion regarding
Jehovah’s power to bring the threatening crisis in Judah’s fate to
a successful issue.
Deep-rooted unbelief made them scorn the
prophet’s counsel to seek their strength in quietness and confidence, instead of which they chose to rely on their own petty
diplomacy. This underlying conceit of being better masters of
the situation than Jehovah, more powerful than He to control the
forces of history and guide them to the goal of Judah’s deliverance, this, as the figure of the potter and the clay already intimates,
constitutes for Isaiah the supreme folly of their line of action.
What more effective exposure of the inherent smallness of such
human policy could have suggested itself to the prophet’s mind
than to place it in vivid contrast with the all-embracing, worldrenewing work of Jehovah, which is on the point of turning mountain-forests into fruitful fields and fruitful fields into mountainforests, revolutionizing all those present conditions they strive to
manipulate, and by its mere prospect making all ivorldly politics
appear pitiful in the extreme ?f Thus it appears how unfounded
the charge that ver. 16 seq., turn aside from the course marked
out for the prophecy by its opening words and in a disconnected
way join to the announcement of woe the picture of regeneration.
The latter is not in the first instance brought in for its own sake,
but for the very purpose of effecting, what Cheyne professes to
attaches

itself

condemns

*

“They

in

the

in

a

natural

perfectly

politicians

look not unto the Holy

is

One

not

of Israel, neither seek Jehovah

!

yet

He

also is wise, etc.”
t

The words, “

Is it

not yet a very

little

diate nearness of the vision of regeneration,
tive, contributes

while ” (ver. 17), show how the immedue to the peculiar prophetic perspec-

toward rendering the contrast

all

the more effective.
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miss, the

tumely.

subjection of the wily politicians to the deepest con-

Nor

is

the prediction of their approaching ruin entirely

lacking in the sequel,

for, as

has been shown above,

referred to

it is

in vers. 20, 21.

The

section just considered

is

important also because

it

disposes

effectually of the assertion that the discourses of chaps, xxviii-

xxxi

between the
threats and those to whom the promises apply.
Here such a distinction is drawn with the utmost
clearness desirable, for, on the one hand, we have the scorners,
those that watch for iniquity, that make man an offender in a
cause, lay a snare for him that reproveth in the gate, and turn
aside the just with a thing of nought, and, on the other hand, the
meek and the poor among men.
The next seam the critics locate between vers. 17 and 18 in
chap, xxx, the latter verse being drawn to the subsequent consoling prophecy, and in this way a sharp unmediated contrast
between it and the foregoing made out. The proposed rendering
“ Therefore Jehovah is eagerly waiting that He may be
is
gracious unto you, and is rising that He may have mercy upon
you, for Jehovah is a God of judgment
blessed are all they that
wait for Him.”
Duhm ridicules the attempts of commentators to
force an opposite meaning tq:>on the words.
I cannot convince
myself that the above interpretation is sufficiently free from objections to justify such an attitude.
For on this view
? loses all
connection with what precedes. Jehovah’s determination to leave
only the smallest of remnants (ver. 17) can never yield the ground
in their present form do not clearly distinguish

subjects to

whom

the

:

:

p

for his impatience to

stand

how

as to unite

the editor,

two

“ therefore.”

show grace (ver. 18). It
who made the seam, could

direct

Duhm

felt this, for

intended the p*7 to connect with his
chap. xxix. 16
as all

seq.

This surely

hard to under-

so stultify himself

after this naive fashion

opposites,

has

is

1

is

by

a

he suggests that the writer

own

previous interpolation

a desperate remedy,

inasmuch

the other alleged supplements are interlaced at the point of

have no such backward
must be added that (TJ T?
would make no natural connection with chap. xxix. 24. The
question also arises whether POIT and DVV make a suitable paralIf Jehovah is eagerly waiting to show
lelism when thus rendered.
at
the
same
moment be rising to bestow mercy;
grace, He cannot
the former presupposes a cause for delay, such as would prevent
the instantaneous action expressed by the latter. Duhm, to be
insertion with the Isaianic material, and

reference to a remote discourse.

sure, translates
free a

i"plT by “

is

full

To

1

this

I

of impatience,”

rendering in which the element of

1

‘

but this

waiting

’
’

is

is

•'

too

unduly
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back upon

Dill-

1

mann’s exegesis, which understands
as coordinated with the
?
same word in ver. 13 and with
in ver. 16, and renders
“ Therefore (your iniquity being such) Jehovah will delay in

P
pPr

:

being gracious to you, and will keep aloof from having mercy

upon you

:

for

Jehovah

is

they that wait for Him.”

a

God

But

if this

pretation, there can be no reason

judgment blessed are all
be the most plausible inter;

any longer

paves the

way

Some

complain of abrupt-

for the consoling reflection that

must come for such as wait
blessings enumerated in the sequel.
ultimately

to

the thought that Jehovah’s interposition

ness in the transition;
will tarry naturally

of

it

for

Him

and convey the

additional features in the prophecy, vers. 19-26, should

be noted as bearing on the question at issue. The conversion of
the people in Zion and Jerusalem is distinctly made, in ver. 19, the
concomitant of their gracious visitation by Jehovah, which meets
the charge that nowhere a moral motive is supplied for the change
from threatening to promise. The most obvious connection, further, prevails between vers. 20, 21, on the one hand, and vers. 10,
11, of the preceding,

hand.

As

undoubtedly

the

there

Isaianic,

people are

prophecy on the other

accused of

unwillingness to

receive Thorah and of a desire to banish Jehovah from their sight,

which the people will
upon their Teacher (Sgl.) and

so here the prophet describes a condition in

have their eyes constantly fixed

listen attentively to his instructions.*

Chap. xxxi. 1-9

is

that part of the group of prophecies

under discussion to which the
support, of their theory.

critics

It is said to

now

most confidently appeal in
reveal evidence of the most

clumsy mechanical composition even to the eye of the untrained
reader.
In vers. 1-3 the Egyptian alliance is denounced and its
utter failure through the destruction of both Egyptians and Judeans
predicted.

Then

follows the magnificently conceived figure of

which Jehovah is compared to a lion growling over his
prey, undismayed at the shouting of the shepherds summoned

ver. 4, in

* Cheyne thinks that the author boldly conceives of Jehovah as being
visibly present

among

Israel to teach the pious,

and that

Himself

this points to a time

when prophecy no longer existed. But this interpretation of ver. 20, “ thy Teacher
any more
The supposition is rather
is far from necessary.
that at one time Jehovah was visible, when His prophets were heard, that aftershall not be hidden

wards He became hidden, and that in the future He will become visible again in
precisely the same sense He was so originally, i. e., through prophetic revelation.
The silencing of the prophets (vers. 10, 11) is a wicked removal of Jehovah, the
resumption of prophetic teaching (ver. 20, 21 will be a reappearance of J ehovah
both cases are entirely parallel. The reference to conversion from idolatry in
p. 22 also makes it probable that in vers. 20, 21, something is described which
)

forms a contrast to the people’s previous conduct.

;

;
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against him,

majestically, conscious that none can prevent

him

“ So will Jehovah of hosts come down to fight
against Mount Zion and against the hill thereof,” unconcerned

from seizing

it.

about what help the politicians may summon to save the country
from the judgment He has determined to inflict through the Assy-

Thus far all is of one tenor, threatening without qualifica“ But at ver. 5,” says Cheyne, “ the scene is abruptly
shifted.
Like flying birds Yah we will protect His city. Repent
then, ye Israelites.
For ye know that in that day men’s idols will
be useless. Yea, Assyria will fall by no human warrior’s sword,
rians.

tion.

God who hath
much
with a passage which we have
the woe upon Ariel, viz., xxix.

or panic-stricken will take to flight.
a fire in Zion.
at least is clear

This

may

— that

it

accords

recognized as a later addition to

To

7, 8.

or, if it

sleep.”

Thus

saith the

not be very consecutive, but so

the self-confident politicians

it

can have had no meaning

had, the meaning can only have served to lull them to

In view of

all

which Cheyne concludes that the

original

woe was supplemented in postexilic time by a late writer, whose
work begins at ver. 5 b
The words, “ like flattering birds,” still
belong to Isaiah and must have been originally followed by “so
.

shall the inhabitants of

The main
two

Jerusalem fly”

(or, flutter in

question raised bv these statements

is

anxiety).*

whether the

and the sheltering birds
are so absolutely discordant as to forbid our ascribing ver. 4 and
ver. 5 to the same author.
The former describes Jehovah’s attitude toward Jerusalem as one of fierce anger, the latter as one of
At first sight
the most tender maternal solicitude and protection.
the contrast seems indeed to amount to a plain contradiction. It
is undoubtedly for the purpose of avoiding this that some expositors attempt to read into ver. 4 a favorable meaning instead of the
ominous one which the import of the figure so obviously requires.
“So shall Jehovah of hosts come
It is proposed to render:
down to fight upon (instead of against) Mount Zion,” and to find
in this the thought that He will no more allow His city to be
taken from Him than a lion would give up a lamb that it had
But how incongruous in this case the figure
seized as its prey.f
The lion growling
is to the idea Intended to be conveyed by it
figures of the lion seizing his prey

!

This difficulty is of
over the lamb in the role of its defender
course removed by making the Assyrian the prey to seize which
!

Jehovah descended upon Mount Zion and which He will not permit the Egyptian or Judean armies to take from Him. Even so, howmeans everywhere else
ever, the objection remains' that Sjp
* Introduction

to the

Book of Isaiah,

203, 204.

f So the Revised Version, Ewald, Dillmann,

Bredenkamp and

others.

;
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“ to fight against.”*

And, since on this view it was more imporupon whom than from where Jehovah makes his
attack, we would expect the prophet to say
“So shall Jehovah
of hosts come down to fight against the Assyrians.”
There is no
escape then from the conclusion that ver. 4 speaks of a campaign
of Jehovah to be conducted against Jerusalem, + in which the city
is to be seized by Him as His prey.
In so far the critical interpretation is undoubtedly correct.
This, however, by no means proves

tant to state

:

the correctness of the further inference that the prophet in uttering

We have no
making it say that, as
the lion seizes the lamb to devour it. so Jehovah will take the city
for the purpose of destroying it.
The point of comparison is
according to the context strictly limited to this, that Jehovah proceeds to inflict upon Jerusalem a judgment which will put her at
these words

meant

imply the

to

fall of

Jerusalem.

right to press the figure to the extent of

nis mercy, and that He will not let the Egyptian alliance interfere
with this. Now it is plain that, thus understood, ver. 4 describes
not the ultimate purpose or issue of the judgment, but only the
first step in its execution, that of reducing the capital to the
utmost extremity through the Assyrian army. Whether this first
step is to be followed in the prophet’s expectation by the fall of
Jerusalem or her deliverance cannot be determined from ver. 4

but must remain an open question to be answered by the
context.
Yer. 5 brings the answer by saying that after thus
having reduced the city to the condition of a helpless victim,
Jehovah -will next proceed to protect, deliver, pass over and prealone,

serve

Instead, then,

it.

of

two contradictory statements, concern-

ing the outcome of the judgment, Ave evidently have the description of tAvo successive steps in the divine treatment of Jerusalem

and

need do

all Ave

is to

ask Avhether the prophet helps us to under-

stand the adaptation of this tAvofold procedure to the final accom-

plishment of Jehovah’s purpose.

where

first

This

we

learn from vers. 6-8,

the aim of the Avhole process of judgment

is

expressed

Turn ye unto him from whom ye have
deeply revolted, 0 children of Israel,” and next the tAvo motives
which may in the future be expected to indufce this conversion
are stated, viz., the recognition of the uselessness of idols and
in hortative

language

‘ 1

:

the acknoAvledgment of Jehovah’s exclusive activity in sal\r ation
as manifested in the miraculous OAr erthroAV of the
*

Cf. Isa.

t

The

xxix.

7,

8

;

Assyrian

:

“For

Zech. xiv. 12.

lion in the figure is not represented at the point

where he has already
upon

seized the prey, but as uttering the growl that usually precedes his leaping
it (cf. Isa. v. 29).

him from
call

The idea

his purpose.

back his words.’’

So

is

it is

that the shouting of the shepherds fails to deflect

declared of Jehovah in ver. 2 that “

He

will not
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in that

day every man

away

and his
sword
not of man; and the sword not of men shall devour him.” It
will further he observed that the two motives here brought into
play correspond precisely to the two successive methods of the
divine procedure described in vers. 4 and 5.
The conviction of
the vanity of the idols is to result from Jehovah’s closing in upon
Jerusalem after the failure of all foreign help. The acknowledgment of God’s exclusive activity in salvation is to result from his
sudden deliverance of the city at the last moment. It is clear,
shall cast

Then

idols of gold

his idols of silver

shall the Assyrian fall with the

two sharply contrasted
assume toward Jerusalem as governed by a higher unity of design, and in so far not merely free from
contradiction but carefully adjusted to one another with reference
to the effect intended to be produced, the conversion of the people
The underlying thought is the same as in chap. xxix. 1-8 Jehovah is to wage war against Jerusalem, a war not of external nation,
but of conquest, a war which will give Him possession of the city
in the highest spiritual sense, and which must necessarily consist
of two distinct movements, one destroying Israel’s false confitherefore, that the prophet conceives of the

which Jehovah

attitudes

will

:

dence, the other disclosing to her the true source of security, the

Assyrians to be in the former movement the instrument, in the
latter the victims of the

divine strategy.

Cheyne’s observation

that our passage resembles closely the second part of the Ariel

prophecy
is

is

entirely correct.

Only the cause of

resemblance

this

not to be sought in the supplementing of the two original woes

by

The prophecies agree because they both apply

a late writer.

coming events the same profound knowledge of
It is
the principles on which the divine procedure is conducted.
discover
this inspired philosophy of history which enables Isaiah to
and proclaim consistency of purpose where the critics find nothing
but confusion and contradiction.
to the reading of

Geerhardus Vos.

peixcetox.
*

From

the above

it

appears how unfounded

is

Cheyne’s charge of lack of con-

The inner arrangement of these
verses is perfectly logical and their coherence with what precedes of the closest.
Especially ver. 8 points back most significantly to ver. 3. The Assyrian is to fall
indeed, but not until all human power arrayed against him has been disposed of.
Cheyne himself is constrained to admit that at least the rhythm and style of ver.
b
8 a are characteristically Isaianic. The same may be said of ver. 9

secutiveness against the passage (vers.

5-9).

.

III.

JOHN OF BARNEVELDT, MARTYR OR TRAITOR.
VI

ECTION
Ioav

with the

The Tribunal.

4.

— Mr.

Motley has an exceedingly

opinion of the judicial commission which was charged

trial

of Barneveldt and his friends.

when he

He

attacks

its

judicial

“it was a packed tribunal. ”f
more than that, he seriously questions its competency to try

character,

And

(Continued,)*

us that

tells

“ Several were personal enemies of BarneSays he
veldt, many were totally ignorant of law, some of them knew not
a word of any language but their mother tongue, although much of
the law Avhich they were to administer was written in Latin. It Avas
the attempt of a multitude of pygmies to overthrow and bind a
giant.” % Not all foreign historians have regarded the tribunal in the

the case.

:

Elsewhere we read “ Among them Avere nobles,
pensionaries, burgomasters, bailiffs and other dignitaries and most
of them Avere members of the States General.” §
It should not be

same dark

light.

:

forgotten, in judging
Avere not to

the competency of these judges, that they

determine the meaning of the

Iuav,

but they Avere to
Mot-

revieAV certain overt acts and to determine their meaning.
ley’s SAveeping arraignment of

the

nullify our entire jury system, under

are entrusted to
a

men whose

commission would certainly
which the gravest matters

signal intelligence

commonly appears

minor consideration.
Let us begin by questioning Motley’s right to declare the tribuIf this statement stands, the entire trial Avas a

nal a packed one.
farce, a

wanton travesty on

mattered

little

Avhetlier

justice,

nothing more.

In that case

Barneveldt Avas guilty or innocent

;

it

his

condemnation and execution Avere criminal in the highest degree,
and the qualification of this trial as a “judicial murder” is perfectly in accordance Avith the facts in the case.
It must be
admitted from the start that till this day many men, and among
them illustrious students of the history of the Netherlands, have
cherished the same harsh opinion of the judicial proceedings
*

From

f

ii,

\

Young, History of

this

Rea'iew

for

July

last, pp.

438-471.

315.

t

the Netherlands, 520.

ii,

315, 316.
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against the great Advocate.
Here then it behooves us to move
with the utmost deliberation and to test the harsh strictures of the

Arminian

historians,

influenced,

by

and of those whose judgment they have

a strict inquiry into the character, the composition

and the aims of this commission.
Let us- begin by remembering that, in the nature of the case,
the impeachment of a High official in any government proceeds
in every instance from a party or faction politically opposed to such
an official. That in itself, however, does not indicate that the
tribunal which is to try such a case is “ packed.”
In a “ packed
tribunal ” justice must always miscarry, inasmuch as the judges,
or their majority, stand pledged, before their appointment, to the

condemnation or acquittal of the accused or to put it still more
plainly, the bench is created for the express purpose of destroying
or saving the person on trial. The simple question therefore is this,
whether Barneveldt's judges were such a tribunal ? It is true that
Barneveldt and the other prisoners, as also the Arminian party in
But the fact remains
general, remonstrated against the tribunal.
that the aged Advocate, known for his iron determination and
headstrong tenacity of purpose, treated this tribunal as if constituted of legal judges, and only at the beginning of the trial openly
;

questioned their right to try his case.

By

recognizing the tribu-

he at least indirectly acknowledged its legality. And no one
Avho has studied the Advocate’s character, will doubt that neither
threat of torture nor fear of death itself would have wrung a word
from his lips, had he been assured of the illegality of the tribunal.

nal,

Moreover, Prof. Kluit has proven in detail that the legality of the
tribunal was not called in question at the time of its appointment.

No

dissent

was shown on the part of the

“Grand Council,” commonly
It

is

States,

nor of the

so jealous of their prerogatives.*

manifest^ unfair to minimize

this

fact

and

its

impor-

by saying that all these bodies were thoroughly renovated
and subdued by the coup d'etat of Maurice of Nassau. For it is
a patent fact that the new members of the States of Holland were

tance,

and privileges as ever their
those rights and priviIt
leges, with an enthusiasm that was inborn and inbred in them.
had become a solemn second nature with every Dutchman of the
And it is notoriperiod, and they were great sticklers for points.
as jealous of their provincial rights

predecessors could have been.

They loved

ous that in the exercise of their inherent judicial rights, the States
General have in similar cases always followed a similar course.
To disprove the statement of Motley that “ the general govern-

ment had no ppwer

to deal

with an individual,”

Hollandsche Staatsregeling, 141

.

let

me

cite a

few
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They dealt with individuals, in 1597, when Sypenstein
and Harinkman, the one a citizen of Holland, the other of Zeeland,
were
executed with the sword at The Hague, for treasonable
conduct in endeavoring to place the city and island of Tholen in
the hands of the enemy.”
All the fine-spun reasoning of “ Christianus Batavus ” cannot undo the fact that the States General thus
constituted themselves judges in the case of individual citizens of
different provinces, and that not even Barneveldt himself deemed
the privilege de non evocando to be thereby infringed* The
same holds good of the execution at The Hague of the
priest Michael Benichon, for an attempt on the life of Prince
Maurice. Again, in 1608, Bastian Cornelisse was, on their sentence, publicly scourged at The Hague, and then banished from
the territory of the Union, for certain slanderous reports against
Barneveldt, as if he leaned toward Boman Catholicism.f
And
after Barneveldt’s execution this prerogative was repeatedly exerThrough a specially appointed judicised by the States General.
ciary commission they tried Mom and Botbergen in 1621, for a
treasonable attempt to hand over Tiel to the enemy (albeit under
protest of Gelderland), and had them beheaded at The Hague,
April 17, 1621. Again in 1626, and in 1635, and in 1636, when
they courtmartialed a few cowardly captains of the navy
and in

examples.
‘ 1

;

1637,

when they

tried deputies of the admiralty

on the charge of

having transferred vessels to the enemy.
Aitsema multiplies
examples,
And
late
January,
these
even as
as
1798, after the
coup d'etat of the French Bevolution, members of the National
j;

Assembly

were, by a special resolution, referred for trial to a
Board of delegated judges.§ It may therefore be assumed that
Groen van Prinsterer is correct when, in justification of the right
of the States General to pursue

Advocate, he says

:

“

They had

this course

in the

trial

the

of

a sovereign supervision, especially

maintenance of the
Union without prejudice to the legal powers of the provinces,
in what was of a merely provincial character.
At that time

in matters of

religion

and

for the

militia,

;

‘

there was no question as to the legality of their acts.’
veldt himself had frequently,

the authority of the Union.”
sidered as established

when
||

it

This point at least

— that the States

Barne-

suited his aims, recognized

may be

con-

General could and did take

cognizance of offenses committed by individuals.
It

may

be a matter of interest to view somewhat more closely

the attitude which the States of Holland assumed in this whole
* Oldenbarneveldts eer verdedigd, 125-142.
f Ibid., 165.
J

ii,

486.

$
||

Cf.

Waerachtige Mstorie, 374.

Gesch. des Vad:, Bild.
Gesch. van

liet.

Vad.,

viii,
i,

283.
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The Advocate leaned on the “ sauve-guarde,” extended
him by the States of Holland. But here he evinced less pene-

matter.
to

tration than

might have been expected from him,

for these States,

like all elective bodies, were continually liable to a

change

of

Exactly what Barneveldt did not foresee happened.
The enforced changes in the government of many cities changed
the party lines in the States of Holland, and the minority became
complexion.

a majority.
selves

Naturally these

new members

bound by the promises

did not consider them-

of their predecessors.

And

yet,

true to their instincts and traditions, they

had the same exaggerated notions of
States-rights,
and they were as proud and
as jealous of their provincial privileges, as their predecessors had
been.
There was therefore some hesitancy about recognizing the
rights and authority of the States General in this matter.
But
“ when it was reported that this matter concerned the other provinces as well as Holland, and when they were therefore advised to
leave the decision in this case to the States General, most of the
cities inclined thereto,” say their minutes.
Thus the jurisdiction
of the case was not violently wrenched away from the States of
‘

’

’

‘

Holland, but they freely ceded
government.

on this occasion to the general

it

Considerable influence was brought to bear on the provincial

body, by relatives and friends of the accused and imprisoned men,
especially of Barneveldt and Grotius, to induce

of

Holland,

on the 31st of

January,

judges, one-half of the entire number,

without due deliberation.

On

oppose
twelve

the others were

this resolution

the 29th of August,

States of Holland were in session

to

1619, appointed

who with

Nor was

to try the case of the accused.

them

Nevertheless, the States

the interference of the States General.

when the Knight

taken

1618,

the

of Matanasse

entered and brought the news of the arrest of Barneveldt and the

—

others.
The States at this time yet unchanged, the identical
body which had promised “ sauve-guarde ” to the Advocate did
nothing. The States at once satv that it was one thing to promise

—

a “sauve-guarde,” and something else to maintain
suffered shipwreck on the declaration of

it.

Everything

some of the deputies

“ that they had received no orders from their principals to do or
my lords the
to undertake anything against the resolution of
States General.’ ”
A recess for one month was then taken, in
order that the deputies might ask for pertinent instructions from
Some cities, especially where
the cities they represented.*
there was a strong Barneveldtian government, remonstrated but
1

f

;

the States of Holland never took any further action in reference to
* Minutes, States of Holland August 29, 1618.
,

Waerachtige

historie, 287.
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the “ sauve-guarde,” because of the radical change in their

A

bership before they reassembled.

week

mem-

before final action was

taken the States decided to allow things to take their course.*

The

too remarkable not to be copied in toto.
It
“ Jan. 30, 1619. Inasmuch as My Lords the
States General have first taken in hand the case of the prisoners,
and by examination and in other ways have made such progress
in the matter that it has become impossible to deny to them its
consideration and joint adjudication, together with the deputies of
this province, therefore resolved, that the Generality be allowed
to proceed to appoint delegates
upon this condition, however,
that the highness, liberty and rights of the land of Holland be
maintained.”! A careful reading of this resolution shows us how
proudly these States back out of the peculiar situation which confronts them, and how tenacious, even after their reconstruction, is
their grip on “ the highness, liberty and rights of the land of
final resolution is

reads as follows

:

;

Holland.”

Motley was therefore slightly in error when he said that the
States of Holland “ protested on the same day against the arrest.
They did nothing of the kind they talked a great deal and
gave the matter a thorough ventilation, and then they deliberately
went home to see their town Boards about it. The vaunted
promise of “ sauve-guarde ” had proved a veritable air-castle, a
bauble, a mere nothing.
The aged Advocate was forsaken by his
own province, whose States, at the time of his arrest, were yet
unchanged, and in full possession of all their powers.
;

Nor

is it difficult to

grasp the situation.

complete control of the whole

affair.

The

States General had

Bameveldt was imprisoned,

Maurice was on the ground and had his troops ready
enforcing their

demand

for the person of the

at hand.

prisoner, the

By

States

would have precipitated a brief and fruitless struggle, which must
have ended in the total humiliation of the proudest province of
the Union. It became apparent at once that Bameveldt had been
the animating soul of this body, and that without his guidinghand the ship lost its bearings in the first violent squall which
struck it. Had the Advocate been less autocratic and less jealous
of his power, he might have trained others to stand firmly for his
As it was, no
principles should he himself drop by the wayside.
one was capable of leadership when the principal leaders were
removed.

The

States

of

Holland expressed their satisfaction with the
States General, on condition that one-

arrangements made by the
* Minute 8, States of
t

Holland January

Hollandsche Staatsregeling

41

,

23, 1619.

tot 1795, iii, 138.

{

John of Barn.,

ii,
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half of the judges appointed should belong to the province of
“ Neither by them nor by the judiciary of Holland, at
Holland.
that time,

was the

be once more
bility to find

legality of the tribunal questioned.”*

in

or,

it

judges whose minds were blank in the matter of the

principles involved in the struggle, but
torical to

Let

was, as a matter of course, an utter impossi-

said, it

charge these

other

fortunately has preserved

Barneveldt,

some record

of at least

some

History
of these

possible to form an estimate of the correctness

it is

Motley’s strictures on the tribunal.

or incorrectness of

once more to him

both unfair and unhis-

with judicially murdering him.

words,

men, and thus

it is

men with having precondemned

Listen

“It was a packed tribunal. Several of the
commissioners, like Paauw and Muis, for example, were personal
enemies of Barneveldt. Many of them were totally ignorant of
law.
Some of them knew not a word of any language but their
mother tongue, although much of the law, which they were to administer,

:

was written

in Latin.

Before such a court the foremost

citizen of the Netherlands, the first living statesman of Europe,

was

brought day by day, during a period of nearly three months.”f
Could Motley’s severe judgment stand the test of fair criticism, both
the tribunal and its findings would stand branded as a travesty on
justice.

But

a glance at his source of information is reassuring.

It

simply a condensation of the lengthy argument, against the tribunal, from the hand of Grotius.:}; Surely it were worse than folly

is

to accept as a final

and

as a

wholly

trust worth}'- authority the judg-

ment of the accused and condemned, as to the character and
Had the verdict of these
fairness of the bench which tried him
twenty-four judges been different, the Arminian historians would
have lauded them to the sky.
It will repay us to scrutinize the list somewhat more closely.
We frankly admit that a few of them were not friendly to BarneBut no living man, possessed of any intelligence, within
veldt.
!

the boundaries of the Union, in 1618 and 1619, could be expected
Barto be absolutely neutral, as regarded the religious question.
neveldt and his friends must of necessity be judged

by men who

had been involved one way or another in the great
Nuyens, a Koman Catholic historian, who condemns
controversy.
the action against Barneveldt, and whose bitter tone in the pages
covering this drama is utterly at variance with his general objectivity and fairness, only claims that “ there were at least two personal

for years past

and, as if to offset this
enemies of Barneveldt among the judges
statement, tells us in another place that “ among the judges there
* Gesch. van het Vaderland, Gr.
t

John of Barnevelt,

ii,

315.

v. Prinsterer,

j

i,

249.

Verantwoording

,

155.

,,

,

,
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of Oldenbarneveldt.”*

Suppose, however, there had been half a dozen enemies, would
that explain the unanimity of the final vote and the acquiescence
of such men as Junius and Yan der
Sande ? Who, then, were these men, whose names are simply
quoted by Motley in a footnote, + without further qualifications, and
what was their station in life ? Their antecedents and position
ought materially to assist us in answering the question of their
competency to try Barne veldt’s case. If the reader has the courage and patience, let him carefully examine the following list
(1) Hendrik van Essen councilor of the principality of Gelre
and of the Dukedom of Zutphen; (2) Nicholas De Vooght burgomaster of Arnhem and member of the States General
(3) Nicholas Cromhout first presiding counsel of the court of Holland,
Adriaan Junius (5) Pieter
Zeeland and West Fiisia
(4)
Oouwenburgh van Beloys, and (6) Hendrick Rosa, all three councilors of the above court
(7) Adriaan van Siceten, lord of Sweten
and burgh-grave of Rhineland (8) Hugo Muys van Holly, sellout
(chief of police) of Dordtrecht, balyew and dike-grave of the
land of Stryen (9) Arent Meinertsen, burgomaster of Haarlem
Gerhart Breukelszoon van Zanthen, and (11) Jacob van
(10)
Broekhoven, licentiate of law both of them were councilors of
Holland and West Frisia; (12) Reinier Paauw, burgomaster of
Amsterdam (13) Pieter Jans Schayen, councilor of the city of
Alkmaar (14) Aelbrecht Bruminck secretary of Enkhuizen (15)
Adriaan van Mandemaker knight, present on behalf of the Prince
of Orange, first noble of Zeeland, and belonging to the provincial bench
(16) Jacob Schotten, burgomaster of Middelburgh
and member of the States General (17) Adriaan Ploos, licentiate
in the sentence of death

:

,

;

,

,

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

of both laws, councilor ordinary of the States of Utrecht,

mem-

(18) Anselm Salmius, licentiate of both
Utrecht; (19) John van der Sande, doctor

ber of the States General

laws and pensionary of

;

of laws, councilor ordinary of the court of Friesland

;

(20) Rinck

Aisma, burgomaster of Leeuwarden and member of the States
General
(21) Volcken Sloot van Vollenho member of the States
;

General; (22) Johan van Hemert, burgomaster of Deventer; (23)
Gooszen Schaffer, councilor of the city of Groningen and member
of

the

States

General
;

syndic of the

Were
them

to

sented

(24)

these

men

be

All the chief

by

?

Schuto

Ommelands and member

officials

Gockinga,

councilor

and

of the States General.

the ignoramuses Motley would have us believe
cities of

of high standing.

were councilors at law,
* Gesch. des Ned. Volks,

x,

the Union are here repreOf the twenty-four, fourteen

one of these a professor and doctor of
152-156.

f

John of Barnevelt,

ii,

314.
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Three of them were

both laws.

members

of

the

principal cities.

Two

One was the

law.

Six were
Four were burgomasters of

licentiates of law.

States General.

were “ balyews,” familiar with processes of

secretary of

a

city of

importance.

All of

them were men of a high and respectable social position. All of
them were perfectly familiar with public affairs and with the great
The simple reading of the list of names
principles at stake.
forbids us to conceive of the tribunal as a set of irresponsible puppets,

moved by an unseen hand,

unfriendly to the accused and

slavishly bent on doing the bidding of the great

bench.

They were men

of character and honor.

Bergh, the archivarius at The Hague, has put
truth under obligation

by

power behind the
Mr.

Van den

all friends of

the

his painstaking scrutiny of the personnel

Among the twelve judges furnished by Holland
were the four oldest and presiding councilors, who, without exKromception, were put on the bench against their own desire.
“
he
familiar
that
had been too
with the Advocate,
hout alleged
of this tribunal.*

and that he had stood as godfather for the children of Grotius and
Gouwenburgh pled “ that he was distantly
Hoogerbeets.”
Junius, as the opposition itself
related to one of the prisoners.”
has to admit, was forced by the threat of suspension from office by
the States of Holland to accept his commission as member of the
Duyck “ pled with great insistence that he might be
tribunal.
excused. ”f And he was one of the last to hold out against the
Does this look like packing a jury ? Why
sentence of death.
this hesitancy on the part of these four able and professional
Did they hesitate to accept the tremendous responsibility
judges ?
thrust

upon them by

their

own

States, because

court of delegated judges illegal

?

Not

a

they deemed the

word of

it is

mentioned.

They dreaded rather their own
they had been too closely related to them. What then did the
how did it dispose of their pleas for
court of Holland resolve
Thus: “The court judged that these reasons were
excuse?
bias in favor of the accused, since

—

insufficient to

permit the appointees to withdraw from the case,

day tell us.
mentioned in that

in the service of the country;” so the minutes of the

Not

a

word

of the illegality of the tribunal is

of the proceedings of this court, either at this
And theirs
time or on the occasion of Barneveldt’s execution.
was the special task to see to it that the judicial rights and interhistorical record

Holland were not invaded. In lamenting the
“A
on the day of his execution, they say
Advocate,
fate of the
singuyea,
and
direction,
memory
business,
man of great industry,

ests of the States of

:

* Het proces van Old .,

etc.,

18-24.

t Minutes, States of Holland,

November

14, 1G18.
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He that standeth, let him beware lest he fall.
Of the other eight judges appointed by Holland we read

lar in all things.

Amen.”
in the

minutes of January 13, 1619

aforesaid delegates, with

many

“

:

And

although

all

of the

reasons, sought to excuse them•

selves from this service, the States persisted therein,

and they were

requested, each and all of them, aye, and admonished, according

The

to their oath, to accept of this duty.”

own

States

knew

their

and these men were deeply conscious of the dreadful
responsibility which they assumed in accepting a place on the
bench in the most important State trial in all the history of the
rights,

Netherlands.

Of the twelve Holland judges

it

is

known

that three, before

had directly or indirectly antagonized Barneveldt. This
fact was also kqown by the wife and children of Barneveldt and
long before the trial began they sent in a written complaint to the
States of Holland, in which they preferred charges of judicial
incompetency against Francois Aersens, Hugo Muis van Hollv and
Reinier Paauw of Amsterdam, on account of personal antagonism
against the accused.
The prisoner himself had also complained
that some of the judges were incompetent to try the case,
“ because they were partial and his eiremies.
As was proper, the
the

trial,

’

’

States

once took the matter into consideration, the accused

at

appointees,

bly

hall,

who were

and

present, were requested to leave the assem-

due deliberation

after

the

States

unanimously

resolved (January 20, 1619) that the request was presented from
wrong motives and that it seriously wronged the gentlemen who

were accused.

The oath was

a sacred thing then, and especially

sacred in that God-fearing country
of honor, and they

felt

;

the States were

men and men

assured that enough of the old spirit of

integrity remained in the breasts of true

Dutchmen to forget
They deeply

and to pass an objective and righteous verdict.

the implied insult in this direct or indirect accusation of

11

self
felt

pack-

ing ” the tribunal.

And yet they were fair. Francois Aersens
had been an open antagonist of Barneveldt between the two lav a
bitter mystery, bitter misunderstanding and bitter wrong.*
And
yet the States would not bind even him, trusting in his manhood
and his knightly word of honor, and left the matter in his case to
;

He

we think,
and another took his place on the bench. The other
standing their excuses, were urgently requested by
his

own

decision.

continue in this

office,

decided, wisely, as

two, notwith-

the States to

them “ defense against
which they might suffer in conse-

the States promising

all calumny, injustice or injury,
quence of their commission.”f

*See below.

to step aside

f Waerachtige ffistorie, 390.

—

%
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But suppose for an instant that Barneveldt’s wish had been
complied with, that the entire tribunal had been dissolved, that
he had been judged by his own States, that the States General had
appeared before the court as accuser
do not the above narrated
:

incidents assure us that the result

unchanged

If his

?

own

would have probably remained

States could not be trusted to give

him

would they have constituted a fair court ? The States
of Holland weighed the charges against the men they had appointed, and, except in the one case mentioned, they found them
wanting, and they refused to release the appointees from their
fair judges,

oath, because they believed in their integrity.

Of the twelve judges appointed by the other States, some were
known to have been strong “ States rights” men. Of three it
was claimed that they had antagonized the policy of Barneveldt.
The rest were neutral. Among them were men like Dr. van der
Sande. of national and European fame. Only the bitterest partisanship could distort these twenty-four judges into a “ packed
tribunal.”*

But in estimating the harsh judgment of Motley we should
never overlook the fact that he relied on the only available
sources
that the accounts of the trial at hand were largely
written from the Arminian standpoint that for some reason he
;

;

more recent literature of the suband that thus he was led, as a matter of
ject, up to his date
Mr. Van den Bergh has well
course, to the position he occupies.
said
“I will assume that some of these judges were actuated by
paid but

attention to the

little

;

:

party

spirit,

but that

all,

or at least the great majority of them,

condemned the Advocate against better knowledge has not been
proven by the other party and is, I dare say, incredible. ”f
Almost literally the same words had been spoken nearly a century
“ That twentybefore by the “ Church Advocate .”
Said he
:

four men,

who

the Republic
or what

held the foremost and most honorable positions in

....

should have allowed themselves to be hired,

really is the same, to be suborned to kill an innocent grav-

beard, against better light and knowledge, appears to me, in a

commonwealth, almost impossible and utterly inconsistent
with the character of our nation.” Prof. Ilosstede here touched
Such things might be conceivable
the very heart of the matter.
but these men,
in France or in Italy or in Spain, in this period
free

;

who

carried in their breasts the supersensitive Puritan conscience

and the consciousness of God’s sovereign eye ever upon them
these men, I say, were moulded after too large a pattern, and were
* John of Bamevelt,

ii,

315.

f
X P- 233.

Het proces van Barn.,

etc., 24.

:
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possessed of too great integrity, to be capable of such a crime.
Even his opponent “ Christianus Batavus ” is forced to admit

—

—

that “ among the judges were a few noble and pious

the country owes

much.”*

AYhat, then, could have

men to whom
moved these

“ noble and pious men ” to have voted for the extreme penalty of
if the facts brought out in the trial did not fully warrant
the final unanimous decision of the court ?+
They Avere fully
capable of weighing those facts in the balance of justice, in their
extremely prejudicial bearing on the \r ery life of the Union.
They were certainly infinitely better able to do so than Ave are.

the law

And

the stubborn fact remains, that

these

tAventv-four. judges,

when, after the execution, the States General inquired of them
whether or not Barneveldt Avas condemned for “ crimen Isesae
majestatis ,” for high treason, declared, according to the letters and
statements still extant in the archies at The Hague, that “ according to their best knowledge, such had been the unanimous opinion
of all the judges.”

Motley’s account of this matter

be

Avell to

“A
to

quote in

year later

compound

full Avhat

is

Avholly unreliable.*

he has to say of

It

may

it

—on application, made by the widow and children of the deceased,

for the confiscation of his property

eighty florins or a similar

trifle,

by payment

of a certain

sum,

according to an ancient privilege of the order of

—

the question was raised whether he had been guilty of high treason, as
he had not been sentenced for such a crime, and as it was only in case of sentence
for lese majesty that this composition was disallowed.
It was deemed proper,
nobility

what crime the prisoner had been condemned.
“Certainly a more sarcastic question could not have been asked. But the court

therefore, to ask the court for

work and was dissolved. Some
by the States-General
to the individual commissioners, requesting them to assemble at The Hague, for
the purpose of stating whether it was because the prisoners had committed lese
majesty that their property had been confiscated. They never assembled. Some
of them were perhaps ignorant of the exact nature of that crime.
Several of them
did not understand the words. Twelve of them, among whom were a few jurists,
sent written answers to the questions proposed.
The question was, Did you
The reply was,
confiscate the property because the crime was lese majesty ?
The crime was lese majesty, although not so stated in the sentence, because we
confiscated the property.’ In one of these remarkable documents this was stated to
”
be the unanimous opinion of almost all the judges.’

had ceased
of its

to exist.

members were

The commission had done

dead.

its

Letters however were addressed

‘

’

‘

‘

A cursory

reading of these sentences sEoavs that Motley Avas

gathering passion, as he Avrote his dramatic story, until, in these
closing sentences, he

Here again one

finds

had to restrain himself Avith
the same Ioav estimate of the

a great eftort.

intelligence of

the judges, and, tvorse than that, a manifest distortion of the facts
of history.

In judging the

trial of

BarneAr eldt, Motley

is

guilty,

*Oldenb.’s eer verdedigd, 234.
t
X

“ La condemnation fut unanime
John of Barn., ii, 392, 393.

et

amplement motivee (M.

et B., 39.)

it
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must be said once more, of a continuous anachronism. He judges
justice and judicial proceedings in the beginning of the seventeenth century by the maxims and processes of law of the nineteenth century.
confiscation

It is a fact that composition after a sentence of

was permissible

as a distinct privilege to the nobility.

such privileges were disallowed in sentences
majestatis.” There is, however, no “ sarcasm”

It is a fact, also, that

for “ crimen lassas

in the question of the States General
fact,

it
;

and a technical reply was necessary

Inasmuch now

for composition.

was merely

a question of

to dispose of the request

as the sentence did not (according

custom of the day) specify the crime committed, but generalized it in its various acts and phases, the States General very
properly requested a specific answer whether the sentence of con-

to the

fiscation

was on account of

lese

requested to assemble at The

The judges were

majesty or not.

Hague on

the 3d of June, 1620, or

they were hindered to send their answer in writing.
“ They never assembled,” says Motley. But they did assemble,
and that on the 3d of June, in accordance with the request of the
States General, all but nine of them, who sent in written replies.
The insinuation of Motley that some of them did not know what
“ lese majesty ” meant is puerile in the extreme. Yan der Sande
and Aisma declare that “ such had been the unanimous opinion
Yoocht and Muis declare that “ such
of almost all the judges.”
had been their unanimous opinion.” Schaffer, Sloet, Salmius and
Paauw declare “ that they had found him guilty of that crime.”
Gockinga’s letter is lost, but his acknowledgment of the letter of

in case

the States General

assembled at

is

extant.

The Hague, and

The

rest of the twenty-four

judges

declare in a letter, dated Juue

9,

1820, and addressed to their High-Mightinesses, that “ at the time
it was their opinion and understandJohan van Oldenbarneveldt and the other
prisoners, also condemned, had committed the crimen lteste majesThe opinion of the judges was therefore practically unanitatis.’
mous. It is a mystery where Motley obtained the quotation,
“ the crime was lese majesty, although not so stated in the sen-

of the arrest of the sentences
O that the aforesaid

ino-

‘

’

’

tence, because

archivarius,

we

with

confiscated the property.”
all

Sure

it

is

that the

the ancient documents before him,

in

an

exhaustive comment on this matter, mentions no such quotation.
The unanimity of the judges, in ascribing to Barneveldt a crime

which

is

known to organized society, gives
men like Junius and Yan der Sande,

the most serious

for thought.

To

bring

oath of secrecy, the tribunal covered

its

like

must have
Alas, by
deliberations and the

Cromhout and Duyck, to such a verdict, the
brought to light things of which we know but
its

food

trial

little.
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way

in

And

thus, necessarily failing in our efforts to articulate a skeleton,

which

this dreadful verdict

was found with a thick

veil.

of which some essential parts are lacking, we are easily led to
form erroneous conclusions. Said Prof. Da Costa, July 23, 1858
“ The delegated judges, living in this environment and far better
:

its personnel than we can hope to
must be strict with the leader of the party.
And it is remarkable Van der Kemp says it with assurance
that the sentence of death was unanimous
and I have exhaustively proven, in my brochure about Oldenbarne veldt’s trial, that
the miserable talk of Brandt, Yondel, etc., about the character and

acquainted with the party and

be, felt that they

—

;

life

of

these

twenty-four judges

has not the slightest weight

Whatever may be our personal opinion of this
matter and our own standpoint from which we view it, we should
make haste slowly in condemning that of which at best we can
have but a partial and uncertain knowledge. To condemn a tribunal and its verdict by the testimony of those whom it convicted,
against this.”

or their friends, will ever appear contrary to reason.

think has been proved

—that

So much I

the tribunal which tried the great

Advocate was not a “ packed ” one, and in setting aside the theory
that these men were appointed to condemn, I say with Yan den
Bergh, “

One
at least highly incredible.”
through its own eyes in order full)'- to
appreciate the order of its events, and the neglect to do this has
brought upon Motley Yan Prinsterer’s scathing rebuke: •“ Motley assimilates the men and events of an epoch by a perpetual
anachronism, in denaturalizing the past through the medium of
his individual and cotemporary prism.”
Section 5. The Indictment. Perhaps nowhere is this “ denaturalization ol the past ” more conspicuous than in Motley’s refer“ There was no bill of indictence to the indictment. Says he
if

must look

not impossible,

it is

at a given period

—

:

ment, no arraignment, no counsel.”*

modern

ears

;

This sounds terrible to

and, Avithout further thought, the reader sets aside

this entire State trial as

a relic of semi-barbarism.

Let us begin

by saying that Motley’s statement is in part untrue and in part a
new instance of oft-recurring anachronisms. Different standards of
law and justice and criminal process have obtained in different
periods.
Mr. Yan den Bergh, thoroughly versed in the history of
Dutch jurisprudence, and therefore a competent critic of judicial
proceedings in different periods

-of

Dutch

history, gives us all the

information we
In the beginning of the seventeenth century, as well as to-day, the fundamental principle of all judicial
need.

proceedings was this
*

ii,

315.

—that an

indicted person

is

considered inno-
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cent until

lie

has been proved guilty.

was given

to the

excepted.

When we

Every means

of defense

accused at the bar, the greatest criminal not
therefore informed that

are

allowed to Barneveldt and his associates,

it

no counsel was

appears at

first

blush

as if nothing but the destruction of the accused could be intended,

law and order were trampled in the dust.
If ever, here a full defense should have been allowed.
The standing of the Advocate and his friends and their eminent services to
the State seemed to demand it.
And excellent lawyers though
they were, they lacked the means and power of properly defending
themselves.
Why were they denied the means of establishing
their innocence, why were no witnesses called, why were they not
allowed to provide counsel ?
Let us not forget, as has been said over and over again, that the
as if every principle of

trial are covered by a veil of profound secrecy.
Nothing whatever of the proceedings of this great trial was ever
allowed to leak out by the twenty-four judges.
One and all,
they lived and died with their oath of silence unbroken. The
greatest taunts and calumnies failed to open the lips or to move
the pen of one of them, all rumors to the contrary notwithstanding.
Whatever we know, therefore, of this trial, we have obtained
from the accused themselves, mainly from De Groot and Hoogerbeets.
And there is a strange contradiction between some of their
assertions and the well-known facts in the case.
The judges
were said to be “ extremely harsh,” and yet none of the prisoners
were put to the then customary torture to wring their secrets from
them and during their imprisonment none suffered bodily discomfort.
Barneveldt retained his body-servant, was confined in a
suite of rooms, and was allowed to receive books, clothes, food
and refreshments from home. Means of writing were ostensibly
denied them and yet, by some mysterious connivance, they all had
an abundance of writing materials in their rooms, and their written
recitals of what happened fill many pages.
Barneveldt stuffed the

proceedings of this

;

a leather-covered chair full of closely written papers,*

seat of

about whose hiding and safe-keeping he was greatly concerned
even in his last moments.f From all these things it appears that
either the surveillance of the prisoners was very lax, or that the
judges were more lenient than they could have been expected to

be under the law, according to which the

The

fact,

trial

was conducted.

however, remains, that no counsel in the case was

* Waerachtighe Historic, 67.
t

“Ende seyde oock

die in de earner seyn

onder een

secretelyk teghen

— verstaande

stoel ghenaait tvaren

”

my draagt

wel

sorgli

daarmede de Papieren, die

(ibid., 75).

voor de Papieren,
in de

Tapyten en
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Criminal proceed-

ings at that time were of a twofold character.

The ordinary

,

in

which the forms of civil process were followed, and the extraordinary.
Here was an instance of the latter, and it touched the
“ lex Julia majestatis,” which even in pure Roman law is exceed-

As

ingly hard for the accused.

to the special statute,

we read

in

Art. xiv of the “ Ordinances of the Style of Criminal Proceedings
of 1570:" “ The prisoners shall not be permitted to speak by
advocate, nor shall they be allowed to avail themselves of writing,

except that for certain marked considerations with a view to the
case or matter in
to be permitted.”-

hand the judges shall deem that such ought
This law' w as put on the statute-book in 1570.
r

Banie veldt and the other prisoners, all eminent lawyers of the
republic, must have been fully acquainted with its text and provisions, and could expect nothing but the application of this law,
if the proceedings were for iese majesty.
The whole trial, notwithstanding the silence of the judges and the sarcastic remarks
of Motley on the later request of the States General, proves
clearly that such was the case.
Nor did Dutch criminal law stand

At

alone in this respect.

the close of the seventeenth century

England occupied the very same position. Under the old English
law of attainder persons committed for high treason were not
allowed to see the indictment nor to have the assistance of an
advocate.
On the very eve of the change of that law, set for the
25th of March, 1696, Charnock, King and Keyes were refused the
privilege and tried, under a special commission, issued for the trial
of the traitors.
All three were condemned and executed.f The
case of Oldenbameveldt therefore is not singular, nor was the
Dutch practice exceptional.
Motley denies that there was either “ arraignment ” or “ indict“The process, for it could not be
ment,”^; and he says further
called a trial, consisted of a vast series of rambling and. tangled
interrogatories, reaching over a space of forty years, without
apparent connection or relevancy.” § This was Avritten long before
A close study of this
1873, when the book was copyrighted.
biography warrants the conclusion that it was blocked out in the
main, before Motley appeared at the Hague, especially to study the
In 1867 his task was practisources connected with the subject.
In finishing his immortal volumes on the Rise
cally completed.
of the Dutch Republic he had been gathering materials for the
And when at last the Life of John of Barnevelt
present w ork.
was published, it embodied the personal views of the distinguished
:

,

r

* Het Proces van Old.,

etc., 28.

f Macaulay, History of

England,

v, 129.

% if 315-

§ ii,

316.
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American scholar and author on the period of the “ Twelve
Years’ Truce.”
But this biography, as has been said, lacked the
faithful scrutiny of documents which characterized his previous
work. On this point competent critics seem generally to agree.
Says Mr. Yan Deventer in 1860
“As }r et it would be presumptuous
:

to write

a'

concatenated story of the

of his time.

of its time, then

life

pragmatic history

If a

on the documents

necessary that the investigation into these

is

it

of Barneveldt and even
to rest

is

documents shall, at least to a certain extent, be exhausted.”*
And he considers that this investigation has only fairly begun.
Notwithstanding the assertions of Motley in the introduction to his
John of Barnevelt, it may therefore safely be said that the documents
were not at hand which would enable one to pass a final verdict
on Barneveldt’ s life and death, and, what is more, Motley did not
fullv avail himself of existing documents.
He neglected to do so
in the case of the private

correspondence of Prince Maurice, as

well as in that of the

documents, of which the quotation at

trial

the head of this paragraph

might have known

—aye,

is

a

convincing proof.

and did know

—of the

For Motley

existence of the

indictment.
in an obscure corner of the archives at the Hague
1861 and Motley saw it. In a footnote on p. 319
“ This
of volume second he gives its title in full and continues
manuscript is in 136 pages, containing 215 sections or articles, and
It

was found

in the fall of

;

:

forms the basis of the sentence, afterwards delivered by the judges.
From this document and from the Verhooren or Interrogatories

and Answers, published in 1850, by the

‘

Historical Society of

Hugo Grotius and the Hisvan de Rechtspleging by G. Brandt, the important facts and
arguments in regard to this State trial are deduced.” In part,
therefore, the description of the trial, the deep impression it made
on Motley, and, through him, on hundreds of thousands of readers, are due “ to important facts and arguments deduced from this
document.” He has so he tells us -augmented the light thus
received by reading the versions of the trial, given by Grotius and
Brandt, two ardent advocates of the Arminian party. One does no
But this
longer wonder at his evident bias and severe strictures
On the
footnote of Motley places us before a strange dilemma.

Utrecht,’ from the Verantwoording of
toric

,

—

—

!

indictment he bases his story, in part at least, and almost in the
same breath we are coolly informed that “ there was no bill of
Motley only saw “ a confused mass of documents,
indictment. ”+
trial, from which a few generalizations can be
made, which show the nature of the attack upon him.’ \ Now the

appertaining to the

’

* Gedenkstukken van Oldenb., Introduction,

fii, 315.

+ii,

319

;

Memoirs

,

90.
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two horns of the dilemma are these Either the text of Motley’s
hook was written, in great part at least, before he saw the indictment and before the footnote was written, and the distinguished
author overlooked the telling discrepancy, and this would justify
the severe criticism on the work by Prof. Yan Yloten above
referred to
or Motley failed to grasp the nature and meaning of
the document which he quoted and utilized and, finding it utterly
:

;

different

from our forms

and thus

is

of indictment, did not recognize

it

as such,

once more guilty of an anachronism.

Before me, as I write these

lines, lies a full reprint of

Barneveldt’s

indictment, consisting of 215 separate counts, entitled as follows

“ Facts which have been

laid

against Mr. Jan

Yan

:

Oldenbarne-

prisoner, bv the three fiscals, commissioned by the High
and Mighty Lords, the States General, to instruct the affairs of the
prisoners.”
There is no special indictment at the close of these
215 counts of accusation. Such was uot then the form of process.
The crime was not specified in the indictment. The fiscals laid
before the judges the points of accusation, with their proof, and
they left to the court the qualification of the crime and its punishment.* That this was a fact is explicitly proven by the mandate
which the States General gave to the judicial commission “So
it is that we, fully trusting in the wisdom, judgment and experience of the noble, strict, honorable and highly learned lords (‘ de
Edele, Gestrenge, Erentfeste en de Hooggeleerde Heeren ’)
[then
follow their names]
have requested, commissioned and delegated,
request, commission and delegate them hereby, to take cognizance
of the aforesaid matters and accusations, in our name and place
to examine the information already obtained, and to investigate
what still further may be obtained in connection with the accusations of the fiscals, thereunto appointed by us
and further
to
proceed
to
other
examination
and
inquiry,
willingl v
ex-officio
forcibly
necessary,
and
is
founded
or
made, as may be
in law and
good judgment, and on all these matters to pass judicially and to
veldt,

:

—

—

;

;

‘

’

administer justice therein, either extraordinarily or definitively or

by

interlocution

;

both on these prisoners and on others,

yet be found to be guilty with them,”
visions as to

how

etc.

Then

who may

follow pro-

thejr shall act, in case of sickness or death of

one

more of the judges, and finally a resolution that they were to
decide by a “ majority vote.”f Grotius himself gives all this
information, and in an extensive criticism on the tribunal, etc., not
a word is said about the defective course of justice of which
Motley complains. And of all men, he was the most competent to
judge of any flaws in the course of the trial had such flaws existed.
or

* Intendit tegen Mr. J. van 0.,

7.

f

Waerachtige Historic, 397.
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The only

possible solution of the riddle of Motley’s harsh stric-

tures seems,

therefore,

be an oversight, on the part of the

to

talented writer, to note the great difference in the course of justice

and nineteenth centuries. To every reader of
John of Barnevelt who has mastered the Dutch language, the
careful perusal of the indictment is recommended.
There is no
doubt but it will brina' new and startling information on the main
question of Barneveldt’s guilt. Of the two hundred and fifteen
counts, fifty-six refer to the ecclesiastical situation, which was really
political in its nature, through the inseparable connection between
Church and State in the Dutch republic. The Synod of Dordtrecht, or rather a national Synod, had become the rallying cry
between the two contending parties. “A national Synod or the
prevention thereof was the price of victory.”* But both in
England and France it was perfectly understood that the real issue
lay far deeper than the apparent religious contention.
But little
sagacity is required to recognize the two great principles which
were striving for the mastery, and whose ceaseless clashing finally
cost the republic its life, viz., those of a centrifugal and a centripetal political policy.
The Arminian party represented the first,
and thus the whole Union was brought to the verge of ruin by a
destructive and determined contention for the rights of individual
provinces in religious matters, a contention which paralyzed the
in the seventeenth

defenses of the country at a juncture of appalling danger,

ever changing menaces

enormity

of this criminal

environed the nascent

republic.

when
The

course becomes apparent from several

considerations.

The much-quoted

thirteenth article of the “

Union of Utrecht ”

extended equal special privileges in the matter of religion to the
And those States of Zeeland,
provinces of Holland and Zeeland.
named together with Holland in Art. xiii, and every whit as jealous of their rights as their northern neighbors, had sent a deputation to the Hague in May, 1617, “ whose special mission it was,

meeting of the Estates of Holland, to insist on the speedy
This proves that the
convocation of the national Synod. ”+
course of Holland was not determined by the contents of Art. xiii,
but simply bv its own peculiar interpretation of those contents.
And that interpretation, had those States been consistent, should
have been controlled by their own attitude in 1583. The Church
in the

throughout the Union was one and it formed the strong tie
between all the provinces and of that one Church Barneveldt
himself had admitted that “ the States General were the protectors
,

:

* Staatk. Gesch. ran Xed.

tot 1S-30,

125; Gesc/i. van den

t Gesch. van den Oud. Xed. Staat. 193.

Oud Xed.

Staat, 193.
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and foster-fathers/’ The persistent opposition to the General
Synod on the part of the Advocate and the States of Holland was
therefore no matter of principle, but it was merely a measure of
utility.
Grotius takes pains, in a letter written on the very day of
his detention, to assure Maurice that “ all the cities would bear
him witness that he had never antagonized the Synod in itself.”*
Those States of Holland, as we have seen, had tolerated, without
any serious opposition, such a Synod being called by the Earl of
Leicester, at the Hague, in 1586, and the regulations and confession adopted in former similar meetings (Dordt, 1578, and Middelburg, 1581) were there readopted and, with minor changes, were
approved by those very States. Nay, further, in the “ Resolutions ” of Holland there is a recommendation “for the maintenance of the Synodical meeting, gathered here, in the Hague, by
the order of His Excellency, the XV Calend. Junii.”f
Nothing
is said about the illegality of the Synod, and in those same “ Resolutions ”

we find one, under which the pastors, Avho had been
commissioned to represent the province of Holland, “ at the
national Synod at the Hague,” were paid from the State treasury,
by an express order of the Estates.;): Their antagonism against the
1618 by the States General,

national Synod, called in

who now

represented the highest authority in the land, did not, therefore,
rest

on principle

;

a fact

which becomes plain when we glance

at

their change of attitude immediately before the apprehension of

the great leaders of the party of opposition.

The

States of Holland, formerly so extravagantly bitter in their

antagonism to the calling of a national Synod, who had twice
returned the letters of convocation unopened to the States General,

had now begun
in the call,
Prof.

to yield.

August

Nuyens

tells

us that they had acquiesced

24, five days before the arrest of Barneveldt.j^

Siegenbeck informs us that they were on the point of yield-

The Advocate
But why yield if a principle was at
stake? “ Stet justitia, pereat mundus.” They ceased to resist,
but not before this call for a national Synod had been made an
issue in the most violent controversy in the history of the Netherlands not before the Union halted, trembling, on the very brink
The French minister had seen corof the abyss of national ruin.
ing

when

the capture of the leaders occurred.

||

himself affirmed the same.

;

* “Alle

(le

steden van Holland sullen

my

getuychenisse geven dat ick de Synode

Nationaal nooit in kaer selve hebbe tegengesproocken.”
t Folio 239, dated

June 24-July

1.

t Folio 323, 1586.
|
||

Gesch. des Ned. Volks

x, 144.
,

Gesch. van den Oud. Ned. Stunt. 203.
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when he wrote home

rectlv

that

a

“ powerful and dangerous

had suddenly raised itself under color of religion.’’*
The remaining one hundred and fifty-nine counts of the indictment touch the political life and acts of Barneveldt. It is imposfaction

sible here to enter into a detailed

review of the various incriminating;

am assured of this one thing, that
every candid reader of this indictment, who can strip it of the
verbose and repetitious statement which it shares with all the

facts

But

and acts registered.

I

documents of the period, will be convinced that very grave
matters are laid at the door of John of Barneveldt. Forget for a
moment who he was forget the eminent services he had rendered
official

;

to the State

;

look at these facts by themselves, as they stand

boldly outlined on the historic page

;

consider for a

moment

the

possibility of the success of the policy here laid bare, in its necessarily fatal effects

on what was dearest to every true friend of the

republic, the maintenance of the Union, and I

make bold

to say

that a similar indictment, similarly substantiated, of any prime

minister of France, England, Spain, or any other power, at that

would inevitably have led

period,

to the

same ghastly

issue

— the

scaffold.

For, despising the orders of the general government, Barneveldt

had

tried to inaugurate a principle of independent action

vidual provinces, which had never been in vogue before

by

;

indi-

neither

under the sovereign rule of their hereditary princes, nor since the
formation of the “ Union of Utrecht.” Water never rises above
And in his tireless straining after decentralization and
its source.
State absolutism, Barneveldt had refused obedience to, nay, had

whose existence was necessary to the
the republic and which had replaced the sovereignty

defied the central authority,

unity of

formerly centring in their royal rulers.f

This claim of

State

and State sovereignty was an actual modification of the
great underlying principle of the “ Union of Utrecht,” the only
known unifying bond between the provinces of the republic. All
alike had sworn to “ maintain the Union to the last drop of their
any effort in an opposite direction was therefore fractious
blood,
and fatal to the liberty of the country. It must open the door to
And if it be true that the
secession, rebellion and civil war.
sovereignty of the States had replaced the sovereignty of the royal
and if it be further true that the States
possessors of these lands
General, though not sovereign themselves, represented the totality
rights

’

’

;

* “ La maladie interieure, que je vous ay decouverte, va plustot en empirant
qu’en amandant, une puissante et dangereuse faction ayant esclate soudainement,
comme un coup de tonnere, parmy eux, sous couleur de disputes de religion.’’
Du Maurier a Richelieu, Ma 17, 1617.
f Maur.et Barn., 47.

—
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must follow

of the

by implication violated Art.

i

Union,
of

the

“ Union,” was clearly guilty of lese majesty and in danger of his
life.*
The sentence may seem severe to us from our modem point
of view, but the justice of the period

was hardhanded,

so

much

so

one wonders at the moderation displayed by the judges
throughout the trial. It was a cruel .death, but life, even of the
that

very best, was held cheap in those days.

Remember

the

execution of

the

Earl

of

Strafford.

Being-

impeached by Parliament, he maintained, at his trial, that each
charge, even if proved, did not amount to treason.
Precisely the
ground taken by Barneveldt. 11 But taken as a whole,” Pym
urged, “ his acts showed an intention to change the government,
which in itself was treason.” Precisely what his opponents urged
against Barneveldt.
Strafford was beheaded, May 12, 1641, on
Tower-hill.
Says Macaulay: “ Undoubtedly it seems hard to
people

living

in

the

nineteenth

century.

The proceedings

which alone justifies
capital punishment or any punishment, by that which alone
justifies war, by the public danger.
The attainder was in truth
a revolutionary measure.
It was part of a system of resistance,
which oppression had rendered necessary.” Certainly of the
two executions, that of Barneveldt seems far the most
justifiable, for whilst there is a strong parallel between the two
cases, it must be said that Strafford, in his revolutionary measures,
had the concurrence of the highest sovereignty in the State,
whereas Barneveldt’s path lay directly across it. Capital punishment moreover seemed a very light matter to our fathers, and
people were executed for things which now appear mere trifles.
In weightier matters the distance between life and death was an
invisible quantity.
Think of Barneveldt’ s own plan, which he
seems to have urged as a necessary measure, on the occasion of
the forcible occupancy of the “ Cloister-Church,” at the Hague,
by the contra- Remonstrants. He intended, it is said on reliable
authority, to have four men, whom he considered the ringleaders
in this “ mutiny,” seized in their beds at midnight, and to have
them beheaded at once, before dawn of day, without form of process or trial, by warrant of the chief tribunal of Holland.
At
daybreak their ghastly heads, posted on stakes, were to be a warning to the refractory populace to remember their duty of obedience
against

Strafford

are

justified

bv that

* “II est presqu’ impossible de revoquer en doute sa culpabilite, et la sentence,
le ton peut-Stre n’est pas sans exaggeration et amertume, devoile un ensemble de facts incontestables, qui ne pouvoient rester impunis.”
Haul', et Barn., 39.

dont
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to

My

“

Lords

tlie

States of Holland.”

To

us the offense would

an ecclesiastical teapot, no more
Barneveldt, however, considered it “ mutiny” against my Lords

seem

like a

mere storm

in

;

If he looked at the ecclesiastical question
innumerable phenomena through a magnifying glass, could
he expect the opposition to minimize it ?
As the story goes, this

the States of Holland.

and

its

bloody plan, fully equal to the counsels of the Spanish oppressors,
was foiled by a majority of one in the tribunal of Holland. Motley disposes of this persistently narrated incident with the epithet

of “ gibberish."
that Brandt

(ii,

But

in a footnote

he says

:

“It

is

very singular

471) narrates the story on the authority of Trig-

but without vouching for or denying it.”* But was not
Brandt a strong partisan of Barneveldt, and would he not have
branded the whole thing as a baseless fabrication had he even
doubted its historic veracity ? Motley’s offhand declaration that

land,

it is

gibberish does not

make

it

united testimony of Trigland, f

who

such, and does not set aside the

Van

der Kemp,:}; and Groen van

Nay, even Busken Huet
“ Notwithstanding the explicit denial of Barneveldt
himself, this way of making an example was so perfectly in line
with his whole system, and the principal historian of the contraBemonstrants tells the thing so circumstantially, that we can
scarcely doubt its truth.’
Once more let us repeat, life was held
Prinsterer, §
says of it:

all relate it

as history.

’

||

cheap

in

those days and capital punishment

-offenses infinitely smaller

came

to

men

for

than those which were charged against

Barneveldt.

IlENRY E. DOSKER.

Holland, Mich.
*

ii,

129.

f

Hist., 908.

X

iv,

43-46.

g
||

Gesc7t.

van

let

Vad.,

i,

Land van Rembrandt,

244.
ii (i),

79.

z

*
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IV.

THE METAPHYSICS OF CHRISTIAN
APOLOGETICS.
Morality.

IY.

W

E have now

discussed the

three of the fundamental

first

We

truths of Christian apologetics.

established Reality, or the truth that

have, as

we

think,

what we term substance

not mere appearance, but has being of

its

own

is

Duality, or the

;

that substance is of two kinds, essentially different and
mutually exclusive, mind and matter
and Personality, or the
truth that mind, in one of its forms at least, exists as self-con-

truth

;

scious

entities

that

we

call

persons.

Thus

we have
The questions

then,

far,

confined ourselves to the sphere of the actual.
that

we have asked have been

What

:

Is there Reality

Of how many

?

In every case
?
and only as to what is. In
taking up the fourth of the fundamental truths of Christian apologetics, however, we enter a radically different sphere.
In simply
mentioning Morality, we pass at once from the actual to the ideal.
The question immediately concerns, not what is, but what ought
to be.
Duty, not fact, engages our attention.
But what is meant by duty, which the word ought is felt by all
This needs to be clearly determined
for, as has just
to express ?
been implied, morality is rooted in the idea of oughtness and
grows through the practical recognition of the particular duties in
which oughtness unfolds itself. No definition, however, may be
attempted. Like all words designating knowledge given directly
in intuition, ought cannot be analytically defined.
As in the case
of being or reality, there is nothing simpler into which to resolve
it and by which to explain it.
Yet while this is so, it does not
follow that it cannot be discerned. On the contrary, it is known
intuitively, and it is thus known as certainly as reality is. In short,
the idea of oughtness, as that of reality, is so simple that, if no
definition is possible, so none is required.
Moreover, though the
idea of oughtness cannot be defined, it can be described.
We
cannot classify it by referring it to any genus, but we can point out

sorts is it

?

are the characteristics of these

our inquiry has been as to what

is,

;

I
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the species, so to speak, which
These features are three. First, oughtness
attention to an ideal.
It points, not to the actual,

the features characteristic of
it

0

itself

embraces.

necessarily calls

but to what
say,

all

You

presented as a standard for the actual.

is

When

I

are honest, I affirm honesty to be a trait of your char-

When I say, You ought to be honest, I affirm honesty to
acter.
be an essential of the standard for your character. I refer, not to
what you are, but to that which sustains such a relation to what
you

you an obligatory ideal and it is the fact of
and so the objectivity, as well as the binding
force, of the particular ideal to which it relates you, that my use
of the word ought indicates.
Secondly, oughtness implies freeare as to be to

;

this relationship,

agencv.

You may

Thou

say,

oughtest. only to a free-agent.

has been mesmerized

what

not blameworthy, even though he does

is

was mesmerized would have been a
not that he has not violated what
but that it is an ideal for him no longer. Just

in his case before he

grievous

was

An

Thus one who

ideal is possible only for a self-determining being.

The reason

sin.

his true ideal,

is,

so soon as his will passed under the control of the mesmerizer he

became incapable of having an ideal. Thou oughtest might be
With the loss of self-detersaid to him no more than to a stone.
mination he

however,

is

once the sphere of morality.

left at

not so

much

Free-agency,

a further characteristic of the moral as

it

on the one hand, ought, as we have
seen, by expressing the relation between ourselves and our ideal,
on the
affirms its existence and binding force for each one of us
other hand, by bringing us thus into relation to an ideal, it declares our power of self-determination.
It would not, therefore, be

is

the other side of

it.

If,

;

incorrect to say that moral it}* in its objective reference points to

an obligatory
Yol.

vii,

involved,

and that

ideal,

sizes free-agency

;

or,

Yo. xxv,
not

p.

134),

“in the idea

only an obligatory Ideal,

it

may Thou

(

.,

of oughtness there is

but

Thirdly, morality always supposes personality.

conscious being, a person,

emphaThe Pres. Rev

in its subjective reference it

as Pres. Patton has put

Free- Agent.”

a

Only

oughtest be said.

to a self-

This

is

so

because the obligatory ideal implied in Thou oughtest becomes
meaningless except in the case of one who, in addition to being
to recognize it as an ideal and particularly as an
on himself, can also compare himself with it and
then try to bring himself up to it, and so make it the practical
For this reason a beast’s
ideal that he has already felt it to be.
Though he determines himself, he can
life must be non-moral.

bv nature able

ideal binding

do so only as he pleases
obligatory ideal

is

;

he cannot do so as he ought.

impossible for him, inasmuch as he

is

not

An
self-
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Since he cannot compare himself with it, it could have
and so has no existence, in his case. Such, then, are
the three essential features of what we may call the sphere of
oughtness as distinguished from that of actuality. Whenever they
are combined we may and must say, Thou oughtest.
Let even
one of them, however, be absent, and ought cannot be used withconscious.

no

force,

out nonsense.

Of these three

features the third, Personality, has

been discussed, and its truth vindicated, as we believe, in the
paper immediately preceding this in this series. In order to the
establishment of the basis of morality two questions, therefore,
remain for consideration viz., the inquiry as to an objective obli g atory idea l and the inquiry as to fre e -agenc y. These, then, must
;

now
I.

claim our attention.

Their supreme importance appears, first of all, in their relaapo logeti cs. They form the very foundation of that one of

tion to

the arguments for

God which most philosophers have regarded as
Kant pronounced the only valid one.

the strongest, and which

Could it be shown that there is no ideal obligatory on us
that
ought meant originally no more than what is best for us, and that
ought not meant only dread of punishment in a word, that Bain’s
;

;

or

Sp encer ’s account

this

of the genesis of these ideas

is

true

—could

be established, the Moral Argument for God, at least in

common

form, would

The

fall.

idea of oughtness, on which

it

its
is

it rests, would not be
and certainly could not be the ground for
our belief in a righteous Law-giver and Governor of the universe,
if we were obliged to admit that in reality they were only the last
counsel of a “ take care of number one ” policy. Hence, the

built, the categorical

entitled to

much

necessity of

imperative on which

respect,

vindicating the intuitional character of oughtness.

Deny the moral law which
begin to ask,

Why

it

emphasizes, and

should we,

nay,

how

men

will

at

once

can we, believe in a

Moral Ruler of the world ? Do away with duty, and you will
seem to do away with God.
The importance of the questions under consideration is seen
quite as clearly in dogmatics. Hot only does this everywhere
proceed on the great facts of an objective obligatory ideal for men
and of their free-agency, but it is in its relation to morality that
it finds its explanation.
Thus the historic events of which its
doctrines are the interpretation were

all

in order to holiness, to

For example,

the complete realization of that which ought to be.
Christ

came from heaven

to earth,

the law,” our obligatory ideal.

“ not

He

to destroy,

died that

but to

fulfill

we might become

“ holy and without blemish before Him in love.”
tified on the ground of His sacrificial blood that we

We

are jus-

may be

sancti-

!
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by the inworking

The redemption which is in
fundamentally and throughout moral, the
doing what, in view of our sin, ought to be done by God, if He
would express His love for ns by enabling us to become what, in
fied

Christ

of His Spirit.

therefore,

is,

view of our relation to Him, we ought

we
is

believe to be the

Word

invariably represented as

According to what
be otherwise. God
essentially moral, as always and in all
to be.

of God, it could not

'

He ought to be, as thus the absolute ideal. Undermine morality, consequently, by denying what we have seen to
be its basal facts, and Christian theology is left without its reason
or end, nay, its very substance is evaporated.
It is nothing, if it
be not the theology of morality, and it is preeminently the moral
theology. It is rooted in oughtness, it grows only in the atmosphere of oughtness, its fruit is the perfection of oughtness. The

respects all that

love of Christ

is

essentially righteous.

Again, the importance of the inquiries that we are prosecuting appears in their relation to

human

destiny.

The immortality

of the

soul could scarcely have been imagined save from the moral stand-

and certainly its defense will be most feeble if conducted on
any other than the moral basis. It is only when we regard ourselves
point

;

as self-determining beings, so created that

ideal for us

—

now is,

that

it is

we may realize

son

that he

it is felt

that rea-

In a word, let a man deny
self-determining, and that he is under law to determine

demands the

is

life

for our moral development, for our reward, for our pun-

ishment, become so self-evidently insufficient that
itself

the divine

not until then that the opportunities of the

life

everlasting.

himself according to law, and he can hardly help admitting that
he

is

to die as the

a moral one.

It

dog

Even thus

dies.

can find

little

is our hope for the future
nourishment outside the moral

sphere.

This suggests the immense importance of the questions under

most practical interests of- the present life.
Our attitude toward this depends very largely on our belief with
Hence, the Epicurean maxim, “ Let us eat
respect to the future.
and drink, for to-morrow we die.” Nothing so certainly robs life
here of its value as the thought that there will be no life hereafter.
And so it is that the foundations of morality, inasmuch as they are
also the natural foundations of the hope of immortality, are the
necessary bases of individual and social prosperity and happiness.
discussion even to the

This is so, indeed, directly, as well as because of the relation of
What, for example,
morality to our views concerning the future.

would be the

effect

on

us, did

we

the power of self-determination

circumstance

;

that

;

really believe, that

that

we were swept

we were mere

we had

lost

creatures of

along irresistibly by the forces
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up the stream

of our descent ?
All stimulus to effort would at
once be destroyed.
Unable even to influence our development,

why should we strive to be other than we are ? Why should we
endeavor to realize our ideal, to make the most of ourselves, to
bring in the kingdom of

God

There could be no ideal obligatory
Life would be
absolutely devoid of interest. It would mean no more for us than
it does for the stone.
Nor would it be materially different, though
the power of self-determination were preserved.
It is the obligatory ideal that gives to this power its worth and, to a high degree,
its value.
Suppose that we had no other basis of choice than our
present likes and dislikes.
Suppose that we had no conception of
a law above us and a corresponding ideal within us demanding
our obedience and devotion. Suppose that we had never heard
and could not hear the solemn but majestic imperative, Thou
oughtest. How would our self-determination differ essentially from
that of the hog turning himself from his rooting to the garbage
that he craves ?
How would our life be nobler than that of the
beast that perishes ?
How would human progress be possible ?
How would civilization be even conceivable ? They are, therefore,
no questions of merely theoretical interest that come before us
when we undertake the vindication of the bases of morality. On
the contrary, they are inquiries on the answer to which depend the
on

ils,

no law for

validity of

much

us,

?

no goal

for our attainment.

of Christian apologetics, the

tian dogmatics, the natural

existence of Chris-

hope of immortality, even the present

man and

the very continuance of human society.
moral sphere any more than elsewhere may it
be urged that practice is independent of belief and that, consequently, it is of no great importance what views are held on the
questions that we are considering. Indeed, it is in the moral
sphere as nowhere else that mistakes in thinking issue in disease,
death, and corruption. This is the explanation of the pessi mism of
India.
Life has lost all value to its millions because it has lost all
dignity, and its glory has thus departed because of the pantheism
They have
in which for centuries the Hindus have been trained.

well-being of

Nor here

in the

ceased to regard themselves self-determining.
tional philosophy issued in sensualism.

not been denied,

men

So, too, the sensa-

Even had human freedom

could not long have continued to strive

toward a supersensible ideal when they were taught that the senses
were the only inlets of knowledge. Let us therefore take up at
once these two questions with reference to which it is of such
supreme practical moment that the truth should be exactly ascertained and resolutely held.

r"II. The

first

of

these relates to the objective Obligatory Ideal.

?
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That we may confine the discussion within the narrow

we

permitted,

will consider

limits

:

—

1. The Status Questionis.
Our inquiry, then, is not concerned
with the genesis of the sense of oughtness. When and how this
sense emerges, when and how the child first becomes conscious of

the difference between I want and I ought, when and how he rises
from the intuition of this distinction in individual cases to the conception of the general law which they reveal
this it would be
interesting and useful to determine
but it is aside from our pur-

—

;

a psychological rather than a metaphysical study.

pose.

It is

Nor

the question as to the efficient cause of the sense of ought-

is

and of the law and ideal which

ness,

these point to

God

We know

implies.

it

Conscience

as their author.

is

that

not His voice,

His “ law written on the heart.” This,
however, though a truth which is second to none in importance, is
not so fundamental as that which is before us.
It is theological
rather than metaphysical.
Nor, again, does the inquiry refer to
the ground of the obligatory ideal.
What is that which makes it
what it is ? What is the ultimate test of right ? Why ought we
but

it

calls attention

Why

to do this ?

to

ought we not to do that

duty, this test of right,

we

This ground of

?

find in the divine nature

We

as expressed

do what God has commanded, and, in our sphere and measure, to be what He is and
we ought thus to be holy because He is holy. Yet these truths,
profound though they are, may not claim vindication at our hands.
They belong to ethics, not to metaphysics. Nor, once more, does
the question relate to the end or purpose of the obligatory ideal.
in the divine will for us.

ought

to

;

Clearly

given

its

design

to us

it

is

that

we may become

and whose nature

is

its

we may

while of the highest practical worth,
religious

;

is

it

like the

ground.

not metaphysical.

God who has

But

this

not develop.

In opposition to

all

truth,
It is

these

and religious, the one
which we must now address ourselves is m etaphysical.
It
It is simply
underlies and conditions all the questions just named.
There seems to be.
this, Is there an objective obligatory ideal
inquiries, psychological, theological, ethical,

to

Conscience calls attention to

more

it.

Consciousness

clearly than to its imperative.

trustworthy

Is there really a

?

ideal within us that

we ought

to

;

oughtness and the implied objective law and
2.

away

nothing

however,

law above us and a corresponding
obey in spite of consequences or

can this idea of duty be so explained that what
plained

testifies to

Is this testimony,

is

unique in

ideal, will

it,

its

be ex-

?

There are those who claim that

it

can be.

divided, speaking generally, into the following

They may be

three schools, the
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two of which, at least at present, usually to a greater or less
combine their methods
The Associationists. These_ would get rid of an obligatory ideal

first

extent,

:

—

*

by resolving the lHea

duty into the idea of happiness, and they
would identify the former idea with the latter by means of the'
principle of association.
This class of moralists, though foreshadowed by Hobbes, had its real beginning, at any rate in modern
times, with John Locke.
He opened the way for it in his wellknown denial of what he conceived to be the doctrine of innate
ideas.
This he applied to ethics as well as to psychology.
“ Moral principles,” says he (i, 3), “ are even further removed
than intellectual ones from any title to be innate.”
His successor
Hartley rejected the intellectual side of his philosophy and
developed a materialistic psychology.
Indeed, he affirms (i, 360)
that “ all our most complex ideas arise from sensation, and reflection is not a distinct source, as Mr. Locke makes it.”
According
to Hartley, therefore, “ there exists no morality founded on the
eternal reasons and relations of things, but all notions of right
and wrong proceed from association alone, from clusters of ideas
which are only modified sensations all affection as well as all
That is,
reasoning being the mere result of association ” (i, 499).
of

—

believing with Locke that happiness was the principle of morals,

whatever experience showed

be conducive to pleasurable

to

ings he regarded as obligatory, and he explained

how

feel-

the idea of

duty came to appear original and independent on the ground that
the idea which forms the link of association may be forgotten
though the association itself continues. Thus the idea of honesty
is

associated with the idea of pleasure

pleasure-producing policy.
of

This

it is

and

will

seem

to

of the miser
it

and his money.

for itself.

however,

the most

best,

may be

lost sight

Yet

;

;

a duty, and not because

to love

by being the

and then honesty will be pracbe considered obligatory, for itself because

but the association remain

ticed,

fact,

H

expedient.

is

It is as in the case

To

really

others and to himself he appears
he began to love it for the con-

veniences which it supplied.
The chain of association holds,
though the link of utility is no longer perceived. By Hartley,
then, the obligatory ideal is resolved into such conduct as we Have
found associated with pleasurable sensations.
This empirical and
In his
arbitrary view of obligation was buttressed by Hume.
celebrated doctrine of causation he denied all connection between
cause and effect except a merely customary one.
A virtuous act
he regarded as such, not because it was fitted to arouse a feeling
of satisfaction in us, but simply because experience showed that
the latter generally followed the former.

Thus

to

Hume’s mind

1
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honesty was right only for the reason that it usually turned out to
be best.
It was neither right in itself nor in itself adapted, so far
as

we

hence

cold say, to promote p rosperity.
It was found to do so
it became a duty.
Should dishonesty appear to haye the
:

same

result, it would be equally a duty.
This travesty of duty
Paley tried to spiritualize by substituting for individual sensations
of pleasure or feelings of approbation the everlasting happiness of
heaven. He defined virtue as “ the doing good to mankind, in

obedience to the will of God, for the sake of everlasting happiIn the final analysis, therefore, he made the oughtness of a!

ness.

state or action to

depend on

its

association with, or rather its ten-

1

'

dency

tov'ard, the individual's eternal glory
and according to him,
the only essential difference between the saint and the sinner was that
the former was wise and the latter foolish. Palev’s contemporary
;

Bentham developed
lines!'

On

this

school of morals along quite different

the one hand, he went back and affirmed the Epicurean

was the chief good. On the other hand, he
went forward and made the true principle of morals to be, not
even the everlasting happiness of the individual, but what he
called “ the greatest good of the greatest number.”
A further
doctrine that pleasure

and scarcely consistent step v as taken by John Stuart Mil l.
“ Departing from the original idea of his predecessor. THiSt
pleasure is the only good, and that pleasures differ from one another only in intensity, he interpolated into the general idea of
quantity of happiness the discriminating idea of quality .’
Regard
for the highest happiness rather than for the greatest amount of
pleasure he made the spring of moral action.
He even allowed as
a psychological fact that virtue may become “ a good in itself,
without looking to any end beyond it,” and that the mind is not
r

’

in a right state unless

Yet

it

love virtue

“as

a thing desirable in

though speaking thus, he continued an associationist appears in this, that he sought to account for the phenomena referred to by his famous principle of the chemistry .of
“ The only color for representing our
the association of ideas.
itself.”

that,

moral judgments as the result of a peculiar part of our nature, is
our feelings of moral approbation and disapprobation are
But is it not notorious that peculiar feelreally peculiar feelings.
ings, unlike any others we have experience of, are created by
That is, while
association every day?” ( Dis ., pp. 139, 140).
from
the idea of
admitting; that the icea of duty is now distinct
Whatever
happiness, he, too, claims that it was identical with it.
that

was duty. This was the explanduty has come to be regarded
happiness and sohas in itself an end and thus to be

resulted in the highest happiness
ation of oughtness.
as a part of

The doing

of

!
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.

done for its own sake, only because of its invariable association
with the highest happiness.
In this manner is it attempted to
explain away our obligatory ideal.
The categorical imperative

seems

which

results

we mistake

dence

is

the moral law

;

? is

is

only the polite

way

no objective obligatory
this

of asking,

The

ideal.

merely

is

happiness
only the

reality, right is

only the sense of pru-

is

What

only the rule of wisdom.

in our feelings of pleasure

To

In

it.

the sense of duty

;

it

for this the desire for the

from obedience to

highest expediency
to do

and absolute law, but

to refer to an objective

for the reason that

What

will

pay

?

ought I
There

idea of oughtness originates

and pain.

widely prevalent theory the following objections,

if

appre-

would seem to be fatal. The distinction between high and
low pleasures which Mr. Mill introduces and which, makes him the
most attractive and plausible of associationists is suicidal to him and
to his school. To see this it is necessary simply to remember that the
essential difference in the quality of high and low pleasures is not a
matter to be ascertained by any experience, but, as Blackie says
( Four Phases of Morals p. 348), “springs directly out of the intellectual and emotional nature of man, asserting its own innate superiority precisely as light asserts itself over darkness, and order over
confusion.”
That is, the reason why there are high and low pleasures is that there are beings such that we may speak of them as
in themselves high or low.
Thus intellectual pleasures are not
pleasures at all to a pig, because a pig is incapable of them, and a
bad man can see nothing desirable in virtue by itself because he
ciated,

/

,

is

incapable of such delight.

which makes us say that
the fact that a man
if

be

is

a

It is the fact that

man which makes us

appropriate to him, are high and that
It is the fact that a

so.

good

man

is

that his pleasures are the highest of

to contradict yourself.

ISTot

is

a pig,
It is

say that his pleasures,
pleasures should

all his

good which makes us say

all.

with Mr. Mill, the highest happiness as the
is

a pig

and must be low.

his pleasures are

To

regard, therefore,

sole principle of

morals

as a principle or otherwise can the

highest happiness be even conceived by

itself.

It necessarily pre-

supposes another and independent principle by conformity with

which

it is

an ideal

seen to be the highest.

— this

it is

That there

the creatures below

him and enables

the happiness of different

men

it

man

innate in

us to discriminate

between

as higher and lower.

Moreover, this distinction must be introduced.

z

is

that renders his pleasure higher than that of

By

introducing

Mr. Mill contradicted his theory, but by not introducing

predecessors contradicted

the quality of pleasures

is

common

sense.

The

distinction

it

his

as to

so real, so palpable, that to ignore

it
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argues imbecility or willful perversity or both.

It is

absurd to say

between the happiness of the London roue
and the happiness of Mr. Gladstone was that the latter had more
of it.
It is equally absurd, as Blackie writes, to regard
a Joseph
Mazzini consecrating his whole life with the most intense enthuthat the only difference

siasm to the ideal of a possible Italian republic as being as much
an Epicurean as David Hume sneering at all enthusiasm, and
pleasing his soul with the delicate flatteries of fair dames in a
Parisian saloon.

whole

This

is

and to reduce the
words rather than to a battle of princi-

to confound all things,

affair to a fence of

In short, this qualitative distinction must be recognized,
and that it cannot be recognized without invalidating the theory

ple.”

we

that

are considering

IV ere

this not so,

grounds. Its instrument

what

is

is

certainly fatal to the theory.

however,
is

its

refutation would be easy on other

the association of ideas, and this cannot do

For example, what

required.

demanded on this theory is

is

that the sensation of pleasure shall be changed into the idea of ought-

This

ness.

is

what the

associationist claims has taken place.

come

to regard as obligatory

able

only.

How

what we

at first

looked on as

can the mere association of

We
desir-

ideas effect this

wonderful transformation of a feeling into an idea so radically
(Afferent from it ?
We claim that it cannot. Give ns mere sensa-

and no reproduction of them, even through assoThings
of them more than ideas of pleasure.
feelings
are not altered by uniting them, and no more are ideas and
by associating them. An apple and an orange will be only an
apple and an orange when looked at together, and the idea of
honesty and the idea of pleasure will be only the idea of honesty
and the idea of pleasure when thought of together. The laws of
association can explain why they come to be thought of together,
but that is all. Nor does Mr. Mill help matters when he represents
the association of ideas as “ a process of a similar kind to chemical
operations ” (Logic, B. vi, c. iv, § 3).
The comparison is not justitions of pleasure,
ciation, will

make

by the facts. See what is implied in the production of a new
body by chemical composition. There is one element, oxygen,
for example, with its properties, and another element, hydrogen,
with its properties, a mutual action in which there is potential
fied

energy expended, and a new product with its properties and it
is this mutual action, which we name chemical affinity and whose
;

laws we trv to determine, that causes the new element.
association of ideas, however,

the idea,

ideas,

perity

;

another^

we

will say,

it is

quite different.

In the

have two

of honesty, and the idea of pros-

and because these two ideas

we

We

are found to follow one

are told that there results the third and dissimilar
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this is

a non-sequitur.

Above

all,

the mutual
combined elements, involving the operation of electricity, or of some one of the correlated forces of the universe, is
not observable in the case of the association of ideas.
That is,
what makes the new product Avhen chemical elements are properly
combined appears to be absent even when ideas are rightly associ-

Ideas are not elements with properties.
action of the

ated.

At

the very point that

breaks down.

It

what

this theory is not
ineffective.

thought
if

but

;

the theory

how

cannot give the

it

is

to hold.

It

it

new

can

idea which

why

us

tell

Let association do

all

that

associationists could not save themselves.

system

4

is

it

it

it

that “ pleasure

is

must

quite

cannot

originate,

I

easy for us to

is

this not so, hoAvever, the situation

cally the same.

is

it

tell

us

how t he

m inds.

oughtness came to be in our

Were even

Indeed,

that ideas rise together ini

is

think of certain things as obligatory, but
id ea of

that the instrument of

cracked up to be.

it is

can explain

It

therefore, the comparison

is essential,

consequently,

IoIIoavs,

is

would be

asked of

practistill

it,

The cornerstone

the chief good,” and that

all

the

of their

our desires

may

be reduced to the desire for happiness. But is this so ? Does
it is rest on a false psychology ?
What is the
meaning of the conflict which every one experiences and which
more than all else distinguishes human life from other life, the
conflict between duty and pleasure, between what we feel that we
ought to do and what we would like to do ? This conflict is either
If it be real, it implies two distinct and, in the
real or unreal.
If it be unreal, then human
case at issue, antagonistic principles.
life is but a farce.
That in it which gives to it its dignity and
not the claim that

meaning

is

a delusion.

cornerstone of the theory under review rests on

Finally, the
a

foundation

As we
I

of

that

no foundation.

is

This

moral

distinctions,

This, however,

presupposes

is

as

In

all

;

Thus sugar
it is

like

satisfaction because

it is

manner, moral

right.

by

is,

“A

feeling

or contem-

not saccharine because

is

feelings
of

presuppose

it is
it

is

the

moral distinctions.

satisfaction

;

it

gives

In short, the sense of oughtness,

as a feeling, presupposes the

That

feelings.

agreeable to the taste because

so far from being capable of resolution into

the idea of duty

the

consciousness

knowledge and so the independent existence
Thus virtue is not right because it gives

obligatory ideal.

in

distinctions,

present to

reality

agreeable to the taste
saccharine.

of

to put the cart before the horse.

some

templated in thought.”

itself,

sensationalism.

is

noticed at the outset, associationists would find the origin

some other

feeling,

knowledge of an objective

the associationist would explain

Avhat itself involves

it.

away
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—

The Social Evolutionists
According to
comes social by development, and as he does
.

man

school,

this

he-

becomes moral.

so he

Evolution, not association, as in the theory just discussed, plays the

sympathy takes the place

chief part,
it is

of selfishness, and,

above

all,

our ancestral experience, and not merely our experience as

individuals, that

is

The

considered.

sense of oughtness

to the association of certain kinds of conduct

tion of our

owd

selfish feelings

The

others.

it is

;

gratifica-

rather the result of ages of

sympathy with

under the influence mainly of

social evolution

not due

is

with the

process of this evolution

is

variously set forth.

may be

studied in such writers as Darwin,

Fiske.

The

exposition of the last-named

and so representative, that an epitome of

It

TT allace, Spencer, and

is

so concise, so lucid,

it

is

all

we

that

shall

attempt.

On
imply

on that just noticed, there is no objecsense, which seems to us to

this theory, then, as

The moral

tive obligatory ideal.
it,

is

not inherent in man.

man. In
had no moral

his first estate

him

pertain to

he lived for his own pleasure only

On

sense.

It does not

the contrary,

noblest product of evolution which

this

is

“ the

;

last

we can ever know ”

(

as

he
and

Outlines

of Cosmic Philosophy Yol. ii, p. 321). It is a mistake to regard it
as an ultimate fact, “ incapable of being analyzed into simpler
,

emotional elements

vidual”
built

up out

pains”

it is

ultimate for each indi-

“ derivative and

....

has been

slowly organized experiences of pleasures and

of

(ibid.,

“though

because,

at the present time,

p.

327).

These experiences are

“

its

e motio nal

antecedents,” “ as exhibited in ancestral types of psychical
(ibid., p.
|

327).

So

far this theory is like that just

”

examined: both

get the idea of duty from feelings of pleasure and pain.
point, however, the difference

life

At

this

between the two methods appears.

That now under review accounts for the organization of the abovementioned feelings into the idea of duty by the emergence and
growth of sociality. With it arises the germ of the moral
Before man became a social being his feelings were wholly
sense.
As soon as he is a social being, however, his
selfish or egoistic.
feelings become ego-altruistic. That is, while he still lives for his
own happiness, he seeks it now in the manner in which the
The
family, the tribe, the nation, in a word, society, regards him.
“
which
the
the germ of a moral sense
complete development of
savage thus acquires as the result of his entrance on social life has
been accomplished by “ the enormous expansion of sympathy due
to the continued integration of

multiplication

and

perfection

increase and diversify our

communities.”
of

the

That

is

relationships

sympathy: and

this,

to say, the
of

society

though, as “ the
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of ideally reproducing in ourselves the pains of another,”

a kind of self-pleasing, inasmuch as

remove that which

what

it

impels us to do

is

— this

sympathy
gradually loses this character, because it ceases to be “ the power
of reproducing in one’s self the pain of another,” and becomes
the power of “ representing feelings detached from the incidents
of particular cases,” from which power there comes the “ instinc-

to

it is

painful for us to see

which the organically registered experience of
power that,
“ as the sympathetic feelings are extended over wider and wider
areas,” becomes stronger and stronger, until at last it generates
“ an abstract moral sense, so free from the element of personality
that to grosser minds it is unintelligible” (ibid., pp. 355,356).
The final stage in this process is the development of what are called
tive abhorrence of actions

mankind has

associated with pain or evil,” a

the self -regarding virtues.
tions begin to be reflected

where

it

This

is

reached when “ethical concep-

back upon the conduct of the individual

concerns chiefly or only himself.”

Hence, for example)

it is wicked to neglect one’s own health or culThus moral growth and perfection are the result of the
sympathy which social relations stimulate.
The question, however, arises at this point, How did man
the germ of the moral
become a social being and thus acquire

the conviction that
ture.

‘

‘

sense”? Granted that its development has been explained, we
There is yet to be bridged the
still need to account for its origin.
chasm
between
man
when,
according to Mr. Fiske,
tremendous
he was only a gregarious creature moved merely by feelings of
man when he had become a social being

pleasure and pain, and

under the control of ideas of right and wrong, though as yet but
How will even the social evolutionist make this pasin germ.
“By the threefold bridge of sympathy, remorse, and
sage ?
mythology.” Sympathy, as has been implied, is “ the power of
the pleasures and pains of another per“
manifested
in a rudimentary form by all
son.”
gregarious animals of a moderate intelligence,” and it will be
“strengthened and further developed when a number of individuals are brought into closer and more enduring relationships.”
“ Given this rudimentary capacity of sympathy, we can see how
family integration must alter and complicate the emotional incen“This sympathy will affect
tives to action” (ibid., p. 346).
conduct within the family or clan;” and it will affect it there
because “ a curb ” is put upon the exercise of “ brutelike predatory instincts ” by “a nascent public opinion, which lauds actions

reproducing in one’s

This power

beneficial to the clan

and which

is

self

is

and frowns upon actions detrimental

the product of

“a

to

’ ’

it,

sense of collective pleasure or
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pain.”
Thus “ the mere animal incentives comprised in personal
“ The good of
pleasures and pains ” must be often overruled.

communitv ”
(ibid., pp. 347, 343).
This process is greatly aided by remorse.
It is caused by the contrast between past and weaker because
“ The
selfish impressions and the ever-enduring social instincts.
incentives to actions beneficial to the communitv are alwavs steadily in operation,” while
“the purely selfish impulses” are
“ accompanied by pleasures that are brief in duration and leave
behind memories of comparatively slight vividness.” “ Consethe individual must begin to yield to the good of the

quently,

when one

of the latter has been gratified, the fact that

weak compared with that which
one of the former had been obeved, occasions dissatisfaction with conduct ” (ibid., p. 348).
Thus, again,
disinterested action is promoted.
At the point at which some
the impression which remains is

would have remained

if

curiosit}7 is felt concerning the causes of

phenomena mythology

emerges in the form of fetichism, and furnishes incentives of a
“ The object of worship

mysterious and supernatural character.

that it presents is reckoned the tutelary deity of the tribe, and is
supposed to punish actions condemned by the community ” (ibid.,
Thus is man developed out of a state of gregariousness
p. 340).
and thus, consequently, he acquires
into a st3te of sociality
;

“ the germ of a moral sense.”

Involved in

sociality, it is really

the product of the sympathy, the remorse, and the mythology to

which

At

sociality itself is due.
this point another question suggests itself.

happen that man
:

is

How

the only animal that becomes social?

does

He

it

is

He
not the only gregarious animal bv any means.
animal.
however,
gregarious
Here,
sympathetic

is

not the only

is

the reason.

development just referred to

is

the result of

The

vital difference in

the fact that

when we reach man

the

maximum

of

dependence of

children on their parents is reached, and so through the long continuance of this relationship of dependence the family becomes

permanently organized. Then out of it arises the tribe out of it,
and with it, in the men comthe nation and out of it, society
“
germ
of
moral
Thus would the social
the
the
sense.”
posing it,
;

;

evolutionists explain

;

away our obligatory

ideal.

It is neither

independent nor inherent in us. Our moral sense is nothing but
“ the experience of utility organized and consolidated through all
past generations,” and

we have now

the idea of duty only because

our childhood is so long and so dependent.
That this theory will not accomplish its end would seem to be

by the following among many considerations
cannot account for the development of “ the germ of a moral

sufficiently evinced
It

:
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thnT may

of

“ The enormous expansion of sympathy,” to whatever
be due, is inadequate. The expansion of an idea does not

even

infinite

expansion will only

In a word,

egoism.

sympathy be

If

essential significance.

alter its
start,
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make

it

egoistic at the

an

infinite display

or expansion effects a

multiplication

change of quantity simply. It is, however, a change of quality
which is demanded. The development of the moral sense does
consist in the increase

not, according to the hypothesis,

egoistic or

even

are altogether non-moral and the latter
of the

of the

The former of these
largely so.
The essence

of the ego-altruistic feelings.

development in question

the conversion of egoism into

is

own

altruism, of regard for one’s

pleasure into devotion to duty

hedonism into morality. In short, “ the developof a moral sense,” is the substitution for one
and there must be
thing of its contrary, if not its contradictory
more than expansion to do that. Nor is the argument affected by
from the incigeneralization and detachment
any amount of
If sympathy were at first, as we have
dents of particular cases.
seen that Mr. Fiske admits it to have been, individualistic and self,
regarding, it will be individualistic and self-regarding, however
To quote Mr. Kidd ( Religion
general and abstract it may become.
and Morality p. 97), “ the only difference between the pain
occasioned by the sight of another’s suffering
and the generalized and detached idea of that suffering,’ is that, in the one case,
we are moved by a painful sight and, in the other, by a painful
imagination
and these, so far as their aim is concerned, are one
and the same. They are distinctly personal in their bearing, and
it is impossible to extract from either of them a moral sense that is
The truth is that the
free from the element of personality.’

in the abstract, of

ment

of the

germ

;

’

‘

’

‘

1

,

1

’

;

‘

element of personality
begin with that which

is
is

the only thing that they can yield.

nothing intervenes that can
feeling

Now

is

it is

it

it

apart from

for

;

of a

occasion.

its

which the exigencies of
inadequacy. But this is not all.

precisely a change of quality

this theory

Were

affect it.”

not changed by considering

They

must end with it
That is, the quality

personal, and they

demand.

adequate,

it

Hence, its
would be fatal

to itself.

If

it

could, through

the expansion and generalization of sympathy, transform individualistic

egoism into abstract altruism, and so leave utterly behind

self-regarding feelings,
virtues

Thus

?

how should we

These are impossible without

social evolution breaks

down

all

ever get the self-regarding'!
self- regarding

in its first effort.

feelings.

It

cannot

account even for the development of the moral sense.

Again, though
the moral sense.

43

it

could do

this, it

could not explain the genesis of

The chasm between gregariousness and

sociality,
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between the hedonism and the morality which
by sympathy, remorse,
and mythology, either singly or combined. Mythology cann ot do
it
for this, according to the hypothesis, assumes that the gods
“ punish actions condemned by the community,” which itself
and, therefore,

these respectively imply, cannot be bridged

;

presupposes the sociality that

morse cannot do it
and weaker because

it

is

introduced to explain.

Re-

for this springs out of the contrast of past

:

selfish

impressions with the ever-enduring

social instincts, a contrast that brings retribution

the present highly developed state of society do

and not even in
find that “ the

;

we

community are always steadily
11
“
operation”
and
that
the
purely
selfish impulses” are
in
accom-

incentives to actions beneficial to the

panied by pleasures that are brief in duration and leave behind

memories

of

we observe
gence in
Darwin,

comparatively slight vividness.”

that

selfish

men

On

the contrary,

and that ordinarily indulMr.
pleasures only stimulates the desire for them.

whom

are naturally selfish

Mr. Fiske follows,

has evidently studied other

more accurately than he has his own. As Miss
Cobbe well remarks ( Darunnism in Morals p. 23), “ he has overlooked the vast class of intelligences which lie between baboons
and philosophers.” Indeed, his account of remorse does more
than presuppose sociality it is without basis on any known condiXor can sympathy bridge the chasm that
tion of human nature.
feelings are to be transformed even
if
egoistic
be
crossed,
must
That it does not do this of itself is
into ego-altruistic feelings.
admitted; for we are told that “ this power is manifested in a
rudimentary form by all gregarious animals of a moderate intelligence.”
That sympathy is as ineffective even when developed

species of animals

,

;

and transformed should be as evident

upward movement is “

;

for the first factor in its

This, however,
“
the
sense
of collective
organized
by,
was based on, and was
“
the
clan, and
actions beneficial to
pleasure or pain ;” it lauded
frowned on actions detrimental to it;” in a word, it was “ fundamentally hedonistic, individual, and self- regarding ” it was simply
a nascent public opinion.”

;

What
the agsregate of the selfish desires of the community.
more
make
it
even
but
to
sympathy,
on
have
it
effect could
insists
this
theory
than
self-regardiug
and
hedonistic, individual,
that

it

was

at first ?

Yet

w^e

this

not

so,

there would

still

have

reckoned with the objection that we
Does not even a nascent public opinion itself imply sociality, that
It would seem, then, that
for?
is, the very thing to be accounted
from sociality, hedonism
gregariousness
separating
if the chasm

have already noticed.

to be

from the germ

Kidd

well says,

been crossed, it Las been, as Mr.
of imagination, and not by the
wings
the

of morality, has

“on

|f
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The bridge on which we suppose
made of materials which, even

were they sufficiently strong, are to be found either nowhere or
That is, to get sociality and its implied

'

only on the farther brink.

germ of the moral sense, social evolution must have sociality and
“ the germ of the moral sense.” With its hedonistic startingpoint it can explain sociality and the germ of the moral sense only
by sociality and the germ of the moral sense.
Let
will,

all

that has been said, however, go for naught.

Grant,

if

1

you

that social evolution can account both for the development and

for the genesis of the

collapse

when we

germ

of the

moral sense, the theory will

raise the question,

Why

is it

that of

still

gregari-

all

man is the only one to become social
and moral ? His long and dependent childhood cannot explain this.
Childhood in the case of most animals is at first a relationship of
dependence, and the mere lengthening of the term of relationship
does not alter the nature of the relationship. For example, the
relationship of master to servant is essentially the same after forty

ous and sympathetic animals

years that
ship

of

it

was

after ten years.

superiority

It is as truly as

and authority.

ever a relation-

In like manner,

if,

as

is

claimed on this theory, the relationship of childhood was, in the
case of

man

as in that of other animals, a gregarious relationship,

would be gregarious and only gregarious no matter how prolonged the childhood might be made.
Xor may it be replied that
it is sympathy which transforms man from a gregarious to a social
animal, and that our extended childhood gives to this a unique
opportunity for operation.
This is true, but of what avail would
this
opportunity
be
The fact is not that sympathy transforms
?
man from a gregarious animal into a social one. The fact is,
according to Mr. Fiske, that what we may call gregarious sympathy is itself transformed into social sympathy. Time, however, as
we have just seen, could effect this, only if sociality were merely
But it is really, and
a higher and purer form of gregariousness.
on this theory avowedly, something as radically different from it
as altruism is from egoism.
Yet this is not all. This change in
the duration of childhood of which so much is made not only
it

man a social being it is itself
As Mr. Kidd says ( Morality and

could not render
social beiqg.

;

because he
Religion

,

is

a

p. 88),

“ Men do not become

social because brought into certain unions,
but they form these unions because they are social. Social evol ntion confounds cause with effec t; and because it does this, it'
cannot account for the existence of morality, or for the presence
•

and operation of a moral ideal and a moral sense.” In short, the
whole scheme is that if it is^to work at all, it

fatal defect of this
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must

what

start with,

is

it

devised to explain away.

It

must

begin with a social and moral being, if it would justify its development of sociality and morality. It must admit what implies an
objective obligatory ideal,

if

it is

not to contradict

its

account of

the evolution of the idea of right and wrong.

The

-

Transcendentalists

.

that of social evolution.
evolution, to

supply what

— This
As
is

school

is

a decided advance on

the latter aims,

by means

of social

lacking in the associationist theory

taken by itself; viz., the reason why the association of ideas has
so the transcendental philosophy
a social and thus moral issue
tries to avoid the rocks which, as we have seen, obstruct the
course of social evolution, by regarding this as dialectic rather
:

It is clearly recognized that
than as biological or psychological.
evolution
which
depends
wholly on the forces of
any scheme of

nature must encounter serious

cannot be explained,

it is felt,

Higher orders of being
simply by reference to lower orders.

difficulties.

To do so involves, to go no further, the fundamental fallacy that
you can get out of a thing what is not in it that, for example, as
we have already observed, sociality can be evolved from gregari;

ousness, though differing from

it,

not in degree, but in kind.

This,

and some other snags, dialectic evolution clears. It regards “ all
existence as a manifestation of the one Absolute Being, the Uniand it conceives of the inherent power of
versal Intelligence
this Absolute Idea as the sole agency at work in all transformaDialectic evolution, therefore, is not an evolving of one
tions.
thing out of another and different thing it is the progressive
;

unfolding of the real meaning of the universal thing or rather

In a word,

idea.

of the world as
It

is

mind

not
:

its first

it tries

not so much a scheme for the construction
scheme for the interpretation of the world.
aim to show the development of matter into

it is

it is

a

rather to set forth the successive steps in the

self-

and the logical jwocess whereby
accomplished,
whereby
matter and then mind are
being
this is
generated, is itself both the Absolute and the world, the Idea and
That is, whatever is real is rational, and whatever is
realitv.
and the rational and real is neither more nor less
rational is real
revelation of the Absolute Idea

;

;

Thus the dialectic
itself of dialectic evolution.
would identify God and the world in a universal
he
he would explain what is 'by what should be
syllogism
remarked
light
of
alone.
As
we
in
the
logic
would read facts
when, in the second paper of this series, bve were tracing the development of the realism of Kant into the transcendental idealism of
Hegel, dialectic evolution conceives of the Absolute Idea, and is
“ as conso named because it so conceives of the Absolute Idea,

than this process
evolutionist
;

;
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immanent

taining in itself the principle of difference, as having

by the worlds of mind and

entire wealth of the actuality exhibited

of matter.”

In a word, not only

but in their essence

with logic

by

its

;

is

reason the prius of

things are reasonable

all

to be understood,

what

This

rational conclusion.

is

is the

considered, has

its

it

Human

desire

This, as in the theory last

thus,

‘

‘

is

the personal in the evolution of existence.”

that

its

human

essence, a

the desire.

enlargement

is,

in a richer experience
is,

,

This

141), interprets

p.

The intelligent agent desires, not a thing outside himself, but

self-satisfaction,

That

Desire, however, has a

all else,

Handbook of Moral Philosophy
(

Caldervvood

as illuminated

have the potency, if not
Hence, the Hegelian theorem is,

must, like

the appearance, of the rational.

all things,

events correspond

truth of being.

root in feeling or desire.

deeper meaning. Real,

:

must be read

It is also the principle of morality.

“

in

d ialectic .’ or power of movement, which must develop the

1

itself a
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desire,

demand

It is as the

—so

is

—

1

self-realization

’

may^often seem,

itself

is,

in

for the fulfillment of the self or subject of

premises in the syllogism, which necessitate

because they necessitate
It

being

reaching the end of his existence.”

absurd though

their conclusion because

be understood.

of

they involve
it.

a

it

and which involve

human

In like manner must

demand

for the

and this, of
supreme since self-

rational

course, will be the realization of its unique and

it

desire

;

conscious subject.

The passage from mere animal

desire to this consciousness of

by T.
somewhat

self-realization as an objective obligatory ideal is described
II.

Green, in his Prolegomena

to

Ethics (Bk.

ii,

chap,

i),

We

have “ wants,” and we have “ impulses for the
wants.” The rational system to which man
belongs is distinguished from the animal system by “ the transiThis
tion from mere want to consciousness of a wanted object.”
“
implies
the presence of the want to a subject which distinguishes itself from it, and is constant throughout successive stages
In the direction of the activity of this subject
of the want.”
under these conditions a reflective process may be discerned.
“ At the same time as the reflecting subject traverses the series of
wants, which it distinguishes from itself, while it presents their
filling as its object, there arises the idea of a satisfaction on the
whole an idea never realizable, but forever striving to realize
itself in the attainment of a greater command over means to the
satisfaction of particular wants.”
Now “ it is this consciousness
as follows

:

satisfaction of those

—

which

most 'elementary form, the conception of someThus the diaas distinct from that which is.”
evolutionist would explain away the objective obligatory
yields, in the

thing that should
lectic

he

,

I

678
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ideal, of

which, as he himself admits,

resolving

it

desire of a person,

that this implies.

duty

we seem to be conscious, by
demand involved in because rational for the
the demand that he should be a person with all
In a word, he would show that the idea of

into the

really the desire for self-realization.

is

This view, attractive and lofty though
the following and, as
limits forbid

it

seems to

more than the barest mention

As we saw in the preceding paper of
tal scheme now under consideration is
“ the host

monly

of difficulties starting in our

attributed to

man

is

open

it is, is

at least to

Our

insuperable objections.

us,

of them.

this series, the transcenden-

by

hopelessly embarrassed

path when

all

that

is

com-

referred to the direct agency of the

Though an imposing,

Absolute One.”

it is an utterly unworkable
Notwithstanding that it sets out to explain
continually butts against facts, and these the most sig-

theory of the universe.
all facts, it

nificant,

which contradict

it.

It

could not

fail to

do

A

this.

priori

As Weber

speculation cannot construct even the frame of reality.

remarks in his admirable criticism of Hegel ( History of Philosophy
it
p. 534), “ Thought is a mode of the creative activity of things
,

:

is

not their principle.

It follows that the

knowledge of things does

come from pure thought, but from thought supported and governed by experience.”
This appears most clearly when we consider the fundamental
not

principle of dialectic evolution.
real is rational,

and that whatever

hard to show that
to

show that

desires

?

all

all

that

Do we

that

is

It is

tyranny

Are

it

there not irrational

not observe large masses of men,

common

?

not

only

Is not oppression frequent ?

?

Do we

is

would be
would be harder
It

is real.

rational is real, but

is real is rational.

degraded, but degrading themselves
Is not

not true that whatever

rational

is

not meet evil everywhere

Mav we say that these things are not real?
hand, may we pretend that they are rational,

?

Yet on the other
and that they would

be so did we comprehend them ? Doubtless, they are
found in a rational system and will be overruled to a rational end,
but they are not themselves rational and to claim that they are
is to make it illogical to admit the other and less evident distincbe

felt to

;

and to do this is practically to annihilate it.
fundamental principle of dialectic evolution
seen also very conspicuously in the assumed development of the

tions in being,

The
is

falsity of this

ethical consciousness.

It is not the fact that the issue of

desire is always the desire for self-realization^

the real were invariably rational, this would be
desire is always for an end that has

some

It is
so.

human

true that

if

It is true that

relation to the

self.

As,

however, Mr. Kidd has shown conclusively {Morality and Religion

,
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may^befor self-gratification as well as for self-realizaand while self-realization consists in the satisfaction of self

p. 40), desire

tion

;

as determining the desire, self-gratification consists in the satisfac-

tion of desire to

human

desire

which the

may be

self

That

has been subjected.

is,

either rational or irrational, self-realizing or

self-enslaving, in its issue

and cannot, therefore, be necessarily

rational in its essence.

Even though

were the

self-realization

meaning of all human
T he ide a of selfduty.
As Calderwood

real

desire, dialectic evolution could not justify itself.
if.

realization

puts

it

(

‘

not equivalent to the idea of
,

“ The idea of selfas a whole, is equivalent
forms of self-interest and

p. 149),

being concerned with our

life

our good on the whole,’ including

all

realization,

to

is

Handbook of Moral Philosophy

forms of suitable effort. Hence, it cannot be identified with
the should be ” (we would better say, ought to be), “ of ethics.
all

’

‘

Duty

is

a distinct imperative of conduct;

whole

is

an indefinite and variable conception.”

Were this not so,

it

would

still

our

‘

Good

bean unanswerable

’

on the

question,

how

of oughtness, would ever be the result of
r- the idea of duty, the sense
As Calderwood asks, “ How is a being whose
dialectic evolution.

the manifestation of the Universal Intelligence a fit subject for
Such a being must be under
the injunction to obey moral law ?”
life is

the law of necessity

:

is

He

he cannot be under the law of morality.

does not freely determine himself according to his
absolutely determined

by the universal nature

own

nature

which

in

;

he

his, as

swallowed up. To say ought to such a being is
would be to say ought to a stone. The latter
as unmeaning as
is not more in bondage to physical necessity than the former is to
spiritual necessity and, as we have already observed, duty implies
a free-agent, nay, is inconceivable as duty without one.
But this is not all. Even if self-realization were the equivalent
of duty and even if the oughtness which is the unique characteristic of duty could be the result of dialectic evolution, a more seriWe should not be able to assign
ous difficulty would confront us.
the
obligatory
ideal, the ethical law.
This is
its proper place to
“ an imperative of the life, an imperative of the reason.”
On
all

personality,

is

it

;

that account
is

it is

essential to the life in

which reason

the essential basis of the activity of the perfect

quently, the holier a

man becomes

ance of

it,

the stronger

oughtness pers onified.

its
is

more does he

live

power over him.

under the

his perform-

Hence, God

the Absolute Ought, because

Him

do or

It

Conse-

be wrong.

He

is

is

This
however, cannot be given to the ethical law, the obligatory

so holy that
place,

is

He

the

The more spontaneous

influence of the idea of duty.

reigns.

life.

it is

impossible for

to

to
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under an evolution theory dominated, as dialectic evolution
of movement, and not by that of law.
Under
such a theory “ the end of conflict or movement is transmuted
into the end of life itself.”
Duty being equivalent to self-realizaideal,

is,

by the notion

tion,

As

when

have been

self shall

Pres. Patton has put

it

will

be no more.

germ

of this view
“ the climax

duty

realized,

in a criticism of the

Kant {Pres. Rev., No. xxv, p. 1A8),
would be the abolition of morality.”

as it appears in
of morality

theory

fails to interpret

of the evolution
its reality

ment

on

is

which

is

Thus

It conditions

it.

In a word, the

it.

this

to the process

it

last achieve-

intended to account for the objective obliga-

annihilation.

is its

narrows

It

introduced to explain

difficulty in fulfilling

of that

tory ideal

which

ethical law.

have been attained, the law

When

perfection of personality shall

bind us no

of our perfection will

longer.

Thus ends

demand

do away with an objective
with the subjective rational

in absurdity the attempt to

obligatory ideal

by

identifying

for self-realization.

it

Really

it is

an attempt to identify

things which are essentially incapable of identification.

The

ideal

or ethical is always rational, but it is also other than and higher
than the rational. Though what ought to be is ever the logical,
very often the logical is far from being what ought to be. In
short, as d priori speculation cannot give us the

neither can

it

give us the ideal one.

actual world, so

The syllogism

interpretation of both facts and duties, but

it

is

useful in the

cannot generate or

describe either.
3.

fTt

There remains, then, the position taken

this paper.

at the

beginning of

In opposition to the Associationists and the Social
who would explain away the idea of obligation, and

Evolutionists,

in opposition to

the Dialectic Evolutionists,

tivity of the rule of obligation,
ideal.

There

is

we hold

who

assail the objec-

to an objective obligatory

objective truth to which rational beings are under

obligation to conform their characters and actions.

which

That

is,

just

though
we belong to it so there is an ideal world which we are bound to
realize, which would bind us even if we became unconscious of
the obligation, and in realizing which we shall develop the best
implied in ourselves.
Thus this position is the basis and the
explanation of the possibility of those that have been refuted.
It
accounts for all that is true in them. Self-realization is a duty
and “ the greatest good of the greatest number” ought to be an
end because we and the world are in vital relation to a standard
which is without and above and, in this sense, objective to both us
and the world. The truth of such an Ideal is proved by the
as there is a real world
;

following considerations

:

exists independently of us,
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A

presumption this way

is

at least suggested

ship just indicated between the position which

by
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the relation-

we would

vindicate

and those which we have, as we believe, overthrown. These latter
cannot be wholly false.
They would scarcely have been embraced
by so many, they would not have persisted so long, had there been
no truth in them. That, therefore, they imply and, as we have
seen above, depend on the view that we are defending would seem
to

make

May

it

for

Even

it.

error

must

on or be mixed with truth.

we have been

is

the truth necessarily

That
?
seems to be certainly suggests a presumption to this effect.
b. This presumption is distinctly raised by the fact that the

involved in the theories that
it

rest

not be that what we would establish

burden

of proof

is

who would deny an

on those

all

The

obligatory ideal.

controverting

objective

doctrine of such an ideal as this doctrine

has just been expounded meets the requirements of the case. Mr.
Mill admits that the idea of duty is now distinct from the idea of
happiness and that “ the mind

not in a right state unless

is

virtue as a thing desirable in itself”

of the theory of social evolution

to

is

it

love

The great aim
explain how it is that,

Dis .,
(

p. 53).

though “ our moral sense is nothing but the experience of utility
organized and consolidated through all past generations,” it yet
discerns moral principles which appear to be and which, so far as
the individual

is

concerned, are a

'priori

(Letter of Mr. Spencer to

Mr. Mill in Bain’s Mental and Moral Science, 1868,
stronger

is

the utterance of dialectic evolution.

p. 722).

Even

For example, to

quote Mr. F. H. Bradley, a distinguished representative of the
Hegelian school, “ What is clear at first sight is that to take
virtue as a mere means to an ulterior end, is in dire antagonism to
the voice of the moral consciousness

....

to do

good

for its

own

virtue” {Ethical Studies, pp. 56, 59). Thus all allow au
objective obligatory ideal to be that to which consciousness testifies.
This, however, is an admission that the theory which we are

sake

is

vindicating would be adequate.
to be explained.
ideal, it is

That

easy to see

if

is,

why

It

would explain the phenomena

there be an objective obligatory

each one of us

is

conscious of

it.

It is

why, if a real man is before you, you
behold a man. In both cases, and in both equally, the knowledge
You
is,
according to the hypothesis, “ the reflex of reality.”
just as easy as to understand

perceive a

man

because there

is

a

man

to

be perceived, and you
is an

are conscious of an objective obligatory ideal because there
ideal obligatory on

man and because

objective to him.

this ideal, in the sense already

Hence, this explanation, if true,
would be satisfactory. Moreover, it is the only one that is so.
We have carefully examined the other theories of oughtness, and

stated,

is

1
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we have found them to be inadequate as well as inconsistent with
themselves and unjust to the phenomena for which they would
Surely, then,

account.
theories to
is

show why the

doctrine of an objective obligatory ideal

When

not the true one.

devolves on the advocates of these

it still

an hypothesis seems to explain the

phenomena in question and when there is no other hypothesis at
hand that is either valid or sufficient, the presumption is always
in favor of the former.
The law of parsimony so demands.
This presumption is even strengthened when we examine the
objections that have been urged against it.
These objections,
though variously presented, can probably be reduced to two. The
first is that of Schopenhau er.
He claims ( Die beiden Grund-

probleme der Ethik Leipsic, 1860), that the idea of duty should be
eliminated from moral science that it is a superficial and merely
,

;

popular principle
the reason for

involves the existence of

and that
an impos-

Such argumentation, however, may be

consistent

that

;

all this is

sible free-will.

it

not logically conceivable

is

that

it

;

who, like Schopenhauer, make unconscious will the principle of all things
but it would be most illogical for others. We

for those

;

have not yet inquired whether

a free-will is possible or impossible

;

know that when we consider a good action as good we
feel that we ought to perform it, and that when we consider a bad
action as bad we feel that we ought to abstain from it.
This consciousness is generallj admitted.
As we have observed, it is often
admitted most unreservedly by those who would explain away its
If now this ought, or the objective obligatory ideal
oughtness.
but we do

7

that

signifies,

it

necessarily implies the existence of a free-will,

“ but,” as Janet
an argument for free-will
“
we cannot reason conwell says ( Theory of Morals p. 140),
versely, and reject a plainly evident truth for the sake of avoiding

then this necessity

is

:

,

We might
is metaphysically disagreeable.”
do so no more than we might deny that we were men on the
ground that that would imply that we must die.
The s econd and more serious objection is that there is no moral
unity of the human race. This objection itself assumes two
a consequence which

It claims, in the first .place, that savages are destitute of

forms.

even the germ

of morality.

This claim, however,

ignorance of facts, or on their misinterpretation.

is

As

based on
Janet has

facts ( Theory oT Morals. Bk.
no people without the sense of right and
wrong. This sense is often feebly developed and there is usually
much diversity of opinion as to what is right and as to what is
wrong but the more searching investigation may be, the more

shown by an exhaustive review of the
iii,

chap,

iv),

there

is

;

clearly does

it

reveal the universality of the appreciation of this

t
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and of its objective character. That all men naturally
believe in duty is as much a fact of science as that they believe
The other form of the objection under conin the supernatural.
distinction

is based on the just alluded to diversity of moral judg-,
ments among men and even among civilized men. This diversity
must be admitted. It does not, however, involve the denial of an
objective or even of a self-evident objective obligatory ideal.
Perplexing though the diversity of judgment on moral questions
often is, the extent and force of agreement is a marvel when we
remember the constant activity of a self-regarding spirit, and the
consequent rivalry of interests. As we have seen, all admit the
distinction between right and wrong.
Contradictory positions are
never taken when the moral law is formally expressed. All agree
that truthfulness, justice, and benevolence are right.
Moral dis-

sideration

tinctions are not transposed so as to place virtues in the category
of

the morally wrong.

Indeed, as

Caldervvood remarks in his

admirable treatment of this subject Handbook of Moral Philosophy,
“ Diversity of opinion on moral subjects is much more
(

p. 75),
|

concerned with what

example,

men

is

wrong than with what

is

right.”

excuse deceit without condemning integrity.

For

They

may condone

vice in themselves, but they denounce it in others.
IIow are we to account for this agreement in the moral judgments
of the race ?
Can we account for it so rationally as by assuming
an objective obligatory ideal that is self-evident to all who study
it ?
When men see to a large degree alike, we say that they all

We explain the diversity of vision on the
see the same thing.
ground of difference of standpoint or of attention or of faculty
we never infer from this diversity, unless it be greater than the
:

Were there not, however, this
agreement in the moral judgments of men, the objection
under consideration would still help rather than weaken the posiThe various standards of right and wrong by
tion of this paper.
their very multiplicity would seem to imply one true and objective
one.
The more false weights and measures there are, the more
sure you may be that there is a genuine and authoritative set.
Thus the objections to an objective obligatory ideal are so
empty that they can avail nothiug against it. Indeed, that Avhich
appears at first to be the most formidable of them even strengthens the presumption in favor of it.
d. This presumption is made proof by the clearness and distincThat which
tiveness of our sense of oughtness, our idea of duty.
agreement, a difference of object.
significant

it

gives us

sciousness,

unique.

is

absolutely incapable of identification, at least in con-

with anything

else.

It

comes before the mind as
Take,

This appears in our experience as individuals.
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example, the case of

for

One

ill-desert.

does not blame himself for

regrets being sick, but

Yet sickness is eciually opposed
to one’s own happiness, to the greatest good of society, and to
self-realization.
If, however, oue becomes sick through intemperance or even through imprudence, then he does blame himself.
Why? His sickness is no more prejudicial in itself to his own
happiness, or to the welfare of the community, or to self-realization,
than in the former instance. True, but he ought not to have been
intemperate or even imprudent. This is all the explanatiou that
lie

it.

.

can be given,

it is all

of broken law

is

that needs to be given.

what makes the

difference

The

consciousness

between the two

cases,

and this consciousness is so clear and distinct that one has but to
have it to recognize its uniqueness. This uniqueness appears' as
clearly and perhaps more impressively in history.
On its pages
the moral, that which implies oughtness, that which presupposes
an objective obligatory ideal, stands out in striking and often
awful individuality and originality.
In the words of one of the
deepest thinkers of the American pulpit of the present half-century,

Rev. Thatcher Thayer, D.D., “ Natural affections are very lovely,
and are even the friends of moral but they are not moral, since
men are frequently very vicious yet very affectionate. No amount
or variety of intellect constitutes a righteous man.
The Italian
Renaissance was as brilliant with genius as the sky with northern
lights, but it was blood-red with crime.
Logic cannot reason out
right.
Imagination cannot fancy goodness. Very sad to say, Lord
Bacon was a swindler. The utmost skill in painting or sculpture
not unfrequently goes with depraved lives. Sacred music sings
movingly about goodness, but sacred music cannot sing goodness
itself.”
No, oughtness is absolutely simjDle and unique. It is
known by intuition and by intuition only, and we have no intuiWe may not, theretion clearer as we have none so impressive.
fore, deny the objectivity of the obligatory ideal that through
moral intuition we behold. This would be as irrational as, in the
opening paper of this series, we saw would be the denial of the
Genuine intuitions are equally
reality of what we truly perceive.
and entirely trustworthy.
;

e.

This proof that we are elaborating

the persistence of the idea of duty.

we saw

also in the first

number

is

much

strengthened by

Persistence of belief

is,

as

of this series, the final test of that

self-evidence and necessity which characterize a genuine intuition,

and which we have clearly observed in the case of our conviction
It is, moreover, in this
to an objective obligatory ideal.

as

instance a peculiarly decisive test.
is

against

its fulfillment.

This

Naturally man

is
is

so because everything

not friendly to the idea

685
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of duty.
He would give much to be emancipated from it. Yet
he cannot silence its imperative. He cannot be educated to do so.
He may live for his own pleasure, but even Epicurus could not

always

make him

He may

feel that this is right.

hold that the

good of the greatest number is the sole principle of
virtue, but the most astute utilitarian could not make him really
believe that he would be justified in treating even one child
unjustly, though it were supposed to be for the good of the whole
community. He may take the realization of self as the acme and
sum of duty but even Hegel, though he might convince, could
not persuade him that the most serious thing is not precisely this
that the self to be realized is very far from being what ought to
be realized. Thus the authority of duty still exists as unique,
even Avhen its uniqueness has been denied and rejected.
We
greatest

;

cannot help seeing

its

practically to think

it

standard.

We

Now

a delusion.

As

Janet says ( Theory of Morals, p. 148),
disappear like that of phlogiston.”
Can
not,

/.
it

save on the theory that

That

beholds

this intuition
is

objective,

is

is

it

rests

bring

cannot
“

this

ourselves

should not be

so.

the idea of duty should

we explain why

on a genuine intuition

it

does

?

such, and especially that the ideal

which

confirmed by experience both individual

and universal. This shows that the spiritual and physical worlds
have been constituted and are being administered with reference
to a standard.
That is, as Butler puts it and proves in his incomand even
parable Analogy “ we are under a moral government
the irrational universe has a moral purpose.
We have the
evidence of the former statement in the fact that virtue tends to
happiness.
“I cannot solve the problem of evil;” said Pres.
oolsey,
but I do find that the holier life I lead the happier I
,

W

‘ ‘

am.”

men

The evidence

of the latter statement

is

the fact that

if

are to develop and even the ph}*sical world to improve, there

must be what we
sooner or

later,

indicate, if not, that

we

Now

what do these tremendous

are under law

;

that this

is

facls

objective rather

These
that it is above us as well as within us ?
what we should expect, if there were above us and

than subjective
facts are just

General immorality means,

call righteousness.

general ruin.

;

with a system of rewards and punishments
are precisely what could not be, if oughtness and
expediency were the same or if self-realization were the equivalent

binding us a law
attached.

They

Why is it that there are certain fixed principles of
?
Why is it that we feel that true self-realization
follow certain definite lines ? Why is it that in both history

of duty.

expediency

must

and individual experience there is evident a distinct power that
makes for a distinct and immutable something which we call righte-
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ousness

?

All this would.be impossible,

it could not even be conabove expediency, objective to self, aud

ceived, but for a standard

grounded in the nature of things, onlv because expressing their
When the essentially mutable tends thus to realize
true purpose.
immutable
there
is implied an immutable standard, and this, of
the
course, must be above and thus objective to the mutable.
Could

we have stronger confirmation of our proof than that both history
and individual experience thus evince an objective obligatory
ideal ?
g.

We

reach demonstration in the relation of such an ideal to

personality.
reality

This, as

we saw

which gives form

in the last paper of our series, is

to all other realities, which, indeed, gives

X ow morality in an important sense

us the very idea of reality.”

performs the same

“ the

office for personality.

That

is,

“

as

all

that

I

can conceive of as intuitive is conceived of after the type of my
experience with myself,” my experience as a person: so that
which is deepest in my experience as a person, that which is most
speak, in myself,

real, so to

is

the feeling of responsibility to law,

the consciousness of an objective obligatory ideal.

which imparts
richest content,

to personality its

and

so,

human

dignity,

we may

say, even its
be worth but for

its

This

it

true meaning,

is

its

What would

reality.

moral purpose aud
ideal ?
It would be higher, more complex, more wonderful, than
pig might
but would it be essentially different ?
other life
think
of himself as
reason, he might imagine, he might even
but he would be still only a learned and
reasoning and imagining
personalitv or

life

its

A

;

;

reflective pig,

were

not that to be conscious of yourself

it

is

to be.

under law. An objective obligatory
ideal, therefore, is demonstrated when personality is admitted^'
Hence, our consciousThis ideal imparts to personalitv its reality.
conscious

of

yourself

as

1

must be true.
To this, the other base of morality, a few
III. Free Agency
words and they tvill have to be exceedingly few must be given

ness of

it

.

—

we
The

before
1.

—

—

close this paper.

Status Questionis.

— Our

inquiry does not concern the

may

not be conceived as a sepafrom the other faculties of the mind,
and related to them only in so far as it directs aud energizes them.
Such a view, though popular, is radically false psychologically.
Its various faculties, intellecPersonality is one and indivisible.
they are so
tual, moral, etc., are not so many different powers
mauv functions or modes of the same power. “ A man cannot be

indep ende nce of the

will.

This

rate entity, essentially distinct

;

independent of himself or any of his faculties of

Xor

is the question as to

what

is

all

the rest.”

called indifference of the

will.

A
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resolution, at the

ing motives

;

meant, that the will or faculty of choice and

moment

that
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of decision, is self-poised

decides one

it

way

the greater influence of one motive, but because
ent or undetermined

;

that

it is

among

conflict-

or another, not because of
it itself is indiffer-

able to act in accordance with the

weaker against the stronger motive, or even without any motive at
This position, though taken by Cousin, Tappan, Hazard, and
all.
many thinkers of repute, is open to two fatal objections. In virtually holding, as it does, that the will’s choice is undetermined
and so uncaused, it denies the intuitive and so necessary judgment
that every effect must have a cause.
It also contradicts observation.
“We find that the law of causality reigns among the
wishes of the heart and the purposes of the mind, as it reigns in
every other department of the soul.”
For example, in proportion
as a mind is thoroughly honorable do we see that it chooses what
is

honorable and that thus character expresses

itself in

the will

and so determines it. The administration of society may almost
be said to be founded on this fact. ISTor again is the inquiry as to
the self-determination of the will.
This is the view of many who
do not deny the influence of motives, who even strongly emphasize
it.
Thus Prof. Samuel Harris ( The Philosophical Basis of Theism,
§ 71), while insisting that our natural

and impel the

incite

mine

it

and rational

sensibilities

to act, maintains that they do not deter-

will

however strongly influenced,
James Seth, while making much of

in the last analysis, the will,

;

determines

itself.

Thus

Prof.

our feelings as constituting motives and expressing character,
tinguishes between the character and the self or will

;

“ while the Self is what in its character it appears to
always more than any such empirical manifestation

dis-

claims that.
be,

it

yet

is

and
holds that it is in “ this more," and so in the self rather than in
the character, that we have “the secret of the moral life” (
Study of Ethical Principles, p. 380). Thus Julius Muller ( The
Christian Doctrine of Sin,

power

—

to

however,

is

to become

position,

noticed.

ii,

p.

47),

affirms

form one’s own character

open

It implies, if it

to the

that

of it;”

“freedom

— out of self.”

same objections

is

This

as those already

does not teach, that the will

is

a separate

and that as such it is outside of the domain of cause and
Really, though many, as Prof. Seth, for example, strenueffect.
ously deny this, it involves Kant’s error of a transcendental as
distinguished from an empirical self.
Nor, on the other hand, is the question as to the poweyof the
That this power is both real and
will or self over the character.

faculty,

great,

we

freely admit.

resolution to do evil, do

The choice of evil, and, still more, the
make one evil. That is, the self as will can

j
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and does confirm the character or self as already determined. What
we do not allow is that the character is the product rather than the
expression of the self and that, if the latter be, as we claim, the
truth, the self can change its essential nature.
Nor, once more,
is the inquiry whether the self can review its feelings, judge
between them as to which constitute right motives and which
wrong ones, and then choose the right even though the wrong may
seem to be much the stronger. Were it not thus, man would be
incapable of deciding as he ought, and so could not be a moral
being. What we do insist on is that, wh en he does decide in this way,
there will be a sufficient reason for his decision, and that sufficient
reason will be in the inclination of his character or self. If he
chooses to do his duty, it will be because he is a man in whom
reason and conscience are really more influential than feeling and
sense, much more powerful though the latter may seem before decision to be.
It is the event which shows which army is actually
This does not appear in the number or in the equipthe stronger.
;

ment

or in the noise of the regiments.

In short, the only question for us is this, Is self-determination of
This involves two inquiries Are we the
the person a fact ?
:

efficient causes of our

than instruments

?

own

And

choices and acts
is

we

word, are
2.

That

by what

free-agents

;

is

that

agents rather

is,

are

we determined by

external to ourselves

?

In a

?

this is the only inquiry before us in this connection is

clearly evinced by two considerations

free-agency, as

First,

is,

the final cause or sufficient reason of

our choices and acts in ourselves
ourselves rather than

:

that

we have

:

interpreted

required for responsibility, and so for the moral

it,

life,

is

all

that

is

in addition to

knowledge of an objective obligatory ideal. A moment’s reflecA
tion and an appeal to common sense should make this plain.
criminal would not be judged guilty of murder in the first degree,
if he did not himself commit it
or if, though actually committing
it himself, it was only as the compelled and unwilling instrument
Neither would you regard him guilty, if he
of some one else.
was determined to the murder by a force outside of himself by
the will, for example, of some wicked hypnotist. In this case the
question would be whether he was so hypnotized as really to cease
to be self-determining. If he was, though he would be responsible
;

;

for

allowing himself to come under the influence of the hypnotist,

he would not be held responsible for what he did after he had been
hypnotized. If, however, the criminal was himself the agent in the
commission of the murder, and if he did it with his own conscious,
consent
that is, if he himself was both the efficient and the final
;

;
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we do not seek further
mankind agrees, that he is
under obligation to suffer punishment. Thus if he was constituted
to know better, free-agency as we have explained it is the only addicause of the decision to commit the murder,
the law says, and the conscience of

tional condition of

The other

moral responsibility.

consideration

is

that liberty of indifference, and even

the view of Muller, Seth, and Harris, in proportion as

the former, are inconsistent with moral

approaches

it

though

This,

life.

it is,

as

we have emphasized, more than

rational, is still essentially rational.

The content

demand

of its characteristic

highest reason.

A moral

Otherwise, oughtness would

being.

But

does to a dog.

a

is

the highest form of the

being must, therefore, be at least a rational

being

who

mean no more

him than

to

it

can decide against the stronger

motive and even without any motive is not a rational being. On
the contrary, he is an irrational being for to decide without any
motive is to decide without any reason. Nor does it avail to say,
with writers like Prof. James Seth, that the self is always more than
;

the character in which

it

appears to manifest

secret of the moral life is in this more."

and that “ the
means that the

itself,

If this

which determines itself without
simply means that there is no moral life because what
If, however, all
called the moral life is in its essence irrational.

secret of the moral life is in that

reason,
is

it

that “ the

” in

which resides “the secret of the
moral life ” is inscrutable to us so that we cannot discern the
motives or reasons influential in it, we have no objection to offer.
We do not claim to understand all the motives or to appreciate in
advance of the event the force of all the reasons in accordance
with which we always and certainly determine ourselves. What
we do claim is that we never consciously decide without a motive
that

it

means

or reason

beings.

is

more

and that if we could do so, we should not be moral
That a man may decide according to mere irrational
;

impulse as the beast does
is not,

we do

not question

in the case of the beast, any

;

more than

but such a choice
in that of the

irrational in the sense of being without a reason.

the choice

is

according to the nature of the chooser.

who makes such
The

vital difference

choice.

The

become
between them is

a choice has

beast does

it

The man

like a beast in disposition.

way

in the

spontaneously

gently as well as spontaneously.

man,

In both cases,

But

;

the

this,

man

of

making the

does

it intelli-

of course, implies a

the choice. If we must have this, even in
mere spontaneous choice, much more must we have it in choice
which is both spontaneous and intelligent.
3. The theories opposed to this doctrine of free-agency or selfdetermination of the person may be reduced to the following three
44

sufficient reason for

:
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Fatalism

.

—This

the belief that events,

is

as physical, are determined

and connected by

personal

as

well

a blind force in

such

whatever you may do, a certain thing must happen.
view is, of course, the flat denial of both the elements of
One cannot be the efficient cause of his own choices
free-agency.
a

way

Such

that,

a

and decisions

very point of the L^pothesis

for the

;

blind force of fate

is

that the

stronger than any special causes.

Neither
can one have in himself the sufficient reason for his volitions
for there is no sufficient reason for anything except the blind force
and this is not a reason, since another point of the
of fate
hypothesis is that fate is blind. This theory, however, to go no
is

:

;

further,

by the

contradicted

is

and of which we form

evinces reason both in

Otherwise,
science

is

fact that the

a part is a

cosmos

a world

is,

constitution and in

its

would be impossible.

science

.

— This admits

the

allows that a person, or what

cause of his

own

it

first

which

development.

its

Indeed,

the fact of

element of free-agency.

conceives to be one,

choices, resolutions,

and

ever, the second element of free-agency.

ourselves according to our

altogether

by the chain

of which each of us

of fatalism,

we

than blind,

it is

is

world in which we live
that

the absolute refutation of fatalism.

Materialism

This

;

is

own

we

nature, but

the efficient

howdo not determine

actions.

We

is

It

It denies,

are determined,

of essentially physical causes in

which and
\

Thus, as really as on the hypothesis

one.

are under the law of necessity
true, but just as real

;

mechanical rather

and external a necessity.

the view of writers like Bain, Maudsley, and Miinsterberg.

The general

position of this school is set forth in the following

quotation from a recent publication, Evolutionary Ethics and Ani-

mal Psychology by E. P. Evans “ If we could trace all the complex incitements and impulses which lead the assassin to lift his
:

,

arm and

strike the fatal blow,

essity of the action as absolute

which the decapitated frog

we

should, doubtless, find the nec-

and inevitable as the movement by

raises its leg to scratch

an irritative

Thus the human will would
drop of nitric acid from its side.”
But the objections to
pure
and
simple.
mechanism
to
be reduced
of the mechanism
Can
that
part
be
a
this view are insuperable.
nature which discovers, explains, and employs that mechanism? Because the human person is in these and other ways above
of

may be affected, he cannot be determined, by it.
Again, the mechanism of the physical world is known only to
Now that we determine ourselves is an admitted
consciousness.

nature, while he

and one of the clearest of them. How,
then, may we say with Bain that the consciousness of freedom is
only a delusion? If we invalidate consciousness in the one case,

fact of consciousness,

we

invalidate

it in

the other.
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element of free-agency, but

but, whether
and geometric, like the pantheism of Spinoza or
spiritualistic and ideal, like the pantheism of Hegel
it is fatal to
the view that you and I are the efficient causes of our choices,
resolutions, and actions.
Strictly speaking, on either of these
theories, or on those that approach them, as Malebranche’s theory
of
occasional causes,
Edwards’ doctrine of continuous creation,
and Emmons’ “ exercise scheme,” there is no efficiency save in the
Absolute this is the cause of all. Such a position, however, in
any of its forms, is exposed to the fatal objection, to refer to but
one of many, that it also contradicts a fundamental fact of con-

denies the

allows

It

first.

self-determination

:

materialistic

;

—

‘

’

‘

’

:

sciousness.

If

we

are conscious of anything,

made

we

are conscious, not

but that they are created by
us.
Indeed, it is from ourselves as exerting power and originating
action in willing that we get our idea of power and such a conthat our volitions are

we have

ception as
4. It

we

of creation.

only remains, then, for us to vindicate free-agency

theory that
of our

for us,

own

we

:

or the

not the instrumental, but the efficient causes,

are,

acts, resolutions,

and even choices and that in all this
by anything outside of ourselves,
;

are finally determined, not

We

but by our own nature.
really please to choose,

really are.

This

is

ment would seem
grounds
a.

As

we choose as we
choose as we ourselves

really choose,

and we please to

the position to be established, and

its

establish-

be complete on the following among other

to

:

has been already remarked,

it is

involved in the obligatory

whose objective realit}r as proved in the former part of this
Such an ideal is
paper, we may and should now take for granted.
fact
of
such an ideal
the
possible only for a free--agent
and so
carries with it the truth of free-agencv, and would do so, even
were there no other considerations to be urged in its support.
b. There are, however, many such.
For example, a presumption
in favor of free-agency is raised by the fact that the burden of
proof now falls on those who would deny it.
The hypothesis that
man is a free-agent would meet all the necessities of the case, if it
were true. As we have seen, it would justify our consciousness of
responsibility.
It would explain also our consciousness of free
self-determination. This consciousness is precisely what we should
expect that we should have, if we were self-determining beings.
ideal

,

;

The hypothesis
the facts.

The other

that

we

Moreover,
theories

all,

are such

is,

therefore, the one

the only one that does

it

is

as

we must now have

the consciousness of freedom unexplained.

demanded by
fit

the facts.

inferred, leave at least

The

nearest that they

;
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come

when they say with Spinoza that we
know the causes of our decisions and on

to an explanation is

have forgotten or do not
this account judge them

what

to

be

free.

This, however, is to explain

by a mere negation,
and so is no explanation. That we have forgotten the cause of
something does not show why we know ourselves to be the cause.
Surely, then, it devolves on the holders of these theories to disprove free-agency, and this raises a decided presumption in its
favor.
The law of parsimony so requires.
c. This presumption is strengthened by the very difficultie s by
which, at first sight, the theory of free-agency seems to be embarThere is what we may call the practical difficulty. This^
rassed.
arises from ‘‘moral statistics.”
These appear to prove that human
is

distinctly positive in consciousness

actions are not the products of free-will, but of a natural law.

For example, tables have been prepared which seem to show that
“ in any given number of men from year to year a certain definite
and constant percentage of crimes, and even of crimes of a particuSuch statistics, however, really
lar kind, may be reckoned on.”
At any rate,
point toward the position that we would establish.
they are clearly inconsistent with the hypothesis that human actions
are the products of natural law only. They are not constant enough

They vary

for that.

perceptibly while natural laws are invariable.

Moreover, these approximately constant numbers can be obtained
only by taking in a wide range.
there

is

If

among

ten millions of

annually one offender in three thousand,

it is

that in every actual group of three thousand there

is

men

not the case

one offender.

were a law of natural necessity that operated, its applicaYet
“ The law of the
bility as law would tell in regard to all parts.
combination of 0 2 with C in carbonic acid proves as true in regard
to a gramme of carbonic acid as in regard to a kilogramme.”
Yet, on the other hand, these “moral statistics” are too
nearly constant for us to suppose that they express no law.
What, then, is indicated, if not a law other than natural a spiritual force which, though above natural law, is under law to itself
a person who, though within limits determining external nature,
More
is always and altogether determined by his own nature
The power of
serious than this is the metaphysical difficulty.
if it

;

'?

and the universal reign of causation are contradictory.
Hence, logically, to admit the power of the will means to deny
the universal reign of causation and thus to surrender metaphysical
completeness in our scheme of the universe. Yet even Kant, who
will

keenly and stated it as sharply as it has ever
been felt and stated, would nut succumb to it. He insisted, as do
Lotze and the Neo-Kantians, on “ recognizing this theoretically

felt this difficulty as
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a postulate of the practical reason.’

”

would venture to show with McCosh ( The Divine Government
“a' more excellent way.” The contradiction to which
,

p. 280),

Kant

referred does not

lie

in the principles of reason, but only in

certain false a priori representations of them.

That

is,

the power

and the universal reign of causation may be contraries,
but they need not be contradictories. To prove them to be the
latter, it would be necessary to show freedom and non-causation to
be the same attribute. But “ this is the very point in dispute, and

of the will

cannot be settled by the principle of contradiction itself
nor
indeed by any mere analytic or logical principle, but by synthetic^
evidence which cannot possibly be had.”
In a word, the power
;

and the universal reign of causation are ultimate facf^
by primary principles in our constitution. That we cannot trace the connection between them is, therefore, no reason why
they should not both be true. Kay, it strengthens the already
stated presumption that they are.
It is a characteristic of ultimate
facts that they are independent.
If a connection could be discovered between them, it would show that they were not ultimate,
but met in a farther unity.
d. That they may even be seen not to be contradictories would
seem to follow from the fact that many thinkers, the most keenly
logical who have based their systems of the universe on the
universality of causation, have, nevertheless, had not the least
difficulty in holding to free-agency and have even been among its
most zealous teachers. In support of this statement it is sufficient
“ If,”
to name John Calvin, John Owen, and Jonathan Edwards.
says Calvin (Henry’s Life of Calvin i, p. 497), “ force be opposed
to freedom, I acknowledge and will always affirm, that there is a
free-will, a will determining itself, and proclaim every man who
thinks otherwise a heretic.
Let the will be called free in this
of will

attested

,

sense, that

is,

because

it is

not constrained or impelled irresistibly

from without, but determines
(

itself

Dissertation on Divine Justice chap,
,

the very nature of the will

:

by
i,

itself.”

sec. 26),

says
is

’

must necessarily act freely
problem is in this statement

of

activity of a person

or

.’

it

The solution of our
Owen. The human will, because the
e.

And Owen

“ to act freely

If_it
cannot but be free.
Its freedom is of its essence.
were not self-determining and self-acting, it would not be^irituaK
Hence, T. HOGrreen, though a thinker of a school very unlike
Owen’s, has well said {P rolegomena to Ethics p. 93), “the question
as to the freedom of moral agents is not the question commonly
debated, with much ambiguity of terms, between determinists
and indeterminists not the question whether there is or is not a

spirit,

,

’

‘

‘

;’
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unmotived willing; but the question whether
by which it is the characteristic of moral or
human action to be determined, are of properly natural origin or
can be rightly regarded as natural phenomena.’
That they may
not be so regarded is clear.
As a matter of fact it is not what is
external to us that moves us to choice and action. The saloon is
no temptation to a man of pure appetites: it is an invincible
temptation to a man of thoroughly depraved appetites. Thus it is
of

possibility

motives, of that kind

’

makes the
man, though he be the slave of
drink, is free
he determines himself by himself
he himself
chooses to drink, and he so chooses because of his own appetite.
So long as he is a man he cannot do otherwise. It is the necessity of his nature thus to determine himself by himself and so to
be under the law of freedom, just as it is the necessity of the
stone’s nature to be determined in its course by what is outside of
Causation operitself and thus to be under the law of necessity.
not the external saloon but the in tern al appetite that

temptation: and so

it is

that the

;

ates equally in

;

both

cases.

It operates

differently,

both, because of the radical difference between them.

physical and, therefore, must be necessary

case

it is

it is

rational and, therefore,

must be

;

however, in
In the one
in the other

free.

f. Final ly, as an obligatory ideal is, as we have seen, the
reality of personality; so in an even deeper sense is this true of

free-agency:
so

much

The meaning, the dignity, of humanity appears, not
we are under law, as in the fact that we

in the fact that

ourselves strictly according to ourselves whether to
obey it or not to obey it. It is this tremendous fact of freeagency and consequent responsibility which, as Prof. James Seth
says (A Study of Ethical Principles p. 349), is the grand characteristic of our life, and forbids its resolution into the life either of

determine

,

nature or of
ity, if

we

God

!

If,

we accept the truth of personalwe must grant free-agency. It is

therefore,

believe in ourselves

;

personality’s soul.

Pbixceton.

Wm. B rentox

Greene,

Jr.

—

y.

ECCLESIASTICAL NOTES.
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND.
“

Ax

unusually busy

— an

unusually dull Assembly.”

Such has
There were several isolated

been the general verdict in Scotland.

And

speeches of great power, but no full-dress debates.

not a single

The Moderator was Dr. Leishman,

scene, nor a flash of humor.

ter of Linton, a small rural parish near Kelso,

a

man

minis-

of fine presence

and great dignity, with the beautiful “ manners ” of the old school.
For several years, from 1890 to 1896, the Moderators of the Church of
Scotland were

all either

notable professors or ministers of great city

— recognized leaders.

These were the days of Church defense,
was thought needful to have in the forefront the Church's
But with disestablishment, for the time
strongest men, her fighting men.
being, dead and buried, it was felt that the Moderator's chair might be
charges

when

it

occupied by
spheres.

men

had been

of another type, whose lot

Though but country

however,

ministers,

cast in quieter

the Moderators of

1898 and 1897, Dr. Leishman and Dr. Mair, are men of marked ability
and both have served the Church well by their pens, Dr. Leishman
having made valuable contributions

to the liturgical history of Scotland,

while Dr. Mair’s Digest of Church Laws is the recognized authority on
Dr. Leishman discharged the duties of the
ecclesiastical legal procedure.
office

with great propriety, and closed the Assembly by an address distin-

guished for

its

Melville,

and

lofty spiritual tone

The Lord High Commissioner
a descendant of

the

its

exquisite literary grace.

of the year

was the Earl of Leven and

famous Alexander

Leslie,

the

“

little

crooked soldier” who, after serving with Gustavus Adolphus in Sweden,

was called by the Scottish Covenanters
which he did with conspicuous

to take

command

of their army,

This was the

first occasion on
which the present holder of the Leven peerage has acted as Her

success.

Majesty’s representative to the General Assembly, but no
appears on the

roll

of Lord

High Commissioner, Earls

of

name so often
Leven having

previously acted in this capacity at no fewer than thirty-two Assemblies.
It

was a

difficult task

holder of the post

— for

to succeed the

Marquis

great favorites with the Assembly, but the
well,

and dispensed the

Her Majesty with

of

Tweedale

— the former

he and his Marchioness had made themselves
hospitalities of

great courtesy.

missioner entertains a certain

It

new Commissioner did

Holyrood House

may

in the

be mentioned that

number of the members of

his part

name of
the Com-

the Assembly
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every evening, each

member receiving
members being

the more distinguished

at least

one invitation to dinner,

usually asked twice.

It

is

one of

the privileges or penalties attached to the office of Moderator that

holder

is

expected to dine at the palace every evening.

its

Toward the

each banquet a selection of Scotch music is usually rendered by
Highland Pipers, who march round the table, which is laid in the great
picture gallery adorned by the portraits of 100 Scottish kings.
Southclose of

ern guests are not always able to appreciate this music, but

it thrills

the

cultured Scot.

Before proceeding to deal with Assembly business proper, reference

may

be permitted to an interesting service held in St. Giles’ on the

Assembly Sunday

in

commemoration

of the

The

completion of the Shorter Catechism.
in

by

Church

representatives of the

the United Presbyterian Church.

Dr. Macgregor, of

celebration was taken part

of Scotland, the

Dr.

first

250th anniversary of the
Free Church and

Mair, the ex-Moderator, and

Church of Scotland;

St. Cuthbert’s, representing the

Principal Kainy and Dr. Whyte, of Free St. George’s, the Free Church;

and Prof. Orr, the United Presbyterian Church.

Dr. Macgregor dealt

with the Catechism in

Orr

Aspect,

its

Historical Aspect, Prof.

and Principal Rainy

nificent audience

who sang

in

its

Doctrinal

There was a mag-

in its Devotional Aspect.

ihe old Scotch Psalms and paraphrases wilh
Historical students will also be

a lustiness that did one’s heart good.

interested to learn that a wonderfully complete collection of portraits of

Moderators of the Church of Scotland from 1560

to

1898 has been got

together, chiefly through the indefatigable zeal of the Rev. R.

now Convener

of the

Church

of Scotland’s

W.

Weir,

Committee on Correspond-

ence with Other Churches.

The

statistics

of the

Church

progress all along the line.

as presented to the

Assembly showed

In 1873, the number of communicants

connection with the Church of Scotland was reported as 460,464.

in

The

The increase
increase of more than a third.
was 8395. In 1873 (he Christian liberality of the Church
was returned as amounting to £278,000. For last year the figure was
The increase over 1896
£485,000, an increase of more than a half.
than
It must be borne
£60,000.
was nearly £20,000; over 1895 more
the
income
of the Church of
not
represent
in mind that these figures do
offerings
of
the Church and
Scotland, but only the annual free-will

number

is

now 641,803, an

for last year

seat-rents as paid in a certain

as a rule,

there are

number

no seat-rents.

of churches.

In country parishes,

These figures take no account of

endowments or of interest from invested funds. If they did, the sum
named would be largely augmented. To mention one item alone, the
annual income from endowments provided by the free-will offerings of
But the figures
the people during the last fifty years is over £40,000.
as given

above do not include

this

sum.

In the Assemblies of 1896-1897 there were warm discussions as to the
acceptance of a new hymnal which had been prepared by a joint com-
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composed of representatives of the Church of Scotland, the Free
Church and the United Presbyterian Church. In 1896 the Assembly,
led by Dr. John MacLeod of Govan, rejected, by a majority, the Draft
Hymnal then laid upon the table. This decision was deeply regretted in
many quarters, and in 1897 the question was again raised by overtures
from several Presbyteries, whereupon the Assembly of that year apmittee,

pointed a committee to resume negotiations with the representatives of the
other Churches (the Irish Presbyterian Church had come in meanwhile),

with power

mittee

—

upon further consideration they were

if

— to issue the

Hymnal

held

meetings,

contents

several

name
and made

in the

satisfied

with

its

This com-

of the Church.

suggestions for the

various

—

improvement of the Hvmual.
Their suggestions those in particular
which had reference to the insertion of certain favorite hymns from the

Church

of Scotland

book

— were

by the representa-

cordially considered

Hymnal was
Assembly of 1898 as a
Prof. Story and Sir James Ferguson expressed some
fait accompli.
dissatisfaction but no motion for the rejection of the Hymnal was made.
The musical edition which is being supervised by Sir John Stainer has

tives of the other Churches, with the result that the

approved by the committee and brought up

not yet been

new book

issue'd,

but

it

is

to the

expected to be very

— The Church Hymnary, as

it is

joint

called

—

fine.

The

use of the

will of course

be simply

and many congregations will no doubt go on using the old
Scottish Hymnal.
To-day there is no report so certain to crowd the benches of the
Assembly as that on foreign missions.
The writer can remember a time
when things were very different, and when even the great Norman
MacLeod, with his matchless eloquence, could hardly fill the house on
Foreign Mission Day.
But “ one soweth and another reapetli.”
Norman MacLeod saw little fruit from his abundant labors, but the fruit
permissive,

has come, a notable symptom being the uniformly large attendance of
recent years
there

is

more

when

foreign missions are on the card of business.

substantial evidence that the

interest in this great scheme.

Church

Twenty years ago

taking an ever deeper

the

income of the foreign

mission scheme from collections, donations and legacies was a

£9000.

But

is

little

over

Last year from the same sources the income was over £29,000.

In other words, contributions for this object have trebled within the

twenty years.

In addition, the Woman’s Association

for

last

Foreign Mis-

upward of £10,000, so that the total income of
from free-will offerings for the evangelization of
Not what it should be, but the progress
the heathen was over £40,000.
The progress in funds, however, though striking
has been remarkable.
and gratifying, has not kept pace with the calls for extension that come
from those mission fields where the work has been specially blessed, an

sions raised, last year,

the

Church

increase

of Scotland

of the

staff

being urgently required at the Panjab,

Himalayan and African

stations.

in connection with the missions of

The

Eastern

number of baptized Christians
the Church in India, Africa and China
total
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The converts

China (onr youngest mission) are not numerof zeal and in time of dire persecution
showed themselves splendidly loyal.
But in no field does the door seem
so open as in the Panjab, where whole villages are welcoming the Gospel.
The report was given in by Dr. MacMurtrie— the Convener and was

is

8156.

ous

— 176 —but

in

they are

full

—

by Dr. Mitford Mitchell, who had recently visited India, and
whose personal testimony to the work being done by our missionaries was
listened to with much interest. The report, however, did not pass without
some adverse criticism. A Mr. Menzies, of Fordoun, took it upon him to
spoken

to

inform the house that in certain books of travel he had read, and from

had heard, animadversions on missions. Who has
But Mr. Menzies is known to the Assembly, and is not taken

certain planters he

not

?

seriously.

Prof. Charteris, whose eloquent advocacy has done

late years for foreign mission advance, also spoke.

many

much

in

His advocacy has led

congregations to adopt the plan of collecting every quarter for this

object,

but he would fain see a larger number adopting

he keeps

so

it;

“ pegging away.”

One

of the finest speeches of the Assembly was delivered by Dr.

MacLeod, editor of Good Words, when giving in the report of the Home
It was in genuine MacLeod
Mission Scheme of which he is Convener.
vein, full of heart, and it deeply stirred the house.
The Home Mission
has two branches.
It gives grants for church building and helps to
support ministers, missionaries and parish sisters in poor districts. In this
connection, reference

may be made

to the great

development that has

taken place of late years as regards the employment of trained female
agents in mission woi’k.
Prof. Charteris.

The

chief credit of this development

When Convener

of the

is

due

to

Church of Scotland’s Committee

on Christian Life and Work, he advocated the

institution of

an order of

deaconesses somewhat on the lines of the organization that has proved so
successful

in

the Protestant Churches of France and

writer of this article

Germany.

The

can recall his surprise when the somewhat revolu-

murmur of dissent. The
Assembly of the day little realized the significance of the step. But the
Church is becoming conscious that the step then taken has been fraught
with most beneficent results, testimonies coming from every side as to the
immense value of having trained women workers especially in the poorer
We
districts of great towns and in mining and manufacturing centres.
believe that the Free Church is now beginning to move in the same
tionary proposition was accepted without a

direction.

Another report of

interest

was that of the Jewish Committee, whose

Convener, Dr. Nicol, had just returned from visiting the stations where
this committee’s work is carried on, and who was followed by Dr. Kennedy, the learned professor of Hebrew" in the University of Edinburgh,
in a sympathetic speech.
of

The Sabbath-school Committee had

good work done, and was able

also to tell

to report a large increase in the

of Sunday-school scholars on the roll.

The committee has

number

just issued

an

*
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admirable manual for the use of teachers entitled the Scottish Sabbathschool Teachers' Guide.

One other committee must be referred to, that on Christian Life and
Work, which year after year goes on adding to the organizations of the
Church.
To this committee we owe our admirable parish magazine, Life
and Work, and our guild text-books and guild
Guild, with

great foreign mission at

its

Guild, with

library volumes,

some of

Young Men’s
Kalimpong, aud the Woman’s

which are not unknown in America, while

it

directs the

Deaconess’ Institution and Hospital, where women, are

its

work at home and abroad. This year it reported to
Assembly the establishment of an orphanage. The committee began
work thirty years ago, amid contumely and suspicion, but these have

trained for Christian

the
its

way to confidence and gratitude.
There were no “ cases” of much moment in the Assembly of 1898.
No “ heresy ” case, as last year, when Mr. Robinson, of Kilmun, was

long since given

There was another deposition

deposed.

drunkenness.

A

overture as to

Formula

faint echo

creed

this year, alas!

but

it

was

from the Kilmun decision was heard

subscription,

for

in

an

suggesting some relaxation in the

but the overture, after a brief discussion, was

for Ministers,

dismissed.

One

of the historic incidents of the

the Archbishop

Church

of

of

Canterbury.

Assembly of 1898 was the

visit of

Distinguished prelates of the sister

England have often been present

in the

Assembly, but never

before has an Archbishop of Canterbury addressed the house.

The sub-

was Temperance Work, in which the primate is deeplv
The archbishop is no orator in the conventional sense of the

ject of his address

interested.

moved the
by virtue of

term, but his speech profoundly

vast audience that crowded

the house from floor to ceiling,

its

intense earnestness.

Dr.

and Lord
Balfour seconded, that His Grace be thanked by the Moderator for his
address.
In doing so, Dr. Leishman spoke of the Anglican aud the
Scottish Churches having “ the same faith to teach and defend, the same
work to do for their respective peoples, with many difficulties and dangers
If they must
in common, and the same foes at home and abroad.
Scott of St. George’s, the leader of the Assembly,

meanwhile move on parallel

lines,

moved,

with the dividing space broader than

they would wish, they could at least pray and hope that the force of
spiritual attraction

said:

my
so

“

I feel that

was bringing them nearer.”
it is

The archbishop

in reply

an honor which I shall remember to the day of

death that the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland has been

good as

to be

ready to

listen to

one who belongs to another Church

than yours, and who believes in his own heart that this difference between
the Churches after

all

does not keep apart the Christian love and the

deep Christian sympathy which ought to unite together all those who hold
the faith as

it is

revealed in the

Holy Word

with you and will remain with you always.”
courtesies

of

God

My heart

is

After this interchange of

between the representatives of the English and Scotch national
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Churches, Dr. Marshall

Laug moved

Temperance Committee

in a speech of

In the early years of

crowd

as the report

this

the adoption of the report of the

impassioned eloquence.

decade no business was so sure to attract a

on Church

Interests, or

Church Defense.

This year

the Secretary for Scotland, Lord Balfour, gave in his report to half-

empty benches. Disestablishment is not in the air at present, and its
great champion is at rest.
Many a time in bygone years Lord Balfour
stirred the Assembly by trenchant criticisms of Mr. Gladstone’s disestablishment policy.
This year he stirred it in a very different sense by
moving in graceful terms that on the morning of Mr. Gladstone’s funeral
the house should postpone its meeting for an hour, iu order that members
of Assembly might attend a service in memory of the famous statesman
Death ends controversy. Demortuis nihil nisi
to be held iu St. Giles’.
bonum.

As was stated in the opening sentence of this article, the General
Assembly of 1898 was a dull Assembly. It was stronger in administraThe Assembly of 1896 w as passionate for
tion than in origination.
reform.
By 1897 the reform enthusiasm had somewhat cooled. In
1898 it had cooled still further. But though there is less clamor for
reform than there was, and though it has come to be recognized that
r

changes cannot be rushed, the leaven of reform

is

working, while there

abundant evidence that the Church of Scotland is becoming increasingly conscious of her responsibilities and of her opportunities and
is

earnestly seeking to

make

herself

more and more worthy of her mission

and her Master.

Duncan Campbell.

Edinburgh.

THE FBEE CHURCH GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
The

General Assembly of the Free Church met in Edinburgh on the

19th of May, and after sermon by Dr. Hugh MacMillan, the pastDr. Whyte
Moderator, elected to the chair Dr. Alexander Whyte.
succeeded Dr. Candlish as minister of Free

St.

George’s, Edinburgh, the

most important congregation in the Free Church.

man

He

himself

is

known

and conspicuous preaching
as a
Edinburgh
invariably make
in
him
that
strangers
is
to
hear
It
power.
colleague,
Mr. Black, is
his
young
meantime
in
the
their way, although
”
himself.
In his openthan
commonplace
sense
in the
more “ popular
of wide reading, intense earnestness

ing and closing addresses he entirely ignored the laity of

Assembly

is

whom

the

half composed, and spoke in extraordinarily plain terms

to

the clergy.

From

the statistical reports submitted,

it

appears that during 1897

and seventy-seven were added to the memThe
the whole number being now 290,789.

three thousand one hundred

bership of the

decline,

it

—
—being a

Church

income was £666,400

decrease iu the year of £7000, but the

was explained, was not due

to

any

falling off

on direct contri-
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butions, blit simply to a difference in the uncertain source of legacies.

About £50,000 have

added

to be

sum named, that amount not
The whole givings of

the

to

appearing in the books of the general treasurer.

Church therefore amounted

the

One

to over

Jewish Missions.

£700,000.

Assembly

of the earliest diets of the

always devoted

is

hear the report and the speeches made in connection with

Church

to

the

This year, as usual, a large assemblage gathered to

The Free

it.

on operations in Constantinople, Buda-pest, Breslau and
Palestine, from all which places good accounts came. Among the speakers
carries

were two men from our neighbor Churches

— Dr. Nicol, of the Established

Church, and Dr. John Smith, of the United Presbyterian Church.

them had

of

In Scotland we are divided into separate camps, but

hearty welcome.
is

Both

returned from the East, and both received a very

just

curious to notice with what cordiality individual

when they

the different Churches are acknowledged

it

members representing
cross the line of their

Principal Miller, of Madras, a Free Church-

respective denominations.

man, addressed the Established Assembly, and nothing could exceed the
respect with which he was treated.
AVhile Dr. Nicol in the Free Assembly

is

reported to have been received with enthusiasm.

under

our disagreements,

all

we cannot

forget that

I suspect that,

“ blood

is

thicker

than water.”

The

was given

college report

the point and hence

is

not a

in

man

by Dr.

many

of

Stalker,

who always speaks

He

words.

to

gave an encour-

the three colleges, and said that already the new
Denney and Martin, had made their mark among the
Dr. Martin is not yet known in America, but, it is certain that
Great things are expected of him.
But some of our other

aging account of
professors, Drs.

students.

he will be.
professors

would need no introduction anywhere

world, and two or three of
this

Assembly.

I

in the English-speaking

them took a leading part

need not mention

Dr.

Rainy.

in the business of

He

thought of

is

more than that. Principal Salmond (he has been made the head of the Aberdeen College in the room of
Dr. Brown) is known as the author of Immortality and as editor of The

chiefly as

an

ecclesiastic,

but he

far

is

Dr. Iverach will soon be in

Critical Review.

course of lectures.

You

Studies in Theology at Chicago have

Adam

Smith has been invited

Assembly,

Dr.

to

made him famous

;

to

deliver a

while Dr. George

undertake the Henry

much
G. A. Smith and Dr. Denney

Lectureship at Yale.

New York

are already acquainted with Dr. Denney, whose

All of these were

Ward

Beecher

in evidence during the

especially having

made

several very noteworthy speeches.

A report on the publications of the Church showed that the Free
Church Monthly has a circulation of 79,000; the Children’s Record one
of 73,000; Youth and Helpmeet one of 11,000 each.
In so great a
Church

as that of the

United

States,

it

would not be possible

to

the Churches here accomplish with success— that of providing
essary news in a journal costing one pence; but

it

do what
all

does not seem as

necif

the
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right thing
at

had yet been discovered when the

Home and Abroad

maintained at a

has been

circulation of the

than 14,000, and when

less

it

Church

has been

loss.

In connection with home mission work, great attention has been given
lately to the providing of more church accommodation in Glasgow.
Mr.

Howie, the energetic Convener, has raised £40,000
has plans which, when carried out,

One

times that amount.

and

most effective assistants has been Lord Overman, who delivered several stirring speeches in

the Assembly, aud whose liberality
are having a

for the purpose,

involve an expenditure of three

of his

touu, a devoted Christian

We

will

is

new hymn book.

simply boundless.
It is a fruit of the labors of a joint

committee representing the Established, Free- aud United Presbyterian

Churches of Scotland and the Presbyterian Church of Ireland.
contains over 600 pieces, and

its

of the kind ever published.

compilers claim that

Whether

that

may

expressed in the Assembly as to the suitability of

The Church Hymnary.

we were

told that

it Ls

The word “ Hymnary ”
the only

title

its
is

it is

be

It

the best thing

so,

name.

doubts were
It.

is

unfamiliar to

called
us,

but

which has not been appropriated,

and we had to be content.
Great fears were expressed during the winter that when the Assembly
met in May the Sustentation Fund would show badly. It is the fund
out of which our ministers are paid, and it was discovered, that while all
the other schemes of the Cluych were going up, this scheme was threatHappily an alarm was made in time, aud Dr. Ross
ening to go down.
Taylor, the Convener, was able to announce a present increase to a
Of course,
certain amount and a very much steadier rise in the future.
the unfriendly press, which is always on the watch for signs of decline
in Churches, has been making the most of the scare, as indicating the
approaching extinction of the Free Church.

The

foreign mission night has for long been regarded as the great

F ree

Church Assembly, and when it came round the hall of
For twelve years Prof. Lindfilled to overflowing.
say has acted as Convener of the committee, and in doing so has
So much time has
unquestionably sacrificed his reputation as a scholar.
been taken up by it that he has not been able to write the books which
would otherwise have come from his pen. But he has received his
reward, in the esteem of his Church, and in the remarkable success
Quite a number of missionaries
which has attended the enterprise.
event of the

meeting was as usual

spoke,

and several were present who were on the eve of departure for
Lord Overtoun is at the head of the Livingstonia
field.

the foreign

branch of the work.
Negotiations have been going for a year with a view to a union of the

Free and United Presbyterian Churches, and
say whether

sufficient

this

Assembly was asked to
Dr.
to go on.

encouragement had been given

Rainy moved that there was, while a Highland minister moved that there
was not.
On a division being taken it was found that 486 had voted

—
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for the

first

opinion

is

motion and forty-one for the second.

made
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The

drift of public

pretty plain by this vote, and in perhaps a couple of

We

years the union will be consummated.

shall then

have outside the

Establishment a Non-conformist Church with 500,000 communicants,

and contributing
appears on

all

for all objects over one million

deep-seated conviction in the hearts of

each other have no right
poration

At

Avill

it is

many

is

a

that two Churches so near

remain apart, and on that ground the incor-

to

overwhelming conservative majority

in the Parlia-

But the

regarded as useless to agitate for disestablishment.

conviction remains that there ought tc be

Church and

There

be gone on with.

present, with an

ment,

pounds a year.

a considerable lack of enthusiasm, but there

sides

State,

and expression

is

(here) a separation between

annually given to that conviction in

That was accordingly done now.

every succeeding Assembly.

There

and a counter-motion was made
as usual.
But it was supported by a diminishing number. Only twentyfour hands were held up for the statics quo, while so many were raised to
the contrary that it was thought to be needless to count them.
The Assembly has been a remarkably good one. Reports of a saddening kind were given in as to neglect of ordinances and Sabbath
breaking.
But, on the other hand, we had news of awakenings in various places, especially in the Highlands, and all the agencies of the Church
were described as in a condition of high activity.
The need for an
outpouring of the Spirit, however, was profoundly felt, and the importance of persevering prayer was much and earnestly insisted on.
are always some, however,

who

object,

Norman

Edinburgh.

L.

Walker.

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH IN THE U. S. A.
The One Hundred and Tenth

General Assembly was presided over

with dignity, tact and efficiency, by the Rev. Wallace Radcliffe, D.D.,
the honored pastor of

Washington, D. C.

,

New York Avenue

the

Presbyterian Church,

a church which the writer of this article will always

cherish in fond remembrance

as that

from whose membership he entered

The Assembly was in actual session nine
The disinclination of the Commissioners to

into the Christian ministry.

days,

Sunday excluded.

lengthy discussions, united with the effect of the excellent rule adopted

some years past, requiring
Friday of the sessions, and
all

all

special committees to report

special reports to be presented in printed

the

same day, greatly aided

The

on the

first

also with the rule passed in 1897, requiring

form bv the Stated Clerk on

in bringing about the shortening

of the

Assembly sessions of recent years
Saratoga, N. Y., 1896, nine days; AVinona Lake, Ind., 1897, eight
days were also brought about by the same causes. Unless controversies
time

of meeting.

—

briefer

;
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should arise again over questions vital to the faith and interests of the

Church, there
sit

will be no need for future Assemblies, wherever held,
beyond the morning of the second Saturday.

An

to

admirable address of welcome to the General Assembly was deliv-

ered by the Hon. James A. Mount, governor of the State of Indiana, a

Commissioner

Mount

is

and Vice-Moderator of the judicatory.

to

descended from one of the earliest

settlers of

Governor

Indiana;

is,

like

his ancestors, a Presbyterian of the most vigorous type,

and naturally
the ministry and a

counts himself highly privileged in having a son in

daughter consecrated

to the foreign

The

illustrates the

efficient ruling elders.

and Missionary Boards to the Assembly
and their work was highly commended.

reports of the Benevolent

were heard with great

The

He

mission work.

decided value to the Church of devoted and

interest,

addresses of the secretaries were of a high order, and were most

Especially was this the case with the Bev. Charles

favorably received.
L. Thompson, D.D.
cial condition of the

,

the

new

secretary of

Home

Missions.

The

finan-

Boards, as reported to the Assembly, showed that

the debt of the Board of Foreign Missions had been entirely liquidated
that the debt of the Board of Education had been reduced to §7720;
that the debt of the Board of Missions for

§2600,

F reedmen

had increased about

a total of §57,477; and that the debt of the Board of

or, to

Home

Missions had increased by §20,000, or, to a total of §167,839.
While it is to be regretted that the indebtedness of any Board of the
Church should have been added to during the past fiscal year, the Church

is

greatly to be congratulated upon the fact that the important cause of

Foreign Missions began the new financial year with a balance of §3549 to

May

its credit.

another year see the debts of

removed, for the denomination has
acted upon,

One

viz.

,

That there

is

lost faith in

no leverage

of the principal issues before the

of the Special
tration.

all

the Boards entirely

a principle once widely

a debt.

like that of

Assembly was that of the report

Committee on Plans of Synodical

Home

Mission adminis-

Certain of the Synods, with the permission of the Assembly,

beginning with 1883, have carried on,

by themselves, the work

of

Home

in

accordance with methods devised

Missions within their bounds.

has been notably the case with the Synod of

provided a fair support for

all its

own weak

New

This

Jersey, which has

churches, and at the same

time has contributed increasing sums to the general

Home

In some of the Western Synods, such as Indiana and

Mission work.

Illinois,

a different

While in the
method has been followed from that in use in New Jersey.
latter Synod two collections for Home Missions are taken in the congregations, one for the Synodical work and another for the general work, in
the Western Synods just referred to but one collection

funds are
left is

first

sent to

devoted to local

New

York.

home

is

taken.

Their

mission support, and any balance

Naturally, iu view of these differing Synodi-

cal plans, the question of their relation to the general

home work came
The Assem-

to the front and assumed a form demanding adjustment.
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bly of 1897, therefore, appointed a committee, with the Rev. Dr. John

L. Withrow as chairman, to define general principles, and to formulate
general methods, for the harmonizing and unification of the plans of the

Synods and the work of the Board of
after

much

Home

Missions.

deliberation, presented a report,

The committee,

which was adopted by an

overwhelming majority of the Assembly, and whose main features are as
follows:

Each Synod having a plan of Synodical work is required on or
March annually to present a full statistical report to
the Board of Home Missions
and further is also required, on the 1st
day of April of each year, to report to the said Board the amount of
money it proposes to expend upon its field the ensuing year.
2. Each Synod which has not adopted a plan of Synodical work is
required to submit to the Board of Home Missions, on or before the first
day of April, of each year, a report of the sum which it desires to have
The estimates thus submitted, the Home Board
appropriated for its field.
1.

before the 31st of

;

has the right to modify, so that there shall be an equitable distribution

among these Synods, according to their necessities and importance.
3. The appropriations to the Synods having no plans of Synodical
work are to be made by the Home Board, and are to be reported by the
Board to the General Assembly for its consideration and decision. The
estimates for the expenditures of Synods having Synodical plans of work
are also to be submitted through the
its

Home Board

to the

Assembly

for

approval or disapproval.
4.

While each church

Board of
to this
fiilly

5.

Home

is

Missions,

expected to make an offering directly to the

it is

method, and that in

recognized that there

specific cases the

may

be exceptions

same aid may be loyally and

extended to the Board by other methods.

The

Home

details of this general

plan for the supervision of the entire

Mission work are committed to the

The Church

is

monious cooperation
General Assembly

The more

Home

Board.

be congratulated upon the fact that an

to

in this

is

to

effort at

har-

important interest under the direction of the

be carried forward during the present year.

Church is recognized and loyally maintained,
its work be performed.
more
efficiently
will
all
the
before
the
Assembly
was that of the consolidation of the
Another issue
missionary periodicals, The Assembly Herald and The Church at Home
and Abroad. The chairman of the Special Committee on the subject,
the unity of the

the Rev. Richard S. Holmes, D.D., presented an exhaustive report, indicating careful

himself and

and minute consideration of the

his

fellow-committeemen.

interests involved,

The Assembly,

after

by

a debate

which lasted through portions of several days, adopted by a decided
vote the report of the committee, the main points of change being:

The discontinuance of both the present periodicals.
2. The order for the publication of a single monthly magazine under
the name of The Assembly Herald.
45
1.

‘
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3.

to

,

The

New

and business

transfer of the editorial

offices

from Philadelphia

York.

4. The appointment of a committee of five, resident in or near New
York, no one of whom is a member or officer of an}' Board or Permanent Committee, to supervise the publication of the new magazine.

The Assembly

new magazine recorded

in establishing the

its

apprecia-

by the Committee ou The Church
at Horne and Abroad during eleven years, and by the Rev. William H.
Hubbard, editor of The Assembly Herald “ who has so untiringly
tion of the valuable services rendered

,

striven to solve the

problem of a cheaper and more widely circulated

These tokens of appreciation by the Assembly
work of Mr. Hubbard, and of such faithful and devoted servants
of the Church as Dr. John S. McIntosh, chairman of the Committee on
The Church at Home and Abroad and the Rev. Albert B. Robinson,
since the retirement of Dr. Henry A. Nelson, the editor of the magamissionary periodical.”
of the

,

were highly deserved.

zine,

A
C.

third issue before the

McGiffert,

Apostolic Age.

D.D.

Assembly dealt with the case of Prof. Arthur
a book entitled, Christianity in the

author of

,

This publication was brought to the attention of the

judicatory by an overture from the Presbytery of Pittsburgh, and was
referred for

consideration to

the Committee on

That committee held several lengthy sessions

Bills

and Overtures.
upon the

in deliberating

overture, and three reports were presented to the Assembly: the report

headed by Dr. Sheldon Jackson, the
chairman; a minority report on the part of seven members, the first
of the majority of the committee,

signer being the Rev.

W.

S. P.

Bryan, D.D.

;

and a second minority

by the Rev. Francis Brown, D.D. The first minority report
recommended that the Presbytery of New York be directed to “ confer
with Dr. McGiffert. for the relief of the Church, either by a satisafctory
explanation or otherwise, and to take such further action as the peace
and purity of the Church may require.” The second minority report,
presented by Dr. McGiffert’ s colleague in Union Theological Seminary,
contained the following paragraph: “ The Assembly is confident that no
one acquainted with the history of the Presbyterian Church in the U nited
States of America can doubt its condemnation of the false and pernireport

cious teaching charged against the book in question

Pittsburgh, involving such matters as the

Testament

and practice

the setting aside of
the

‘

denial

of

its

‘

by the Presbytery of

irreverent handling of the

New

authority as a divine rule of faith

fundamental doctrines of

evangelical

open contempt the obligations by
which the author and all other Presbyterian ministers have bound themAt the close of the report, Dr. Brown asked the
selves,’ and the like.”
judicatory to adopt the following resolution: “ The Assembly, therefore,

Christendom

the

‘

treating with

without pronouncing upon the question as to how far the terms employed

by the Presbytery of Pittsburgh are, or are not, justified by the actual
teachings of the book referred to, deems it wise that no further action be
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The

dealt directly with Dr. McGiffert.

all the reports were heard, the last fifteen minutes prior to

the taking of the vote being given, at the request of Dr. Jackson, to the

Rev. John Dixon, D.D.

,

of

New

Jersey, whose clear

was conclusive with the Assembly.

The main

report of the committee and minority report No.

and

logical address

issue

was between the

1.

Very few persons

Assembly sympathized with minority report No. 2. The great
majority of the Commissioners felt that something must be done in the
case.
The advocacy of minority report No. 1 was confined largely to
two considerations, first, that the only proper method to deal with the
in the

case was

New York

by directing the Presbytery of

steps for dealing judicially with

Assembly had no
the matter.

Assembly

In reply,

definite

chaji. xii, sec.

which reads

constitutional
it

power

in part,

“

power of

independently in

itself to act

was urged that the Constitution gave

to the

in such cases as the one before the judicatory,

Form

5 of the

to take the necessary

Dr. McGiffert; and, second, that the

to

Government being cited in evidence,
the General Assembly also belongs the power
of

of reproving, warning, or bearing testimony against error iu doctrine or

immorality in practice in any church, Presbytery or Synod.”

was

also

made

to

1898, p. 156), “ a judicatory

churches under

its

Reference

the deliverance of the Assembly of 1835 (Digest of

care,

and

may be

solemnly called upon to warn the

especially the rising generation, against

erroneous book, while the author

may

au

not be within their bounds, or

immediately responsible at their bar, and while, even

if

he were thus

and within their reach, they might not think it necessary to
arraign him as a heretic.”
The Assembly, having due regard to its
own constitutional authority, by an overwhelming vote, adopted the
responsible

report

of

follows

:

the

committee.

The answer

to the

overture in

full

is

as

zeal for pure doctrine represented by the Overture
from the Presbytery of Pittsburgh, and is itself now as always profoundly concerned for the maintenance of the faith. It enjoins upon all its ministers especial
care in these times of doubt and even denial, of things which the Church holds
sacred, to distinguish, as clearly as possible, from all forms of error, the truth of
God as revealed in His Word and interpreted in the Standards of our Church

The Assembly recognizes the

;

and, in particular, constantly to endeavor, whether in preaching or in teaching,

by

the spoken or written word, to present the positive truth so distinctly and so
and that
attractively that men shall understand it and be drawn toward it
;

which are the Word of God, may be everywhere accepted
and believed as the only infallible rule of faith and practice.
The Assembly indeed desires the fullest and freest investigation and inquiry on
especially the Scriptures,

the part of reverent Christian students into the foundations of the Christian faith,
but it deprecates everything, which, whether in its substance or in the form of its
expression, needlessly disturbs the faith of Christian people.

The General Assembly deplores the renewal of controversy occasioned by the
when our recent divisions were scarcely healed.

publication of this book at a time
It

sympathizes with the widespread belief that the utterances of Dr. McGiffert

are inconsistent with the teachings of Scripture as interpreted

Church and by evangelical Christendom.

And

by the Presbyterian

the Assembly stamps with its
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emphatic disapproval

utterances in the book called to

all

its

attention by the

Presbytery of Pittsburgh, not in accord with the Standards of our Church.

But the Church needs peace
its

members

address

itself

;

the union of

;

all its forces

;

the cooperation of

all

a spirit of brotherhood and mutual confidence, so that it may
with intense zeal and no waste of energy to its great, pressing and

work of saving the souls of men.
The Assembly, therefore, in the spirit of kindness, no

practical

less

than in devotion to

the truth, counsels Dr. McGiffert to reconsider the questionable views set forth in
his book, and if he cannot conform his views to the Standards of our Church,
then peaceably to withdraw from the Presbyterian ministry.

The meaning

the Assembly’s action

of

Church

that the Presbyterian

in the

U.

broadly stated appears to be
S.

A.

is

a confessional, not a

comprehensive Church.
of church membership to and from the
came before the Assembly, on an overture
The Assembly declined to recogfrom the Presbvtery of Minneapolis.
nize the said Church as an evangelical denomination, and directed the
Sessions of our churches not to receive members on letters or certificates
from the “ Church of Christ, Scientist,” or “ Christian Scientists;”

The matter of
Church of Christ,

certificates

Scientist,

nor to grant letters of dismission to the said Church.

In connection with the work of Foreign Missions, the following questions
were authorized by the Assembly for the examination of candidates for

appointment as missionaries, when such candidates are laymen or women,
viz.

:

1.

Do you believe the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to
Word of God, the only infallible rule of faith and practice ?
Do you sincerely receive and adopt the Confession of Faith of this

be the
2.

Church
tures

as containing the system of doctrine taught in the

Holy

Scrip-

?

vou approve of the government and discipline of the Presbyin the United States of America ?
Church
terian
any Hews at variance with these doctrines, or any views
you
4. Have
which would prevent your cordial cooperation
government
of church
of
the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A.?
with the missionaries
The overture of the last General Assembly on the Powers of Session
3.

Do

was declared

Form

and reads as follows:

to be adopted,

of Government, chapter

ix,

(new) section 7: “Subject to the

provisions of the Directory for Worship, the Session shall have and
exercise exclusive authority over the worship of the congregation, in-

cluding the musical service

preaching the Word, and

;

and

all

shall determine the times

other

religious services.

have exclusive authority over the uses

mav

be put, but

may

to

and places of

They

shall

also

which the church buildings

temporarily delegate the determination of such uses

bodv having management of the temporal affairs of the church,
subject to the superior authority and direction of the Session.”
This amendment places the control of worship and of the uses of church

to the

buildings within the control of spiritual

officers,

that

is

of officers directly

s
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subject to the control of the denomination, through

its

the majority of the States church trustees are simply

and there

care-takers,

above quoted

is

In

judicatories.

holders

title

and

no question but that the constitutional provision

under the decisions of the courts, be everywhere

will,

recognized as of full legal

with this new section

is

upon ministers

Particular

effect.

drawn

attention in connection

opening words, “ subject to the

to its

The Directory

Worship.”

provisions of the Directory for
tain powers
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confers cer-

and with

in connection with public worship,

these powers the Session cannot interfere.

The overture on deacons and church

temporalities sent down by the
Assembly failed of securing a majority vote. The affirmative votes
were 102, and the negative 82; 115 votes being now necessary to secure
the passage of any amendment to the Administrative Standards.
The
last

on
powers of Session, by a vote of 180 to 11 Presbyteries, occasioned the
failure of this overture, as over against the adoption of the overture

remark by one eminent Commissioner, that the diverse action on the
the Presbyteries, composed as they are of ministers and

overtures of
elders,

was an

as are also the Sessions,

illustration

of

the fact that

persons are always ready to vote power to themselves, but very seldom

prepared to vote power to others.

The most important

of the

new

special committees appointed

reduced representation, of which ihe Rev. John Dixon, D. D.

The

man.

opinion

is

held in

many

The number

too large a body.

is

that on

is

,

quarters that the Assembly

chairis

now

Assembly of

of the Commissioners at the

1898 was 625, with an addition of two advisory members, or 627 in all.
Of these 329 were ministers and 297 ruling elders. The Assembly, in
the judgment of the writer, ought not to be composed of less than 500
Commissioners.

The denomination

would

an adequate and

is

to

fail

to give

is

may

be hoped that the committee

so

large that

any

less

number

full representation to all sections.

It

be able to present in 1899 a Plan

of Reduction that will be fully acceptable to all parts of the Church.

The matter

of expense, while of importance,

is

not the chief thing to be

considered in connection with the meetings of the General Assembly.

The introduction of a new system

into the

management of the Assembly’
For instance, the Saratoga

finances has resulted in a decrease of cost.

Assembly of 1896, with 600 Commissioners present, cost only the same
money as the Saratoga Assembly of 1884, with 560 Commissioners
present.
The system just referred to, conjoined with the generous hospitality of the hosts of the Assembly, during the past fourteen years, have

in

secured a reduction

of the

in

for

expenses

The balance

at present

Presbyterial apportionment

from seven cents per communicant

to

four cents.

the Assembly’s treasury, 886,689, more than 812,000 of which

interest

on deposits,

it

is

likely will

keep the apportionment

is

at the pres-

ent low rate for several years.

The overtures

Assembly were
Committee on Church

for biennial or triennial sessions of the

answered in the negative.

The

report of the
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Polity upon this subject

is too long to print here at length.
It will be
found on pp. 131, 132, of the Minutes for 1898.
After the statement
of general principles connected with our system of Church government,

which involve an annual meeting of the Assembly, the report closed with
the following statement: “

The New School Church

hold triennial meetings of the General Assemblv.

Bv

held in 1843 and 1846.

in

1840 decided to

Such meetings were

had
and limitations caused by infrequent
meetings of the supreme judicatory, and in 1849, by a decided vote, the
annual Geueral Assembly was reestablished.
The experience and action
of the New School Church in this matter of proposed triennial sessions is
a practical and powerful negative to the overtures to which this deliverbecome

ance

is

One

restive

under the

the latter year, however, the Church

restrictions

an answer.”

Assembly was the celebration of
Assembly of Divines. Thursthe celebration, sessions being held morn-

of the principal features of this

the 250th anniversary of the Westminster

day,

May

26,

ing, afternoon

was devoted

to

and evening.

In connection with the celebration a portrait

Alexander Henderson, the author of the Solemn League and Covenant, and the proposer of the Westminster Assembly, was presented for

of

and others by Dr. William C. Gray, the editor of The
The exercises were all of a highly interesting character, and
the addresses it is generally acknowledged were equal to the demands of
the occasion.
The speakers were, in the morning, Rev. Drs. William
Henry Roberts,' Samuel J. Niccolls, George Norcross and J. D. Moffat;
in the afternoon, Rev. Drs. R. F. Coyle, Wallace Radcliffe and B. L.
himself

Interior.

Agnew, with Gen. James A. Beaver; and

in

the evening, Gen.

John

Eaton, Rev. Drs. N. D. Hillis and George L. Spining, and Mr. Robert

The Assembly ordered that the addresses should be published
volume by the Presbyterian Board of Publication. In connection
with this celebration, there was an admirable collection of mementoes of
Rev.
the Westminster Assembly and of American Presbyterianism.
E. Speer.

in a

Drs.

H.

McCook, R.

C.

Y. Hunter and

others are worthy of high

praise for the Westminster exhibit.

Other items of interest upon which action was had by the Assembly
are as follows: Patriotic resolutions were adopted in connection with the

war with Spain, invoking the divine guidance, and expressing the hope
that the result “ may be the deliverance of the oppressed, and the extension of

Christ’s

kingdom.”

were requested not
for the erection

commended

to

The

Directors of the

Omaha

open the Exposition on the Sabbath.

of a

monument

to the liberality of the

for Francis

Church.

A

Exposition

A

Makemie was
petition

movement
cordially

was adopted

to

Government against the sale of liquor in its buildings, etc.
The new Digest of the Acts and Deliverances of the Assembly was commended to the churches. The Presbyteries were authorized to receive
ministers from the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. [South] upon the
same conditions as ministers of our own Church. The Twentieth-century
the National
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Sabbath-school

on record
cause of

its

Movement was

heartily endorsed.
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The Assembly placed

high appreciation of the valuable services rendered to the

Home

Missions by the retiring Secretaries, Rev. Drs. William

Charles Roberts and

Duncan

in the pastoral office to sit

in

J.

McMillan.

The

right of ministers not

the ecclesiastical courts, was reaffirmed.

The Ecumenical Foreign Missionary Conference to be held in New
York City in April, 1900, was warmly commended, and the action of
the Board of Foreign Missions in joining in the undertaking was heartily
approved.

Reference to this Ecumenical Convention naturally suggests the meeting of the Seventh General Council of the Alliance of the Reformed

Churches throughout the World holding the Presbyterian System, which
is

to

be held at Washington, D. C.

,

September 27

to

October

6,

1899.

The Assembly appointed a full delegation of fifty-one delegates to repreThe Council, it is to be
sent our Church in this ecumenical gathering.
noted, will meet in the New York Avenue Presbyterian Church, Washington, D. C. of which the present Moderator of the Assembly is pastor.
,

Dr. Radcliflfe’s reputation as a generous and eminently successful host in
the past

makes

it

sure that this coming Council will be equal to past

Coun -

an influential promoter of Presbyterian unity throughout the
The Reformed Churches generally, under the influence of the
world.
Alliance, are realizing their unity and combining their forces for the
cils as

world wide advancement of the cause of Christ.

The Assembly during

its

closing sessions passed resolutions appreciative

of the thoughtful attention and liberality of the officers of the

Winona

Assembly and Summer School and those associated with them. The
next General Assembly will meet in the Westminster Church, Minneapolis, Minn., on the third Thursday of May, 1899.

Wm. Henry

Philadelphia.

Roberts.

THE GENERAL SYNOD OF THE REFORMED CHURCH IN
AMERICA.
ninety-second meeting of the General Synod began on June 1,
Reformed Church at Asbury Park, N. J., and closed on June 8.
The Synod organized by the election of the Rev. Edward B. Coe, D.D.,
LL. D. senior pastor of the Collegiate Church of New York city, as
President, and the Rev. Samuel M. Zwemer. of the Arabian Mission, as
Vice-President; and the smoothness and promptness with which the
business of Synod was transacted was in a large measure due to the tact
and kindly firmness of its President. The attendance was large and
many of the delegates were accompanied by their wives
representative
and daughters, and still others came for Ladies’ Day, and to enjoy an
The opening sermon was delivered
outing in this favorite summer resort.
by the retiring President, the Rev. Charles W. Fritts, D.D., on the

The

in the

,

;
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evening of the

saw Sis

glory,

day of the session. It was from Luke ix. 32, They
and was an earnest, forcible and stimulating discourse,

first

emphasizing the need and value of fresh visions of Christ in order to
right views of Him and His work, and of the service to which the
disciple

man

is

By

called.

a standing rule the retiring President

is

the chair-

of the Committee on the State of Religion, and Dr. Fritts at a later

session presented the report, which, as compiled

from the reports of the

Particular Synods, showed that the past year had been fruitful in results,

showing faithful work and the divine blessing upon
partially

and imperfectly

have their value particularly
in the

in a

show few churches without

Statistics

only

compact denomination and where, as

Reformed Church, growth

rather than of spasmodic revival

it.

the condition of churches, yet they

set forth

is

the result of Christian nurture,

efforts.

The
and

statistical

tables of the

more ministers than
churches; the churches reported were 633; the ministers, 683.
The
accessions on confession of faith were 5039, and by certificate, 2818,
making the present total of communicants, after all deductions from
deaths, dismissions and revision of rolls, 110,273, showing a net gain of
The Sunday-school enrollment had increased 3000, rising to
2213.
Classes

123,667.

pastors,

fifty

Contributions for benevolent purposes

increased

S25.924,

and congregational expenditures fell off’ 832,445. The figures reported
were: For denominational benevolences, 8227,869;
other objects,
For congregational purposes, 81.005,876. The increase
8103,857.
in benevolent contributions is largely due to an advance in systematic giving through the efficient efforts of the Permanent Committee
on Systematic Beneficence.

Much

interest

was manifested by

this

Synod, as by former ones, in the

work of Foreign Missions. The Vice-President being a missionary, and
the presence in the Synod of those fresh from the foreign field or about
to go thither, gave prominence to the subject, and the public meeting on

Monday evening was

one of the most enthusiastic of the week.

Stirring

made by the Rev. Henry Stout, D.D., of the South
Japan, Dr. Martin X. Wyckoff of the Xortli Japan, the Rev. William
Q. Chamberlain of the Arcot, and the Revs. S. M. Zwemer and George
The report on the year’s work
E. Stone of the Arabian Missions.
addresses were

reviewed the condition of
progress in nearly

all

of

the several fields

them.

The death

and showed gratifying
Dr. Guido

of the Rev.

F. Verbeck was properly noted as a well-nigh irreparable loss to the
Japan Mission, because of his unique character and service through his
mastery of the language and commanding influence with the government
and people. One of the first baud of missionaries to enter the country
in 1869, he became the trusted adviser of those who created new Japan,
By
and helped to shape its educational, political and religious policies.
his evangelistic labors, his work as a translator, and his tactful exercise
of the office of a true, though an unofficial bishop, he has left an impress

upon the infant Church

of

Japan which

will

never be effaced.

Provi-

—
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dence raised him up and

fitted

him

for a great
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work, and bestowed upon

the Reformed Church a distinguishing honor in permitting her to send

him forth. The blessing of God upon the missions lays an increased
burden upon the churches and requires year by year larger gifts for their
support.
The response, if not wholly adequate, has been gratifying, and
proves

The

how dear

Church

to the heart of the

total contributed for its

support

foreign missionary work.

year was 8124,301. 17, of which
Mission.
Toward this total the

last

815,056.39 were for the Arabian

Woman’s Board

is its

contributed 836,216.26, and the Missionary Leagues of

the C. E. Societies, 85100.

In nearly every item there was an advance

over the previous year, but not sufficient to enable the Board to close the

year without an adverse balance.

The cause of Domestic Missions

is

receiving increased attention, and

the interdependence of the work at home and abroad

is coming to be
more clearly recognized.
As a consequence larger contributions are
demanded and received. The report of the Board showed an increase
of about 812,500 in the contributions, bringing the total up to 884,Of this the Women’s Executive Committee gave 820,124.04,
699.63.
and the Missionary Leagues, 83000. The Board closed the year with a
debt of about 85000.
No portion of the work at home awakens greater

interest or

is

more encouraging

in

results than

its

Indians of Oklahoma, inaugurated by the

the Mission to the

women some

three years ago.

The reports from it were most cheering.
The other benevolent agencies of the Church the Boards of Education and Publication, the Funds for Widows and Disabled Ministers
received the usual attention from Synod, and were commended to the
churches, the Widows’ Fund and the Disabled Ministers’ Fund in

—

particular being presented as requiring

and deserving more

liberal offer-

ings.

As

demanding a thoroughly educated and
is given by the General Synod to
the theological seminaries, and the academies and colleges under its care.
The last Synotl was no exception. The theological seminaries of the
Church are at New Brunswick, N. J., Holland, Mich., and Palmaner,
is

natural in a Church

trained ministry,

much

consideration

India, respectively meeting the need for trained ministers in the East,

the

West and the Arcot Mission

institutions

field, India.
The reports from these
showed the presence of the average number of students, and

a year of uninterrupted and faithful work.

and the Western seminaries
largely through the falling
interest.

feel the
oft"

Both the

New

of income

through the lessened rate of

Measures were taken looking to the supplying of

The seminary

at

New

ment Exegesis,
and

lost
it

this need.

Brunswick, by the resignation of Prof. James

F.. Riggs, D.D., from the Chair of Hellenistic Greek and

professor,

Brunswick

need of more adequate endowments,

the services of an accomplished scholar

devolved on the General Synod

few years ago a change was made

in

the

to

fill

New
and

Testa-

brilliant

the vacancy.

A

method of nominating profes-

,
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under which the Classes share

sore,

This year for the
Classes

duty with the General Synod.

this

time the privilege was exercised and most of the

first

made a nomination.

In

this

way

sixteen

names were brought

before the Synod, though nearly one-third of the Classes united on the

name of the Rev. John H. Gillespie, professor of Greek in Hope College.
The Synod added three names to the Classical list, and spent nearly
a whole day in balloting.

and

it

A three-fourths vote
name

took seventeen ballots to

Gillespie then

received

professor-elect.

The

the

requisite

election

necessary for election,

is

the successful

candidate.

Prof.

and was declared the
once made unanimous, and in

majority,

wak at

response to the telegram announcing the choice, Prof. Gillespie signified

The

his acceptance.

H. Hutton,

New

of

New

Mane ins

principal competitors were the Rev. Dr.

Brunswick, son of the late Dr. M.

York, and the Rev. William H.

son of Prof. D. D. Demarest, D. D.

,

S.

S.

Hutton, of

Demarest, of Catskill, N. Y.

LL. D.

,

A chief

of the Seminary.

cause of the difficulty in reaching an election was the unwillingness of
the

West

There was much discriminaand with scarcely an exception those

to surrender a cherished professor.

tion in the

naming

of candidates,

presented were well qualified for the position.

been made,
this

it

was generally conceded that

important chair

is

is

When

the choice had

was a wise

one,

and that

by one peculiarly fitted by scholarwith acceptance and efficiency.
Prof.

to be occupied

ship and teaching gifts to
Gillespie

it

fill

it

yet a young man, having graduated from Rutgers College in

1882 and the New Brunswick Seminary in 1885. As a student he won
and honors in the classics, and as professor of Greek for ten
years past has sent forth from Hope College students who, in competing
distinction

for prizes

and fellowships with graduates

of other institutions,

have been

uniformly successful.

Last year a proposition for

less

than yearly was considered, but

frequent meetings of Particular Synods
left in

the hands of a committee to be

The Committee on Overtures gave a carereview
of
the
proposition, and declined to recommend
exhaustive
and
Though no acceptable plan has
constitutional
amendments.
needful

further reported on this year.
ful

the

yet been formulated for fewer meetings, there

favorable to the idea, or to the abolition or some

is

a growing sentiment

radical change in these

intermediate judicatories.

The

report of General ^Synod’s

Committee on the Amsterdam Corre-

spondence presented anew the value of the historical material
archives of the Reformed Church of the Netherlands,
further funds
to completion.

if

the work of gathering and publishing

The Rev. Dr. E.

in

the

and the need of

it is

to be

carried

T. Corwin, as agent of the committee,

and as General Synod’s accredited historiographer, went to Holland in
August of last year, and has been indefatigable in gathering records
bearing upon the early churches and the ecclesiastical conditions of the
The amount and value of the
country during the colonial period.
unpublished and, in a large degree, unsuspected historical information,
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makes

discovered and tabulated by him,

it

most desirable that the work

While the

be carried out now, and by such a competent investigator.

General Synod could not appropriate anything for
the churches

and individuals to make
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liberal

this purpose,

it

urged

annual donations for the

four years estimated as needful to complete the work, and there

is

good

reason to expect that the funds will be forthcoming.

The Synod was a working one and transacted its business promptly
and wisely, without unseemly haste or unnecessary discussion and in its
;

and devotional meetings, as much as by its legislation,
it has given direction, tone and healthful impetus to the Church’s life
and work.
spirit,

by

its social

The place of meeting next year

New

Brunswick, N.

will

be Catskill, X. Y.

John

J.

B.

Drury.

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH IN CANADA.
The

General Assembly met in

Knox

Church, Montreal, at 7.30 P.M.,

The opening sermon, which was

able and timely,
was preached by the Rev. Dr. Moore, of Ottawa, the retiring Moderator.
The Rev. Dr. Robert Torrance, of Guelph, Out., was elected to
the chair which his predecessor had so worthily occupied.
As Convener

on the 8th of June.

of the Committee on Statistics for a long series of years, and in other

ways, Dr. Torrance has rendered valuable service to the Church.

He

has in the Canadian Church the unique distinction of having kept his

a minister before he became Moderator.
He presided over the
Assembly with dignity, impartiality and courtesy.
The Canada Assembly is composed of one minister out of each four on

jubilee as

and an equal number of elders. The Assembly
had over 500 members, a body too large for the transaction
The chief advantage
of general business, certainly of judicial business.
of having so large a representative body is that the discussion of importells more
tant questions such as missionary and educational questions
widely on the opinion of the Church than would be possible were the
the rolls of Presbyteries

of this year

—

—

Assembly

smaller.

It

is

probable, notwithstanding this benefit, that the

proportion of representatives will soon be reduced.

Assembly was

and a great deal of work was
The formation of several new
Presbyteries testifies to the expansion of the Church over the wide area
Pastoral charges amount to 970.
On the rolls of
which it occupies.
Presbyteries there are the names of 1071 ministers; while a good many
ministers whose names are not on the rolls are in the employment of the
Church, the rule being that a minister engaged in mission work within
the bounds of a Presbytery is not entitled to have his name on the roll

The tone

done

of

the.

in the eight

days of

its

excellent,

sessions.

unless his appointment shall be for a period not less than two years.
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Communicants are reported

as

the year of nearly 9000.

The Church has

amounting

to

205,992, an increase during

Synods and

six

Presbyteries; three of the latter on the foreign mission

contributions of the year were $2,219,004.

This

is

fifty-three

The

field.

$78,703

in

total

advance

is the largest amount yet raised in any year
The sum accruing from investments for theological education, Aged Ministers’ Fund, Widows’ and Orphans’ Fund,
etc., is not included in these figures.
For missionary and other schemes
of the Church, the amount received was $358,613.
Were the revenue
from investments taken into account this amount would of course be considerably augmented.
The average contribution per member, for all
purposes, ranges in Presbyteries from $27.30 to $6.21.
For the schemes

of the preceding year, and
of the Church’s history.

the range in Presbyteries

As

from $3.08 to thirty-eight cents.

is

has been observed more than once in these annual notices of the

Assembly, the home mission

field of

the Church in

Canada is exceedingly

large in proportion to the resources of the Church, and, notwithstanding

help generously given by the Presbyterian Churches in Britain,
so completely occupied as could
is

but

immense

and widely

summer,

is

six or eight stations, or

carried on

by

it is

distribute his

even more.

ministers, licentiates

The

and

stu-

field
is

not

reproach

Manitoba College are held

who may be sent to the
it.
To state that

a relay of workers

the students of the other colleges must leave

when

Church

theological classes of

so as to provide

number

a sufficient

are

It

The

try are employed.

home

and the missionary must often

among

not

In some instances catechists who are not proceeding to the minis-

dents.

field

is

Canada

generally hard, and requires both patient zeal and powers of

is

physical endurance.

in

of

In the great northwest congregations

area.

apart,

services as best he can

work

The population

over 5,000,000, and in the more recently settled parts

little

scattered over an

are small

be desired.

would

of missionaries cannot at present be secured for the

not, perhaps, be

quite correct

;

but the revenue of the

hardly adequate, and sometimes missionaries whose qualfications

all
is

that could be wished have to

be employed;

though no

conveyed by a remark which refers merely to the youth and
who are occupying places where greater maturity

inexperience of some

would be of value. Many of the home mission fields certainly need
gifts and attainments not inferior to those required in organized congregaWe might put it more strongly: fields such as the Klondike, to
tions.
which the rush of gold-seekers has been

so great,

of a rare order on the part of missionaries.

men

It

is

demand

qualifications

a pleasure to state that

of the right kind have willingly given their services to this interest-

ing but very difficult mission.

The American and Canadian Churches

have been occupying in common the gold-bearing districts on both
sides of the national boundary, but it has been arranged, we understand, between the
future, the

own

Home

Churches

territories.

Mission Committees of these Churches, that, in

shall, respectively, care for the

miners within their

There are doubtless good reasons for

this

arrangement;
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but

was altogether right

it

arose, these

the

the

when

the necessity for prompt action

Churches should without hesitation act on the principle that

Church of Christ

On

that,
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Home

is

more than a national

institution.

Mission evening the General Assembly was effectively

addressed by a number of the men who are laboring in the more remote
and characteristic parts of the field.
It was universally felt that these
brethren are entitled to equal sympathy with the laborers on the foreign

Their

field.

trials are

frequently not less than those ex perienced in India

and the work in which they are engaged is not less necessary.
The Board of French Evangelization acknowledges the hand of God
in the good degree of success which has attended the work committed to
The sphere of operations is mainly in the
it during the past year.
Province of Quebec, but work extends to the French settlements in New
Brunswick and Ontario. There are thirty-eight mission fields in which
there are ninety-four preaching stations, occupied by twenty-eight
ordained missionaries, sixteen colporteurs, evangelists and students and
The Church of Rome is very powerful
twenty-one missionary teachers.
in Quebec, and, as might be expected, opposes the work in every way
Large numbers of the converts are obliged to expatriate
possible.
themselves in order to escape persecution and obtain employment.
Yet
The average Sabbath attendance on ordithe mission makes progress.
nances is 2430; church members, 1101; while 146 were added during
There are persons in
the year.
Last year’s revenue was $29,457.
Canada who think that the Church of Rome should be left in undisor China,

turbed possession of
Christians

duty

is

its

people; but the

to preach the Gospel, as

is

persons

common

that while direct assaults upon

who have

it

not, or to

we have

whom

it is

sentiment of evangelical

Rome do

little

not proclaimed in

The question is not whether Roman Catholics may be true
whether the Church of Rome is a branch of the Church of
is

in

a people

who

good, our

opportunity, to all classes of
its fullness.

Christians, or
Christ.

are very superstitious and very ignorant: should

meekness and charity

let

upon us ?
The Presbyterian Church

them share

in the clearer light

Here

we

not

which shines

Canada has missions in the New Hebrides,
in China, Formosa (now belonging to
Japan) and Korea; while work is carried on at several points among the
Indians of the Northwest and the Chinese in the Dominion.
The mission in Korea was begun last year by sending to that country three
ordained missionaries.
The Foreign Mission staff consists of forty-

Trinidad, Central India,

three

ordained

whom

in

Honan

missionaries,

twelve

medical

missionaries,

the

major-

number of teachers and other Canadian agents and a much larger number of native assistants.
Stimulating addresses were delivered in the Assembly by missionaries from

ity of

are ladies,

a large

China and India, and, while no large increase of converts was reported, abundant testimony was borne to the self-denying labors of the
missionaries and to the existence of brightening tokens of hope.
In
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China there seems great

desire to learn about the Christian faith,

houses of the missionaries are crowded by inquirers.

is

and the
of faith

where missions are established does not neces-

in the heatheu religions
sarily

The decay

imply that the people are about to embrace the Gospel, but there

much

evidence that in

many

parts of the heatheu world such decay

and becomes more marked. May He who quickeneth the dead,
and calleth those things which be not as though they were, speedily
regenerate the nations and bring in that happy time of which the
The amount contributed for Foreign Missions was
prophets speak.

exists,

about §131,800.

The
time

;

show that candidates

reports of the theological colleges

ministry are on the increase.

for

This, indeed, has been manifest for

the

some

insomuch that some have been expressing the opinion that we have

But

a superfluity of students.

judgment

this

almost certainly errone-

is

ous: were we, at least, doing our duty toward the unevangelized world,

the

number would be

Of men who are
we can hardly suppose

too few.

candidates for the ministry

really

fit

that too

to

become

many

will

offer themselves.

The Church
as

in

Canada

is

doing

good theological attainments in

them are university graduates, but

its

best to secure

its

it

good

literary as well

The great majority

students.

of

has never been considered wise, or

indeed allowable, that a degree in arts should be made essential.

In

connection with most of the theological schools there has been a Preparatory Department, iu which students

who were not taking a complete
This has been a three-

university course received their arts training.
years’ course,

and the entrance examination was not

matriculation

examination in our universities.

preparatory

appointed
classes in

course

received

instruction

in

quite so high as the

Students taking this

the

languages from tutors

by the theological schools, while they attended university
That the preparatory course has
mental and physical sciences.

been of great service to the Church has been universally admitted; without it an adequate supply of ministers could not, in early days, have been
obtained.

owing

to

But

for

some time

subject.

the

work

has been pretty generally

the increase of candidates for the ministry, and the

university education,
modified.

it

Two

of

the
the

A syllabus of

preparatory course should
colleges

be

felt that,

facilities for

considerably

memorialized the Assembly on

this

a more extensive course, including, in substance,

of the first three university years iu

presented to the Assembly, with request that
as superseding the old preparatory course,
subjects should be discontinued

by

it

the general course, was

should receive sanction

and that the teaching

of arts

the theological schools, students being

required before entering theology to present certification of having comThe Assembly unanipleted the new coui-se iu an approved university.

mously sanctioned the scheme, and gave instructions that it should come
1899—1900. It will still be competent to the

into effect in the session

General Assembly, by special

act, to

admit

to the study of theology

men
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but

gifts for the ministry,

who have

nor have completed the three-years’ course

in Arts,

;
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neither a degree

but

such cases

all

must go to the Assembly for approval. It can hardly be doubted that
the Assembly has, in this very important matter, taken a step in the
right direction.

The report on “ Life and Work ” was full, able and interesting. It
embraced four subjects the State of Religion, Systematic Beneficence,
Sabbath Observance and Temperance. The attendance on Sabbath

—

services
in

is,

nearly

is

all

religion, there

is

The weekly prayer meeting

that can be desired.

some congregations, well attended;

in others, poorly.

As

more neglected than formerly, when
one can hardly venture to affirm.

statistics

Considerable

church members seem

to

have

efforts are

being

day

day

settled into the conviction that in our

still,

being accomplished by organizations in defense of the Lord’s

is

in

made

Too many

the forces of secularism are too strong to be successfully resisted;

good

is

received less attention,

stem the tide of Sabbath desecration, with various success.

to

to family

some ground for anxiety; but whether family duty

Ontario and other provinces.

That the American and Canadian

Churches should cooperate in maintaining an institution without which
all

Churches are robbed of more than half their power,

be desired

;

for without such

cooperation

it

is

extremely to

will be impossible

bring

to

influence strongly to bear on the great international lines of railway

which are among the mightiest agencies

in

breaking down the Sabbath

ordinance.

That the discussion on

this valuable report was almost confined to the
Temperance is to be regretted. The explanation doubtless
a few months a plebiscite will be taken in Canada on the ques-

sections on
is

that in

tion of a prohibitory law for the Dominion.

Nor

is it

matter of surprise

body as the General Assembly should be profoundly intera measure from which the great majority of temperance people

that such a
ested in

expect very beneficial results.

No member

of the Assembly,

it

need

hardly be said, showed indifference to the alarming evils of intemperance

and the liquor

traffic,

but certain statements in the report were criticised

on the ground that prohibition was not the proper remedy, and that the

Church was going outside her province in pronouncing on a question
which should be dealt with by citizens as such.
A deputation of eminent representatives of the Methodist Church of

Canada was received with much

cordiality

by the Assembly.

The

senti-

ments of brotherly affection which were expressed by the deputation

toward the Presbyterian Church, and by the Moderator, in
toward the Methodist

Church,

expression of them was eloquent
It

is

his reply,

were unquestionably genuine,

as

the

and warm.

pleasant to transcribe the following resolution regarding a very

eminent member of the Church, Sir

McGill University, Montreal, a
scientific

man

J.

W. Dawson,

late principal of

revered and loved wherever high

attainments consecrated to the defense of the Bible find appre-
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The resolution was unanimously adopted, and was conveyed to
William Dawson, who, to the regret of all, is in impaired health,
by a deputation of the Assembly. The resolution is as follows: “ In
view of the recent retirement of Sir William Dawson from active duty as
principal of McGill University, the General Assembly hereby convey to
ciation.

Sir

him the expression

of

its

high appreciation of

which he has for many years rendered
country.

By

the eminent services

to the cause of truth

and

to his

original scientific research, always conducted in a spirit of

devout reverence for Christianity, and by his clear and unwavering
testimony to the truth of the Bible, he has done

much

to strengthen

and

confirm the faith of many; while by his indefatigable efforts for the

advancement of public education he has earned the gratitude of his
fellow-countrymen.
The Assembly would offer the prayer that now in
his retirement he

Gospel, and be
truth.

may
still

enjoy in the fullest measure the consolations of the

spared for years to come, to bear witness to the

’ ’

The Assembly was honored by a

visit

from His Excellency, the Gov-

ernor-General of Canada, and the Countess of Aberdeen.

His Excel-

lency addressed the Assembly at considerable length and in an admirable
spirit,

manifesting acquaintance with the work and condition of the

Church and earnest sympathy with the work which
Churches are seeking to perform.
Toronto.

all

evangelical

William Caven.

VI.

REVIEWS OF
RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

I.

—PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE.

An Inquiry into the Nature, Limits and
Validity of Human Cognitive Faculty. By George Trumbull Ladd,
Professor of Philosophy in Yale University.
New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1897. 8vo, pp. xv, 614.

Philosophy of Knowledge.

In the opening words of his Preface, the author of this book warns us that
expect “ an Essay in the interests of some of the most profound and
difficult of the problems which can engage the reflective thinking of man.”
Certainly no one who reads the compact pages that follow will declare that
he has disappointed the expectations which these words may have raised.
The volume is hardly one that we should feel warranted in advising the
average reader to take with him for light reading in a summer vacation.
The hand of a master is seen at once in the fine way in which the author
specializes and defines his theme.
He sets before himself the ambitious task
of writing a scientific treatise on Epistemology, or “Noetics; ” and he
sticks to his text from first to last.
The book is a careful sketch of the critical endeavor of the human mind
to come to a “satisfactory understanding with itself.” Psychology is the
science of consciousness, but Epistemology is rather the science of self-consciousness. The former is purely descriptive and has for its subject-matter
states of consciousness; it is wholly subjective and, as such, has no objective
references whatever. On its farther side is Ontology, or Metaphysics
Proper, which is wholly objective. Philosophy, accordingly, striving after a
rational comprehension of Reality, has its two divisions, namely, a theory of
being and a theory of knowing. Prof. Ladd has already written an important work on the former and now he addresses himself distinctively to the
latter.
Besides, he speaks as an expert in psychology as well, for no American scholar is more at home in the field of the so-called New Psychology, or
Physio-psychosis, than is the distinguished professor of philosophy at Yale.
The particular search in this essay is after a trustworthy guaranty in cognition. It is not at all after a safe guide to sound thinking. Logic is formal
and, though it should be flawless, it cannot necessitate or assure a parallel
witness may use perfect grammar in telling a downright lie.
Reality.
The demonstrated abstractions of geometry do not prove the concrete
astronomies of the skies. The geometrical achievements of an archangel,

we may

A

46

;
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though absolutely perfect iu themselves, are yet neither a proof nor a
prophecy that Reality anywhere exists in which the relations involved
have their actualized diagrams or objectified photographs. Mere rationality
is not an inevitable conductor to Ontology.
Mr. Bradley admits that the
judgments of the mind may be logical, but the test question is, “Are they
true?" We. might think logically in a dream and how are we to know
indeed that we are not dreaming our thoughts by day as well as by night ?
Prof. William James says, “ To show that the real is identical with the ideal
may roughly be set down as the mainspring of philosophic activity.”* This
is a tremendously difficult, if not, in fine, an absolutely impossible task
however, what is thus represented as the goal of philosophy, has been
assumed by Hegel and his kind as its starting-point but it is the fatal blunder
of the high idealistic rationalist to assume that the human mind can, by
dint of good logic and by sweetly blindfolding itself to “ brute facts,” reason its way on to what ought to be and then may face about and naively postulate its conclusions as the assured description of what is. Prof. Bowne is
quite right in saying, “ Thought may exist as fact, and may even have laws
peculiar to itself but this does not secure the validity of knowledge.”!
So also as to the trustworthiness of our perceptions how do we know
that things are what they seem ? What insures the validity of the cognition
of the otlier-than-self ? Indeed, do we not know that things are not what
they seem to us very often to be and is not science often an unlearning of
what we have learned by sight ? Are we warranted in giving to our subjective processes an objective or “ transsubjective ” reference ? If so, to what
;

,

;

—

extent and on what ground ?
Accordingly, epistemology tests the link between the cognizing subject
and the cognized object; it discusses the leap from mere subjectivity to
Reality.

Prof. Ladd starts out with the idea that self-consciousness is the form of
knowledge that has epistemological priority. Noetics, with its “metaphysical minimum,” is the most presuppositionless of all the sciences.
Cogito
whether cognosco or dubito— is the basis of everything, and epistemologically
“ I don’t know ” is the precise equivalent of “ I know.”
With sober, sound sense, our author, in limine posits the actual separateness in experience of the subjective and the formal on the one hand, from

—

,

the transsubjective or the real on the other. He maintains that a non-metais impossible while at the same time a non-empirical

physical empiricism

metaphysics is unreliable.
Plunging into his theme, he shows us that it is implied in our cognition of
Reality that everything we cognize has kinship with the cognizer. We are
told in effect that all human knowledge is, in its last analysis, not only
anthropomorphic, but also (if we may use the term), ego-morphic. The cognizing agent, having already differentiated itself, substantially, from the alien
world of extra-mental Reality, makes for itself two divisions among the
percepts presented in the tract of its cognizing activity. These two parts
are, respectively, other-selves

and the

not-self.

We interpret other selves in

terms of the consciousness of our own self. But, furthermore, he cautiously
advances to the position that our cognition of that other section the notself
is possible because it too is constituted after the analogy of the selfknown self. That is to say, all knowledge of objective Reality is analogical

—

—

and we know the

not-self because, after all,

it

manifests the attributes of a

This position is precisely that of Prof. Bowne in his recent book,
quoted above. These are his words, namely, “ The world itself, though
self.

* The Will to Believe, p. 264.
t Theory of Thought

and Knowledge,

p. 267.

—
;
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more than a thought,

is essentially the expression of a thought, and hence
open to intelligence.”*
This is an exceedingly meaningful teaching. And yet, the correctness of
it conditions all rational theory of human knowledge.
It gains in depth and
richness too from the author’s successful contention that the cognitive
faculty involves the whole soul.
Fichte, with his doctrine of Feeling
Hegel, with that of Thinking, and Schopenhauer, with that of Will
each respectively presented as the appropriate and exclusive faculty in
cognition all erred in what they denied and it needs them all to complete

lies

—

the synthesis of the truth. Prof. Ladd insists that the “ knower is all in his
knowledge; ” and, while his general view here commends itself, the reader
is aware of a suspicion that after all his author is unwittingly putting undue
emphasis upon the feelings as the final criterion of validity in cognition.
Prof. James does not hesitate to say that “ the feeling of the sufficiency of
the present moment, of its absoluteness this absence of all need to explain
it,

or account for

or justify

it,

—

it

—

is

what

I call the Sentiment of Ration-

However, Prof. Ladd tries to guard against the fallacy of a hierarchy among the faculties and in the main holds consistently to his position
that all the faculties are enlisted in the knowing act.
ality.”!

This, to be sure, opens the way for the introduction of moral responsibility
and is removed, toto coelo from that doctrine of
the cold intellectual balancing of evidences, pro and con, which in effect
leaves the person as a sort of interested but irresponsible outside spectator
in our cognitive activities

,

of the merely mechanical adjustments that are to determine his convictions.

a very prevalent and a very specious fallacy. Unbelief, “ willing to
argue that its creed is not its own, but is furnished
ready-made for the trade, by the facts. For example, Mr. Shelley, in his
Refutation of Deism put this view in attractive form when he says, “ I can
no more conceive that a man who perceives the disagreement of any ideas
should be persuaded of their agreement, than that he should overcome a
physical impossibility. The reasonableness or folly of the articles of our
creed is therefore no legitimate object of merit or demerit; our opinions
depend not on the will, but on the understanding.” It is a great service to
the truth that the fallacy that hides itself in this position should be exposed
from the standpoint of a rational conception of knowledge itself.
This doctrine of the essential kinship between self and the not-self means
a franchise for constant commerce with the external world. Cognition is
not simply logical or intellectual, it is also ethical and aesthetic, and, therefore,
so also is Reality. The world of things is a Unity and that Unity reflects
the attributes of Personality. The important thing in Epistemology is not
the concept, but the judgment. Immanent ideas are everywhere realized and
the Idea becomes the bridge that connects the mental and the extra-mental
world.
This is the main thought of the book. The author has no patience with
Kant’s Logic of Illusion, nor with the doctrine of the Antinomies of the Reason, which, he insists, must disappear before the search-light of a sound
theory of knowledge. If Reason is honey-combed with antinomies, then all
valid knowledge of Reality is impossible.
Metaphysically, the book is anything else than friendly to Subjective Idealism. The postulated extra-mental is constantly kept in view. The author
seems disposed to think that the notion of Uniformity of Law in Nature
has been overworked and that a plodding Empiricism is needed to cheek
mate a cock-sure subjective “ insight ” and all ambitious systems of ironclad
Apodictics. The “ sleeping postulate ” which validates ratiocination is that

This

is

justify itself,” is quick to

,

* P. 314.

fP.

61.

—
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the Being of the World is known after the analogy of the Life of a Self
implying that this Being is (11 really existent (2) it is Will; (3) it is, in
its differentiating activities, teleological and rational like our own Self.
If Mr. Balfour is right in declaring that the decisive battles of theology
are fought beyond its frontiers, then certainly there is no more important or
critical battle-ground than that traversed by Prof. Ladd in this book.
Ever
since Kant, skepticism has vaunted itself in disparaging criticisms upon
man’s power to know. Mr. Spencer’s system is primarily epistemological,
and yet Prof. Ladd vigorously shows how the great agnostic’s philosophy
abounds in positive theories concerning his unknowable background of
Ontology. The book never names Ritschl, of course, and yet some of its
pages read as if they had been written with explicit reference to the school
of theology which so persistently repudiates metaphysical presuppositions.
Any one who has read the author’s Elements of Physiological Psychology will
be interested in learning that he regards as inadequate every forii of physiopsychical parallelism and that he wholly agrees with Wundt, whom he
quotes as saying, “ Even quantitatively, every spiritual event surpasses its
causes.” The theological reader observes how it is maintained, strictly
from the epistemological view-point, that self-consciousness is not at all synonymous with limitation. “ It is not ignorance, it is rather that commerce
of being with itself in which the essence of all knowledge consists
e have no higher type of the divine and absolute cognitive activity than
the realization by the conscious human spirit of the actuality of its own
;

W

interrelated self-activities.”*

He affirms the

and thus he
such labored but frivolous pantheistic refinements of
the human personality and freedom as Prof. Royce has recently given in
what is really the most pronounced logical outcome of all his thinking.!
In all thought and knowledge there is subsumed a common standard to
which constant reference is tacitly made. Presuppositionless as the philosophy of knowledge fain would be, this implied Absolute is presupposed in
the very first function of the cognitive faculty. Here, again, our author is
at one with Prof. Bowne. Skepticism outdoes knowledge in presuppositions,
and the agnostic arguing his creed is, as Dr. Martineau has somewhere said,
in substance, only the dumb man calling out to his fellows that he has no
distinct individuality of the cognizing agent,

sets aside at once all

voice.

Thus we see that the conclusions of this science are very important to the
student of theism. One reads theology between the lines in these words
“ Human cognition is all to be understood as a species of intercourse
between minds.” Reality then is not an impersonal pantheistic Natura
Naturans, but it everywhere bears the finger-marks of Personality. That is
to say, no theory of knowledge is possible except as we assume Rationality
The book closes with these words il Man knows Reality
in the Reality.
because Reality is of his own kinship. In knowledge, will answers to will
and mind to mind. Yes; there are even indications in the very nature of
cognition that what ethics and religion crave to discover is true and that
heart speaks to heart a voice whose promises are often obscure, but never
wholly false. Knowledge is indeed relative but it is itself the establishment
of a relation between the Revealer the Absolute Self and the Self to whom the
:

;

;

,

,

revelation comes .”
It is not accidental that so

ject just

so

much

now.

much

attention

Dogmatic skepticism makes

is

being paid to this specific subsupreme assault against not

its

But

if

we

we cannot know them

at

all.

the reality of the fact as the integrity of the faculty.

cannot somehow' know things as
* P. 202.

t See his

they.’are,

then

supplementary essay in The Conception

of God.
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that Fate or Chance or Law or God has endowed us with a
powers that mislead or deceive us is the first indeed it is the only
plank in the platform of a downright and hopeless Skepticism. The native
self-confidence of the Reason that is in us and the unavoidable impulse to
trust the veracity of our perceptive faculties are the fundamental prerequisites to every noble achievement of human thought and every worthy
upreach of human aspiration.
Idealism and Realism are well-worn terms, which are elastic and ambiguous, nevertheless. There is an Idealism that untenants the poor world of
all Reality
and there is a Realism that let us admit it is too naive and
simple, altogether. If by Idealism we mean that the world is in some sort
the expression of Intelligence or of Idea, then the rational epistemologist is,
nolens volens an idealist and, accordingly, we find that the three American
writers named in this review (Profs. James, Bowne and Ladd), widely as they
differ in their methods and conclusions, agree substantially in the conviction expressed in the closing words of Prof. James’ book “ The only complete
category of our thinking, our professors of philosophy tell us, is the category of personality, every other category being one of the abstract elements
of this. And this systematic denial on science’s part of personality as a
condition of events, this rigorous belief that in its own essential and innermost nature our world is a strictly impersonal world, may, conceivably, as
the whirligig of time goes round, prove to be the very defect that our
descendants will be most surprised at in our own boasted science, the omission that to their eyes will most tend to make it look perspectiveless and

The presumption

—

set of

—

;

—

;

,

:

short.”*

San Francisco.

Beginselen der Psychologie.
H. Bos,

Henry Collin Minton.
Door Dr. H. Bavinck.

Kampen:

J.

1897.

The science of Psychology has of late years cut out new channels. The
older deductive and synthetic method, of Plato, Spinoza and later of Schelling and Hegel, has been set aside. The present method is almost exclusively
It aims at the observation of psychological phenomena and compares the data, thus obtained, for the formation of its conclusions. But
this new method is one-sided as well as the old. The combination of the
empirical and the synthetic methods seems to form the ideal. The great
danger of modern psychology is its entire materialization. It practically
overlooks the existence of the soul as a spiritual substance, and identifies it

empirical.

with the phenomena it presents. This destructive method began with Herbart’s Statik und Mechanik des Geistes. Weber and Fechner further opened
the way, till in the hands of Wundt the so-called “ Psycho-physik ” developed into a mere “ physiological psychology,” in which matter and mind are
identified. Thus the entire science, in its later developments, has presented
a decidedly negative aspect.
It is therefore a great thing, amid the trend of complete secularization of
this important branch of scientific thought, to be able to lay hands on a
book on Psychology which reckons with God the Creator of life and spirit
and with His revelation. It is true the book is but small for so large a subAs far as I
ject, but its size is wholly disproportionate to its importance.
know, this is the first serious attempt to write a treatise on Psychology from
the standpoint of faith. Everything is not said, in this small volume, which
might be said and ought to be said in a fuller treatise. It is exactly what it
claims to be, rudimentary. It is possible that all readers may not adopt
*

The Will

to Believe , p. 327.
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every conclusion of the author. In some respects the clear-cut sentences
show the reflex influence of his extensive study of the negative literature
on the subject. In the undue extension of the idea of psychology toward or
into the spheres of animal and plant life, we are reminded of a lecture of
Frederick Van Eeden on Vitalism. But the reader feels at once that the
book is not a common thing, but that it compels to discriminating thought.
The whole process of reasoning is so manifestly up to date that it startles
the conservative reader, even though it be manifestly written from his own
angle of view.
glance at the notes and references shows at once that the

A

author is fully
and new.

in

touch with the entire literature of the subject, both old

Among

the portions which have specially attracted our attention, we men8; 9, H, I, J, and 10, F and G. In § 3 the treatment of the
“Psychology of the Holy Scriptures” indicates a wonderful exegetical
grasp, whilst in § 4 “ The History of Psychology ” is abundantly worthy of
separate publication as a tract on the subject. The whole book is characterized by a devout and exceedingly well-disciplined spirit, and by that peculiar
flavor for which all the author’s publications are noted.
trust that this
outline will be followed later on by a fuller treatise on the subject from the
tion §§

1, 3, 4,

We

same talented author.

It is of vital

importance in our day of extensive psy-

chological researches.

Henry

Holland, Mich.

E.

Dosker.

The Will to Believe and Other Essays in Popular Philosophy'.
By William James. New York, London and Bombay: Longmans,
Green

& Co.,

8vo, pp. xiv, 327.

1897.

These essays, from the pen of the well-known Harvard professor, were
written at different times and for special occasions, generally to be read
before some college philosophical club, and were afterwards published in
some Review. They cover a period of nearly twenty years, the earliest one
dating from 1879.
book made up in this way must necessarily be of a
somewhat heterogeneous character, and we have in the present volume
papers on a great variety of philosophical themes: as, for example, on the
Philosophy of Belief, Pessimism, The Sentiment of Rationality, Theism,
Prof. James
Free Will, The Nature of Ethical Distinctions, etc.
cannot attempt, of course, in ranging over so wide a field, even to touch
upon many points of supreme importance, yet his discussions supplement
and dovetail into each other so that we get a pretty good idea of his philosophy. The author thus characterizes his philosophical attitude “Were
I obliged to give a short name to the attitude in question, I should call it
that of radical empiricism, in spite of the fact that such brief nicknames
empiricism,’
I say
are nowhere more misleading than in philosophy.
because it is contented to regard its most assured conclusions concerning
matters of fact as hypotheses liable to modification in the course of future
experience; and I say radical,’ because it treats the doctrine of monism
itself as an hypothesis, and, unlike so much of the half-way empiricism that

A

:

‘

‘

current under the name of positivism or agnosticism or scientific naturalit does not dogmatically affirm monism as something with which all
experience has got to square ” (p. vii).
It is not our intention to attempt a statement of Prof. James’ philosophical views in their logical correlation, for he has not done this himself.
We content ourselves with noticing the views advanced in some of the most
important essays, especially those that have a religious bearing.
The first half of the work is largely concerned, as our author himself
is

ism,

;
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A

says, in defending the legitimacy of religious faith (p. x).
great deal that
is said in this defense is wise and strong.
The justification of this faith in

the absence of demonstrative proof as against such writers as Clifford and
Huxley, the vindication of peaceful trust in the universe as over against
pessimism, and the exhibition of the rationality of the theistic conception,
r
are all good examples of subtle reasoning.
i et we are sometimes surprised
at the position our author takes. Witness the following: “The postulate
that there is truth, and that it is the destiny of our minds to attain it, we
are deliberately resolving to make, though the skeptic will not

company with him,

make

it.

We

But the faith
that truth exists, and that our minds can find it, may be held in two ways.
We may talk of the empiricist way and of the absolutist way of believing
in truth.
The absolutists in this matter say that we not only can attain to
knowing truth, but we can know when we have attained to knowing it
part

therefore, absolutely, at this point.

while the empiricists think that although

know when. To know is one
know is another. One may hold

libly

thing,

we may
and

to

we cannot

attain

it,

know

for certain that

infal-

we

being possible without the
second hence the empiricists and the absolutists, although neither of them
is a skeptic in the usual philosophic sense of the term, show very different
degrees of dogmatism in their lives” (p. 12). This distinction is not a new
one. The only strange thing is that Prof. James does not see how this
vitiates much of his argument.
What difference does it make that truth is
real if we cannot know when we have it ? if we can never distinguish
between the reality of our so-called knowledge and positive error ? Are we
to believe in religion as only possibly true, and because it is a “ genuine
option ” accept it all the time, however, admitting that we can never attain
moral certitude about it ? Of course, if we cannot be certain about anything, religion is no worse off than the rest of the universe. If all philosophy and science are in the same boat with religion, then the latter has
as good a chance of escaping the skeptical flood as either of the others and
has as much right in the boat. To this extent religious faith is made legitimate. But suppose they should all go under together ? Mr. Balfour has
made us familiar with the ins and outs of all this. However, as an argument
ad scientiam ( hominem ) Prof. James presents it very well.
In the same essay the close connection between belief and the passional
and volitional nature of man is very well brought out, and the fact is emphasized that few of our beliefs are the result of an accurate weighing in intellectual scales. Religious belief then is in this respect like the great majority
of all our beliefs which is Mr. Balfour again. The point is also well made,
though not a new one, that intellectual neutrality is impossible in certain
cases, among them religion. Failure to believe is practically to disbelieve.
To wait for proof is to act as if religion were not true.
In two or three others of his essays Prof. James shows, at the risk of repeWe believe
tition, our right to believe along the lines of the needs of life.
that those needs have an appropriate satisfaction in many departments why
not in religion ? And just as in common life the acting as if certain things
were true is often the only way to test them that is, the verification waits
upon the venture—so it may be with religious faith. At any rate we are
warranted in taking the risk.
One of the most interesting essays in the book is that on “ Reflex Action
and Theism.” The point of the paper is, “ that the physiological view of
mentality, so far from invalidating, can but give aid and comfort to the
theistic attitude of mind ” (p. 142). The argument pursues the following
The doctrine of reflex action teaches the absolute congruity
line of thought
between the three great departments of human nature, impressions of sense,
to the

first

;

—

—

—

—

:
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trains of thought,

of the last

;

and actions of every kind. The first two are for the sake
works upon the facts of sense only for

in other words, reflection

the sake of man’s volitional nature. All cogitations function merely for the
sake of activity. This is true in practical life, in aesthetics, in science. In
all these spheres the demands of the volitional nature or practical reason are
determinative.
This should be equally true in religion. Our practical

nature demands a God, and the kind of God theism postulates. Or, as
Prof. James himself expresses it, “Now theism always stands ready with
r

,

the most practically rational solution it is possible to conceive. Not an
energy of our active nature to which it does not authoritatively appeal, not
an emotion of which it does not normally and naturally release the springs.
At a single stroke it changes the dead blank it of the world into a living
thou , with whom the whole man may have dealings
Our volitional

nature must then, until the end of time, exert a constant pressure upon the
other departments of the mind to induce them to function to theistic conclusions ” (p. 127). The objection that the practical reason should have no
voice at all in the question of what is true and what is false is answered by
the author in fine style. He also shows, from the same point of view, that
all

supratheistic conceptions, such as Hegelian pantheism, are impossible.

And

yet Prof. James has not after all given a sufficiently definite content to
the term God. His definition is as follows “ But, extrinsically considered,
so to speak, God’s personality is to be regarded, like any other personality,
as something lying outside of my own and other than me, and whose existence I simply come upon and find.
power not ourselves, then, which not
:

A

only makes for righteousness, but means it, and which recognizes us.”
This so far as it goes is very well expressed that it does not go far enough
“ Now, as regards a great many of the attri'
is evident from the following
butes of God, and their amounts and mutual relations, the world has been
delivered over to disputes. All such may for our present purpose be considered as quite inessential. Not only such matters as His mode of revealing
Himself, the precise extent of His providence and power and their connection with our free-will, the proportion of His mercy to His justice, and the
amount of His responsibility for evil but also His metaphysical relation to
the phenomenal world, whether causal, substantial, ideal, or what not are
Whoso
affairs of purely sectarian opinion that need not concern us at all.
debates them presupposes the essential features of theism to be granted
already and it is with these essential features, the bare poles of the subject,
that our business exclusively lies” (p. 121). All of this, to say the least, is
;

:

;

—

;

and liable to be interpreted in a wrong way.
In his paper on the “ Dilemma of Determinism,” Prof. James has an
encouraging word for those w ho are still trying to strike out something new
in the free-will controversy. He thinks there is “ no subject less worn out
or in which inventive genius has a better chance of breaking open new
ground” (p. 145). To review this essay adequately would require a pretty
We can call attention to the chief
full discussion of the free-will problem.
point only. Prof. James espouses the side of indeterminism and puts the
dilemma of determinism thus Determinism says all evil is predetermined
and necessary. If then we feel evil ought not to be, that it is regrettable, we
are landed in pessimism for that which is regrettable is then imbedded in
the constitution of things. If we say, evil is here for the sake of the ultimate good and is therefore not regrettable, we may claim to have made out
optimism. But what then are we to do with our “ judgment of regret ” over
Is this regret wrong? If so,
evil, a judgment we cannot get rid of?
murder is good. But if murder is bad, regret is good. But both murder
and regret are, according to determinism, predetermined. Hence, hopeless
indefinite

T

:

;
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absurdity would be at the root of all things, which would itself be pessimism. Is there no way out of this pessimistic conclusion? None, except
through subjectivism that is by saying that evil is purely subjective. Outward ills, so called, are merely a contrivance for deepening our consciousness of the antagonistic nature of good and evil. Murder is bad only when
there is some one to feel its badness. If we draw back from this subjectivism, we must take the other horn, pessimism. If we shrink from this
dilemma we must abandon determinism and take up with indeterminism,
which leaves a little play for chance in the universe, though allowing a
divine providence to guide the world as a whole. All of this is, as far as it
goes, an excellent defense of freedom and a strong attack on fatalism. An
ironclad, necessitarian Monism certainly fares badly here at our author’s
hands. But we do not think Prof. James has sufficiently distinguished
between physical determinism and psychical determinism, between necessity
and certainty, between divine causation and divine foreknowledge, between
human freedom based on an irresponsible will and human freedom based on
a responsible character, between freedom of the will and freedom of the
man. Prof. James has indeed spoken of a hard and a soft determinism, but
he says little of the difference between them and lays little or no stress on
the distinction except as a matter of names.
The essay on “ The Moral Philosopher and the Moral Life ” is another
interesting one. Prof. James admits that the pure empiricist does not and
cannot explain the psychological question as to the historical origin of all our
moral ideas and judgments. Here, he says, the intuitionist school has scored
its point.
On the other hand, when the metaphysical question is raised as
to the meaning of “good,” “ill,” “ obligation,” etc., the author declares
that moral principles cannot exist in “the nature of things,” or in vacuo,
independently of a sentient being, but that moral good and evil depend for
their nature on the concrete thinker they must embody his personal thought.
If there were but one thinker in the universe, his thoughts would be right,
no matter what they were. If there were many thinkers, each would be a
law unto himself, and we should be landed in pure subjectivism. But if one
of these many thinkers were God, His thoughts would be the model, and
thus we could escape this subjectivism (pp. 192, 193). What however would
be the ground of obligation even here ? Why should the thought of God be
the model ? We are constrained to say that we do not think Prof. James’
solution, which we have not space to give, throws any light on this question.
But waiving this point, it may be thought that the author at least postulates
the necessity of such a being in order that there may be a supreme ideal to
follow, that is, in order to rescue us from pure subjectivism in morals, which
;

;

means ethical annihilation. But we are afraid we cannot so interpret Prof.
James in the light of the following “ Were all other things, gods and men
and starry heavens, blotted out from this universe, and were there left but
one rock with two loving souls upon it, that rock would have as thoroughly
:

moral a constitution as any possible world which the eternities and immensiWhether a God exist, or whether no God exist, in
could harbor
yon blue heaven above us bent, we form at any rate an ethical republic here
below. And the first reflection which this leads to is that ethics have as
genuine and real a foothold in a universe where the highest consciousness is
human, as in a universe where there is a God as well ” (pp. 197, 198). So
after all we are left in the pit of subjectivism from which we thought we
had been digged.
Coming to the casuistic question, the measure of the various goods and ills,
our author takes, we are sorry to say, a utilitarian position (p. 201). How
then shall we measure conflicting ideals ? The answer is Those are the
ties

:
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highest ideals that satisfy the most demands. And Prof. James even goes
so far as to say “ In point of fact, there are no absolute evils, and there are
no non-moral goods ; and the highest ethical life however few maybe called
to bear its burdens consists at all times in the breaking of rules which have
:

—

—

grown too narrow for the actual case. There is but one unconditional commandment, which is that we should seek incessantly, with fear and trembling, so to vote and to act as to bring about the very largest total universe
of good

which we can

see ” (p. 209).

We commend the essay “ On Some

All of which is very bad.
Hegelisms ” to the youthful worshipers

The

of the idol of Neo-Hegelianism.

old worshipers are joined to their

and must be left alone but the recent converts are not perhaps beyond
all hope.
Let them read Prof. James’ vigorous and convincing exposure of
the absurdity of their idol- worship, and they may perchance be healed of

idols

;

their backsliding.

In conclusion

and study.

Its

we wish

to say that this

joined with keen, strong thinking.
always expect from Prof. James.

McCormick

book

chief characteristics are

The

will repay the closest perusal
suggestiveness and originality,
brilliancy of style is what we

Benjamin Lewis Hobson.

Theological Seminary.

Studies of Good and Evil. A Series of Essays Upon Problems of Philosophy and of Life. By Josiah Royce. New York: D. Appleton &
Co., 1898.

8vo, pp. xv, 384.

Students of philosophy are sure to be interested in the very title of this
book of Prof. Royce. Those who are acquainted with his philosophy
know that its severest crux is just the problem which the announcement of
this book gives promise to discuss.
The author has made a place for himself in the philosophical world. Born
among the mining camps of upland California educated, in the first instance,
in the schools of his native State
it is interesting to see how, by dint of a
very decided metaphysical bent, cultivated by a life of arduous and enthusiastic study, he has been able to take a prominent place among the philosophical thinkers of his country and, we may say, of his time.
He is known away
from home and has recently been honored with an appointment to the
Gifford lectureship at Edinburgh.
He is nothing if not metaphysical. He well may say with Hazlitt, “ I am
latest

;

;

a metaphysician and nothing that is not metaphysical interests me.” He
Accordingly,
sees, interprets and describes everything from that view-point.
he is not “ popular,” nor does he care to be. He is enthusiastic, almost to
exuberance, bold, constructive and self-confident. In his essay on “ Jean
Marie Guyau,” he names three characteristics that must be combined in the
successful philosopher, which may be summed up as follows, viz. Love of
life with critical coolness, intellectual breadth of range with an eye for unity,
and “ a cautious sense of human fallibility a power to doubt, with a courageous willingness to take your risks and even to make your blunders .” We have
ventured to italicize the words which are an approximately accurate characterization of the chief trait of the brilliant Harvard professor. He is an
insistent propagator of the tenets of post-Kantian Idealism. It is not possible here (nor is it necessary) even to outline his philosophy as given in his
leading books, The Spirit of Modern Philosophy and The Religious Aspects
of Philosophy. It is unfortunate that Prof. Royce’s literary style is such as
to hide his thought from many who would be interested in his books.
Doubtless, the involvedness of his style is doe partly to the transcendental
elements of his philosophy and partly to the consequent indefiniteness of his
:

—
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conceptions, for we believe that the inherent vagueness and complexity of
his view of things makes simplicity and perspicuity impossible; and yet, it

must be said that if one will conscientiously labor over his pages long and
hard enough, one will come to be so far en rapport with him as thoroughly
to enjoy his swift and suggestive sweep of thought, his rich fund of resources
and his marvelously keen insight into the subtle realm of metaphysics.
These essays are a sort of corollary from the author’s philosophical teachings. They are occasional and fragmentary and yet he insists that the same
vein runs through them all and he is right in that. We are to see here how
well his idealism applies to “ concrete and relatively practical problems;”
for he everywhere insists that his philosophy squares with historical and

—

empirical facts.

The

first

of evil

essay is on the “ Problem of Job.” This is only the old problem
it gives name and character to the whole series.
Readers of

and

the recent book, The Conception of God, * containing the discussions at
the Philosophical Union in connection with the University of California,
in which Prof. Royce took the prominent part, will recall how Prof.
Howison presses home the charge of Pantheism upon Prof. Royce ; it
will also be remembered that the latter wriggles, under evident embarrassment, in attempting to acquit himself of the all too well-supported charge.
For while the able president of the Union by no means safeguards himself
against his opponent’s countercharge of Polytheism, yet it must be said that
his reply to Prof. Royce’s philosophical position, in its bearings upon the

problem in particular, is a capital piece of work. Indeed, if we
only bear in mind that the assailant is himself an enthusiastic idealist selfstyled “ multi-personal,” but called by his antagonist “ polytheistic ” it may
theistic

—

—

be said that no more drastic demolition of Prof. Royce’s philosophy of
Theism can be found or asked for than in that same volume. All this
is not foreign to a criticism of these essays.
They are the same old sermon
with only a variation of the text. In this first essay he tells us that there
are three false ways of viewing Evil. The first is to deny all moral and
teleological valuations of what we call Good and Evil. We might say of them,
as Cliauncey Wright says of Natural Theology, we suppose, they are simply
“ weather.” This of course solves the problem by dissolving it. The second
regards Evil as disciplinary, pedagogic. This our author dismisses as “ playing

about the edges of our problem, as children play barefoot in the shallowest
reaches of the foam of the sea.” Pain may warn us of danger; this explains
the pain, but why the danger ? The third method affirms that the divine
permission of moral Evil is a metaphysical implicate of the doctrine of the
divine creation of free agents. This was the theodicy of Job’s friends with
which they mocked his sufferings. But God owes to the Turk his due and
he does not get it. “ Job’s crv is once more in place the ways of God are
not thus justified.” A fourth doctrine, “in essence the thesis of philosophical idealism,” is the author’s. Grant Job’s presuppositions and his
problem is insoluble but Job’s presuppositions are wrong, we are told. If
God is the external Creator and Ruler of the world, all solutions fail; for
then God were either helpless or cruel. Here then is the true answer God
He is the Absolute Being and you are
is not another being than yourself.
one with Him. Your sufferings are His sufferings. Wherefore he calls this
rational # of Evil, “ the immortal soul of the doctrine of the divine atonement.” If it be asked why God need thus suffer, the mouth of the idealist
rather does he make reply, “ Because without suffering,
is not stopped
without ill, without woe, evil, tragedy, God’s life could not be perfected.”
Here we have Prof. Royce’s wdiole philosophy in a nut-shell, as seen, to
;

;

:

:

*

Macmillans,

1897.
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be sure, from one certain point of view. Perfection is metaphysically imposIf we say that Evil thus becomes a
sible without the existence of Evil.
conditio sine qua non of God and hence is no longer evil but a good, the
answer is ready, Nay not so, but it is simply because it is intrinsically evil
that God can be. Sorrow conditions triumph. “ The eternal world contains Gethsemane.” If the Harvard professor were writing a history of
Eternity, this would be its keynote. It is the only possible solution of the
perplexing problems of time. Consciousness within and the cosmos without
are luminous in this light. In this volume, the spiritual experience of John
Bunyan and Prof. Huxley’s theory of non-ethical evolution, Lord Tennyson’s misunderstood pessimism and the Squatters’ Riot in the far-west city
of Sacramento, Eckhart’s Mysticism and the true doctrine of human selfconsciousness, are all made to do service in unfolding this one truth which
is the foundation of so many others.
Prof. Royce’s theistic doctrine is determinative throughout.
If one
desired to get a good glimpse of his whole philosophy, without reading everything he has written, there is nothing more worthy of his attention than the
sixth essay in this volume on the “ Implications of Self-consciousness.”
The testimony of consciousness is not false, it is only inadequate. It does
not tell a falsehood, it simply does not tell all the truth. The knower must
transcend himself. Consciousness is genetically and essentially social. The
Ego must have its alter. In the psychological diagnosis of consciousness,
much is made of the implicates of consciousness but the Ego is only a part,
a moment, of God. If this does not sound like Pantheism, we do not know
what would “There is and can be but one complete self and all finite selves
!

;

:

and

their objects are organically related to this self, as

moments

of its

com-

pleteness, thoughts in its thought, 'and, as I should add, wills in its will,

individual elements in the life of the Absolute Individual ” (p. 146). These
words are duplicated again and again in the Conception of God.*
Now, just now, we are interested in all this in so far as it bears upon theological thought.

Prof.

Royce

is

commonly

cavalier,

sometimes offensively

Indeed, with him everything
Religiously, he finds
is a “ mere incident ” to his philosophical idealism.
himself quite in sympathy with Guyau only it is significant that while the
precocious Frenchman frankly called his views “Irreligion,” Prof. Royce
would “ unhesitatingly call them religious.” He exalts “ spiritual unconventionality ” into the chief of the graces and he finds that “ even if we
love both the name and the universal cause of religion, outward and personal
conformity to the mere accidents of current religious convention are personally repugnant and distinctly depressing to our best concerns, so that, however much we may sympathize, still outwardly such amongst us must
stubbornly decline to conform.” This pronunciamento may well fill us with
mingled emotions. We may infer that a philosophical idealist may “ sympathize ” so far as to pay a pew rent (though that might do violence to the
universality of the universal cause) still he must “ stubbornly decline to
conform ” to such an extent as t6 occupy the pew very often. It is well to
know that all the stubbornness is not inside the church. Seriously, we are
afraid that “ sympathy ” is as far as this philosophy will warrant its possessor in going and, too, that the stronger the hold of the philosophy, the
weaker the bond of the sympathy.
Prof. Royce’s philosophy is directly antagonistic to evangelical truth. If
he should remark, as he probably would, so much the worse for Evangelicalism, we remark, so much the worse for his philosophy. Until that philosophy shall have succeeded better than it has yet done in acquitting itself of
patronizing, in his attitude toward theology.

;

;

*

For example, see pp.

272. 273, 274, 292. 293.
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Pantheism— Coleridge’s “ Painted Atheism ”

—

it

must

rest

783
under

its

con-

demnation.

We are told that God is the only Absolute and yet that His life would not
be perfected without the existence of Evil that is to say, Evil conditions
God. He tells us that our consciousness of freedom to do this or that is
“ largely yes, mainly illusory,” thus laying the basis for skepticism, pure
and simple. He tells us that the human individual can say to God, “ If I
were not free, you would not be free,” and yet that God is the Absolute.
All our aims, ideals and activities are God’s; if there are devils and demons,
the same is true of them. This is to prostitute God’s good into evil or to
deify our evil into the good. His doctrine of the relation of God to the
creature is such as plainly strips the human person of distinct individuality
and freedom his best explanations leave us in doubt whether he dehumanizes man or depersonalizes God, or both.
He plays fast and loose with the
whole doctrine of personality and either destroys the integrity of the human
individual or makes God divisible into “ parts.” There is a fatalism of Pantheism as inexorable as the fatalism of Mohammed ; the philosophy that by
implication makes all things good is as false as the philosophy that makes
;

—

;

all

things bad.
“

The Pitchers we, whose Maker makes them ill,
He torment them if they chance to spill ?

Shall

Nay, like the broken Potsherds are we cast
Forth and forgotten— and what will be will.”

Prof. Royce has explained these difficulties to his own satisfaction. Dr.
Samuel Johnson used to say that he could give a man his explanation, but he
could not give him brains to understand it. When the Englishman remarked
to a Highlander that a surgical operation was necessary in order to get a. joke
into a Scotchman’s head, the man from the north quietly replied, “Yes, an
Englishman’s joke.” Prof! Koyce may complain that we have not the mind
to grasp an explanation, and we answer, “Ho, not Prof. Royce’s.”

Henry Collin Minton.

San Francisco.

The Practical Philosophy.

Being the Philosophy of the Feelings, of
the Will, and of the Conscience, with the Ascertainment of Particular
Rights and Duties. By R. L. Dabney, D.D., LL.D., late Professor of
Systematic and Practical Theology in the Union Theological Seminary
of the Presbyterian Church in Virginia. Mexico, Mo.: Crescent Book
House,

1897.

Pp. xv, 521.

In the publisher’s Preface, this book is called “ the crowning work ” of
sad interest attaches itself to its appearance,
Dr. Dabney’s literary life.
inasmuch as it so nearly synchronizes with the death of its venerable and distinguished author. It is practically a posthumous work, for most of its
readers will have perused its pages for the first time after the writer of them
had passed into the heavens.
The subtitle serves to inform the reader more accurately concerning the
nature and contents of the volume. Dr. Dabney aimed to restore to the
word “ Practical ” its original and classical meaning. The subject-matter
of the book is the Executive and the Moral Powers of the soul. It treats
of that department of psychological study known by the Scottish school as
the Philosophy of the Active, as over against that of the Intellectual
Powers.
The volume consists of four books. The first treats of the Psychology of
the Feelings. Dr. Dabney makes no pretensions of familiarity with, or
respect for, what is known as the “New Psychology.” His book is almost
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any recent writer. He studies his subject
altogether from the old subjective standpoint of consciousness. The empirical or physiological psychology pursues another method and he simply does
entirely destitute of reference to

not care for that method.
He divides the feelings into two classes, the passive and the active. The
former, namely, the sensibilities, characterize the person as acted upon by
agents without. The latter class, including the appetencies, present the
person as active these appetencies are either desires or repulsions and are
directed toward objects which are without. He criticises false classifications such as those based upon the contrast between pleasure and pain, and
upon the difference between desires and aversions. He constantly keeps in
the foreground the divine origin of human nature, per se, as essentially constituted, and it is one of the valuable features of the book that it, again and
again, points out the evidence of “final cause” in the psychological constitution of our being. For example, consciousness reveals the uniform fact
that beneficent actions are pleasant and are rewarded with moral self-approbation while malevolent actions are bitter and miserable and are followed
by the inward pains of self-condemnation. The final cause pointed out
herein is that a wise Creator would warn men from the latter and would
incite them to the performance of the former. By utterly ignoring them,
the contempt that is heaped upon contemporary theories which challenge
the presuppositions of this view of the whole subject is so unusual as to be
positively refreshing the reader can afford to allow one author to do it simply because others do not do it and yet, it must be said that a most convincing argument can sometimes be constructed, as here, by boldly and
naively stating the plain truth and refusing to turn aside to honor inadequate conceptions and superficial fallacies with so much as a respectful
;

;

;

;

notice.

The second book treats of the Will. Here our author, who is an easy
master of keen analysis and acute dialectics, is thoroughly at home. He
confines himself rigidly to the observed facts of consciousness and experience. He prefers to classify the faculties as fourfold, rather than as threeThat is to say, he would, with Hamilton, regard the Will as rather
fold.
the faculty of conation and of volition.
In his discussion of the Freedom of the Will, he states and answers the
three false doctrines the Spinozistic or Pantheistic ; the Sensualistic, which
makes the will only the product of factors without and what he
calls the Scotist, which regards the volition as self-determining and
may speak of volitions as caused or uncaused, according as
uncaused.
we regard their determinants as possessed of physical causation on the one
hand, or as having regulative efficiency on the other. He thinks that the
confusion of physical causation with mental determination has been the
:

in reality

;

We

occasion of endless bewilderment in the discussion of this subject. He
holds to the latter and rejects the former. His theory would combine subjective determinism with genuine freedom. The disposition is the determining factor. He distinguishes between inducements , i. e., outward objects
which stimulate the sensibility, and motive , which inheres in the subjective
appetencies. This motive always has in it two elements, namely, the permanent disposition and the judgment of intelligence upon the “ practicably
preferable.”

We

cannot regard this part of the book, strong and clear as

it

is,

as

While we accept in the main the result reached, we
believe that both the discussion and the result are unnecessarily encumbered
with perplexing and even objectionable features. Dr. Dabney is clear in
explaining that the phrase “ Freedom of the Will ” is misleading or at least
entirely satisfactory.

—
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than the freedom of the person
the man, and therefore freedom
can be affirmed only of the ego-volens. He is careful to deny freedom or selfinitiating and self-determining efficiency to the volitional faculty, but he
readily grants it to the Disposition which furnishes the precedaneous factors
that determine what the specific volition is to be. If that be Determinism,
then the fierce beast has had his claws clipped and is as safe as a gentle
meaningless,
willing.

if

The

will is

else

nothing except as

by

it

it is

household pet.
But it is hard to see why Dr. Dabney insists upon using the term “ Necessity,” even though he may very clearly explain the difference between the
philosophical and the popular meaning of the word. He says (p. 164): “A
necessitated act in the philosophic sense is simply one which is certain to
occur.” He cites Turretin, Edwards, Alexander and Hodge as employing
the word in this sense. We submit that it is an open question whether a
careful examination of the writings of these men may not show that Dr.
Dabney is mistaken. Certainly, the elder Hodge expressly deplored such
usage. Let him speak for himself “ This theory (Certainty) is often called
the theory of moral or philosophical necessity as distinguished from physical
necessity. This is a most unfortunate and unsuitable designation. Liberty
:

and necessity are directly opposed. It is a contradiction to say that an act
“ Certainty and necessity are not the same and
is free and yet necessary.”
therefore they should not be expressed by the same word.” “We have
admitted that the use of the word necessity, even when qualified by saying
negatively that it is not absolute, physical, or mechanical,’ and that it is
merely philosophical or moral, is unfortunate and inappropriate.”* It is
not, of course, argued that Dr. Dabney’s position on the main question is
essentially different from that of Dr. Charles Hodge it is only meant that
he has prejudiced his theory by the use of a terminology which Hodge
expressly rejected and which he regarded as a constant source of confusion
in the writings of some of the very authors which Dr. Dabney cites as his
precedents. If he means “ certainty ” when he says “ necessity,” why not
The difficulty of
let the philosophical usage go, and say “ certainty ? ”
adhering consistently to this usage is apparent from this passage in Dr. Dabney’s book “ Let it be supposed that one says to me, You, sir, will receive
to morrow a proposal to join in an enormous crime, which will be very profitable and followed by entire impunity what will you answer?’ I reply that
He questions: ‘Are you certain that you will ?’ I reply
I shall refuse it.
‘ Yes,
I shall certainly refuse it.’ What now will the man of common sense
think of this logic ‘ Then, sir, you will not be a free agent in refusing it, for
‘

;

‘

:

;

:

:

the learned Scotists argue that if a volition is necessitated (sic) it cannot be
free.’ ”
Concerning this rather doubtful passage, it is possible to say, first,
that it is a question whether it is competent for him to declare to-day what
his decision to-morrow will be, and, secondly, granting that lie may do so, it is
a strange conclusion which we draw when we say that because it is certain that
he will decline the proposal, therefore, it is “ necessary ” that he should do so.
In imagining Gen. Robert E. Lee solicited by a corrupt quartermaster to
absolutely forejoin him in plundering his own military chest, he says, “

We

Here is a necessiGeneral Lee’s patriotism is
hardly the subject which we now care to discuss however, if we are to use
words in their commonly accepted meaning, then we must insist that the
brave leader’s patriotism needs a stronger vindication than appears from a
refusal to pilfer, which is after all necessitated. Are we to believe that Dr.
Hodge uses language as Dr. Dabney does, after comparing the words of the
see that the patriotic choice will be an indignant refusal.

tated volition

i.

e.,

of certain occurrence.”

;

* Systematic Theolopy, Vol.

ii,

pp. 285, 2%,

et

passim.
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latter, just quoted,

necessary volition

with this remark from the professor at Princeton: “A
no volition any more than white is black ? ” We must

is

maintain that, for satisfactory clearness of expression and for the sake of
avoiding a mode of speech that is bound naturally enough to alienate
many who would accept the truth when expressed in a more natural and
proper manner, Dr. Hodge’s terminology is vastly to be preferred.
Dr. Dabney says that the divine foresight of our free choice proves that
choice determined and not contingent. He means certain. He means
“ determined ” by the disposition of the chooser. Of course, divine foresight, ipso facto, abolishes contingency, as to the fact.
contingent eve nt is
an event that may or may not occur. Such an event is not a possible object
of cognition. Knowledge is ascertainment; only the certain is ascerfat'aable,
but if it be certain, then, ex hypothesi, it is non-contingent. An event per se
uncertain cannot be known as certain, for then it would be known as something different from what it is; but if it is not known “ as certain ” it is

—

—

A

known

all.
That is to say, it is not knowable. Indeed, being yet
cannot be regarded as anything more than a floating “ if ”
and not in any sense as a veritable it.
Dr. Dabney has sketched the true theory of Liberty, locating it not in the
faculty of volition, but in the larger disposition embracing rationality and
spontaneity. The Will in the larger connotation of the term determines the
Will in the smaller and that is the basis and essence of his doctrine of Determinism. This larger Will, the region of appetency, intelligence, judgment,
motive, is also the region of spontaneity, of freedom and of responsibility.
Consciousness testifies to our freedom in choosing and if consciousness
befools us, we are at sea without shore or compass. That freedom in us is
entirely compatible with certainty in the choice, both as to its occurrence
and as to its complexion. The certainty is clear only to the eye of Him
the Absolute who has ordered it as he sees it. As men use and understand
words, Necessity does violence to Liberty. When we say that God has
made an event certain, we steer clear of metaphysical necessity and the free
agent escapes all coercion or compulsion of which he may be or may not be
conscious, when he chooses freely, in accordance with his own disposition
certainly, in accordance with the Eternal Purpose.
The third book treats of “ Theories of the Ethical Sentiments.” It is the
best part of the volume. Within narrower limits, it is very much such an
essay as Martineau’s “ Types of Ethical Theory,” and, though of course a
briefer treatise, it may in some respects claim a place of honor alongside
that valuable work. In a manner not unlike that of Martineau, only omitting the systems of antiquity, Dr. Dabney refers to and describes the various
ethical systems by groups and, in a masterly manner, he indicates the
formative principle and the essential defect in each. The Selfish system,
represented by Hobbes, Mandeville and Paley the Utilitarian, the Hedonistic, and the Benevolence theories, represented in different forms by Hume,
Bentham, Spencer, Edwards and Hopkins, but all embodying a common
the Rationalistic
idea the Sentimental theories of the Scottish school
theories of Clark and Wallaston; all these are outlined and made to pass
under the fire of his searching criticism.
He insists upon the elemental and original nature of the moral concept.
He refuses to believe that the moral faculty can be resolved into lower or
simpler components or that it can be interpreted in terms of any other
mental function. The moral process embraces a rational judgment and “ a
consequent feeling.” He calls conscience “the moral reason;” and he
exposes himself to criticism in seeming to place the greater honor upon the
rational element in the moral judgment allowing the “ consequent ” feeling

not

contingent,

at
it

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

—
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come along afterward. At times, again, he seems to coordinate these in
the moral faculty.
His treatment of this whole subject is fine, rich and exceedingly instructive.
He shirks no difficulty. He abounds in illustrations, less elegant and
to

more

less luminous or appropriate
constantly aware of a substratum of good,
practical, sound sense in the whole discussion. Evidently, the author has
in mind men as men are and not an imagined commonwealth of ideal citizens.
In many ways these chapters would be useful for guidance in “cases
of conscience; ” they contain many suggestions of practical value in ordering the course of human conduct.
The fourth book is on “Applied Ethics.” Specific social duties grow out
of three relations, those of the Eamily, the Church and the State. Here is
the opportunity for the rugged strength and the personal convictions of the
veteran philosopher and theologian to come to the front. He leaves no one
in doubt concerning his own views upon any question which he discusses.
He is squarely against the fundamental principle involved in a system of
State Education, and it must be said that this view, which seems to prevail
somewhat generally in the Southern States where the State University has
not forged to the front as it has in the ISTorth is by no means easily answered
or overthrown. Dr. Dabney declares that State Education logically leads to
a State Beligion, and if he is wrong it must be because considerations of
expediency are imported into the problem. He vigorously exposes the fallacies of the Social Contract theory of the State. He regards Woman Suffrage as the inevitable outcome of the tendencies of the time and as the vir-

rustic, often,

than Martineau’s, but not

The reader

for the purpose.

is

—
—

tual destruction of the Family and Home. His chapter on Civic Honor and
Honesty is exceptionally strong, clear, brave and apropos. He regards debt
as a sin

and the

He

careless debtor as a criminal

Communism

who has been

too gently han-

and does not
conceal his grave apprehensions concerning the future of this country. He
discusses the ethics of lying in no namby-pamby style. Truth telling is a
duty to God. Mad dogs and insane men may be so far removed from the
dled.

scents

in the present drift of things

our respect and from the appreciation of veracity as to make it
proper, upon occasion, to deceive them. However, we are to stand for the
truth at all hazards otherwise history would have been bereft of its heroes,
title to

—

its

martyrs, and, above

all,

of its Christ.

The book throughout has

the dogmatic tone of the master. Its teachings
have evidently crystallized into a finality in the mind of their author. The
method of his apologetic, quite at variance with that now widely prevailing,
is to claim, rather than to concede, all that is possible.
His style would not
be characterized as preeminently persuasive. He despises wheedling. He
delights in a straight shoulder thrust. He does not escape all the weaknesses
of this style. His argument is sometimes sensibly weakened by an unseemly
use of harsh epithets. He is frequently drawn into the argumentum ad

hominem and, it must be said, occasionally with particularly fine effect.
What, for example, could be better than this: “But is it not strange that
men who deny their responsibility for their moral opinions claim the title of
free thinkers, when they themselves have just founded their claim of irreflat denial that thought is free ?”
not long in learning that his author was a loyal citizen of
the South. He believed in its principles, its policy and its past, and he is
not the man to conceal or disguise his faith. In this book, he defends
slavery as it existed in the Southern States, not that he would have it
restored, but in order to remove mbapprehensions from the minds of those
who, like himself, believe that they find slavery sanctioned in the Scriptures.

sponsibility

upon the

The reader

47

is

:
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He presents the ethical grounds of Secession and speaks of the American
Republic as a voluntary federation of Sovereign Commonwealths. He
boldly denounces the duel as unworthy of a gentleman and shows that the
code of honor is rather the code of dishonor and the refuge of cowards.
The book is robust, virile and invigorating. The reader may here and
there find epithets where he is not expecting to see them, he may admire the
brilliant argument to the conclusions of which he is not prepared to subhe may scent the smoke of distant and deserted battle-fields while he
himself surrounded by the quiet blessings of peace and yet, he may well
thank God for the stalwart veteran, the fearless champion of what he
believed to be the very truth of God, while he is stimulated and strengthened
by such a vigorous restatement, on sensible and rational and Scriptural
grounds, of the fundamental principles of Christian ethics and Christian
conduct and Christian living.
San Francisco.
Henry Collin Minton.

scribe,
is

;

Lectures in the Lyceum or Aristotle’s Ethics for English
Readers. Edited by St. Geo. Stock. London and Hew York
Longmans, Green

&

Co.

Pp.

vi, 379.

The editor expresses the hope in his Preface that his work may appeal not
only to the special student, but also to a wider circle of English and American readers who may care to know something of the philosophy of Aristotle.
The work is a sort of compromise between a free translation and a commentary in which the famous peripatetic is made to discourse in the lucid
dialect of a modem Oxonian. The book will no doubt serve a good purpose
in arousing an interest in Aristotle’s ethics outside of professional circles. It
covers the first five books of the Hicomachean ethics, and is treated in
thirty-one lectures, the headings of which constitute an interesting and
valuable feature of the work. The dialogue form is adopted, the participants being Aristotle, his sonHicomachus, Theophrastus, who succeeded

Aristotle as head of the Peripatetic School, and

Endemus, a

disciple

and

The editor acknowledges special indebtedauthor of the Endemian ethics.
ness to the “ monumental commentary ” of Mr. J. A. Stewart, and to the
unpublished lectures of the late Prof. Chandler, of whom he speaks in the
warmest terms of appreciation. Mr. Stock’s treatise appears in an acceptable
English dress and as a popular version of Aristotle’s thought will no doubt
attract readers who would be deterred by the technicalities of a simple translation.
The method of editing followed in this book may, however, have its
drawbacks. The reader who makes his first acquaintance with Aristotle in
this volume will find himself without any adequate means of distinguishing
the thought of the great peripatetic from the glosses of his editor. In spite
of subjective additions, however, the book seems to contain on the whole a
faithful reproduction of the substance of the original.
A. T. Ormond.
Princeton.
’

A

Short Study of Ethics. By Charles
York and London Macmillan & Co., 1895.

J.

D’Arcy, B.D.

Hew

:

These recent years are prolific in essays after a better understanding of the
nature and methods of ethics. Text-books come fast and furious. Dewey,
Muirhead, Mackenzie, James Seth, Hyslop and others have contributed
revival of interest in
some valuable material. This is as it should be.
ethical study will lead to a revival of interest in ethical living; and the
present conditions of public and private life make such a revival highly

A
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The contribution of Mr. D’Arcy is welcomed on the grounds not
only of its inherent merits, but because the very boldness of his attempt to
preface a science of ethics by a metaphysic of ethics will stimulate further
desirable.

and provoke a fuller investigation.
Mr. D’Arcy modestly admits that his general point of view agrees with
that of some of the writers above named; i. e.,he is in the direct line of
descent from the great Prolegomena of Green. His peculiarity is that he
attempts to introduce ethics by a study of the philosophical basis of ethics
“an attempt,” he says, “which has not been made in any other recent
book.” Mr. D’Arcy’s book is not therefore a book for beginners.
He
plunges at once into a philosophy of personality which presumes some
knowledge of Hegel and those who have expounded and criticised Hegel.
He moves, too, at a gallop. The mental condition of a beginner in ethical
study at the end of the seventy-four pages of condensed and confused philosophy would be interesting. Such statements as, “ In self-consciousness the
subject objectifies itself, overleaps, that is, the opposition of subject and
object, and stands as its own correlative :” or, the self “ can withdraw from
the concrete and live in an artificial world of abstractions, and yet remain
the same self -identical concrete unit as before ” those ideas may help to
interest

:

—

make
of

great and good men, but they will utterly ruin the mental digestion

any novice.

A point of interest

Mr. D’Arcy’s metaphysics is his attempt to find a
which will make it independent of its experiences; of
God, which will make Him more and other than nature. Green’s doctrine
that mind makes nature seems open to the objection urged by Balfour and
Seth, that it might be equally true to reverse the terms and say that nature
makes mind. If each is regarded as the simple correlative of the other, then
even if the self be the constitutive element in experience and the sustainer
of its relations, it vanishes when there is no experience to constitute and no
relations to sustain. That applies to God in a sense similar to that in which
it applies toman.
The Infinite Spirit and the infinite Cosmos the finite
Spirit and its finite Cosmos these are terms which “ exist together or not
at all.” Mr. D’Arcy tries to escape from the finality of that issue, even if
in doing so he has to declare himself as not committed unqualifiedly “ to the
Hegelian conception of the spiritual principle.” He seeks to establish such
a conception of the self as will make its relations to the Cosmos different
from the relations of any pair of correlatives within the Cosmos. The self
is at once the self in experience, and it is the higher unity of self and
experience: i. e.,itis at once the subject in the opposition of subject and
object, and the “ crystal sphere ” which holds them together. It is a difficult
thing to grasp, this higher self, and put any content into it at least, along
”
the lines upon which Mr. D’Arcy has been working. The “ crystal sphere
Here’s
is somewhat thin, and it is so very transparent as not to be visible.
another ghost not dreamt of in the Empiric’s philosophy The same concepHe
tion is applied to God. God is a Spirit, and yet He is more than Spirit
“ As a Person, He gives possibility
is a person and yet more than a person.
to nature as more than a person, He gives possibility to the multitude of
human spirits.” “ He is the source, on the one hand, of all subjects, and, on
the other hand, of all objects.” Mr. D’Arcy confesses that here he is
merely throwing out phrases at a truth too great for him at a reality which
transcends knowledge. But Mr. D’Arcy puts emphasis upon his contribuconception of the

in

self,

:

:

;

!

:

;

;

tion along rational lines to a philosophical basis of ethics, and the philosophical reader may object to the proposed solution of a very crucial point

being designated as “ phrase throwing.” In fact one cannot but feel when
reading these metaphysical chapters that Mr. D’Arcy has a light in his eye
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is other than philosophical ; and perhaps a more fearless and explicit
declaration of his indebtedness to “ revealed truth ” would be acceptable.
The ethical superstructure, which Mr. D’Arcy builds upon his philosophical

basis,

forms valuable reading.

His chapter on the Will is fresh and his
and desire in self-determination is acute
:

analysis of the function of motive

Mr. D’Arcy finds a basis for morality in the will hence
must lie along the line of some principle of selection.
Man is the subject of numerous desires which shall he choose ? lie is a
merchant setting out in business with so much capital how shall he invest ?
Many lines of business are open to him, but one is best which is it ? While
Mr. Seth insists that the ethical principle is the unifying principle in life,
Mr. D’Arcy looks for it rather as a principle of choice, which, when difficulty arises, will enable man to choose that which leads most directly toward
the ideal of self-realization. “ Thus the idea of the moral end, which w e
have called the ideal end or ultimate end, though it cannot exactly correspond to the particular circumstances of any concrete case, is the true key to
and

satisfactory.

:

the problem of ethics

:

:

:

r

the understanding of every case.
ethical principle.”

It is therefore, in the fullest sense, the

The moral end is proximate as well as ultimate. “ That is, every conceivable collection of circumstances which can be a field for action has its
The

best.”

ethical principle therefore assumes a concrete form, relatively

moment. But inasmuch as morality covers
the w'hole of life, each proximate good is only a stage in the realization of the
ultimate good. The latter can only be viewed from the standpoint of the
totality of experience to which it stands related. The principle therefore
provides a moving standard which approximates more and more toward the
to the circumstances of the

ultimate good.

Mr. D'Arcy finds the authority of morality in the urgency of the self
toward realization: that is the true “categorical imperative.” “Obligation results from man’s self objectifying nature.” But just as man traces
himself, and all that truly belongs to manhood, to God, so indirectly, the
principles which govern self-realization are likewise from God. Thereligious
sanction of morality

is

therefore valid.

Taking self-realization as the ultimate end of morality, Mr. D’Arcy, like
Mr. Kidd, has difficulty in finding a place for ethical virtues which are
altruistic.
He cannot construct a small bridge from self to not-self, with
rational timber. Mr. D'Arcy does not give up altruistic morality by any
means only he needs a transcendental self, and a transcendental metaphysic, before he can get this. It may seem to many that neither the one
nor the other is in any way necessary. The true conception of self-realization, and a deliberate regard to the field for self-realization, necessitates an
In a community of
altruistic morality, which is not essentially selfish.
spirits there is a double obligation, viz., to realize one’s self, and to help others
;

to realize themselves.

W. Robson Notman.

The University of Colorado.

Introduction to the Study of Sociology. By
berg.

A. C. Armstrong

&

Son.

J.

H. W. Stucken-

Pp. 336.

Twenty-five years or more ago, the writer of this review listened to a
sermon by the author of this book, who was then pastor of a church in
Pittsburgh. The impression made by that sermon was such as to lead the
writer to recognize in the young preacher a man of more than ordinary
ability, and to awaken the expectation of valuable work by him in coming
years. This estimate has been justified by what has since come to pass.
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Residence in Berlin for quite a number of years, part of the time as pastor
of the “American” church, has afforded him peculiar opportunities for
study and investigation in his chosen literary fields ; and his books show
that he has made excellent use of these advantages. As to style, they are
clear, good English, and free from the obscurities which mar many
German works and yet they give evidence of German thoroughness of
;

investigation.

Stuckenberg occupies a field in which, down
has few rivals in the English language. Fairbanks’ Introduction to Sociology and Mackenzie’s Introduction to Social Philosophy come
the nearest to an occupancy of the same field. Herbert Spencer’s Principles
of Sociology is so dominated by his doctrine of evolution, and is so much
occupied 'with details as to its application, that his treatise cannot be
regarded as an introduction to this department of knowledge. Dr. Stuckenberg’s book must not be looked at as a treatise on political economy, or
on socialism, or any one of the social sciences. It is not even a treatise on
sociology, but an introduction to it.
The author labors to make clear just what is the branch of human knowledge to which his book purposes to be an introduction. His conception is
that sociology stands to the various social sciences very much in the same
relation which philology, or linguistics, sustains to the various tongues used
in speech. In other words, its function is to deal with the principles which
lie at the basis of the scientific discussion, not of some one, but of all the
phases which society assumes.
The great body of the book is given to the consideration of three things.
The first is
the principles of society per se,” and under this head the fact
that every man must enter into relations with his fellows, and what this
necessarily involves, are discussed.
The second thing considered is ''the
historical evolution of the principles of society .” Here we have a view of the
elements of sociology as already realized in various stages of human progress and under widely different conditions. The third thing considered is
“ Sociological Ethics or the Progress of Society .” What ought society to be ?
This inquiry brings the writer face to face w ith social reforms.
This

latest publication of Dr.

to the present,

it

‘

‘

y

The mere enumeration

sweep of
There is also a chapter on Method in the study of sociology and
one made up of suggestions as to investigation of the various forms which
society takes on at the present time. In the chapter entitled, “ Is sociology
a science ?” the author wisely recognizes two important things. One is the
very widely different senses in which the term science is employed; and the
of these three subjects indicates the wide

/

this book.

other is, that it is at least doubtful whether, except in a very broad sense,
this designation can properly be given to sociology.
This review is intended to be appreciative of Dr. Stuckenberg’s book. It
is a valuable contribution to the literature of a subject which threatens to
weary even thoughtful readers with its deluge of publications. At the same
time, candor compels us to say that we are in great doubt whether the book
has in it the promise of winning for itself the place which in many ways it
deserves. In his Preface, the author sets forth the purpose of his book to
be that of furnishing a guide for people educated thoroughly, or less so,
who wish without the aid of a teacher, to acquaint themselves wdth
sociology; and also that of a manual for teachers to put into the hands of
their students. Probably it is impossible to combine very successfully two
such services. In the attempt to accomplish both, neither is done so as to
meet fully the wants of the respective parties concerned. In this case, the
class who have no teacher, except in rare instances, will be apt to find many
of the allusions and excursions into subordinate subjects somewhat unintel-

;
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ligible to

them.

topics this

must be

Unless they are very well informed on a great variety of
so.
On the other hand, the teacher needs as a manual
for his students a much more condensed treatment of this subject. On the
whole, the book is best suited for intelligent general readers. It will suit
most of them.
The sweep of the book also leads the author, perhaps unavoidably, to
discuss incidentally such an enormous variety of topics, that one reads after
him with a feeling that fewer points, and these made to stand out with
greater prominence, would be an immense advantage. As we follow him,
we think of him almost as like one of those explorers who a few years ago
made their way into the heartof Africa. We could vaguely trace their steps
by their descriptions, but we recognized the need of surveys on a smaller
scale, in order that we might really understand the geography of the country.
Still this is a strong and valuable book.
Hanover College.
D. W. Fisher.
Aristotle and the Earlier Peripatetics. Being a Translation from Zeller’s
Philosophy of the Greeks. By B. F. C. Costelloe, M.A., and J. H. Muirhead, M.A. In two volumes. Crown 8vo, pp. xi, 520, and viii, 512. (Lonork and Bombay Longmans, Green & Co., 1897. ) The characdon, New
teristics of the elegantly appointed series of crown octavo volumes in which
the Messrs. Longmans have, from time to time, been issuing in an English
translation the several sections of Dr. Edward Zeller’s exhaustive work on
The Philosophy of the Greeks in its Historic Development as well as the nature of that characteristically thorough German work are too well known

Y

:

—

to require description here.

—

two volumes now beand place before English

Suffice it to say that the

fore us complete the task as originally undertaken,

time a complete and accurate exposition of the Aristothose who are familiar with the former volumes of the
series will anticipate, the translation is both flowing and exact: the matter is, indeed, presented in a form especially in the somewhat compressed
footnotes in which it is rather more accessible than in the original, while
every facility is given for referring easily back to the German text. It comOutlines
pletes a worthy task, which is in every part admirably executed.
Text-book of Mental Science for Colleges and
of Descriptive Psychology.
Normal Schools. By George Trumbull Ladd, Professor of Philosophy in
Yale University. 8vo, pp. xi, 428. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons,
1898.) To his already long list of text-books in every branch of psychological investigation, Dr. Ladd has added this comprehensive handbook for the
As he explains,
especial use of classes in colleges and normal schools.
younger pupils will still prefer his Primer of Psychology more advanced stu
dents will naturally turn to his larger treatise, Psychology : Descriptive and
Explanatory; while those who wish to study mental life with more detail, from the experimental and physiological point of view, will still have
his longer or shorter treatise, the Elements of Physiological Psychology or the
Outlines of Physiological Psychology to turn to. To those of more metaphysical taste he offers his three extended treatises on Introduction to Philosophy the Philosophy of Mind and the Philosophy of Knowledge. Surely
this series forms the most complete body of psychological text-books hitherto
presented by one person in the English language. Though bearing to the
Psychology: Descriptive and Explanatory something of the relation of a
more primary to a more fully elaborated treatise, the present book is not
merely a condensation of the larger volume, but follows its own plan and
A
develops the subject with independence for its own special purpose.
Study of Kant's Psychology. With Reference to the Critical Philosophy.

readers for the

telian doctrine.

first

As

—

—

A

-

,

,
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By Edward F. Buchner, Ph.D., Professor of Descriptive Psychology in
New York University, Instructor in Pedagogy and Philosophy in Yale

A Thesis Accepted

by the Philosophical Faculty of Yale UniDegree of Doctor of Philosophy, June, 1893. Issued also as
Monograph Supplement, No. 4, to The Psychological Review January, 1897.
University.

versity for the

,

(Lancaster, Pa. The New Era Print, 1897.)
The scope of this extended study of Kant’s psychology may be perceived
from a brief precis of its Table of Contents. It is divided into five chapters.
The first treats, by way of introduction,’ of “ the idea of propsedeuticity and
Kant’s psychological problem.” The second, of “psychology in Kant’s
conception of wissenschaftliche Encyclopsedie.’ ” The third, of “Kant’s
positive conception of psychology and the form of the critical philosophy.”
The fourth, of “ empirical psychology and the content of the critical
philosophy.” The fifth, of “ rational psychology in the critical philosophy.”
The paper is a very creditable degree-thesis, and shows the utmost diligence
in exploring the sources of information on the subject.
Princeton Contributions to Psychology. Yol. II, Nos. 1,2 and 3. Edited by J. Mark Baldwin, Stuart Professor of Psychology. 8vo, pp. 144. (Princeton, N. J.: The
University Press, 1897-1898.) It is a useful thing to gather together, in reprint, the contributions which the workers on psychology at Princeton University have made to the several journals, and thus to give the public some connected indication of what is doing at the university on the subject. The three
numbers now before us contain a long paper in German by ex-Fellow Guy
A. Tawney, TJeber die Wahrnehmung zweier Puncte mittelst des Tastsinnes,
which is reprinted from Philosophische Studien; and a series of five briefer
papers reprinted from The Psychological Review. These are The Negative
in Logic by Prof. Ormond; The Psychology of Sufficient Reason, by Dr.
W. M. Urban; Determinate Evolution , by Prof. Baldwin ; The Reaction
Time in Counting, by Prof. Warren and Some Experiments on the
Successive Double- Point Threshold , by Profs. Tawney and Hodge the
8vo, pp.

viii, 208.

Price, $1.25.

:

‘

:

,

;

—

which may be taken as a supplement to Dr. Tawney’s discussion
the perception of two simultaneous points given in the first part.

last of

of

The Philosophy of Ancient India. By Richard Garbe, Professor in
8vo, pp. 89. (Chicago: The Open Court
the University of Tiibingen.
Publishing Co., 1897.) This instructive booklet contains a compendious
sketch of the history of Indian philosophy; an attempt to trace an influence of Indian philosophy on Greek thought from Heraclitos to Plotinos
and an argument going to show that Indian metaphysical thinking owes little or nothing to the Indian priestly caste. Like all that Prof. Garbe writes,
“The University Tutorial Sethese essays are readable and stimulating.
Manual of Ethics. Designed for the Use of Students. By John S.
ries.”
Mackenzie, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge Examiner in Mental Philosophy in the University of Aberdeen. Second Edition. Crown 8vo,
pp xxx, 355. (London: W. B. Cline; New York: Hinds & Noble.) The
excellent adaptation of Mr. Mackenzie’s book for actual use in the classroom
sufficiently accounts for the demand for a second edition of it in about a year
after its first issue. It is doubtless the best extant text-book on ethics for
the classroom, from the Neo-Hegelian standpoint although it owns a generous rivalry with Dewey’s Outlines of a Critical Theory of Ethics and Muirhead’s Elements of Ethics. Its weakness (as the author perceives) lies in its
attempt to get along, as far as possible, without metaphysics— a condition
imposed by the scheme of publication. The second edition is inconsiderably
Chalk Lines over Morals. By Rev. Charles Caverno,
altered from the first.
:

A

;

—

A.M., LL.D., Author of Treatise on “Divorce” and
Biblical Criticism.”

8vo, pp. 313.

(Chicago: Charles

“A
II.

Narrow Ax

Kerr

&

in

Co., 1898.)

;
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The contents
tures which

of this book were originally delivered as a course of popular lec-

must have been very

effective, not only in view of the subjects
treated but in view of their telling, perhaps somewhat over-familiar, mode

The topics discussed are such as Morals and God Morals
and the Bible, and Christ, and the Holy Spirit Moral Discernment Morals
and Miracle, and Spiritism Morals, Politics and Law Morals and Divorce,
and Capital and Labor
twelve spirited c auserits in which we may find
some things hard to assent to, but nothing which is not strongly and
of treating them.

;

;

;

;

;

'

sharply put.

II.— APOLOGETIC AL

THEOLOGY.

Religion. By Andrew Lang, M.A., LL D., Honorary Fellow of Merton College, Oxford Sometime Gifford Lecturer in
the University of St. Andrews.
London, New York and Bombay:
Longmans, Green & Co., 1898. 8vo, pp. vi, 380.

The Making of

;

In his dedicatory letter to Principal Donaldson, Mr. Lang intimates that
these chapters on the early history of religion “ may be taken as representing the Gifford Lectures” delivered by him ; “ though in fact,” he adds,

“ they contain very

that was spoken from Lord Gifford’s chair.”

little

Un-

systematic, diffuse, repetitious, desultory, “jotty,” the whole discussion,
nevertheless, not only is clothed with that piquant literary quality which Mr.

Lang gives his writings, but
The object of the book is

is

also of undeniable scientific importance.

two fundamental beliefs which lie at the base of what we call “ Religion ” the belief
in God and the belief in the immortality of the soul. If these beliefs arose,
comments Mr. Lang, “ in actual communion with Deity (as the first at least
did, in the theory of the Hebrew Scriptures), or if they could be proved to
arise in an unanalyzable sensus numinis or even in ‘ a perception of the Infinite
(Max Muller), religion would have a divine, or at least a necessary
source. To the Theist, what is inevitable cannot but be divinely ordained
therefore religion is divinely preordained therefore, in essentials, though
But if religion, as now unnot in accidental details, religion is true
to discuss afresh the origin of the

—

,

’

;

derstood

among men, be

fallacies

and

the latest evolutionary form of a series of mistakes,
germ be a blunder and its present form only the
result of progressive but unessential refinements on that blunder, the inference that religion is untrue that nothing actual corresponds to its hypothThe latter view has attained among
is very easily drawn” (p. 51).
esis
anthropologists almost the position of a fixed truth. The current teaching
is briefly that man first derived the conception of “ spirit ” from the phenomena of sleep, dreams, shadow, trance and hallucination that his first
illusions, if its

—

—

;

worship was directed to the souls of his dead kindred and to spiritual existences fashioned on the same lines and that, as the result of a variety of
processes, these “ spirits ” prospered until they became gods, and at last one
of them became supreme thus “ the ideas of God and of the soul are the result
;

:

of early fallacious reasonings about misunderstood experiences” (p. 1).
Even so, Mr. Lang is not prepared to acknowledge that “ religion ” may be

huge blunder. “All our science itself is the result
upon hypotheses originally erroneous, fashioned
to explain facts misconceived.” Why may not our religion likewise, “even
granting that it arose out of primitive fallacies and false hypotheses,” have
yet “been refined, as science has been, through a multitude of causes, into an
approximate truth” (p. 51)? But it seems more directly to the point to
Mr. Lang
ask whether the current teaching is accordant with the facts.
lightly set aside as only a

of progressive refinements
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the object of this book to show that in two
he more coyly expresses it, that “ there are two
points of view from which the evidence as to religion in its early stages has
not been steadily contemplated ” (p. 2). He proposes to reopen the matter
at these two points and to raise anew the two questions Whether man arrived
at belief in the existence of a “ soul ” solely through a misinterpretation of
such simple phenomena as those of sleep and dreams; and whether man attained the conception of God through an evolution from the idea of “ spirit.”
To both questions he returns a negative reply. And it is the purpose of his
book to validate these two negative replies.
Mr. Lang justly points out that the two positions thus taken up by him are
independent of each other. The establishment of them both would be, of
course, the ruin of the presently dominant theory of the origin of religion.
But the establishment of both is not essential for that result. It might well
be that man arrived at the notion of “spirit ” through a misinterpretation of
the phenomena of dreams and the like, and yet,, if his idea of God is not a
development of his doctrine of “spirit,” this fact would have no bearing on
the validity of his doctrine of God. Mr. Lang unites the discussion of the
two questions in this volume thus, not because they are essential to one another, but because he conceives that the developed idea of religion, as prevalent among the higher races at present, is a complex of the two ideas of the
immortality of the soul and of the existence of an infinite moral Ituler and
Judge. He is, therefore, at pains to investigate the origins of both ideas.
His book thus falls into two very different portions. In the first he seeks to
bring forward indications that “ the savage theory of the soul may be based,
at least in part, on experiences which cannot be made to fit into any purely
materialistic system of the universe ” (p. 2). In the second he presents evidence which shows that the idea of God was not dependent on or derived from
the idea of “ spirit,” but was of wholly independent origin, and was capable
of a very high development apart from the aid of the idea of “spirit” though,
of course, this idea supplied a formula by which the Mighty Being already
envisaged could be more adequately conceived, as well as an elevating conception of man’s own nature. The importance of thus separating the idea
of God from that of “ spirit ” is obvious. But we do not see why the idea of
immortality also may not equally validly and with equal advantage be separated from that of “spirit.” Men believed in God, as Mr. Lang shows,
without the aid of any metaphysical conception of “spirit.” Why might
they not equally readily have believed in their own future existence apart
from a conscious elaboration of a doctrine of “ spirit ?” It is also a question
worth asking at this point, What does Mr. Lang mean by “spirit”? In
this query we may indeed place our finger on a weak point in the book. Mr.
Lang does not seem to keep clearly before him any consistent definition of
this term, fundamental though it is to his whole argument. He seems to
use it prevailingly as equivalent to “ ghost,” aud to conceive it merely
negatively as over against solid matter. Indeed, as we read his pages we are
reminded of the old scholastic pleasantry which replied to the query, “ What

thinks that

it is

crucial points

not.

it is

not

;

it is

or, as

:

—

matter?” “Nevermind;” and to the query, “What is mind?” “No
matter.” But what “spirit” is as distinguished from what it is not, Mr. Lang
does not seem to stop to consider. If, however, “ spirit ” means, positively,
nothing but thinking, feeling, willing being—that is, if it is practically a synonym for “person” then, of course, every person has the idea of “spirit”
(undeveloped of course) given in the most immediate and intimate action of
his self-consciousness and the idea of a personal Ruler is already the idea of
a spiritual God and, as well, the idea of the continued life of a person is
already the idea of spiritual immortality. The metaphysical development of
is

—

:
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is, to be sure, a different matter.
We are, meanwhile, conand we think Mr. Lang confuses himself, by his undefined usage of
the term. We think, had he clearly discriminated the differing connotations of the word, he would have argued that the idea of “ spirit ” (=rghost)
was no more necessary to the belief in immortality than it is to the belief in
God and would have sought (and found) evidence of early belief in continued
life and in future rewards and punishments either before or certainly apart
from the emergence in thought of any developed metaphysics of “spirit.”

this conception

fused,

:

all events, such a state of mind is not uncommon to-day.
The
section of Mr. Lang’s book, thus, appears to us unnecessary to

Certainly, at

whole

first

avowed purpose. It is not required to show that men arrived at the conception of “ spirit ” by a valid pathway in order to obtain a valid starting
point for belief in immortality. In the order of developing thought, the idea
of immortality would rather precede that of “spirit” in this sense: men
his

would naturally believe in their own future existence before they fully
wrought out a theory of the mode of that existence. Nevertheless we are
grateful for the chapters which investigate the possible and the actual
grounds on which savage men may have come to the conviction of the existence of a something in man different from his bodily organism which they
could speak of as “ that in men which makes them live,” and which they pictured as subject of experiences beyond the confines of the merely bodily life.

The professed purpose of these chapters is to offer evidence that the inference drawn by primitive man that he possessed a “soul” did not necessarily rest on phenomena which readily admit of a materialistic explanation.
Mr. Lang marshals an array of supernormal experiences asserted to occur
among savage races, on the basis of which such an inference would not seem
so absurd as it is commonly represented. He then parallels these asserted
supernormal experiences with similar ones, occurring not among savages,
but among the cultured races of the modern world, and subject to the investigation of trained scientific intellects, with the effect of raising the question whether they are to rank merely among asserted experiences, or must
not rather be believed to have actually occurred. “ If so,” he observes, “the
savage philosophy and its supposed survivals in belief will appear in a new
light,” and it may at least be wise “ to suspend our judgment, not only as
to the origin of the savage theory of spirits, but as to the materialistic hypothThe discussion of
esis of the absence of a psychical element in man” (p. 71).
these points leads Mr. Lang into a very obscure region into the region of hypnotism, clairvoyance, crystal-gazing, hallucinations, prophetic dreams and
the like. It is too much of a jungle for unwonted feet to tread. But we
think he fairly makes out his point that there are supernormal experiences
in this obscure region which are as yet insoluble on the ordinary assumptions
of materialism. The evidence will, of course, appeal to different minds with
different degrees of force— and indeed to the same mind at different times
very differently. Personal experience of or first-hand acquaintance with similar phenomena will count for much in the estimate put upon the narrative of
such experiences in the case of others. But for ourselves we do not see how
it can be successfully denied that such supernormal events as Mr. Lang reWhat interpretation is to be put on them is a different story.
lates occur.
The savage man has been prone to explain supernormal knowledge of the remote, for example, by the assumption of the wandering of the separable soul
temporarily from the body. Mr. Lang seems now and again to suggest that it
may be explained as a telepathic communication from one mind to another.
Others fall back on the assumption of common participation in the universal
The savage man’s
fiihlende Seele or on common contact with the Absolute.
theory does not seem the worst of these guesses— rather than accept any of

—

,

:

.
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which we prefer to remain (like Mr. Lang) without a theory, meanwhile
abiding content with the conviction that there are experiences that come to
the human animal which shake the foundations of the materialistic hypothesis.
“No more than any other theory, nay, less than some other theories,
can it account for the psychical facts which, at the lowest, we may not
honestly leave out of the reckoning ” (p. 172).
The great success of the volume is attained, however, in the discussion of
the second of the questions to which it is devoted. Here, by an array not of
strange experiences drawn from a dubious borderland, but of plain and open
facts, Mr. Lang demonstrates that so far from belief in a moral Supreme
Being being the last result of a slow evolution, due to the action of advancing thought upon the original conception of ghosts, it occurs (often apart
from the conception of ghosts) in the lowest known grades of savagery in a
strikingly pure and complete form, and is so widely spread as to suggest its
aboriginal universality. The novelty of this exhibition is perhaps not so
great as Mr. Lang thinks, though it is doubtless very novel, indeed, in the
scientific circles for which he specially writes but the importance of his
solid contribution to the establishment of the fact cannot easily be overestimated. After his marshaling of illustrative cases drawn from every part of
the world and his luminous discussion of the relations of their theism to the
other beliefs of savages, it would seem that the crudities of the Animistic
theory of the origin of the idea of God are forever antiquated. “ The savage
Supreme Being,” says Mr. Lang, “with added power, omniscience and
morality, is the idealization of the savage, as conceived by himself, minus
fleshly body (as a rule), and minus death.
He is not necessarily a spirit,’
though that term may now be applied to him. He was not originally differentiated as spirit or not spirit.’ He is a Being, conceived of without the question of spirit’ or ‘no spirit’ being raised; perhaps he was originally conceived
of before that question could be raised by man
In the original conception he is a powerful intelligence who was from the first; who was already
active long before, by a breach of his laws, an error in the delivery of a message,
or breach of ritual, or what not, death entered the world. He was not
affected by the entry of death, he still exists” (p. 204).
In a word, the
Supreme God of the lowest races, who stands behind and above their
Animism and Fetischism and even his own mythology (p. 198), has not been
conceived metaphysically but religiously: he was not primarily a “ spirit ”
he was and remains the Eternal, Omniscient, Ethical Creator, Ruler and
Judge of all things. No wonder that Mr. Lang is impelled to exclaim
“ These high Gods of low savages preserve from dimmest agesof the meanest
culture the sketch of a God which our highest religious thought can but fill
up to its ideal ” (p. 208). To the origin of this conception he devotes little
discussion, contenting himself with hints that he would reject the assignment of it to a special primeval revelation and would look with favor on the
supposition that it represents an instinctive operation of the causal judgment
seeking an adequate cause for the universe to which he doubtless would not
object to adding the action of that sense of dependence and responsibility
which seems native to man as man. Its history he is inclined to trace in a
progressive degeneration incident to the very advance of culture, the vera
causa of which he discovers in the “ attractions which Animism, when once
developed, possessed for the naughty natural man ” (p. 282). He tentatively
suggests that four stages in this history may be traced, represented by (1)
the Australian unpropitiated Moral Being; (2) the African neglected Being
still somewhat moral
(3) the relatively Supreme Being involved in human
sacrifice, as in Polynesia and (4) the Moral Being reinstated philosophically,
or as in Israel (p. 329). Whether, however, these stages can be made out or
:

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

—

—

;

;

—
:
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not, the mass of evidence offered for the main proposition is overwhelming
and we think Mr. Lang has shown with a clearness and force which should
convince the most recalcitrant that the conception of a Supreme Being, the
cause of all existences and the moral ruler of the world, is native to the
human race, is possessed by even its lowest representatives, and can only

with

be eradicated or even obscured.
Mr. Lang should wish to see how far his conclusions “can be made to illustrate the faith of Israel.” His closing chapter is given to this subject. Perhaps it is not the most satisfactory portion
of his book.
Mr. Lang is as chary of the directly supernatural as most men
of science of the day. But, apart from this, his remarks on the Israelitish
religion and its course are most suggestive. He naturally looks upon the
belief in Jehovah as “ a shape of the widely diffused conception of a Moral
Supreme Being, at first (or at least when our information begins) envisaged in
anthropomorphic form, but gradually purged of all local traits by the unexampled and unique inspiration of the great Prophets ” (p. 294). “ Had it not
been for the Prophets,” he remarks, “ Israel, by the time that Greece and
Rome knew Israel, would have been worshiping a horde of little gods, and
even beasts and ghosts, while the Eternal would have become a mere name
perhaps, like Ndengei and Atahocan and Unkulunkula,a jest. The Old Testament is the story of the prolonged effort to keep Jehovah in His supreme
place. To make and succeed in this effort was the differentia of Israel.
Other peoples, even the lowest, had, as we prove, the germinal conception of
1
a God
But their foolish heart was darkened ’ ” (p. 220). Upon the
current “critical ” theories of the origiu of Jehovah-worship, Mr. Lang accordingly pours a well-deserved scorn. “ Have critics and manual-makers,”
he exclaims, “ no knowledge of the science of comparative religion? Are
they unaware that peoples infinitely more backward than Israel was at the
date supposed have already moral Supreme Beings acknowledged over vast
tracts of territory ? Have they a tittle of positive evidence that early Israel
was benighted beyond the darkness of Bushmen, Andamanese, Pawnees,
Blackfeet, Hurons, Indians of British Guiana, Dinkas, Negroes, and so
forth ? Unless Israel had this rare ill-luck (which Israel denies) of course
”
Israel must have had a secular tradition, however dim, of a Supreme Being
The uniqueness of the religious history of Israel does not then con(p. 312).
sist in the mere fact of its Theism, but in the preservation and on the whole
steady elevation not, of course, without periods of decline and degeneration
(which Mr. Lang paints far too black, p. 2S3) of this universal high Theism.
In the account to be given of “ the historically unique genius of the Prophets ” by whose instrumentality Israelitish Theism was thus preserved
and developed, Mr. Lang certainly falters: the Divine purpose was exhibited
in it, he is driven to admit but beyond that single admission he will not go.
But of the fact he is clear: here is a unique experience among the races of
men the progressive broadening and deepening of primitive Theism in one
race, under the influence of a series of unparalleled religious teachers until a
greater than all the prophets came to birth. And the uniqueness of the experience of Israel is all the more marked because of the relative indifference of
Israel to the second stream of influence which, in Mr. Lang’s theory, enters
into the formation of religion in our modern conception of that term. “The
difficulty

It is natural, of course, that

—

—

;

—

great Prophets of Israel and Israel generally weie strangely indifferent to
that priceless aspect of Animism, the care for future happiness, as condi“They carried
tioned. by the conduct of the individual soul” (p. 329).
Theism to its austere extreme— though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him
while unconcerned about the rewards of Animism ” (p. 295). And so it
seems that “ early Israel having, as far as we know, a singular lack of inter1

—

’

—
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born to give himself up to the developing,
undisturbed, the theistie conception, the belief in a righteous- Eternal ”
est in the future of the soul, 'was

(p. 333).

We may not

find here quite all that we could wish
but surely we find
fundamental in the Christian conception of the history and mission
of the religion of Israel, and the germ of much else. One feels that Mr.
Lang needs only to give a somewhat more detailed study to the development
of that religion, to be forced to posit something more than what we may
speak of as natural inspiration in the Prophets, for example, in order to account for their unique work. And one is strengthened in such a feeling by
reading such a treatise, for instance, as Giesebrecht’s Die Berufsbegabung der
alttestamentlichen Propheten. Giesebrecht is quite as keen as Mr. Lang can
be, to account as far as possible for the prophetic teaching on natural grounds,
i. e., without the assumption of direct supernatural revelation
and his postulation of a natural Ahnungsvermogen as the basis of the Prophetic phenomena
would, one would think, be attractive to Mr. Lang. But a reader of Mr.
Lang’s acuteness would soon discover that even Giesebrecht does not succeed
in accounting for the Prophetic phenomena by eliminating all direct supernatural communication from them and we fancy his candor would gradually
lead him to the conviction that there is a deep discrimination between religions that he has not yet clearly made, which nevertheless the facts require
a discrimination by which, over against those religions which are the product of men’s reaching up after God if haply they may grasp Him, is set the
religion which is the product of God’s reaching down to men if haply He
may restore them to communion with Himself.

what

:

is

:

:

Bexj. B. Warfield.

Princeton.
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IIistorisch-comparative Syntax der hebraischen Sprache. By
Fr. Eduard Konig. Leipzig J. C. Hinrichs, 1897. Royal 8vo, pp.
:

ix, 721.

With

Price, 18 marks.

on Hebrew Syntax Prof. Konig brings to a close his
Lehrgebaude der hebraischen Sprache.”
Of its three volumes the first appeared in 1881. The second, which was published early in 1895, has already been reviewed in these pages. We may indicate here again the general plan and purpose of the earlier parts. In the
first volume are discussed the orthography and pronunciation of the language and the formation of the pronoun and verb. Part second deals
with the forms of the noun and contains a special treatise on the general
morphological principles of the language. The processes of development
and change which in the descriptive portion are indicated and assumed are
in this division of the work traced out and explained. The author’s method
of treatment is wiiat he calls the analytico-historical and physiologicophonetical.
The former epithet implies that he combines the purely
analytical and expository method of Gesenius with that of the school of
Olshausen, who was the first to apply the principles of comparative historical
grammar to Hebrew morphology. At the same time he shows much of the
philosophical spirit of Ewald in his endeavor to explain the significance of
the inflectional elements in other words, to show how the various prefixes
and endings modify the idea of their respective stems or roots. Most
this treatise

colossal work, “Historisch-kritisches

;

characteristic of Kiinig

guage.

is

his devotion to the psycho-physical aspects of lan-

The “general morphology”

of Vol.

ii

is

in fact an

elaborate

;
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attempt to show how the linguistic idea in Hebrew strives to express itself
in form, and how the sounds and accents of the language act and react as
the vehicle of such expression.
The exhaustiveness and minuteness of these chapters have prepared us for
similar thoroughness in the syntactical portion of the work
and this
expectation has been fully realized. As to the copiousness of his material we
may quote the author’s own statement about the scope of his labors “ I
hope to have earned the thanks of those who use my book by reason of the
richness of the material, which I have gathered from the literature of the
Old and New Hebrew, from the Semitic and other languages, and especially
from the dissertations and linguistic articles that have appeared at home
and abroad, as well as from the ancient versions and from exegetical works.”
Konig’s division of the syntax is as follows Part i (pp. 3-350) deals with
“ the syntactical phenomena which are exhibited by the linguistic categories
taken by themselves.” Under this rubric we have (1) “the phenomena
which regard the pronominal portion of the linguistic elements ” (pp. 3-31)
(2) those which appear in the sphere of the verb (pp. 31-140); (3) those
which appear in the sphere of the noun (pp. 140-350). Part ii sets forth
“ the syntactical phenomena of the formation of the sentence ” dealing with
:

:

:

the simple sentence (pp. 350-489) and the compound sentence (pp. 489-620).
few general remarks on this principle of arrangement may not be super-

A

no well-approved system of syntactical treatment, from
the theoretical as well as from the practical side, as yet exists. Singularly
enough, the elaborate “grammars” of Olshausen (1861), BOttcher (18661868) and Stade (1879) have no syntax whatever. The “ Lehrbuch ” of
Ewald (8th ed., 1870) contains the only syntactical treatise which can be used
for comparison with the work of Konig. Such a comparison of the systems
constructed by these two master minds would be very instructive. Here
there is space for but a single observation. The material which relates to
the various shades of usage of the several parts of speech, and which by
Kiinig, as by Gesenius, Green, and the other more practical grammarians,
are placed under the category of the syntax, are by Ewald treated under
“ Wortlehre.” For example, the meanings of the so-called tenses are
regarded by Ewald as exhibiting the highest stage of “ Wortbildung,” his
justification for this being the consideration that the form of the word as determined by its relations in the sentence, is j ust as much a matter of morphology
as is its form when viewed from the standpoint of the stem-meaning, person,
gender, number and so forth. Ewald’s syntax proper, or “ Satzlehre,” comprises therefore only about one-half of his “ syntax ” as the term is generally
applied, since he relegates the whole subject of cases and moods to the
“ doctrine of the word,” instead of to the “ doctrine of the sentence.” On
the whole, Ewald’s general conception of Hebrew grammar is perhaps the
most logical and theoretically satisfactory as well as the most independent
that has been propounded by a modern Hebraist. On the other hand,
Konig excels in the scientific and systematic treatment of the special categories and individual constructions.
According to the Preface, it is one of the principal objects of the author
in his whole work to exhibit the historical development of the forms of the
fluous, especially as

language and of their uses.

As

this

is

one of the most interesting aspects of

the subject to the general student, it will be well to show how he presents it
in a specific instance.
good opportunity is presented by the use of the
relative pronouns, since they are equally prominent in their separate func-

A

tion

and

in the structure of sentences.

The pronouns
nouns

(?

Here

is

the method and

its results.

as single elements of speech he divides into
1. personal pro1-41); 2. demonstrative pronouns (§ 42-53); 3. demonstrative-rela:
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pronouns (§ 54-64)
4. interrogative pronouns (3 65-71)
5. indefinite
pronouns and their equivalents (3 72-94). Rightly assuming the purely
secondary origin of relative pronouns, he treats of them in connection
with demonstratives and partly also with interrogatives (relative use of
'O and HO) so that the discussion in question extends over 3 51-66.
He first
takes up the pure demonstrative nr with its type-forms, then the relative n,
to which he allows but a scanty and precarious representation in the classical
language (Deut. “ iii. 12 ” should be iii. 13). To '3 (3 53), which might also
be a developed demonstrative, he is inclined to deny any employment whatand ty
ever as a relative pronoun. The chief place is naturally given to
These particles are considered together, partly on account of
(3 54-64).
their correspondence in construction, but also because the author is wedded
to the idea that they are of common origin. In this we are persuaded that
he is wrong and his error vitiates that portion of the discussion which has
to do with the early development of meaning in "WX (cf. ii, 323-325). w is
pronominal in origin. "'BtX is first nominal, then an adverbial relative, then
a relative generally. The parallelism with Assyr. asu, asrar is complete as
to form and up to a certain point as to meaning. To connect ^B^x with
pronominal elements is difficult, even apart from the change of l to r unexampled within the Hebrew sphere, which has to be assumed. The analogy
in meaning with the Assyrian might have been clearer to the author if he
had attached more weight to the fact that "'B'X like asar has also an advertive

;

;

;

bial use.

The difficulty of determining what part of speech the relative originally
represented is increased by the fact that the Hebrew relative is normally
and properly a symbol of relation, requiring a demonstrative complement of
some sort to complete the sense. In Konig’s explanation of the way in
which the incipient relative began to be used in the transition stage between
coordinating (paratactic) and subordinating (hypotactic) expressions
(3 59-61), he observes that the particles which were employed to bridge over
the interval between the two types of construction were demonstrative pronouns ; see, for example, Isa. xxv. 9, where n; is used for this purpose. This
is quite probable ; but it does not settle the question of the primary use of
vtf’x.

For

itffK

may have been

bol later than other particles.

very well

first

employed as

this relative

sym-

The most

frequently occurring vocables are
not always or necessarily the earliest in origin. It is quite thinkable that
the other relative particles had already been used in this mediating fashion
when "MX came into the field as a competitor ; and it having already come to
be used as a relative adverb in the same way as asar in Assyrian (or rather
as the same word in Proto-Semitic times), its employment as a relative symbol generally, instead of or concurrently with the other particles, was quite
natural.

We should

add that the exclusive employment of demonstratives as relaby Konig and others insisted on too strongly. Assyrian, which in the
matter of particles furnishes so many analogies with the Hebrew ('3, 'bo,
etc.), has at least one more relative of nominal origin, mala, “ as many as,”
tives

is

literally

“ the

fullness of,”

which

is

virtually often equivalent to the simple

relative.

Upon the excellent historical treatment of the interrogative pronouns we
would only remark that 'X (3 70, 71) in nr 'X, etc., is merely an interrogative
symbol and might have been cited by Konig for the illustration of the
analogous function of “WX.
Passing to the other parts of speech, we are confronted with a general question as to the proper order of exposition if the historical principle is to be
deferred to. It will be disappointing to many that our author has treated
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the syntax of the verb before that of the noun. The opinion seems to be
gaining ground that in the Semitic languages the noun and its inflection preceded the verb. The arguments adduced against this hypothesis by Konig
(ii, 374-378) are not conclusive.
For example, he points out (p. 378) that
while both the noun and the verb are inflected by means of pronominal elements, these elements come out more plainly in the verb, which must therefore have an earlier association with the pronoun than has the noun. But the
correct inference is rather that for this very reason the noun-flexions should
be the more original. Their connection with the pronominal stems is not so
obvious as is that of the verb- flex ions, because they are older and go back to
the earliest formative stage of language, while the flexional elements of the
verb having been attached to the verb-stems later are the more recognizable.
The nominal sentence should, for an analogous reason, be treated before
the verbal sentence mainly on the ground that the former is the more elementary, and particularly because almost all ordinary ideas and sentiments
may be expressed in Semitic without the use of a finite verb. If it be said
that the verb-tenses are indispensable for definiteness of statement, it may be
answered that there was apparently a time when they were quite unfixed in
meaning, since the Assyrian and Ethiopic, the outlying members of the
Semitic family of speech, show in the uses of the tenses a marked divergence
from the other languages of the griiup. We may dismiss this interesting
question here by observing that Hebrew syntax affords a rare opportunity
for a logical exposition of the historical development of an important type of
human speech, from the rudimentary stage of the simplest nominal sentences
to the most complex expressions which the language affords. Konig himself has contributed a large amount of suitable material (see, for instance,
£ 326ff.), which naturally requires sifting throughout, with a view to its
proper distribution in accordance with the order of genetic development in
the history of the language.
matter of far more importance is the terminology of noun and verb
relations.
It is to be lamented that the terms indicating the cases of the
Indo-European languages have been transferred to the Semitic. The usage
is bad enough in our Arabic grammar, where the relation expressed by the
genitive so often fails to correspond with the genitive relation of the western
languages. But in Hebrew, where the assumed Proto-Semitic case endings
are only exceptionally found, and, when they do occur, usually fail to correspond to what is generally understood by nominative, accusative and genitive respectively, the use of such terms becomes an abuse. It is therefore
not very satisfactory to find that Konig goes so far as actually to make the
three “cases” his main categories of noun-relation, and entitles the whole
discussion “ Casusausdruck and Casusgebrauch ” (pp. 218-277). Most indefensible, perhaps, are the sections that treat of the “ genitive.” There are
in general three different standards or tests upon which we can rely: the
surviving so-called case endings in Hebrew the usage of the Arabic, Assyrian
and Ethiopic cases and the usage of the Indo-European languages or more
strictly of Latin, which has given us the current terminology and the conventional acceptation of the several terms employed. For the genitive the
first criterion is worthless, since (? 272a) the old ending l in Hebrew sometimes represents the “nominative, vocative or accusative.” Konig indeed
claims for this ending the designation “ genitive ” on the ground that it
often stands as the first member of the construct relation, which he in fact
usually calls the “ genitive-relation.” But there is no reason why we should
apply the term “genitive” in this instance at all. In Assyrian indeed the

A

;

;

ending l may be used with the first member in annexion, but how isit known
that such usage is derived from the employment of i as the sign of the
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In Ethiopic

its

place

is
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taken by the ending a, ordinarily the

sign of the accusative.

How arbitrary the designation “genitive” is may be inferred from
Konig’s procedure. Annexion, or the construct combination, being called
“ Genetivverbindung,” all the manifold relations expressed by this form of
speech in Hebrew are explained as examples of the use of the “ genitive.”
Thus mnn ‘X2T (Gen. ix. 10), “ who went forth from the ark” ($ 336f.,
rtxon '1DD (Ps. xxxii. 1), “ one whose sin is covered ” ($ 336i);
cf. 241r7)
mx
(Gen. xvi. 12), “ a wild ass of a man ” (? 337c). Far better is the
practice of Ewald ( Lehrbuc/i $ 208ff.), who rarely uses the term genitive
for this sort of combination. Better still is the example of Green, who
renounces the word “ case ” entirely as applied to Hebrew Syntax.
The fact is that the construct relation is employed in Hebrew to express
any kind of subordination of one noun to another, so that the two nouns may
in any way be regarded as a single instead of a twofold or multiple
expression. The relation may correspond to that conveyed by the Latin
genitive, dative, ablative, or even accusative. The limiting word or phrase is
the more important, and the first term of the series is accordingly shortened
in the utterance.
Hence it is the most natural thing in the world that any
sort of noun may be in the construct state before a modifying clause with or
without the intervention of a preposition. The right method in general is
to proceed inductively, taking the phenomena of the language as we find
them, and grouping them together, not as illustrating the ready-made
terminology of a foreign idiom, but as falling spontaneously under categories
of their own. For all practical purposes the terms “ subject ” and “ object,”
direct or indirect, are quite sufficient and appropriate. It may further be suggested that while the term annexion suitably indicates the construct relation,
the defining or limiting word or sentence might be called the annexor, and
the expression thus defined or limited the annexive.
We are also on debatable ground when we take up the use of the tenses in
Hebrew. The few observations that here follow must be confined to the imperfect, and especially to its employment to express the moods, or in dependent sentences. It is somewhat surprising that Hebrew grammarians, who as
a rule are so anxious to use the terminology of the classical languages for the
inflections and syntax of the noun, where so often a real analogy is wanting,
should not have adopted a similar principle for the verbs, where the analogy
is close and striking.
I refer particularly to the use or abuse of the terms
“jussive ” and “ cohortative ” in Hebrew and the treatment of subordinate
verbal sentences generally. In Arabic grammar a beginning was made by
calling the verb of the object clause, as distinguished from the circumstantial clause, the “subjunctive ”
With equal consistency, the term “optative ” might have been used for the “ jussive ” in Arabic. As far as form
is concerned, the Hebrew “ cohortative ” answers perfectly to the Arabic
subjunctive, as does the Hebrew “jussive ” to that of the Arabic.
Let us now compare the grammatical connotation of these forms with
their actual usage.
grammatical term should comprehend all or most of
the uses of the corresponding form and not merely a single mode of its application.
This rule is disregarded in the term “jussive” as used in Arabic
;

,

A

and Hebrew grammar. Taken literally, it would mean exactly the same as
“imperative.” It is misleading to employ synonymous terms for different
things but it is not difficult to account for the origin of the designation.
The ill-fated name was devised on account of the analogy in form as well
as meaning to the imperative (cf. Caspari-Muller, \ 382; Driver, $ 172).
There is no doubt, moreover, that a meaning akin to that of the imperative
inheres in the “jussive ” when used with a negative to express a prohibition.
:

48
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the case also with the subjunctive in Latin and Greek. The true
its use in Arabic with ?i, of
lu ; and, of course, what is a
command in the second person (the imperative) can be nothing more than
a wish in the third. Hence it is practically treated in Hebrew as an optative
by Konig in the present work (§ lS9-193),and also in his reply to certain
that

is

meaning of the form is optative, as is shown by
the same origin with the Hebrew and Assyrian

Grimme (Z. D. 31. G., 1897, p. 644). This hypothesis also best
frequent use in conditional sentences in Arabic and Hebrew
(Konig, § 193) compare the use of the optative in Greek and the subjunctive
in Latin, German and other languages.
Let us turn now for a moment to the “ cohortative.” Its most obvious
function is to perform for the first person what the “jussive
does for the
third and (in negative expressions) the second. It also is employed in conditional sentences both in protasis and apodosis, like the “jussive. 55 We
recall, however, that it is in form the exact equivalent of the Arabic subjunctive and, in spite of its strange nomenclature, its secret now begins to
disclose itself. Going further, we observe its frequent employment with
consecutive in the first person, and are struck with the fact that here again
it supplements the “jussive,” which is used in the third and second persons
with the same consecutive.
What is the explanation of this double phenomenon ? Konig is quite right
in maintaining against Driver and others (§ 1946) that the so-called “ shortening of the consecutive imperfect ” is not due to the recession of the accent.
And he has undoubtedly gained a glimpse of the true explanation
“ cohortative ” with it in saying that those
(§ 194c, 194d): for he couples the
forms of the imperfect were used with the consecutive which best indicate
the “ aiming at an effect.” The fact is, as the present reviewer has taught
for many years, that the usage of the ) consecutive with the imperfect is
fundamentally the expression of a result and finds a reasonably close analogy
in the subjunctive as expressing a result in the Latin language. But may
we not take a practical step further and, on the basis of such facts as those
here cited, claim for the Hebrew a complete subjunctive mood, including
the “jussive” and “cohortative”? These forms which supplement each
other so adequately stand to the subjunctive and optative (jussive) of the
Arabic as the composite subjunctive of the Latin does to the subjunctive and
optative of the Greek.
Some improvement in the terminology of these forms is urgently needed.
When we find, in such an excellent manual of Hebrew Syntax as that of
Davidson, that the uses of the “jussive” and “cohortative ” in suppositions
and conditions are not alluded to at all in the sections which deal with the
meanings of these forms, and that in the treatment of the conditional, sentence they are mentioned in a single line (\ 1326) merely as substitutes for the
imperative, we may infer how one-sided we become under the influence of
misleading or defective phraseology.
The present criticisms do not in the least imply a failure on the part of
Konig to apprehend the various shades of meaning expressed by the
Hebrew inflections. On the contrary, his acuteness and judgment are
commensurate with his industry and the minuteness of his researches.
criticisms- by

explains

its

;

5'

l

i

i

,

—

What one misses what one cannot but feel an Indo-European grammarian would miss— is what Ewald would possibly have given us if he
had belonged to the present generation, a broad, comprehensive grouping of the facts of the language in accordance with the categories of expression found to prevail in human speech generally. To have attempted
this and measurably achieved it would not have been incompatible with the
severe analytic and inductive method employed by Konig in his monumental
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would rather have been the necessary complement and conclusion
and would have made his book even more useful
than it is. His system, method and detailed results furnish an admirable
basis for generalizing summaries, which might exhibit the underlying principles and motives of the language in a way that would satisfy the most exacting claims and the highest ideals. The present thesaurus, abridged by omitting or abbreviating discussions on many of the finer points, and adapted to
the needs of general as well as special students, would form a work acceptable to a larger circle of readers, and would assuredly raise the standard of
work.

It

of his unrivaled labors,

Semitic philology

A

among

scholars throughout the world.

which he shows no lack of
demonstrate how the ideal categories of thought are
expressed in the various forms of Hebrew speech. One feels, however, that
a little more attention to the expression of functions and actions of the pracprincipal

acumen and

aim

of the author, in realizing

tact, is to

tical life would result in observations of equal interest and value. Thus iu the
very just and acute treatment of the relation of the verb to the direct object
(? 209-211, 327), it might have been remarked that all verbs of motion to,
from or in may take a direct object, and that verbs of mental affection
(expressing, for example, the act of seeing, hearing, knowing ; fear, love, hate,
hope even DNO, Job vii. 16) may be used either with or without an object.
This, with other distinctions along similar lines, might have been made as
supplementary to the somewhat heterogeneous list of “ active-stative ”

—

A

verbs in § 209/?.
like observation might be made on his treatment of the
“ passive ” participles with “ active ” signification (§ 235 d). These are really
not passives and there is really no “ Beeinfliisstwerden ,” as he seems to
think, in such forms as JhT “ knowing,” nitOD “ trusting,” ’JOBi “ inhabiting,” 1D1 “ remembering,” etc. It is this class of cases that throws most
light on the question so fully discussed in ii, 397f., as to whether the so-called
passive types of noun formation were originally capable of an active signification. There is need of a reform in terminology here also. The second
participle of the Qal should not be called a passive in the same sense as that
of the Niphal. It is the latter and not the former that is the analogue of the
deponents in Greek and Latin. The term stative-passive for the former
would apply better in most cases.
The use of the participle for what is repeated or habitual apart from relative sentences or the article, might have been more sharply indicated than is
done by Konig. Jer. xxxvii. 4a (cf. Green, § 278 i) is a case quite distinct
from those cited in g 238a (where “ Deut. xxxi. 26 ” should read Deut. xxxi.
25), and does not appear to have been noticed by Konig.
Mere oversights or “ slips ” in statement are rare. It is to these presumably that we must refer such startling declarations as that Hi and the Assyr.
Sa are “genetically connected,” or that Jtni0 has the u vowel in the imperl
fect stem Ci 209a). Its analogy with the Arabic sami a, with which Konig
contrasts it, is complete.
Exception can be more readily taken, however, to the author’s views on
general questions of historical order and terminology than to the detailed
statements of his work, to which the highest commendation should usually
;

,

His particular conclusions to which we have to demur are, as a
questions of interpretation, where difference of opinion is
almost inevitable. It would be of little help to the reader to take up such
instances which might be debated without end. On the other hand, the discussion of his points is stimulating and suggestive. There is nothing of
triviality or special pleading here, even when the question is one of minor
importance. The explanations are not subjective and arbitrary, but are true
examples of the best sort of comparative linguistic criticism and the wealth
be given.
rule,

made upon

;
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knowledge at the command of the author

of

tion of his positions

is

always given.

is

so great that

ample

illustra-

It is this that gives the chief value to

work as a handbook for the critical exegete. It is a grammatical commentary on the whole of the Old Testament. But it is more than this for
many passages of the Hebrew text receive an intelligible explanation only

the

;

when

their true construction

attitude maintained by

is

pointed out.

Especially praiseworthy

Konig toward the received

While

text.

is

the

in general

cautious about alteration, he does not hesitate to make the emendations
For example, he restores the imperfect in Jer.
xxiii. 14, xxvii. 18 (§ 395/); and the proposed change of Qtv to oat in Ps. 1. 23

demanded by the syntax.

worthy of consideration.
In conclusion, attention must be called to the Index of Old Testament
passages, on which enormous labor has been expended. Its great merit,
besides its completeness, is the order of arrangement of the references. For
example, in each paragraph of the list the references, by the numbers of the
sections of the book, are made in the order of the words of the verse which
forms the caption. Thus the student may see in ordinary cases at a glance
in what part of the list of sections given for any verse the needed discussion
of his difficulty may be found. Further, among the forty or fifty thousand
references of the Index, those sections of the book are indicated in italics
which throw light on the verses named, when such verses have not been
(§ 326i) is

cited or treated of in the text of the book.
The thanks of all Biblical and linguistic students are

due to Prof. Konig
Probably from no other
single book can even the expert learn so much concerning the genius and the
usage of the Hebrew language.
for this incomparable

and indispensable work.

Univ. College, Toronto.

J.

F.

McCurdy.

Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar uber das Xeue Testament,
Achte und neunte Abbegriindet von Heinr. Aug. Wilh. Meyer.
Hie Gefangenschaftsbriefe, neu
theilung. 7. bezw. 6. Auflage.
Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Rubearbeitet von D. Erich Haupt.
precht, 1897.

Pp.

vi, 104, 212, 259, 193.

v

In the Vorwort to this commentary
that his edition is an independent work in which the earlier editions of Meyer
and his successors (Frank and Schmidt) have been used precisely as other
commentaries. He claims to have preserved in his book the chief merits of
the Meyer commentaries and to have corrected their greatest fault. This
fault he conceives to have resided in the fact that the train of thought espeMeyer did not practice that
cially in the Pauline letters is too little noticed.
psychological method of exposition which seeks not only to ascertain what
the editor or reviser distinctly says

the influence of any given circumstances he
all praise, however, to his predecessor, and
declares that only the development of Exegesis has lately brought into the
foreground the side of the matter which Meyer neglected. He sets forth,
the author said, but
said

it

just so.

why under

Haupt accords

therefore, as the object of this commentary to accomplish just this result : to
devote himself to the development of the author’s thought as a whole ; to explain the single verse only by the whole and in order to the understanding of
the whole. To this end, no doubt, he discards all external guides, such as

paragraphs, except in the most incidental way. He uses the chapter and verse
divisions of the authorized version only under protest, and the reader is expected to follow the chain of the argument from the beginning to the end.
author’s
Prof. Haupt does carry the reader with him and the course of the
is after all not the
method
the
but
to
trace
easier
made
doubt
is
no
thought
;
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most convenient one. For even the scholar desires sometimes to “ consult ”
the commentary, and summaries of thought at the beginning or end of his
divisions would greatly facilitate this. While even reading the book consecutively, such aids to the understanding of the argument are not without
value.

Then, again, the volume

is

too ponderous and

is

not conveniently arranged

For the introductions to the several books
are placed in the front of the volume and then follow the commentaries.
This is no doubt because the close relation between Colossians and Ephesians
and also between Colossians and Philemon demands unified treatment. A
reason which abundantly justifies itself. But even so the paging of the book
does not carry out the idea of unity. For the introductions are paged separately, while the commentaries on Colossians and Philemon are paged
together Ephesians and Philippians each separately. There is no Index
whatever and the Bibliography is appended at the end of the whole volume.
The book professes to contain the seventh and eighth parts of the Meyer series.
But if so there should be but two sets of pages. And for this there is no
good division For there is no reason why the Introductions to all the books
should be bound up with Colossians and Philemon any more than with Ephesians and Philippians. If the Introduction in each case preceded the commentary it would be simple enough to divide the book into two parts, putting
Colossians and Philemon introductions and commentaries into one volume
and Ephesians and Philippians introductions and commentaries into the other.
Then if each volume were provided with the author’s analysis of the thought
of the epistle, an index and a bibliography, the convenience, not to say the
appearance, of the work would be greatly enhanced. Or if it be thought
necessary to preserve the unity of the work by publishing it in a single
to divide in separate volumes.

;

volume, it should be paged consecutively from the beginning to the end.
This is, of course, purely external, but in these days of many books it may
well be asked if an author has a right to deny to his readers these customary
conveniences if, indeed, he does not owe it to himself to commend his work
to as many as possible so long as he can do it without impairing its scientific
:

and technical value.
Dr. Haupt begins his Introduction with the consideration of Philemon because, as he says, in that epistle the conditions are less complex and because
thus it is possible to explain Philemon and Colossians and, thus introduced,
Colossians and Ephesians in their mutual relations. The discussion of Philemon is thus the entering wedge of his criticism. His treatment of Philemon’s

household and his relation to Paul is full and satisfactory. Onesimus is given
a better character than usual, Haupt taking the position that it in the conditional clause ei d£ rt rjdUrjffiv es r/ 6<ps{Xsi, precludes the notion that Onesimus
was an embezzler. In some way Philemon thought himself wronged, and Paul,
without committing himself, simply says “ if.” The question as to place of
authorship of course depends on the place of writing of Colossians. Prof.
Haupt admits that it would have been more natural for Onesimus to flee to
Rome, as in a great city it would be easier to hide from his pursuers and because in Rome Paul lived in private lodgings while in Cresarea he was imprisoned in the Procurator’s palace. But he finds evidence of the Caesarean
authorship in the statement of Paul that he had converted Onesimus during
his imprisonment, a fact more worthy of emphasis if he were speaking of his
Caesarean imprisonment, where his intercourse was so much more restricted
than was the case in Rome. But is it true that Paul emphasizes so much
that he had converted Onesimus during his imprisonment as that he was
now a changed man, and so profitable aud worthy of his name ? It is the
fact and not the place of his conversion that Paul laid stress on.
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Colossian errorists are discussed fully and with great insight. The
is not misled on the one hand by any of the alluring attempts to find
a well-developed heretical sect ora second-century state of organization. Xor,
on the other hand, does he overemphasize minor characteristics of the false
teachers into chief elements, like Lightfoot and Mangold nor, still further,
does he allow the variety of opinions to lead him to the conclusion that there

The

author

;

are several different classes of errors referred to in the text, like

Yon

Holtzmann

He

acknowledges a Jewish element in the heresy, and dis
misses as old-fashioned the theories which find a purely heathen and de-

and

Soden.

veloped Gnosticism.

He

rightly observes that the polemic is quite different

from Paul’s usual attitude toward the Judaizers.

Paul would never have

depreciated the Judaizing teachers nor have dismissed their doctrine with a
a-a-rq.
The errorists were ascetic. Their
shrug of the shoulders as
heresy was a theoretical one, as is seen from the desire to be thought philoThey received their doctrines in visions.
sophical (loyov s-/ovza ooyias).
All these features may be united according to Haupt by the further element

wq

that they worshiped angels. For it must be through a voluntary abstention
from food that their visions arose. Through visions they came into connection with the world of spirits and so got a higher wisdom— a so-called
Ilapadoffai does not mean Jewish traditions, but the oral transci/.oaovia.
mission of those doctrines which they obtained by contact with the higher
spirit-powers. Thereby a comparatively esoteric teaching results which attracts by its secrecy and by the prospect of a wisdom too little accessible.
To offset this Paul lays stress on Christianity as a true divine secret, kept
veiled before but now revealed to all without restriction. To this is due also
the fact that he includes the whole universe, spirits as well as men in the
effect of the atonement of Christ.
The peculiar zeal of Paul in dealing with
this error is explained by the fact that they had even taken up Christianity
into their system. Their seductiveness to the Church lay in the fact that
while they acknowledged Christ, they made Him only a member, an element
and not the Head. They pretended to be Christians and at the same time
offered more and higher wisdom than did Christianity and so were not really
Christian. They were also not merely Jews, as they did not for example, make
circumcision binding on all. Their asceticism was only in the service of the
spiritualistic, visionary character of the heresy. Haupt, therefore, concludes
that, though there is much that is analogous with Essenism, the heretics
could not have been Essenes, for Essenism was not known outside of Pales,
that though there are features in common with
tine until much later
Gnosticism, the error was not identical with any of the Gnostic sects which
are known to us. Even if we have to assume (which Haupt does not admit)
that they had developed the doctrine of the Pleroma, that might well have
been in existence before the systems of Gnosticism were developed. In this
heresy, therefore, we have only an exhibition of that Judaism which, through
,

;

the tendency of the time to mysticism, allowed itself to be busied with speculation in regard to the angel-powers, with the attempt to systematize them and
to come into contact with them, and which in the case under discussion even
took up Christ into its system.
In regard to the authenticity of Colossians, Haupt comes out fairly against
the divisive critics and declares that the question must be decided on the

contents of the book as a whole. He sets aside the external evidence, though
admittedly strong, as comparatively unimportant. Three main points of
view from which the Pauline authorship is denied are discussed exhaustively.
The linguistic peculiarities of the epistle he does not regard as sufficient to
condemn it. The argument from a difference of style from the recognized epistles he conceives to be stronger, and though he admits that it is exceedingly
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difficult to say in just what form an author will express his thought under
any given circumstances, and also that it is hard to say that a certain method
of sentence-formation is impossible to an author, he yet declares that the
peculiarities of style are so great that we cannot declare the letter to be
Pauline unless some good reason for them can be found in the circumstances
which gave rise to the epistle. In the comparison of the doctrinal conceptions of the epistle with those of the earlier epistles of Paul he reaches a like
conclusion. He shows a development of Paul’s conception of the relation of
Christ to the Church, of the Atonement, of Grace and of Faith. He finds in
these ideas no radical difference, but rather a natural working out of his
theology on the lines and from the conceptions already expressed in the
epistles to the Romans and to the Corinthians. All this is excellent and
convincing, but then we are surprised to find the author saying that nevertheless the peculiarities are too important thus lightly to dismiss them, and
that from the Colossian epistle alone it is impossible to come to a definite conclusion. Decision must be reserved until we have decided the authorship of
the Ephesians. After his masterly defense of the Paulinism of the doctrines
of Colossians such misgivings appear overcautious.

In his discussion of the contents of the letter to the Ephesians, Prof. Haupt
what has before been little emphasized, viz., that the dogmatic part of the letter is not an end in itself. That it is only incidental to
the thanksgiving which he expresses for the Christian life of his readers and
his petition for their further growth. What has been called the dogmatic
part of the epistle he fully acknowledges, but shows how it is after all subordinate to the interest which Paul feels in the spiritual condition of the Ephesian Church. The first four chapters are a prayer, and the doctrine, deep
and precious as it is, is only introduced to enforce the petitions of the prayer
upon those who are the objects of it.
As to the destination of the epistle, Prof. Haupt argues most ingeniously.
He asserts that if the epistle is conceived of as having been written to
Ephesus, then it is surely not genuine, for in this epistle the writer seems to
be unknown to his readers (i 15, iv 21, iii 2), a circumstance wholly inconsistent with Paul’s long sojourn in Ephesus. But since the address
iv ’Etpirrai has not always been recognized, the question now emerges how
could it have disappeared if originally in the letter, or if added later what
was the motive of the addition. He rightly sets aside all interpretations
which endeavor to explain the text without the insertion of some place as
destination. For in Paul’s letters the words to?? ovaiv always lead up to the
name of a place. Even on the theory of a forgery the omission of a name is
unintelligible, for the writer must have known this practice, and the theory
of a slavish reverence for the words of Paul which would, preserve every
word of the Pauline introduction without regard to sense is absurd. Neither
the reading iv ’E<pi<rw, nor its absence, according to which the letter was addressed to all Christians, corresponds with the contents of the letter. What
then is the explanation ? Prof. Haupt adopts with his own modifications
the view that it was an encyclical sent to a number of Asiatic churches to be
visited by Tychicus. Paul originally wrote the letter for churches unknown
to him, but Tychicus, who, according to Acts xx. 4, belonged to the province
of Asia, in his journey came to Ephesus, and the congregation there received
a copy of the letter. From the central position of Ephesus it can easily be
understood that from this copy the most of the MSS. have descended, and because the original came from the Ephesian archives the letter came to be regarded as an Ephesian letter, though it was not originally intended for that
church. If now the address is cut out, how are we to understand it ? There
are two possibilities. One, that Tychicus received as many copies as he had
calls attention to

:

:

:
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churches on his proposed itinerary, with the name of each church written in
the copy intended for it. But on this theory we could not account for the
fact that the oldest MSS. are without names. The other and more probable
possibility is that Tychicus received only one copy that he read this to the
churches he visited, after which each might take a copy into which it could
insert its own name. This would explain the existence of copies with the
name of the Ephesian church. To account for those in which the space for
a destination is left blank, Prof. Haupt calls in the assistance of the Laodicean
letter mentioned in Col. iv. 16
For, as he says, Laodicea is the next city to
Colosse on the northwest, and so the next to the last city he would visit on
his journey and the last for which the encyclical letter was intended. This
is on the supposition that Colosse was the last instead of the first place
visited, and this he judges from Col. iv. 16 to be most probable. So that the
original copy without a name being now no longer needed was left at
Laodicea. Paul’s injunction that the epistle from Laodicea be brought to
Colosse was now fulfilled, and from there, together with the epistle written
to the church in that city, the encyclical letter without the name of the church
was circulated. So, according to Prof. Haupt, the whole riddle is solved on
the theory of a double copy from which the different MSS. sprang. The
author, in passing, draws from this ingenious reasoning an argument for the
authenticity of the epistle. For, he says, a letter with the address left open
would be explicable only under the circumstances in which Paul wrote. He
could not foresee to what particular heathen communities Tychicus would
come, and Tychicus received the charge to fill in the name of each church as
he left them a copy. Such foresight in a later writer would not be probable.
He would have no doubt chosen some general address, such as that of the
Epistle of James, or would have designated definite churches or regions in the
address. At any event, he would not have written the remarkable rot? oucxiv
without any addition. This argument seems to be valid and, too, not vitiated by several minor objections which we shall make to Prof. Haupt’s theory
of the address of the Ephesian letter. For it seems to be open to two objections first, that it does not account for the fact that in all the oldest MSS.
the address is lacking, while only in the sixth century do the words iv 'E(piau>
appear. And secondly, it does not account for the disappearance of all traces
of copies of the epistle with the names of other churches than Ephesus. If
there were in the first century in the church half a score of letters identical except as to name, why have they all vanished except the one bearing the name
of the Ephesian church, and why do none of the MSS. of the copy of the
letter left at Ephesus with its name date further back than the sixth century ? We must account for the fact that in the early church, say until the
fourth century, the letter circulated without any name, though known as the
and that centuries later when the
letter belonging to the Ephesian church
fact had been forgotten some knowing scribe seems to have written this
into the text. Suppose, for example, that Tychicus, on departing to visit
churches unknown to Paul, had taken with him this epistle with the address
blank; that, to give additional weight to his exhortation, he should have
come before them with a letter from the great apostle, which he read to
them, but of which none of them received a copy. Visiting in succession all
the churches he comes at last to Ephesus, where, perceiving the importance
of the epistle and its application to errors prevalent throughout all Asia, but
particularly flagrant there in the chief city, the Ephesian church demand
a copy. After leaving which Tychicus, departing, reaches Laodicea, where
as Prof. Haupt supposes, he leaves the original copy. Xow, then, neither
copy had a name, but the Ephesian copy is associated with Ephesus and in
later times its name is written in, while as in Haupt’s theory the Laodicean
;

.

:

;
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circulated along with the copy to the church in

that city.

The author devotes much space to the authenticity of the Ephesians.
After discussing at length the peculiarities of the epistle in language and style
and after finding a pronounced development in doctrine from the earlier
Pauline letters, the author comes to the same conclusion which he has already
reached with reference to the Colossian letter, viz., that though thoughts
and expressions occur which are not found in the earlier epistles, they nevertheless are not sufficient to enable us to assert fundamental contradictions of
Paulinism. Are, then, such deviations from the habit of Paul explicable on
the theory of Pauline authorship ? The relation between Colossians and
Ephesians is so close that the epistles stand or fall together. They must
have a common author. So that the question arises whether in the life of
Paul a situation can be found which will make intelligible the peculiarities
of form and content which appear in both letters. This situation Prof.
Haupt believes himself to have found in the circumstances which surrounded
Paul’s imprisonment at Caesarea. He declares it to be impossible to assert the
Pauline authorship on any other theory. Let us examine his reasons. He
first rejects Rome as the place of composition because these epistles in form
and contents are so unlike the Philippian epistle, which under this view
would then have been written near the same time and under the same circumstances.
He objects, however, that Philippians is more like Paul’s
earlier letters. Caesarea is then chosen as over against Rome on the following supposition. The imprisonment at Caesarea was a time of complete restriction of all activity, while at Rome Paul could preach and even aroused
the envy of the Christians there. Paul needed activity and chafed under the
prohibition. His speech before Agrippa shows the great zeal which he had
and how, under the enfoi'ced idleness, he had reached a pitch of fervor which
was called by Festus madness. Now for such a desire for work he must
have compensation, and he found it in sinking himself in the content of the
gospel. He now had time as never before for contemplation. He had exhausted the questions which before had busied him. And so “ Law and
Gospel ” and “Faith and Works” do not come into the foreground. His
present position made possible an ever-deeper penetration into the mystery
and wonderful depths of God’s plan of salvation. In Paul’s earlier letters
are seen the germs of his doctrine of the philosophy of history and of his
He now in his enforced leisure and by
later broad views of God’s purposes.
reason of mental ferment was enabled to work out these doctrines more in
detail. The peculiar character of these letters is thus explained from the
peculiarities of personal experience, and when Tychicus comes Paul writes to
the Colossians the thoughts which he has developed in his imprisonment,
and, writing at the same time his letter to the churches which is known as
the Ephesian letter, it is conceivable that he should have dwelt on the same
ecclesiological and christological ideas. Ephesians is held particularly to support this theory. For the first half of the letter is only a carrying out of the
thought of how great a thing they possess in Christianity, together with the
explanation of how Paul came to enter into their position as Christians so
warmly. The second half is concerned with utterances about the expression
of Christian faith in life which are so general that they will do for any
Gentile Christian community, and which have no special application to the
needs of any particular church. The letter does not seem to have been called
out by any special need, and so Paul has complete freedom to let the ideas
which were near to him personally flow through the letter. So he emphasizes the high value of Christian knowledge, thinking of the new vision of the
riches of Christian knowledge which he has obtained and with the desire
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that all his readers should have it also. All of Paul’s letters derive their
character either from the peculiar circumstances of their intended readers or
of their author. The earlier letters fall into the first class. In the letter to
Colosse the needs of the readers form the first interest, but the influence of
Paul’s own personal experience everywhere appears like the woof of a web.
In Ephesians the character of the letter is due solely to the personal state of
the writer. But Prof. Haupt explains also the form as well as the contents
of the two epistles from Paul’s present circumstances. The weakening of
polemical parts, the partial disappearance of the dialectic adroitness with
which he was wont to confound his opponents in the earlier letters, the use
of synonyms in the striving for a fit expression of the extraordinary experiences through which he had passed, are all to be attributed to the attempt to

embody by every means

his deeply felt content of truth. But now in the
Philippian letter all this disappears again. Here he is again in the midst of
active church life. Both the manner of presenting doctrine and the duties
insisted upon are more in the manner of the earlier letters, while on the
other hand the old form is again present.
But, admitting much that Prof. Haupt adduces in favor of the changed
conditions of the Caesarean imprisonment and the favorable conditions for the
development of the mystical doctrines of the two epistles in question, it is
not easy to see why the letters could only have been written at Caesarea.
Paul’s usual method was to adapt his message to the actual conditions existing in the church to which he wrote. There seems to be no sufficient reason for making an exception in the case of the Ephesian church. If this
experience at Caesarea had been actually lived through, what more natural on
arriving at Rome and on hearing from Tycliicusof thestate of affairs in Asia
than that he should embody his late experiences in written form for the
benefit of the church at Colosse, and, considering that the churches of Asia
were all more or less in danger of the same errors, that he should have written
the Ephesian letter for the purpose of forestalling or correcting such false
teaching wherever the letter should come ? And then explaining the differences in style and doctrine of the Philippian letter on the same ground, viz.,
that of a difference in situation of those addressed, we preserve Prof. Haupt ’s
order of composition. Or, if this will not answer, we may accept Lightfoot’s
order and explain the peculiarities of the Epistle to the Philippians by saying
that it was the first rather than the last of the Epistles of the Imprisonment.
The difficulties of the last theory are rather greater, however, than of the
former. But it would be greatly to depreciate Paul’s genius to suppose that
in writing to a church as its spiritual head he should be governed in the

choice of material by his own experience and not by the needs of his readers.
would make him a most mechanical and impractical spiritual guide if we
should find him writing to a Church where a particular error prevailed, and,
instead of addressing himself to the correction of that error, giving irrelevant
chapters out of his own experience. This is not his method. Ilis polemics
and his refutation of false teaching are occasioned not from within but from
It

A situation arose which

demanded immediate action on his part.
was determined by the need.
Coming now to the commentary, it is easy to see that this part of the book
is especially strong in just the direction in which the author has sought
to make it strong. He devotes less space, indeed, than did Meyer to the
without.

His

epistle in each case

history of the exegesis, citing other writers sparingly, and of these only the
who have made most valuable contributions to the understanding of the

ones

who have written latest. The lexiby no means as full as in Meyer, and the
usage only when the later usage does not give a deci-

text in hand, with a preference for those
cal

and grammatical treatment

author cites a classic

is
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development and presentation of the course of the author’s
is

admirable.

A definite plan is followed,

i. e., to exalt the progress of thought over the
discussion of grammatical technicalities and the citation of authority. This
frees the text from much of the uninteresting and unnecessary material which

overloads so

many of our commentaries.

Prof. Haupt’s discussions are always
judgments sane. The Christological sections are treated in
an exceedingly rich and suggestive manner. ’Ek&vwosv in Phil. ii. 7 is held
to refer only to Christ’s emptying or divesting Himself of the form of His
heavenly life (Lebensform), to which the taking on of the form of a servant
corresponds. The discussion of the passage “in the name of Jesus,” Phil. ii.
10, is deep and satisfactory.
The two words Karifh] and wAfty in Eph. iv. 9,
10 and the phrase si? za xazmzepa pipy zrj? yr,? are discussed in an especially
luminous manner. His decision (vs. Meyer) that w hat is meant is not the
descent to Hades, but the Incarnation, zd xazmzepa x.z.l referring to the
earth and not to the lower regions, seems convincing. He is right also in
Col. ii. 14, where he dissents from Lightfoot, who changes the subject of
r,p7.zj.
God is evidently the subject of the verb here, and not Christ. There
are, to be sure, occasional opportunities for disagreement on minor points.
For instance, we cannot agree with him in his interpretation of d-okbzpwai?
in Eph. i. 7 and Col. i. 14, where he discards the notion of ransom with a price
for the general idea of liberation. In Eph. v. 30 against the evidence of #AB
he retains the phrase lx zrj? aapxb? duzob Kali lx zmv ocrzlwv duzov on purely
internal grounds, where the MSS. in evidence ought to^be conclusive for its
omission. But these are very minor objections to a work whose general excellence both in the introduction and the commentary it is most gratifying
to acknowledge, and will make this volume take its place among the very
scientific

and

his

T

foremost expositions of Pauline doctrine. It will long be standard among
the works which vindicate the authenticity of the epistles which it discusses.
Princeton.
Louis Burton Crane.

Der Brief an die Hebraer. Die seehste verbesserte Auflage von
Dr. Bernhard Weiss.
Gottingen: Yandenhock und Buprecht.
Pp. xxxvii, 334.
It is

no small tribute to the method of Meyer that the commentary which
name should still keep it, though such changes have taken

originally bore his

place in the successive editions as to make the substance of the work virtuDr. Weiss gives us in this sixth edition of the Epistle to the
ally new.
results of his own exhaustive study, and has thereby enriched
the apparatus for the interpretation of the book. His work has not the
penetrating insight of Westcott, nor has it those word-studies which are so
richly helpful. Especially valuable, however, is the introduction which
Dr. Weiss gives us. It would be difficult to find anywhere a better presentation of the series of perplexing questions that arise in connection with this
book. He is careful to recognize the Alexandrian influences upon the form
of the teaching, though he does not make clear why Pfleiderer’s position
may not have force, that the contrast between substance and shadow, ideal
and reality, may not also be Alexandrian in form. The remarkable kinship
of the vocabulary of the epistle with Alexandrian writings warrants the
supposition of formative conceptions. He is right in holding the substance
of the thought entirely within Palestinian-rabbinic lines. Of course, if the
letter reveals traces of Alexandrian kinship, it cannot be from the pen of
Paul. Briefly, but conclusively, Dr. Weiss shows us how the style, theology
and whole conception of the letter are foreign to the great apostle. Who

Hebrews the

r
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then is the author ? The claims of Luke, Apollos and Silvanus are briefly
discussed and dismissed. Barnabas is the only other name worthy of consideration, and for this there is the most to be said and the least that is
objectionable. Closely connected with this decision is that regarding the
destination and readers of the epistle. The latter are Jewish Christians, and
the one object the author had in view was to prevent their apostasy to
Judaism. These readers cannot have been in Antioch, nor in Rome, nor in
Egypt. They were in Jerusalem and it is in no way against this that the
epistle was written in Greek and uses the Alexandrian version in its quotations from the Old Testament.
The phrase ol a.r.6 r t ? haUa 9 refers to
;

'

members

of the Jerusalem

Church who were

in Italy.

his discussion of the date of the epistle with the

Dr. Weiss concludes

judgment that

it

was

written about 66 A.D. It was a critical time in the history of Israel. “ One
who had lived a long time in the church in Jerusalem and who had now
been absent for years, but who, because of his Hellenistic training and his

keen realization of the supreme danger, saw what was needed, seized the
opportunity to ward off in this noble way the threatening apostasy.” Such
in substance, are the conclusions of the introduction.
They are well
taken and forcefully established. The commentary itself is condensed,
clear, discriminating and helpful.
It gains in clearness by throwing many
of its philological discussions into footnotes.

large a part of the

work

as the

comment

itself,

These constitute nearly as
and are a revelation of the

author’s mastery of the literature of his subject. It is certainly a great
read uninterruptedly the explanation of the verse in hand. It
would be strange if one could agree with all the conclusions in the comrelief to

mentary

Such an unfolding of the thought as

is found in vi. 6 for
inadequate so is i. 5; but the whole is in accord
with the thorough masterful work with which in Dr. Weiss we are
already familiar.
Auburn N. T.
James S. Riggs.

itself.

avay.aiv>i£stv s;? /isravocav is

;
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Jesus Christ Before His Ministry. By Edmund Stapfer. Translated by Loise Seymour Houghton. New York: Chas. Scribner’s
Sons, 1896.

Pp. xvi,

182.

Jesus Christ During His Ministry.

By

the Same.

1897.

Pp. xxxiv,

265.

These

member

two books come from the pen

of

Prof.

Edmund

Stapfer, a

of the Faculty of Protestant Theology in the University of Paris.

A third volume, on The Death and Resurrection of Jesus Christ, has just been
announced, but it has not yet been translated into English. The three volare designed to cover the whole life of Jesus Christ, the title of the
whole work being, “ Jesus Christ His Person, His Authority, His Minis-

umes

:

try.”

The first volume treats of Jesus Christ Before His Ministry. Our author
does not propose in this work to repeat the narrative of the life of Jesus, as
Calling attention to the scantiness of information
found in the Gospels.
concerning the first thirty years of Jesus’ life, he would add to our stock of
knowledge, not by producing a “ work of pure imagination,” but by reasoning from the known to the unknown. He says, “ I would fain say what
must have been the life of Jesus until His thirtieth year, by deducing from
known facts some facts unknown, and permitting myself only to observe
Some years ago Dr. Stapfer produced a work entitled
and relate.”
Palestine in the Time of Christ, in which he sought to present in detail the
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actual conditions of society in the time of Jesus.
In the present work he
proposes to present in a concrete form through the life of Jesus the facts
presented abstractly in his earlier work.
From his knowledge of the cus-

toms and conditions of Palestinian life at the beginning of the Christian era,
he would describe what he conceives must have been the development of
Jesus in them. He cuts loose from the Gospel records, and gives us in these
books his own conjectures.
But one would not suppose that it was mere
conjecture, for it is given with all the assurance and confidence of one who
is presenting that which is founded on historical data.
But Dr. Stapfer can
never raise his conjectures to the level of historical facts.
One finds himself dissenting so often from the author’s statements, that it
is well-nigh impossible to know where to begin or where to stop in criticising
his work. The Jesus who is presented to us here is a very human person.
Speaking of the prevalent ideas of that day, the author says, “ Such was the
strange mixture of truth and error with which the soul of the child Jesus
It is true that he accords to Jesus a “ profound and unfirst imbued.”
erring intuition” by means of which He rejected the erroneous and advanced
beyond all of His contemporaries. But the character he presents, accepting
and then casting away the superstitions and errors of His day, seems very unlike the majestic one of which we have read in the Gospels.
Though Jesus
early reached some true sense of the Fatherhood of God, how strange to read
that “ to occupy Himself with the things of His Father must have been, as
His attitude in Jerusalem showed, to interrogate the doctors and ask them
questions.” With reference to Jesus’ relation to John the Baptist, we read,
“ He heard about this young and pious ascetic, .... mingled with the
crowd and listened like the others
Very soon He felt Himself entirely won over ; everything in the person and work of this remarkable man
At last Jesus took the decisive step.
inspired Him with confidence
Finally Jesus decided to preach
He asked for and received baptism
like John
He began to understand that John’s preaching no longer
sufficed for Him, and that He must carry John’s work farther
No
longer feeling Himself in accord with John, His first care was to baptize no
longer
Jesus then parted with John, but He never forgot him
He always was grateful to him ; but while He felt the greatness of John the

was

He also felt most vividly all in which He was wanting.” Speaking
of the Messianic ideal of Jesus, Dr. Stapfer says, “ His work would be the
Baptist,

sublime coronation of prophecy, He would be the hero of the Jewish apocawhose reading had nourished His youth. It was thus without enthusiasm or excitement, but after long deliberation, with ripe reflection, that He
took upon Himself to carry out the Messianic work.” Of His character and
person we read, “ Jesus shows us, on one side, man such as he ought to be,
whose moral stature is complete, the man who is a true Son of God ; and on
the other side a deep and never-troubled union with God, complete harmony
between the Father and the Son.”
As might be expected, the second volume, that on Jesus Christ during His
In it we learn that “ Jesus
Ministry continues in much the same strain.
was an itinerant Essene in His manners, a liberal Pharisee in His ideas,”
and again that “He was an Ebionite in the early days of His ministry.”
Jesus labored on “ without any fixed plan.” He was a creature of His circumstances, abandoning to-day the ideas He held yesterday, drifting along,
subject to all the influences about Him.
Since every Rabbi was a doctor,
Jesus also, and, as they did, healed the sick. He, like all pious men, cast out
evil spirits.
man of His time, He shared in the beliefs of His time, until
He succeeded in shaking Himself loose from them. Throughout the whole
work there is no recognition of any essential divinity of Jesus. On the conlypses

,

A
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we read, “ If He was the Son of God
men are or may become His sons.”

trary,
all

It

would be impossible

in a special sense,

He was that

as

to recognize in Dr. Stapfer’s presentation the person

and as there is, as we have said, no attempt
between conjecture and fact, the work thus presented to us is
utterly valueless as a contribution to the better understanding of the life of
Jesus.
Judging from the character of the two books before us, there is
little encouragement to believe that the third volume will be of any greater
value, or that it will contribute anything to our knowledge of Jesus. Such
books are far more harmful than helpful.
San Francisco Theological Seminary.
John II. Kerr.
of the Jesus of the evangelists,
to distinguish

I

Y.— SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.

Ecclesia. A Course of Lectures on the Early History
and Early Conceptions of the Ecclesia. By Fenton John Anthony
Hort, D.D. London Macmillan & Co., 1897. Crown 8vo, pp. xii, 306.

The Christian

:

an epoch-making book, remarkable alike on account of the man,
conclusions. Hort was one of the great Cambridge triumvirate, and, in the judgment of many, the one who excelled even Lightfoot and Westcott in exactness of scholarship and extent of erudition. "With
Hort the love of truth may, without exaggeration, be called the master pasHe was dominated by a consuming desire to be perfectly fair and
sion.
accurate in all that he wrote. This became almost morbid. It led him to
write and rewrite; and after all his revision, still dissatisfied, he shrank
from publication. The consequence has been that most of his works have
appeared since his death but they were found so complete and so carefully
prepared that they have not suffered from the disadvantage of their posthumous publication. This conspicuous desire to be exact in all that he set
forth led Hort to balance statements, to be scrupulously careful lest he might
overstate his case or fail in justice toward an opponent. He was remarkably
free from bias, prejudice and partiality. These characteristics of the man
give unique weight to his testimony and to his conclusions.
In the volume now before us he proceeds by the method of an exact, painstaking and dispassionate discussion of all the passages in the Xew Testament relating to the Church and the Ministry. The work is purely Biblical
in its scope. All external considerations are disregarded. The author
labors to detach himself from every conception drawn from later sources,
and to maintain throughout a rigorously impartial attitude. This appears
at the outset in his choice of the term “ Ecclesia,” in preference to
“ Church,” or “ Congregation,” which was selected, he tells us, in order
“to avoid ambiguity,” and to eliminate all associations connected with the
institutions and doctrines of later times. Xo method could be better adapted
for the elucidation of truth. In the hands of one so preeminently just and
This

the

is

method and the

;

accurate, it affords to us the highest guarantee for the soundness of the conthese conclusions are in their whole extent conclusions arrived at.
firmatory of the evangelical position as to the essential nature and character

Xow

of the

Church and the Ministry. Since the publication of Bishop Lightno such blow has been given to the pretensions and

foot’s great essay,

assumptions of a false ecclesiasticism.
The brevity of this review will only permit a reference to some of the
salient points in Dr. Hort’s position.
Having
1. The nature of the apostolate and its relations to the Ecclesia.

;
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word “ Ecclesia,” Dr. Hort proceeds
in the Gospels, and is led

767
to discuss its

to note “ the
true continuity ” of the Ecclesia of Christ with the Ecclesia of the Old

significance in the

Old Testament and

Covenant. He is thus brought to an examination of Christ’s words to St.
Peter in Matt. xvi. 18, in which the Christian Ecclesia is first mentioned
words which, he affirms, were not spoken to Peter exclusively, but to him
as the spokesman and interpreter of the other disciples. “ It was no question here of an authority given to St. Peter
Still less was it a question of an authority which should be transmitted by St. Peter to others.
The whole was a matter of personal or individual qualifications and personal
or individual work. The outburst of keenly perceptive faith had now at
last shown St. Peter, carrying with him the rest, to have the primary qualification for the task which his Lord contemplated for him.” It was, Hort
points out, the combination of intimate personal acquaintance with the
Lord and this living faith in Him which Peter manifested, that constituted
“the qualifications for becoming the foundation of the future Ecclesia. In
;

virtue of this personal faith vivifying their discipleship, the apostles became
themselves the first little Ecclesia, constituting a living rock upon which a
far larger and ever-enlarging Ecclesia should very shortly be built slowly up,
living stone by living stone, as each new faithful convert was added to the
society.” llort maintains that “ wherever we find disciples and discipleship
in the Gospels, there we are dealing with what was a direct preparation for
the founding of the Ecclesia.” .... “ Not only was discipleship the foundation of apostleship, but the twelve who were apostles were precisely the
men who were most completely disciples.”
“ The exact relation of the apostles to the Ecclesia ” is regarded by Hort
as “ a fundamental part ” of his elucidation of the nature of the Ecclesia.
Accordingly, he devotes the second lecture to the discussion of this relationship. Our Lord, he shows, had a twofold purpose in the setting apart of the
twelve: first, that they should be with Him; secondly, that they should go
forth to preach and work. The first is discipleship, involving “ personal
nearness to Himself,” a “ direct, personal discipleship,” and as such “ incommunicable.” The second is apostleship, the going forth, as Christ’s heralds
and witnesses, to make known what they had seen and heard. The latter is
dependent upon the first. “ Discipleship, not apostleship, was the primary
active function, so to speak, of the twelve till the ascension, and, as we shall
see, it remained always their fundamental function.” Hort shows that
throughout the Gospels they are generally called apostles only with reference
to the first typical mission upon which they were sent, and that the name
“ disciples ” predominates. So it was at the Last Supper, where the twelve
sat “ as representatives of the Ecclesia at large they were disciples more
than they were apostles.”
In like manner, in the renewal of the apostolic mission after the Resurrecand it was
tion, the apostles “ represented the whole Ecclesia of the future
to them as such representatives that there were given the Lord’s assurances
and charges as to the gift of the Spirit, the remission and retention of sins,
Christ's universal authority and His abiding presence. So Hort maintains
that in these words, which are continually cited as the basis of sacerdotal
claims transmitted from the apostolate to the episcopate, there was no exclusive prerogative given to the apostles.
The original mission of the apostles “ was strictly confined to Judea,” but
after the Resurrection there was given to it a universal range. The going
forth of the message of salvation is set forth in wholly impersonal terms
“ nothing connects the apostles themselves with it but the single saying,
Ye are witnesses of these things,’ a saying which perfectly well admits of
;

‘
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meaning no more than that the fundamental testimony of these things
was to be given by the apostles.” Thus the universality of the apostolic
mission is connected with its second characteristic, its work of bearing witness. “ This comes out with especial clearness in St. Peter’s address to the
brethren respecting providing a successor to Judas. Acts i. 21, f. This is
‘

’

the one essential condition mentioned, to be a witness of the Resurrectiou.”
.... “ This, mark of apostleship is evidently founded on direct personal discipleship and evidently it is incommunicable. Its whole meaning rested on
;

immediate and unique experience, as St. John says (1 John i. 1). Without
a true perceptive faith, such a faith as showed itself in St. Peter, all this
acquaintance through the bodily senses was in vain. But the truest faith of
one who was a disciple only in the second degree (that is, of one who had
not the same intimate personal relations with Christ which the twelve had),
however precious in itself, could never qualify him for bearing the apostolic
character.” “ Apart from this unique function of being witnesses of the
Resurrection, it is difficult to find in the New Testament any clear definition
of the apostolic office from the records of the time between the Resurrection
and the Ascension. ”
Referring to 1 Cor. xii and Eph. iv, Hort says “ In both lists apostles and
prophets come first, two forms of altogether exceptional function— those
who were able to bear witness of Jesus and the Resurrection by the
evidence of their own sight the twelve and St. Paul and those whose
monitions or outpourings were regarded as specially inspired by the Holy
Spirit.” And again he says, “in the true sense there were no apostles but
the twelve and St. Paul.” “ The apostles were essentially personal witnesses
of the Lord and His Resurrection.”
Moreover, Hort maintains that the apostles had no formal commission of
authority, nor did they make any claim to such authority. “ We hear noth:

—

—

ing of any formal assertion of authority either by St. Peter himself, or by
the apostles generally, or by the apostles and brethren together.” “There
is, indeed, no trace in Scripture of a formal commission of authority for
government from Christ Himself. Their commission was to be witnesses of

Himself and to bear that witness by preaching and by healing.” “The
authority they exercised was moral rather than formal.” “Round this,
their definite function (of bearing witness to Christ) grew up in process of
time an indefinite authority, the natural and right and necessary consequence
of their unique position, .... but it came to the apostles by the ordinary
action of Divine Providence, not by any formal Divine command.” Their
authority grew out of “the uniqueness of their position and personal qualifications.” “The government which they thus exercised was a genuine
all the more genuine and effectual because it was in modern
phrase constitutional ; it did not supersede the responsibility and action of
the elders or of the Ecclesia at large, but called them out.” Hort has thus
given an unanswerable demonstration that the pretentious theory of apostolic succession has no foothold in the New Testament.
Hort not only shows that what is
2. The nature of the Christian Church.
unique and peculiar in the apostleship, namely, the special personal relations
of the twelve and St. Paul to the Master, was temporary and incommunicable; he also conclusively establishes that what was fundamental in the
apostolic office is that which is common to all Christians, and forms the basis
of the Christian Ecclesia, namely, discipleship to Christ, personal faith in
Him. “ The discipleship which accompanied our Lord’s ministry contained,
though in an immature form, precisely the conditions by which the Ecclesia
subsisted afterwards, faith and devotion to the Lord, felt and exercised in
union, and consequent brotherly love. It was the strength, so to speak, of

government,
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which enabled him, leading the other eleven disciples,
and in conjunction with them, to be a foundation on which fresh growths of
the Ecclesia could be built.” “ They themselves (the apostles) constituted
St. Peter’s disciplesliip

the foundation (of the Church) in the sense which the Gospels lead us to
recognize the chosen band of intimate disciples, the first rudimentary Eccle-

on which the Ecclesia of Palestine was first built, and then indirectly
every other Ecclesia, whether it had or had not been personally founded by
an apostle.”
The Ecclesia is built upon faith in Christ. The Church is the fellowship
of all who believe in Him. This is true alike of the one universal Ecclesia
and the local or partial Ecclesiae, the one Catholic Church and the many
Churches, as of Rome, Corinth, Galatia, and Antioch. But do these local

.sia,

Churches make up the one universal Church ? This is a crucial question.
Hort’s answer is positive and radical. They do not. Discussing the teaching of the Ephesians in which he says the idea of the whole Ecclesia as one
is first definitely expressed, Hort observes that “ it is important to notice
that not a word in the epistle exhibits the one Ecclesia as made up of many
Ecclesise. To each local Ecclesia St. Paul has ascribed a corresponding
unity of its own each is a body of Christ and a sanctuary of God but
there is no grouping of them into partial wholes or into one great whole.
The members which make up the one Ecclesia are not communities but
individual men. The one Ecclesia includes all members of all partial Ecclesise; but its relations to them all are direct, not mediate.”
Again he says,
“ The universal Ecclesia and the partial Ecclesiae alike were wholly made
up of men who had each for himself believed, whose baptism was for each
the outward expression of what was involved in his belief, for his past and
for his future and who had a right to look on the fact that they had been
permitted to be the subjects of this marvelous change, as evidence that they
each had been the object of God’s electing love before the foundations of
the world were laid.” Compare this statement of the Cambridge professor
with the definition given in the Whitsunday Homily “ The true Church is
an universal congregation or fellowship of God’s faithful and elect people.”
Prof. Hort can find no ground in the
3. Church officers and government.
New Testament for any jus divinum of church order. “At every turn
we are constrained to feel that we can learn to good effect from the
apostolic age only by studying its principles and ideals, not by copying its
precedents.” Again, he says: “There is no trace in the New Testament
that any ordinances on this subject (of church organization) were prescribed
by the Lord, or that any such ordinances were set up as permanently binding
by the twelve, or by St. Paul, or by the Ecclesia at large. Their faith in
the Holy Spirit and His perpetual guidance was too much of a reality to
make that possible.” He points out that “ the true way, the apostolic way,
;

;

;

:

is to regard them as organs of
corporate life for special purposes ; so that the offices of an Ecclesia at
any period are only a part of its organization.”
The Ecclesia itself is the source of all authority. It is to the whole body
and not to any class or order of men within it that Christ’s commission and
authorization were given. “ The work of the Ecclesia in relation to the
world is itself a missionary work ; and it is to the Ecclesia itself as the missionary body that Christ’s charge (Matt, xxviii. 19) is ultimately addressed.”
“ These last words (John xvii. 18) bring out the purpose of the Ecclesia in
God’s counsels it is to draw the rest of mankind to its own faith and love
to carry on a work of salvation in the power of salvation wrought by its
Head: ‘As Thou didst send me into the world, I also sent them into the
world.’ The whole Ecclesia shares alike in that transmitted mission.” Dr.

of regarding offices or officers in the Ecclesia
its

;

49

;
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Hort examines carefully every passage bearing on this question. It was, for
example, “ to the Ecclesia at large that the letter (of the apostles and
brethren at Jerusalem to the Antiochian Church) was addressed.” When
Paul and Barnabas go forth from Antioch “it is the members of the
Ecclesia itself that dismiss them.” “ The mission is from the Christians of

From

address to the Ephesian elders, Hort infers
itself.”
Referring to the
seat of authority being vested in the whole body of the Christian people,
and not in any order, Hort says, “ the very origin and fundamental nature
of the Ecclesia as a community of disciples renders it impossible that the
principle should rightly become obsolete.”
Hort carefully distinguishes between functions and offices. The former
are inherent in the body itself they are fundamental. The latter are the
mere external forms through which from time to time the functions are
exercised and are variable. The fundamental functions, he makes to be
two, that of oversight, and that of service. “ These two functions are to
him (St. Paul) the main outward manifestations that the community of
saints was indeed an organized body, needing and possessing government on
the one side and service on the other. It would matter little how many
That was
offices there were, with or without titles, two or three or twenty.
a matter of external arrangement which might vary endlessly according to
circumstances the essential thing was to recognize the need of the two fun-

Antioch.”

St. Paul’s

that “the appointment

came from the Ecclesia

;

;

damental types of service.”

The functions
viduals

Holy Spirit upon indiand for oversight. The

are divine gifts, the bestowal of the

whom He endows with

capacities for service

adaptations of existing human institutions. “ In the apostolic
seen,” Hort says, “that the offices instituted in the Ecclesia
were the creation of successive experiences and changes of circumstance,
involving at the same time a partial adoption first of Jewish precedents by
the Ecclesia of Judea, and then apparently of Judean Christian precedents
offices are

age

we have

by the Ecclesise of the Dispersion and the Gentiles.”
As to the mode or the officer of ordination, no rule is laid down. Hort
affirms that “nowhere in the Xew Testament have we any information
about the manner in which elders were consecrated or ordained (the
exact word, Hort adds, matters little) to their office.” The four passages of
the Xew Testament “ in which laying on of hands is connected with an act
answering to ordination ” do not warrant a larger inference than that “ Jewish usage in the case of rabbis and their disciples renders it highly probable
that (as a matter of fact) laying on of hands was largely practiced in the
Ecclesise of the apostolic age as a rite introductory to ecclesiastical office.

But, as the Xew Testament tells us no more than what has been already
mentioned, it can hardly be likely that any essential principle was involved
in it. It was enough that an Ecclesia should, in modern phrase, be organized, or, in the really clearer apostolic phrase, be treated as a body made up
of members with a diversity of functions; and that all things should be

done decently and in order.”
One is tempted to refer to other points in this suggestive volume; but
enough has been said to indicate its character and value, and to stimulate, I
hope, in the minds of many an earnest purpose to study it. It is an irenic
book. It is only upon the line of the great principles it contends for that
Church union is possible. These principles must eventually prevail. A
great advance toward the unification of Protestant Christendom will have
been made when all see, as Prof. Hort saw, “ the futility of endeavoring to

make the apostolic history into a set of authoritative precedents, to be rigorously copied without regard to time and place, thus turning the Gospel into
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a second Levitical code. The apostolic age is full of embodiments of purposes and principles of the most instructive kind but the responsibility of
choosing the means was left forever to the Ecclesia itself, and to each
;

on the one hand, and adaptation to
present and future needs on the other. The lesson-book of the Ecclesia,
and of every Ecclesia, is not a law, but a history.”
Wycliffe College Toronto.
J. P. Sheraton.
Ecclesia, guided by ancient precedents

,

Ministerial Priesthood.

Chapters Preliminary to a Study of the Ordinal on the Eationale of Ministry and the Meaning of Christian Priesthood. With an Appendix upon Roman Criticism of Anglican Orders.

By R. C. Moberly, D.D., Regius Professor of Pastoral Theology in the
University of Oxford, Canon of Christ Church. London, New York
and Bombay

:

Longmans, Green

&

Co., 1898.

The main object of this volume is to determine the question, “ What is
Priesthood in the Church of Christ ? ” The original intention seems to
have been to present a thoroughgoing study of the Anglican Ordinal in the
light of the ordinal forms of the Roman Church.
This would have led the
author to sketch the steps of the gradual growth of the fully developed forms
of the Roman Ordinal, and then to describe carefully the transition from the
unreformed to the reformed Ordinal of the English Church, with a full vindication of the Scripturainess of the reformed Ordinal and of its harmony
with the primitive Church. This larger design has been put aside for the
present and the volume before us is given as a sort of introduction to such an
enlarged study, to be, possibly, taken up at a later time. The main inquiry
of the work is not reached until the seventh and last chapter, and this is introduced with six chapters, in which more or less interesting discussions are
presented leading up to the main subject of inquiry, with matter relevant
to a certain extent to the chief discussion, but, by reason of the space given
to these introductory topics, leaving the impression of disproportion.
In the Preface our author makes some judicious remarks as to the proper
handling of the text of the New Testament, suggesting that an intelligent interpretation of the text should be throughout theological as well as exegetical, or rather that theological beliefs should be realized as legitimately
present in, and for, the exegetical processes. He admits, of course, that the
theological beliefs themselves have their basis in the text of the New Testament. He, however, warns against the habit of treating the words of Christ
as if they were the words of any other man, without any attempt to realize a
perfect apprehension of the Commanding Person whose words and acts the
Scriptures declare, and asserts “ that this may be a method, legitimate for a
purpose, as method, but it is not the condition upon which the completest
apprehension is possible.” This warning is not untimely, as it is certainly a
somewhat characteristic temptation of specialists in the art of textual interpretation to try to work what are called the historical or exegetical methods
as if it were possible that they should yield their best results apart from the light
of the truths of dogmatic theology. Our author is not afraid of the charge
that he is going back from a scientific to an a priori method of interpretation.
He demands the right place for the suppositions based on the age-long convictions of the Christian Church. These regulative beliefs, responded to by
inward spiritual experiences, as to the revelation of God in Christ the doctrines of sin, atonement, of faith and love, and of the transfiguring presence
and power of the Holy Ghost— are really illuminative for the study of the
text in detached portions. “ It is the old ideas,” he asserts, “ common-

—

places of the thought and faith of the Church, to which insight belongs.”
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Their expression may be modified by criticism, but criticism can neither
supplant nor dispense with them.
Chapter i is taken up with a discussion of the nature of Church unity.
Dr. Moberly presents to us a very high idea of the unity of the Church. He
dismisses that theory of Church unity which maybe called human and politic.
He distinctly controverts the views of Hatch and others, which would trace
this unity simply to a general tendency in the early centuries of the Christian era toward the formation of associations and especially religious associations. He thinks that this would be to deny the original or inherent existence, and therefore in the last resort the ultimate rightfulness of the claim
of the transcendental theory of Church unity, as a doctrine which must be
realized in Christian practice. His own idea is, that the unity which the
Church represents is the unity of God. “ Church unity is not to be understood as a growth which begins from below and gradually coalesces her
unity is not the crown of an evolution which starts from disunion the
Church is one in idea whether she is one in fact or not. Her ideal unity
from the first is inherent, transcendental, divine she is one essentially as and
because God is one.” “The view or meaning of Church unity is closely
allied to any true understanding of Church ministry.
Indeed, the basis of a
true understanding of Chhrch ministry is a true understanding of the Church.
The Church is likened to a body— her ministers to certain specific organs or
members of the body. The body is a single articulated whole, and when we
;

;

;

inquire into the rationale of Church ministers, we are inquiring into the principle of the differentiation of functions within a single unity.”
From this conception it is very easy to glide to the conclusion that a special
kind of ministry, established by a special form of ordination, is the only possible way to provide for the reality of the one body.
can have no objection to the doctrine of the essential unity of the Church of God, resting upon
the divine idea of one faith, one Lord, one baptism, one hope, etc., as this is

We

a necessary element in the doctrine of salvation through one Christ. But in
stating this doctrine of the uniqueness and unity of the Church, we must be
careful to guard against a natural tendency to establish this grand reality
only upon the basis of some special officer with special name and functions
otherwise, when differences arise even as to the descent or the functions of
an officer, the existence of the body itself may be denied.
Our author’s view of sacraments is somewhat extreme and goes beyond
many English divines, notably Bishop Lightfoot, who admits that while ordinances are not to be despised or neglected, they were no part of the essence
of God’s message to men in the Gospel. While not claiming that ordinances
are part of the essentia of the Church’s being, Dr. Moberly holds that they
may be indispensable, conditions of the essence the appointed, conceivably
even the only possible methods of the essence. “ If God has ordained Christian ordinances, then Christian ordinances have become just in proportion as
He has laid them upon us, both essential,’ and (though in a secondary sense)
;

;

‘

even

‘

far as

intrinsically

we

are

’

efficacious.

commanded by God

They are essential in the sense that, in so
to use them we have no power of dispens-

ing with the use of them, or of obtaining, otherwise than by the use of them,
the gifts which God had bidden us find in and through their use.” We are in
sympathy with every judicious effort to dignify, and to place on a right level,
the character, the sacredness and usefulness of the Christian sacraments.
should have a high esteem for the divinely ordained mysteries, and we
should seek, earnestly, to apprehend their spiritual significance so as to use
them rightly but while exercising a proper zeal for the true conception and
the right use of the holy ordinances, we must not go so far as to say that the
full blessing of God cannot be obtained without them, lest we lay the ground

We

;
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for a high sacramentarianism, which will degenerate directly into an opus
operatum view of the Christian ordinances.
“ The Basis of Ministry a Divine Commission ” is the next topic. From
this acknowledged position our author proceeds to ground the principle that
ministerial office is an outward and orderly institution, dependent for its
validity upon transmission, continuous and authorized, from the apostles,
whose own commission was direct from Jesus Christ. Whatever may be the
divinely warranted orders of ministry, and this is to be settled by fair argument, Dr. Moberly insists “ that ministerial authority depends upon continuous transmission from the apostles, through those to whom the apostles
transmitted the power to transmit, and that this must be recognized as being
from the time of St. Clement onwards, a principle implanted in the consciousness of the Christian Church.” This is apostolic succession pure and simple.
No power is allowed to reside in the divinely ordained Church to officer
herself with men designated, qualified and called by the Holy Spirit to teach,
to administer the sacraments, to govern and to edify the flock of God, provided there has been any break in her outward organization. The Church
must be without an authoritative ministry, unless she can show that her present teachers have been set apart by other teachers, who can, beyond a contest, prove that they and all their predecessors were ordained by men
whose ordination reaches back without a break to the laying on of apostolic
hands. Is it not strange that intelligent men can hold the opinion that the
Head of the Church would leave his body defenseless in the presence of such
a historic possibility as a break in a mechanical succession ? Is it not
equally strange to imagine that a spiritually conceived Church, intended for
important Church purposes, such as keeping alive the spiritual worship of
God, the propagation and defense of the Gospel, the care and consolation of
the flock, could be left dependent upon the sole fact of this sort of tactual
succession, as though the blessings to come to men through the organized
Church of God could reach them only through men touched, in an outward
form of ordination, by men specially prepared by a long descent to convey
the power to act as God's ministers ? And is it not strangest of all that
earnest men at this day should make the claim of any such continuous transmission of ministerial orders from the apostles, in the face of the overwhelm-

—

ing facts of history

?

Our author next discusses “ Gradations of the Ministry.” He admits (1)
“ That all our conclusions as to the New Testament ministry must rest on an
Everything emanates from the Apostolate. All ecclesiastical
organization and life comes from the authority of the apostles. Christ
created the Apostolate. The Apostolate was not perpetuated, in the high

apostolic basis.

But the Apostolate
alone was authorized to create other ministerial offices, different from itself
and intended to be permanent in the Church. The Church officers established
by the apostles, with divine authority, are final for us.” (2) “The name
Presbyter and the name Bishop are practically interchangeable.” So far
Bishop Lightfoot, Dr. Hatch and other distinguished Anglicans, joining on
to the invincible conclusions of learned scholars of all other Reformation
original sense, after the death of the Apostolic College.

Churches, have brought English Churchmen of to-day, who may hope to have
any audience from intelligent men upon the subject of gradation of the
ministry. (3) “ That the Presbyters, otherwise called Bishops, appear as
the regular rulers and representatives of what may be called the domestic
and religious life of the Church in every place that is to say, of any local
body of the Christian brethren as locally constituted and organized.” But our
author would have us to understand “ that the local organization and leader;

ship of

‘

Bishops

’

or

‘

Presbyters,’ this local presbyterate,

is

never anywhere,
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moment, independent or supreme.

Epistles, the

background

From end to end of the Acts and
of the Apostolate is always assured.” This maybe

admitted by the ordinary reader of the Xew Testament without debate ; but
the disappearance of the Apostolate with the death of the last apostle is not
denied by our author.
The Presbyterate and the Diaconate were confessedly established by the
apostles. Do they leave the Church to be taught, guided and governed by the

and generally, or is there some officer standing between Apostolate and Presbyterate, openly and firmly established by apostolic
authority, who shall perpetuate in the Catholic Church whatever was
capable of being perpetuated of that apostolic background, and who shall by
divine warrant transmit ministerial orders, take the oversight of presbyterbishops and deacons, and guide and govern the Christian Church ? If there
is such an officer, afterward designated “ bishop ” par excellence appointed
presbyter-bishops, locally

,

to represent the Apostolate so far as possible, to transmit ministerial orders,
to order and rule the Church, including the universal membership, the pres-

byter-bishops and deacons, admitted to be officers in ordinary, we must find
divine warrant for his appointment. Such is our author’s contention and he
couples with the general admission the acknowledgment, that if the apostles
clearly intended to leave the Church under the guidance and government of
the Presbyterate, all true Christians must accept that form of ecclesiastical
organization ; and he very clearly demonstrates, that so far as Scripture and
primitive history are concerned, debate can only be intelligently joined
between an original Presbyterate organization and an original diocesanbishopric government, subsequent to the disappearance of the Apostolate.

This is fair and in our judgment the only tenable position.
Mr. Moberly stands for a divinely warranted Episcopate. He distinctly
repudiates the position to which careful investigation brought Bishop Lightfoot, Dr. Hatch and other distinguished Anglican scholars, to wit, that the
Episcopate properly so called would seem to have been developed from the
subordinate office that the Episcopate was formed, not out of the apostolic
order by localization, but out of the presbyteral by elevation that the
early “ bishop,” though holding a position superior to the rest, was still considered as a member of the Presbytery that he was, in fact, the head or president of the Presbyteral College— though, remaining a member of the presbyteral council, he was singled out from the rest and placed in a position of
superior responsibility
that such men as St. Clement were rather the
chief of the presbyters than the chief over the presbyters and that this
early arrangement, for orderly management, grew out of the needs of the
times, under a temperate use of a permissible discretion as to the adjustment
of admitted ecclesiastical officialism to the expansion of the Cburch. Thus, it
would appear, we have in early times a president presbyter-bishop, representing not a different ecclesiastical order, but an office in the one presbyteral
;

;

;

;

;

Church purposes. How this president presbyter-bishop
grew into the diocesan bishop, assuming not only special
official duties delegated to him by his fellow presbyter-bishops, but claiming
to be of a different and higher order than the Presbyterate, with power to
transmit ministries, it is the task of history to unfold. Against such views
of early Church ministers, Dr. Moberly stands polemic, claiming for what we
now know as the “ diocesan bishop ” the authority of the Apostolate. And
here comes the tug of war for our earnest advocate of divinely sanctioned prelacy. He holds a brief in a most difficult case. The Scriptures are almost like
flinty rocks here.
Data for affirmative argument upon the position assumed
by our author refuse to grow on Scriptural soil. That this “ order ” between
Apostolate and Presbyterate appears only tentatively, partially, within St.
order, for practical

of primitive times
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Paul’s lifetime at least, our author admits. When all of the apostles were
dead save John, he finds this order appearing more clearly, and its very presence in some parts of the Church, while John is alive, warrants the assumption that John not only knew of it, but gave it his sanction, and hence it
may be claimed that the intermediate order of “ bishop ” has the authority

Not that John leaves us any written directions on this
subject by which the “ bishop ” is clearly established as an order, other anil
of the Apostolate.

higher than the presbyter, and intended to preserve alive all of the apostolic
authority possible after the disappearance of the real Apostolate. John
does not go to record on this point, but he was still living when true diocesan
bishops appeared in someparts of the Church, and this is sufficient to warrant
the claim of Apostolate sanction for the bishopric. The advocate is hard
bestead at this point. Then comes the appeal to subapostolic history. Our
fair-minded author here, if anywhere, makes a larger claim from the historical facts than a sober judgment can possibly allow. The facts are stubborn.
The conception of the diocesan bishop is forming, it is true, in these
early times. Here a man at the head of a church or of a small cluster of
churches magnifies his presidency of the presbyteral college. Here another
leading man sinks himself distinctly, as to order into the bosom of the Presbyterate. Here presbyters ordain bishops and there president bishops ordain
presbyters. The Church, in the presence of dangers within and without, is
moving toward a highly concentrated form of ecclesiastical organization,
and perseveres until a prelatic form is derived by a process of evolution.
But Dr. Moberly makes a splendid contest for his principle of a divinely
sanctioned diocesan bishopric organization, in the presence of these stubborn
facts of primitive Church history. These same facts have compelled such
men as Lightfoot, Hatch, Hort, of the Anglican communion, and the
scholars of every other Reformation Church to a different conclusion. But
our author faces them afresh, with undaunted courage, determined to bring
them to the support of his own theory of “ Bishopric ” under express authority of Apostolate.
We admit his thesis, i. e., that the organization of the
Christian Church, as to regulative principles at least, should conform to
apostolic teaching. We admire his courage in the defense of his own view
in the presence of exceeding difficulties.
We applaud his tone in dealing
with opponents. We acknowledge his learning and his skill in the use of information derived by painstaking research. But we are bound to say that the
task he has undertaken cannot be accomplished. The facts will not permit
,

him to succeed.
The closing chapter, vii, discusses the question, ‘‘What is Priesthood in
the Church of Christ ?” It is admitted that the Roman Ordinal, as the result
of a long historical process of accretion, has reached a position well under-

stood by

all

who may

take the trouble to inquire.

Rome

teaches that the

—

New

Testament minister is a sacrificing priest that the Eucharist is a
verum et proprium sacrificium, and that this proprium sacrificium is verepropitiatorium alike for the remission of sins of every kind on earth and for
souls in purgatory not yet fully purged or expiated. Over against this ap,

palling exaggeration of mechanical sacramentalism stands (our author declares), in the sixteenth century, the fierce tide of ultra-Protestant reaction.
If

on the

Roman

side (at the time of the Reformation)

we

find terrible ex-

Churchmanship, our author is sure that we find terrible
excesses of virulent anti-Churchism on the Protestant side. The tone here
is harsh toward Protestantism, and distinctly apologetic for Romanism.
Whatever may be said of the Council of Trent as a reforming body, it must be
acknowledged that the doctrine of the priesthood as official sacrifices, and the
Eucharist as a true and proper sacrifice, is left practically untouched.
cesses of irreligious
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Against this

Roman view

of ministry

and sacrament the English Ordinal

is

a protest.
The question

“

priest

now arises, Does the English Ordinal, in retaining the name
” to designate one of the ministerial orders which it postulates, in-

tend to use the word as a synonym for presbyter or elder, indicating a
minister who presides over and instructs a Christian congregation
or in
the sense of “ sacerdos,” Upsu?, i. e., the offerer of sacrifice, one who
performs mediatorial offices between God and man? No one acquainted
with the Edwardian literature, with the views of Cranmer and his reforming
;

colleagues, can have a doubt as to the original

meaning of the English

ser-

The whole movement which brought the English
doctrinal harmony with the Protestantism of the continent

vice book on this point.

Reformation into
stood rock-rooted against a sacrificing ministry. In declaring for three
orders of ministry it was and still continues to be unfortunate that the ambiguous name “ priest ” was used to designate the second or presbyter order,
but that “priest” was used as a synonym for presbyter cannot be successfully denied.

glican idea of

Sacerdotalism, in its historic sense, was ruled out of the AnChurch ministry. In the English Church sense, “ The kingdom

of Christ has no sacerdotal system.

It interposes no sacrificial tribe or class
between God and man, by whose intervention alone God is reconciled and

man

forgiven.”

Did the English Church, however, while rejecting sacerdotalism in the
sense above explained, have in mind, when it used the name “ priest,” something other and above the simple idea of thereby designating the minister
who presides over and instructs a Christian congregation ? Was it intended
to assert that the presbyter or elder, if not a sacrificer, had some priestly
function, as minister which warranted the use of the name “ priest,” in distinction from mere presbyter, to the end that function and order might be
in symmetrical harmony ? This is the point which our author raises and to
which he gives a strong affirmative answer. To justify the priestly character
,

of the Christian ministry in this modified sense, he brings forward the doctrine of the universal priesthood of believers and presents it in strong and for
;

the most part edifying terms— quoting, with nearly full approval, from Dr.
Milligan, Ascension, pp. 245,2-16: “ As in the fundamental vision of [theRevelation of St. John] weare taught that Cliristexalted in glory isaPriest,
so we are taught that in Him all His people are also priests. They have
been made to be a kingdom, to be priests unto His God and Father,’ and
the white robes which they wear throughout the book are the robes of priests.
The idea of priestly function cannot be separated from the Christian Church.
Let the priestliness of the whole
All the Lord’s people are priests
.

.

.

.

‘

Church, not that of any particular class within her be prominently brought
forward let it appear that the very object of insisting on the Church’s
,

;

priestliness is to restore to the Christian laity that sense of their responsibility
and privilege of which Protestantism, hardly less than Romanism, has prac-

them.” Dr. Moberly would alter one sentence in Dr.
Milligan’s exposition of the doctrine, and would make it read: “Let the
priestliness of the whole Church, and of any particular class within her only
in reference to , and as expressive of, the priestliness of the whole, be brought
tically deprived

prominently forward,” etc. And in this alteration of the doctrine we have
the key to our author’s notion of Ministerial Priesthood.

We

desire greatly to have the doctrine of the priesthood of believers pressed
are indebted to Dr. Moberly
earnestly upon the attention of the Church.
for bis fresh and devout presentation of this important article of belief.
hold, in common with all instructed Christians, “ that in consequence of the
union, both federal and vital, which every Christian sustains to Christ, which

We

We
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involves fellowship with Him in all of His human graces, and in all of His
mediatorial functions and prerogatives, every believer has part in the priesthood of His head in such a sense that he has immediate access to God
through Christ, even unto the holiest of all; and that being sanctified and
spiritually qualified, he may there offer up, as a ‘holy priest,’ a ‘royal
priest,’ spiritual sacrifices, not expiatory, but the oblation of praise, supplication and thanksgiving through Jesus Christ and intercession for living
friends.”
will not object to our author’s statement when he asserts, “ that
the sacrificial priesthood of the Church is really her identification with the
priesthood and sacrifice of Christ.” But when he makes the claim “ that the
Christian minister, while not an atoning mediator between God and laypeople, is nevertheless ministerially empowered to wield, as the body’s organic
representative, the priestly powers which belong to the body, but which the
body cannot wield except through its own organs duly fitted for the purpose ” and when he advances this thought by the statement, “ that it is
through the act of the Christian priest, that the Church is identified upon
earth with the one heavenly offering of the atonement of Christ,” we must
distinctly decline to go with him.
Indeed, the argument by which he seeks to impress upon Christian
ministers , as such, a priestly character and function, is far from convincing.
All believers are by the grace of God made spiritual priests. Christian
ministers are made such by the call of God, and the orderly setting apart to
their office. If they are to be classed as ministerial, representative priests by
reason of their induction into the Christian ministry, they must be made such
by divine warrant. That they are any more, or in any different way priests,
than the whole company of the saints, by the simple fact of being called to the
Christian ministry, cannot be justified by an appeal to the New Testament.
This is just what Christian ministers are not. They are not official priests
in any sense of the word. They are authoritative teachers, rulers, and, for
purposes of order, administrators of the sacraments. They, as such, may
never exercise a single priestly function which may not be equally exercised
by the humblest believer. As believers they carry over into the ministry the
believer’s priesthood. They obtain no additional priestliness from being
made in an orderly way ministers. The New Testament is specifically and
abundantly prohibitive of any claim for additional priestliness in Christian
ministers, whether you name it sacrificial, ministerial or representative.
Name after name is given to designate the New Testament minister as to
Below the apostles we find an office of the New Testaoffice and function.
ment an office of steward of the mystery of God an office of pastor and
teacher an office of preacher an office of overseer. The duties of these
officers are to feed the flock of God, to administer the sacraments, to maintain discipline. There is no hint anywhere that a New Testament officer
was to be an official priest. The very name of priest is sedulously avoided
by the sacred writers when they are designating particular persons who are
to be directly called and set apart by proper ordinances to the preaching of
the word, to the pastoral care of the flock, and to the guidance and administration of the concerns of the organized body of Christ. Believers, by their
mystical union with Christ, have impressed upon them a kingly and a priestly
character but there is no divine warrant for the establishment of official
kings or official priests in the new kingdom of grace, other than the one Eternal King and Priest, Jesus Christ, our Sovereign Lord. The Romanist believes
that his minister is a priest, and that he has an altar and a veritable expiatory
sacrifice which he offers in the mass as a true propitiation pro vivis ac defunctis. And we can understand him while we deplore his perilous misapprehension. But we humbly submit that men like Cranmer, Hooker and

We

;

—

—

—

;

—
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Lightfoot made a mistake when they used and taught others to use the name
“ priest ” for a Christian minister. In their seifse, priest meant presbyter.
But in this sense it was sure to be misleading, and it has tended to drift
many pious souls under the instruction of the venerable and devout Anglican
Church toward an extreme sacramentarianism, if not, in some instances,
into the notion of a Christian minister as a real priest with verura sacrificium.
"With so much to admire in Dr. Moberly’s volume, we cannot but'regret that
he has undertaken to fix even a ministerial, representative priesthood upon the
Christian ministry. He will not always be understood, and where he is not,
we fear that his weighty influence will turn superficial thinkers in his own
Church tow ard Rome. Not that he would have it so, but as a natural and
ever-present result of the tendency to externalize the spiritual religion of our
common Lord or, to use his own words, “ to sacrifice, in some sense at least,
r

;

the inward to the outward.”
cannot do less than give to Dr. Moberly a tribute of admiration and
thanks for his able and elevated treatment of this most interesting and im-

We

portant theme. Moving, as he does, in the element of controversy, stoutly
maintaining positions denied by some of the ablest men of his own communion, as well as by the vast body of the scholars of other Protestant communions, he has given us an example of dignity aud courtesy in debate that is
worthy of all praise j It is a serene delight to move through these momentous
themes under the conduct jof a reverent and learned scholar who loves and
trusts the risen Lord, and who would teach us to believe and to tremble at
His word. While w e differ we may yet admire and rejoice to rest with him
in the ample assurances of our common faith.
While there is no space for comment, we may not omit to mention the
value of the Appendix, “ Upon the Recent Roman Controversy as to- the
Validity of Anglican Orders.” At some later time this may be profitably adr

verted

to.

Willis G. Craig.

Chicago.

V.— GENERAL LITERATURE.
Selections from “Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales.” By Prof.
Hiram Corson, LL.D. New York & London The Macmillan Com:

pany, 1896.

Pp. 277.

Prof. Corson is thoroughly well-known to English students in such
works as his Introduction to Browning Introduction to Shakespeare The
Primer of English Verse, The Aims of Literary Study and kindred volumes, while it is in point here to emphasize his studies within the sphere of
Old and Middle English. His Handbook of Early English is one of the most
helpful manuals along the line of pre-Elizabethan English philology, and
it is not strange that Chaucer, the central literary figure in the England of
,

,

the fourteenth century, should be the subject of special discussion at his hands.
Nor has Chaucer ever had a more appreciative and sympathetic editor, as he
profoundly human soul with a marcalls him, in the words of another, “
human quality as a man and
specifically
his
It
is
speech.”
power
of
velous

A

a writer and his ability to express this quality in verbal form that especially
awaken Prof. Corson’s interest and make him anxious to give the best of
the great poet's verse to the student of English in its earlier forms. Moreover, as stated in the Preface, “ This edition .... has been prepared as an
introduction to the study of Chaucer as a poet rather than as a writer of
fourteenth-century English,” and herein lies one of the practical benefits of
Prof. Corson’s linguistic work, in that it is always presented on the literary
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and magnifies the

spirit of the author above the mere text of his authoredition before us opens with a general introduction, full of biographical and grammatical interest, in which the main facts of the poet’s

side

The

ship.

are given with characteristic terseness as, also, his notable use of figuraand the wide
wealth of Scriptural allusions which the Tales reveal. His comments on the
open question of the pronunciation of Chaucer’s English, and the synopsis
life

tive language, the special alliterative feature of his verse,

which he presents are all that could be desired, aud
serve to place the Tales within the easy reach of any intelligent English reader.

of grammatical forms

in speaking of the subject of versification

and Dryden’s failure toappreCorson expresses one of
his trenchant utterances, when he says “ Chaucer continues to be one of the
great masters of verse in the literature, Dryden’s monotonous chatter about
It

is

ciate the inner spirit of this older poetry that Prof.
:

the progress of English verse to the contrary notwithstanding.”
In the text proper, the Prologue is given in full, with its eight hundred

and fifty-seven lines, forming in itself an excellent manual for the study of
Chaucerian or East Midland English. Carefully chosen and longer or shorter
selections follow from the Tales the Knight’s, Miller’s, Reeve’s, Cook’s,
Man of Lawe’s, Monk’s, Nun’s, Priest’s, Doctor’s, Pardoner’s, Wife of Bath’s,
Squire’s and the Canon’s Yeoman’s, such as the Knight’s, Man of Lawe’s aud
the Canon’s
eoman’s rightly receiving special emphasis. The selections are
thus made from about one-half of the Tales, “ the aim being,” as the editor
”
states, “ to represent Chaucer at his best, both as a story-teller and as a poet.
Tales written in prose, such as The Parson’s, are naturally omitted, while all
objectionable features of fourteenth-century language and sentiment are discreetly eliminated. We cannot but wonder, however, that Prof. Corson did
not include, in his list, substantial extracts from The Clerk’s Tale, with its
beautiful character Griselda, a Tale which in some respects has no superior
in the notable collection. The space given to the Cook and the Wife of Bath
we would gladly surrender to the Clerk of Oxenford.
In the notes to the edition, all needed interpretations of words and phrases
and early English customs and historical references are given, while the
Glossary is sufficiently full and definite for the ordinary purpose of the reader.
In fine, the volume is throughout satisfactory and helpful and cannot but aid
in stimulating the study of this Old English and New English poet.
It is this
consummate fusion of the old and the new that is the charm of Chaucer, and

—

Y

The freshness of the mornand it has thereby the effect of a tonic on him who reads
it.
It is thus that Lowell writes: “There is a pervading wholesomeness
in the writings of this man a vernal property that soothes and refreshes in
a way of which no other has ever found the secret.” Hence it is, that the
evident revival of interest in Chaucer and his verse is full of literary promise.
It reveals a growing tendency to seek the sources of genuine poetry to subordinate the letter to the sense and the spirit to exalt the natural above the
artificial and to insist that in English verse, at least, spontaneity and mental
and moral soundness are cardinal virtues.
it is

ing

this that Prof. Corson’s edition has preserved.

is

in this verse

—

;

;

;

T.

Princeton.

The Flourishing of Romance and the

W. Hunt.

Rise of Allegory.

By

George Saintsbury, M. A.,

Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature in the Uni verity of Edinburgh. New York Charles Scribner’s
8vo, pp. xvii, 429.
Sons, 1897
:

.

This is the first volume to be published in the new
European Literature ” projected by Prof. Saintsbury.

series of “ Periods of

It covers the twelfth

7S0
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and thirteenth centuries and is intended to be the second volume in the series,
being preceded by one on the “ Dark Ages,” from the pen of Prof. W.P. Ker.
The plan of the series is notable as undertaking to treat the contemporary
literatures of all the countries of Europe period by period. The motto for the
undertaking is found in a passage from Matthew Arnold “ The criticism
which alone can much help us for the future is a criticism which regards
Europe as being, for intellectual and spiritual purposes, one great confederation, bound to a joint action and working to a common result.” Mr. Saintsbury meets the objections to such a plan with perfect frankness in a Preface
which confesses the improbabilities of securing highly specialized mastery in
any one man for all the countries reviewed in any given volume, but pleads
the value of the treatment on broad lines which can be given by one who isa specialist in the dominant literature of a given age and a broadly readscholar in the contemporary literatures.
We think the general reader will
feel that Mr. Saintsbury is justified both by his argument and his book.
It would not be Mr. Saintsbury if literature as literature was not put forward here, and if literary tests were not preferred to those of
:

“
learned philologists who chase
.
panting syllable through time and space.”
.

A

.

.

We like his book none

the less for that. With the utmost respect for philology and for the results of philological study, we confess to impatience at the
way in which philology in some quarters is permitted to dominate the whole
field of criticism.
And when, as in the case of the period before us, philology has been in so many cases the handmaiden not of truth, but of pseudopatriotism, we gladly join Mr. Saintsbury in his rebellious attitude.
The period is one of the widest interest. It begins with the last pages of
Middle Age Latin, with the precious legacy of the Dies Ira and the Celestial
Country among its treasures. It carries us through the marvelous romances
of the Chansons de Geste with their cheerful disregard of the probable
and the possible, discusses for us the beautiful Arthurian Legend in its many
forms and fantastic developments, and carries us down to the final evolution
of the fables in the allegories of the Fox, the Hose, and their less celebrated
successors.
have interesting problems to solve by the way problems
affecting the early growth of literary forms and linguistic vehicles, dealing
with racial tendencies and social conditions, and many other interesting features of the springtime of modern thought and speech. English is still in
swaddling bands waiting for her Chaucer, her Langland and her Wyeliffe,
but French and German are pushing on to definite literary capacity. Prosody especially begins to be decidedly the modern thing.
We can congratulate the author on having provided, upon a period of unusual interest, a thoroughly vital and readable book, open to individual criticism no doubt, and even provoking to dissent by the radical and sweeping
nature of many verdicts. If the succeeding volumes keep up the excellence
of this, Mr. Saintsbury will be a real benefactor to every lover of the study of

—

We

comparative literature.

The book-making
Lafayette College.

is

excellent

and a good Index

is

provided.

Ethelbert

D. Warfield..

The Descent of the Primates. Lectures Delivered on the Occasion of the
Sesquicenteunial Celebration of Princeton University. By A. A. W. Hubrecht, Professor of Zoology in the University of Utrecht. With Illustrations.
12mo, pp. 41. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1S97.) Prof. Hubrecht’s lectures supply another notable example of the fascinations of speculative science. As a result of his studies in the embryology of Tarsius and
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the Lemurs, he has been led to separate the Lemuridse widely from the Primates while still including Tarsius among the Primates. This necessitates

a new construction of the phylogeny of the Primates, with its involved new
genealogy of man. In these lectures he gives a clear and interesting popular
account of his conclusions.
There are two things which most strongly
impress the lay reader of his presentation first, what must appear to him the
serious overworking of the principle, reasonable in itself, but certainly capable
of being unduly pressed, that similarities of structure imply genealogical
connection and, secondly, the facility with which speculatively constructed
facts are made to take their place along with facts of observation as the basis
of argumentation. The whole theory presented here, for example, is based
not more on the observed embryology of Tarsius than on the assumed embryology of Anaptomorphus (p. 19). In the face of the extensive complications of the resemblances and differences which are traceable between
forms as observed, and which are often most unexpected until observed, both
of these procedures must seem to the lay reader somewhat hazardous.
For
himself he is inclined to insist on trying what the effect would be of confining inference to strict induction from the really ascertained facts of observation, and of allowing due play to the principle, equally valid in itself
with that of genealogy, that like conditions tend independently to produce
like effects. And he is very apt to rise from the perusal of books like the present one with a strong suspicion that, if their writers did not put “ evolution”
into their premises, they would hardly find so much of it in their conclusions.
They all start out with the assumption of evolution as a thing “ as universally
acknowledged as is gravitation” (p. 2), and supplied long since with ‘‘demonstrative evidence” (p. 4) but they oddly enough appear to be still on the outlook for evidence for it, and cannot avoid speaking now and again of valuable
material for its establishment (p. 4). This varied attitude toward their fundamental assumption seems to the lay reader not altogether unaccountable. He gets an impression that as greater and greater masses of fact are
accumulated, the load is becoming a little too heavy for the original assumption of “ evolution” to carry. What, for example, is the result of the new
new and better confacts which Prof. Hubrecht has brought forward ?
struction of the phylogeny of the Primates, he tells us. Well and good
what is the direction in which this new construction moves ? This is his
generalization: “The genera known to us very rarely converge toward
:

;

:

A

:

known

predecessors as we go backward in geological time ; their respective
genealogies run much more parallel to each other, the point of meeting being
thus continually transported further backward toward yet older geological
strata” (pp. 39, 40). But to say that the accumulation of facts gives the
lines of descent

more and more the aspect

say that the progress of research
nal “evolutionary” assumption.

is

of parallel lines,

is

certainly not to

in the direction of establishing the origi-

The appearance of the genealogical tree
remained no doubt intact when, only the other day, Mr. Topinard still told
us that the common origin of man and the anthropoid apes is to be found in
an animal of the type of the Old World monkeys, while all the monkeys in
turn find a common root in a type like that of the Lemurs. It became somewhat different when Prof. Cope suggested that advancing knowledge led to
the belief that the Anthropomorpha (including man and the anthropoids)
are not derived from the monkeys, but the two stirpes run back independently
to find their first connection in the Lemurs, the common source of both but
not, he added, in any existing type of Lemur, but in extinct forms of the Eocene period. The tree-like appearance is still further destroyed now that Hubrecht tells us that still advancing knowledge sets the Lemurs also to one
side, and suggests that it may be not unwise to assume as the ancestor of man
;
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and the anthropoids an early Eocene Primate “ differing from the Simise,
Catarhinm, Platyrhinse and Tauridre,” while these tribes unite only in a
“ Mesozoic insectivorous ancestor,” and back of that we are not to assume
descent through Marsupials, Monotremes and Sauropsids, but must go back
independently to the amphibian father of all. Here are “ more parallel” lines
with a vengeance and a layman may be pardoned for beginning to suspect
that they converge at all, away back there “ in the world’s young prime,” only
because “ evolution” was in the assumption. Certainly if every new obtru:

sion of facts should

still further separate the lines at their back ends, the “genealogical tree” will soon begin to look amazingly like a plantation of canes,

each growing independently from a common soil and the lines may become
so nearly parallel that they will only meet in infinity. Possibly this result
may not disturb “evolutionists:” they seem to be more concerned to lay
down new hypothetical lines of phylogeny here, there and everywhere, than
to ask seriously whether any such really exist in nature and they appear to
have nothing less than eternity to dispose of (p. 26). But laymen, who are
more concerned to learn what is true than to adjust an old theory to fit the
new facts which may from time to time be brought forward, will not fail to
observe that every aeon in the infinite past, back into which the origin of
man is pushed, and every step toward making the lines of descent of the
various animal forms “ more parallel,” raises a new difficulty in the path of
The steps which are made in
the prevalent assumptions of “evolution.”
;

;

by Prof. Hubreclit, and so interestingly outlined in these lectmind (or what he is prone to call his
mind) a reflection of that scientific imagination by the aid of which Prof.
Huxley was enabled to look back into the infinite past and see “ the evolution of living protoplasm from not living matter;” and to tempt it to contemplate as possible the coming of the time when the accumulation of facts
will press out all the main lines of phylogeny into real parallels, and push
Possibly this time may
back the origin of man to “the Beginning.”
never come, just as the time seen by Prof. Huxley never was: but the time
has already fully come when the adherents of “ evolution” should do somethis direction

ures, will suffice to rouse in the lay

—

make it clear to the lay mind that it can never come or else abate a
Letters from the Scenes
the confidence of their primary assumption.
of the Recent 31assacres in Armenia. By J. Rendel Harris and Helen B.
Harris. With Maps and Other Illustrations. 8vo, pp. xii, 254. (New
York, Chicago and Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1897.) It is impossible
to read the account which these familiar letters give of what Prof, and Mrs.
thing to

little of

Rendel Harris saw in their journey through Armenia from Alexandretta
through Aintab, Ourfa, Diarbekir, Mardin, Harpoot, Malatia, Arabkir, Eglin and Marsovan, in the spring and summer of 1896, without a boiling of
the blood and an impulse to repeat the imprecatory Psalms with a personal
application. Clearly the Western world has not half realized the incredible
atrocity and calculating barbarity of what seems already to have passed
somewhat out of its mind as “the late Armenian massacres.” Not that
these letters are a record of the horrors which came to the knowledge of the
The force of their effect is in large measure due to the restraint
travelers.
which their writers put on themselves in this matter. They do not revel
in the terrible details they simply tell us in the most controlled way the condition in which they found the people after the massacre, and the dreadful
state of a whole region where the social fabric has been destroyed by the
slaughter of the men, the destruction of all industry, and the casting of
the widows and children, unclad and unfed and without means or hope of
livelihood, into the streets. No one who would understand what the Turk has
done or under what incitement he has done it, or what the Armenians have
:

:
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spirit they have suffered it, or what the task of the
them, can afford to miss reading this illuminating
volume.
Incidentally the volume has two other claims to our interest.
One arises from its testimony to the devotion and efficiency and splendid
results of the mission work carried on in this region by the agents of the
American Board. Few bodies of missionaries can have been placed in such
difficult circumstances few can hope to receiye such hearty encomiums from
travelers so well-fitted to judge of their work and their single-hearted devotion to it. It makes one proud of the name of American Christian to read
of what has been done in Armenia by these American missionaries, to whom
is evidently due the praise— and very high praise it is
that their courage
and faithfulness have equaled that of their persecuted flocks themselves.
Such a comment as the following touches the point of the American missions from its statesman-like side “ The Armenian question is an American
one. The civilization of Asia Minor is American it is covered by a network of American agencies there are good colleges and schools, medical
colleges and schools for training preachers. The same thing is going on as
in Bulgaria
the Americans are training the future rulers of the country” (p. 181). Every page of the narrative bears witness to the wisdom of
the methods and the success of the work of the missions of Asia Minor and
the book thus becomes a most valuable one for the student of mission
methods. Another source of interest in it arises from Prof. Harris’ inability
to keep his scholar’s instincts down, and the consequent intrusion now and
again into his letters of hints to the student of the Christian origins. Now he
points out the instruction to be derived from the scenes he was witnessing as
to the state of the early Christians under persecution now he devises hints for
the interpretation of the Apocalypse now he traces to its source an odd word

suffered

future

and with what

is

relatively to

:

—

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

Apology of Aristides (p. 62). Of course, this is all purely
and there is not much of it—just enough to prevent the picture of the dreadful state of Armenia from becoming too oppressive to be
Shakespeare, Puritan and
read. It is altogether an informing book.
Recusant. By the Kev. T. Carter. With a Prefatory Note by the Rev.
Principal J. Oswald Dykes, D.D. 12mo, pp. 208. (Edinburgh and London

in the text of the
incidental,

Oliphant,
as far as

Auderson& Ferrier, 1897.) A delightful historical essay, which,
we can see, makes good its main contention. This is that John

Shakespeare, alderman of Stratford and father of William, so far from being
the Roman Catholic he has ordinarily been represented, belonged rather to
the extreme Puritan party and was subjected to persecution on that account.
The point is not only of high historical interest, but also of importance in
understanding the character and allusions of the dramatist, and Mr. Carter’s book may easily take rank as the most important contribution to Shakespeareana of the year. Probably no point indispensable to his case has been
omitted by Mr. Carter from his account but we hardly think that he has
presented his case in the most winning way to his readers. There is a slight
lack of orderly arrangement and an apparent tendency to drive small points
too hard, which seems occasionally to obscure the real strength of the presentation.
But, as we have said, we think the facts presented fairly support the
new interpretation suggested, and the book is certainly good reading. To
ask more were hypercritical.
Oliver Cromwell:
Study in Personal Religion.
By Robert F. Horton, M.A. D.D., Author of John Howe, etc.
12mo, pp. x, 208. (New York Thomas Whittaker, 1897.) This is a little
book that needed writing, and Dr. Horton has written it well, with a clear
hold on the facts and a steady advance to his goal. How any one can read
even a dozen of Cromwell’s letters and not perceive him to have been, above
all things, a man of deep personal religion is one of those inexplicable things
:

A

:

:
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which even the violence of party spirit does not seem

fully to account for. It
Dr. Horton’s task to review the life of the greatest of English rulers, and
show how he was led in every step of it by his religious convictions. Whether
this is equivalent to saying that he was led in every step of it by the Spirit of
God, may be held more doubtful. But few unbiased readers can doubt the
sincerity of Cromwell’s belief that he was the instrument of God in all
his work, or the justness of this faith in the broad outlines of his career.
The Complete Poetical TFor&s of James Russell Lowell. Cambridge
Edition. 8vo, pp. xvii, 492. (Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifis

flin

&

Co.,

1896.)

By

this

latest

addition

to

The

the reading public their debtors.

“Cambridge EdiCo. have again made
work on the book is,

their

&

tion” of the poets, Messrs. Houghton, Mifflin
editorial

on all its companions, an example to editors. The volume opens
with the customary brief “ Biographical Sketch” from the informed and
graceful pen of Mr. H. E. Scudder the headnotes to the several poems give
all that is required to enable the reader to put each in its setting
an appendix contains whatever further is needed for the proper understanding of
the poems and the volume closes with adequate indices. The comparatively
small poetic output of Mr. Lowell enables the type to be made larger, and the
printing more open than in some of the other volumes of the series (as for
example that of Browning). Every poem is contained in it which Mr. Lowell
like that

;

;

;

included in the definitive Riverside edition of his writings, together with the
pieces that were published in the Last Poems collected by his literary executor, Mr. Charles Eliot Norton everything (and more) therefore of his poetic
product which the author cared to let live. Mr. Lowell was rather the
cultivated man of letters than the poet of genius, but his talents were well
exercised in the verses he published, and, whether grave or gay, his poems
made a peculiar appeal to American hearts and minds and will not be soon
allowed to pass out of memory. The publishers have put them in this goodly
volume within the reach of all, in a form which is not less a delight to the
Songs after Work. By Louis J. Maeye than a satisfaction to the mind.
gee. Long 16mo, pp. 52. (New York Anson D. F. Randolph & Co., 1896.)
Mr. Magee has a neat touch and a graceful knack of versifying which he
has turned to good purpose in these little “ verses of society.” Most of them
:

:

are of the lightand jocose order which seems best to

“ The Dynamo’s Song,” however,

fit

Mr. Magee’s methods.

a far from unsuccessful attempt at the
poetic interpretation of the prosaic elements of modern machine life, a sphere
in which Mr. Rudyard Kipling has made so fine a stroke in his “ McAndrews’ Hymn.” Mr. Magee has imitated an early example in saving his best

wine for the

last.

is

The “ L’Envoi ”

of the little

book runs

“ Little Wife,
If you find
Something in between these lines—
Something about love and life.
Better far, a thousand times,

Than the rhymes,
Sweeter, stronger and more true—
That’s for you.”

We

would gladly read a bigger book through

to light

upon

that.

I

